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Abstract
The primary aims of this thesis were to investigate the outcomes achieved by young
people with anxiety and depression following treatment by specialist child and adolescent
mental health services, the treatment outcome expectancies and illness belief models of
young people, and how clinicians are currently managing outcome measurement and
treatment outcome expectancies in practice.
Study 1 consists of a systematic review and meta-analysis, which investigates the
outcomes of routine specialist mental health care for young people with anxiety and
depression. Results indicate that only approximately 38% of young people who access
specialist mental health treatment show measurable improvement.
Study 2 used qualitative methods to explore young people’s expectations of
treatment outcomes and beliefs about their anxiety and depression, assessed across the
dimensions outlined in the Self-Regulatory Model (Leventhal, Meyer, & Nerenz, 1980).
Illness perceptions were multifactorial and highly idiosyncratic, suggesting the need to
develop a valid and reliable tool to measure illness perceptions in this group.
Study 3 aimed to address this by using mixed methods to develop modified, anxiety
and depression specific versions of the revised illness perceptions questionnaire (IPQ-R)
(Moss-Morris et al., 2002). Item development and modifications, along with the
psychometric properties of the new measures, are reported. Overall, results suggest that the
IPQ-Anxiety (IPQ-A) and IPQ-Depression (IPQ-D) are valid and reliable tools for measuring
illness perceptions.
Study 4 aimed to explore illness perceptions and mental health variables as
predictors of treatment outcome expectancy among young people with a history of anxiety
and depression. Young people’s cognitive representations of anxiety and depression differed
across domains, highlighting that although the conditions co-occur, they are experienced and
perceived independently. Results also indicated that greater treatment control beliefs and
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religious and spirituality beliefs were associated with more positive treatment outcome
expectations in youth with history of both anxiety and depression.
Study 5 used quantitative methods to investigate CAMHS professionals’ attitudes to
routine outcome measurement (ROM) and the barriers to implementation in practice
according to the theoretically derived dimensions and the Capability, Opportunity, and
Motivation Model of Behaviour COM-B (COM-B) (Michie, Van Stralen, & West, 2011).
ROM can serve as a useful clinical tool to monitor outcomes and manage expectations,
providing both the practitioner and the young person with some degree of objective feedback
about the degree of change. The findings of this study suggest that there are several
psychological, motivational and structural barriers to usage, which map on to a number of
intervention functions.
Study 6 used a qualitative approach to better understand child and adolescent mental
health practitioners’ views, feelings and experiences in relation to managing treatment when
outcomes have not improved. This is the first study, to date, to utilise the COM-B Model
within this context. Results highlight that practitioners face several key challenges in practice,
including pervasive resource constraint and an obligation to manage ongoing risk.
The results of this thesis can inform evidence-based communication between young
people, families and practitioners to facilitate young people’s involvement in shared decisionmaking and choice regarding their own treatment.
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Impact statement
The field of child and adolescent mental health has lacked an accurate picture of the
treatment outcomes achieved by children and young people with anxiety and depression in
specialist child and adolescent mental health services. This PhD has provided the first
synthesis of treatment outcomes for young people with anxiety and depression accessing
specialist mental health services, with a focus on individual-level change.
It has also been unclear whether young people’s outcome expectancies and illness
belief models are aligned with the reality of treatment outcomes in practice and how these
issues are managed in clinical practice by practitioners. This PhD research triangulates these
parallel elements by investigating treatment outcomes achieved in practice, young people’s
treatment outcome expectations and personal belief models about illness, and how both
treatment outcomes and treatment outcome expectations are managed in clinical practice by
clinicians.
To address limitations of previous research in the field of child and adolescent mental
health, this thesis draws on two models developed within the field of health psychology, the
Self-Regulatory Model (Leventhal, et al., 1980) and the Capability, Opportunity, and
Motivation Model of Behaviour COM-B (COM-B) (Michie, et al., 2011), as frameworks for
investigating the cognitive representations of young people and the behaviour and experience
of clinicians, respectively.
This is the first study to undertake a multi-phase, mixed methods approach to
developing and validating anxiety- and depression-specific tools for measuring illness
perceptions in young people. Overall, results suggest that the IPQ-A, IPQ-D, Brief IPQ-A
and Brief IPQ-D are valid and reliable tools for measuring illness perceptions. This study
demonstrates that young people’s beliefs about and anxiety and depression are multifactorial
and highly idiosyncratic, yet can be organised according to the underlying dimensions of
Leventhal’s Self-Regulatory Model, which allow them to be reliably measured and classified
as latent constructs. The development of these measures represents an important step in the
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field of child and adolescent mental health by providing the opportunity for systematic
assessment of young people’s conceptualisations and cognitive representations of their
anxiety and depression. The tools developed as part of this study provide researchers and
clinicians with a means to track changes in both cognitive and emotional representations,
which can be targets for psychological interventions designed to improve outcomes.
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Contextual overview
The aim of this contextual overview is to introduce the relevant literature and
highlight the interconnections amongst concepts. This overview is intended to act as a
summary of the concepts and how they relate to each section of the thesis, which will be later
explored in detail in the relevant parts of the thesis.
This thesis consists of three parts relating to the treatment outcomes achieved in
practice (Part I), young people’s treatment outcome expectations and personal belief models
(Part II) and how both treatment outcomes and treatment outcome expectations are managed
in clinical practice by clinicians (Part III). The primary aims of this thesis were to investigate
the outcomes achieved by youth with anxiety and depression following treatment by
specialist child and adolescent mental health services, the treatment outcome expectancies
and illness belief models of young people, and explore how clinicians are currently managing
outcome measurement, treatment outcome expectancies and treatment endings in practice.
These aims were achieved through a series of six empirical studies.
Mental health problems in young people are increasing, which is reflected in a
concurrent and increasing demand for mental health services (Crenna-Jennings &
Hutchinson, 2018; Deighton et al., 2019; Mojtabai, Olfson, & Han, 2016; Pitchforth et al.,
2019). In response to this demand, there has been a strong focus on increasing access to
psychological therapies and social care services, reducing the treatment gap, and managing
risk by ensuring that a wide range of tiered services and interventions are available to the
young people who require them.
This impacts the way in which we approach and prioritise outcome measurement in
clinical practice, how services evidence their effectiveness and correspondingly, is reflected
in current research agendas. Attention has been weighted towards increasing inclusive service
provision and reducing waiting lists, and the potential negative impact of lacking provision,
rather than evaluating the outcomes of current interventions provided by services for those
who already have access (Wolpert, Deighton, Fleming, & Lachman, 2015). Accordingly,
there is increasing emphasis on the need to pay closer attention to the scope and limitations of
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current interventions, compounded by chronic economic constraints, reduction in expenditure
and heightened demand (Docherty & Thornicroft, 2015).
Currently, very little is known about what outcomes are to be expected following
routine treatment provided by specialist child and adolescent mental health services
(CAMHS). The small amount of extant literature suggests that a high proportion of young
people do not show measurable improvement in symptoms despite receiving treatment from
services (Edbrooke-Childs, Wolpert, Zamperoni, Napoleone, & Bear, 2018; Smith & JensenDoss, 2017; Warren, Nelson, Mondragon, Baldwin, & Burlingame, 2010). However, no
systematic review of the literature has yet been undertaken to synthesise this information.
Furthermore, there is a dearth of research examining the mechanisms or predictors of
change, and efforts to determine the key moderating factors in treatment outcomes following
routine practice have provided an inconsistent picture (Kovacs, Obrosky, & George, 2016).
There are likely several person- and treatment-related variables which act as moderators,
including but not limited to, disorder or problem type, comorbidity, treatment duration, and
outcome informant (Brookman-Frazee, Haine, & Garland, 2006; Gordon, Antshel, &
Lewandowski, 2012; Hudson et al., 2015; Jackson, Keir, Sender, & Mueller, 2017; Nilsen,
Handegård, Eisemann, & Kvernmo, 2016; Spielmans & Flückiger, 2018). Outcome
moderation within this context warrants further investigation and is crucial for delineating the
factors which may serve to enhance or reduce the effectiveness of treatments in routine
practice settings. This information could serve as a useful tool for clinicians to be prescriptive
in their choice of intervention based on key characteristics of the young person and their
presenting difficulties.
In the absence of such information, and in the light of the understandable desire to
increase access and reduce stigma, professional groups tend to stress the likely positive
impact of treatment. For example, according to the website of the Anxiety and Depression
Association of America: “Like other medical conditions, anxiety disorders tend to be chronic
unless properly treated. Most kids find that they need professional guidance to successfully
manage and overcome their anxiety” (Anxiety and Depression Association of America,
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2018). It has been argued that this may leave referrers, young people and families with
potentially unrealistic expectations as to what outcomes to expect from treatment, as there is
an expectation that everyone will get better if they have access to services for long enough
and will not recover without treatment (Wolpert & Rousmaniere, 2017).
In this context, it is important to acknowledge that treatments can be harmful as well
as helpful. Outcome literature on deterioration effects suggests that a small, but nontrivial,
proportion of young people become worse following psychological therapy, with rates
ranging from 5% to 24% in youth samples accessing routine services (Edbrooke-Childs, et
al., 2018; Smith & Jensen-Doss, 2017; Warren, et al., 2010). Beyond the harmful
psychological effects, ineffective treatments can take resources way from individual and
community resources and detract from considering a wider range of approaches. However, it
is challenging to determine the adverse effects of treatments, as outcome research often fails
to monitor or report adverse outcomes or events (Duggan, Parry, McMurran, Davidson, &
Dennis, 2014; Jonsson, Alaie, Parling, & Arnberg, 2014).
A common misconception is that ‘more is better’, particularly in relation to
psychological therapies. This is not supported by the evidence, which indicates an initial
rapid improvement in symptoms, followed by a decelerating curve over the course of
treatment, with additional sessions leading to progressively less change (Cannon, Warren,
Nelson, & Burlingame, 2010; Falkenström, Josefsson, Berggren, & Holmqvist, 2016;
Jackson, et al., 2017; Napoleone, Evans, Patalay, Edbrooke-Childs, & Wolpert, 2019;
Saunders et al., 2019; Warren, et al., 2010).
Although arguments have been made in support of the ‘sleeper effect’, in which
larger effects of psychotherapy are observed at follow-up compared to post-assessment, the
most up-to-date meta-analytic studies are not supportive of such arguments (Eckshtain et al.,
2019; Flückiger & Del Re, 2017). The notion that ‘more is better’ has been a pervasive and
influential claim and may serve to prolong treatments that are not helpful, in the hope they
will work in time, and detract from considering a wider range of non-professional self-
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management approaches, including social interaction and seasonal light therapy (Niederhofer
& von Klitzing, 2012; Wolpert et al., 2018).
To address these issues and address gaps in the literature relating to treatment
outcomes and measurement, Part I of this thesis explores treatment outcomes achieved in
practice for young people with anxiety and depression. The aim of the systematic review and
meta-analysis was to determine group-level and individual-level outcomes following
treatment as usual (TAU) by specialist mental health services among children and young
people with depression and/ or anxiety. In terms of individual-level symptom change, 33%
clinically improved, 38% reliably improved, 6% reliably deteriorated, 44% showed no
reliable change and 40% reliably recovered. Sub-group analysis demonstrated that outcome
informant moderated outcomes, with clinician-reports generally documenting greater
improvements than self-or parent-reports. There was also a small yet significant moderating
effect of treatment dosage on outcomes. Finally, problem type moderated outcomes, with
better outcomes for those studies focussed on depression than those for anxiety. No other
moderators were identified as being associated with differential outcomes. In terms of
standardised effect size (ES), longitudinal analysis showed an initial large reduction in
symptoms within the first three months, followed by a gradual deceleration in the rate of
change thereafter. By six months, there was very little additional change in symptoms.
This is the first review of evidence to use individual-level metrics of change,
providing the only existing estimate of likely measurable improvement rates from specialist
mental health services. These findings suggest that there is need to review how to effectively
meet the needs of young people with anxiety and depression, particularly those who do not
measurably improve with treatment.
Results from this systematic review lead on to several parallel strands of research
which were addressed by Part II and Part III of this thesis. Primarily, it was deemed necessary
to review how to effectively communicate to young people and the wider public that not
everybody will get better by the end of treatment, as well as managing the expectations of
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those at the outset of treatment. In order to achieve this, a series of multi-phase, mixed
methods studies were taken to gain a better understanding of young people’s existent
expectations of mental health treatment outcomes, along with their conceptualisations and
beliefs about their mental illness. It is notable that in comparison to the physical health
literature, understanding of young people’s beliefs and conceptualisation of anxiety and
depression is limited and research in this area is in its infancy.
With enough information, young people, families and clinicians can work together in
order to weigh up the risk with possible benefit of treatments in accordance with their own
preferences, beliefs and circumstances. Health professionals play an important role in
managing treatment outcome expectations from the outset by ensuring they understand the
expectations of the young person and their beliefs about their illness. This shared
understanding of the young person’s beliefs and expectations can then guide decisions
relating to treatment.
Indeed, others have outlined that interventions should be agreed in joint collaboration
with families and young people, informed by shared knowledge of the evidence and the
ongoing review of progress (Wolpert et al., 2014). The benefits of shared decision making are
supported by the evidence, which indicates that shared decision making involving both
children and parents can contribute to enhanced treatment outcomes (Edbrooke-Childs et al.,
2016). Furthermore, the collaborative formation of goals, along with discussions about
treatment choice, is fundamental in establishing a strong therapeutic alliance which in turn
may improve outcomes (Bradley, Murphy, Fugard, Nolas, & Law, 2013).
In order to achieve this, better understanding of young people’s existent expectations
of mental health treatment outcomes along, with the effect of their conceptualisations and
beliefs about their mental illness is warranted. Outcome or prognostic expectancy is defined
as the extent clients believe they will benefit from treatment (Arnkoff, Glass, & Shapiro,
2002). Outcome expectations reflect patients' prognostic beliefs about the consequences of
engaging in treatment and are distinct from other constructs such as treatment motivation and
therapy preferences. Outcomes expectations are based on an individual’s prior knowledge,
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experience and experience of significant others, such as friends and family. Importantly,
expectancies are not fixed and are subject to change with exposure to information and
experiences (Schulte, 2008).
From the perspective of young people, only a very small amount of existing literature
exists, which suggests that there are misinformed beliefs and a lack of clear understanding
about specialist CAMH services and the treatments they provide, specifically in terms of the
level of input they themselves will have to provide in order to experience change and that
symptomatic change will be the primary target of treatment (Armstrong et al., 2019; Dogra,
Vostanis, Abuateya, & Jewson, 2007).
This phenomenon, whereby clients underestimate the work they will have to do in
psychotherapy and to overestimate the skill of therapist, has also been observed from the
perspective of clinicians. A study conducted in the United States sought to explore
counselling psychologists’ perceptions of the occurrence and effects of their clients'
unrealistic expectations about counselling (Tinsley, Bowman, & Barich, 1993). Of the
seventy-two surveyed, the majority perceived some of their clients as having unrealistically
high expectations across a number of treatment outcomes, including but not limited to the
probability of a beneficial outcome and counsellor nurturance. Those surveyed viewed most
unrealistic expectations as having a detrimental effect on counselling (Tinsley, et al., 1993).
It is widely accepted that a positive association exists between client expectations and
clinical improvement, typically finding that more optimistic expectations are associated with
better outcomes (Glass, Arnkoff, & Shapiro, 2001). However, it is also important to consider
the evidence, based on adult populations, that highlights that the greater discrepancy between
treatment outcome expectation and actual treatment outcome, the less effective treatment will
be, the more likely the client will be to disengage from the process of therapy, and the less
likely they will be to seek help in the future (Noble, Douglas, & Newman, 2001; Westra,
Aviram, Barnes, & Angus, 2010). It is hoped that developing a research base on young
people’s expectations of treatment outcomes and beliefs and representations about anxiety
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and depression will inform and support evidence-based communication between young
people, families and practitioners, facilitate young people’s involvement in shared decisionmaking and choice regarding their own treatment and prevent undue harm from ineffective
treatments.
Given that outcome expectancies are cognitively mediated, by means of cognitive
appraisals such as self-efficacy (Bandura, 1986), when exploring treatment outcome
expectations, it is important to consider the role of personal illness belief models. In terms of
cognitive representations of illness, attention has been weighted towards individuals’
interpretations of internal and external experiences and how these interpretations contribute
to the development and maintenance of symptoms i.e. negative self-schemas. There has been
comparatively little focus on individuals’ own models of their mental health problems and the
role these models play in patients’ help-seeking, engagement and expectations of treatment
(Lobban, Barrowclough, & Jones, 2005).
In the field of physical health, several models of social cognition have been applied
to understand illness beliefs and illness related behaviours. The most widely applied model of
illness beliefs is the Self-Regulatory Model (SRM) (Leventhal, et al., 1980), varyingly known
as the illness perceptions model and the common-sense model. The SRM is a social cognition
framework of self-regulation which examines individuals’ experience and representation of
illness. Illness representations are self-organised sets of beliefs (schemas) about how an
illness affects the body, its likely impact on life, its likely course, origin and outcome. Both
illness representations and treatment beliefs are important antecedents in guiding behaviours
such as help-seeking and adherence to treatment (Horne & Weinman, 2002).
The relationship between cognitive representations of illness and emotional and
behavioural responses is acknowledged in both mental and physical health fields, however,
the way in which these two disciplines have approached this in theory and practice has
differed. The field of clinical psychology has focused on individuals’ interpretations of
internal and external experiences while there has been comparatively little focus on
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individuals’ own models of their mental health problems and the role these models play in
patients’ engagement and expectations of treatment. In contrast, the field of health
psychology have made several important steps in linking illness and treatment belief models
to a number of health-related outcomes and target of intervention strategies (Glattacker,
Heyduck, & Meffert, 2012). It is hoped that by adopting the SRM within the context of youth
anxiety and depression, further insight into young people’s conceptualisations of anxiety and
depression and its treatment will be achieved.
Using both qualitative and quantitative approaches, Part II of this thesis applied the
Self-Regulatory Model (SRM) (Leventhal, et al., 1980) to understand treatment expectations
and illness perceptions and to develop reliable and valid measures of illness perceptions for
anxiety and depression in youth. Approximately 48% of 257 young people with anxiety and
depression accurately estimated recovery rates of 50% or less, which were established from
the systematic review and meta-analysis. Young people had extremely diverse beliefs and
expectations about treatments and their effectiveness
From the qualitative interviews with young people, it was evident that likely
outcomes from treatment were almost never discussed at the outset of or throughout
treatment. Although there was a mixed consensus regarding the degree of honesty and
transparency clinicians should display about treatment outcomes, and the degree to which
clinicians should be managing expectations from the outset, many of young people felt that
having a picture of likely outcomes before treatment would help manage their expectations
and reduce feelings of self-blame if the treatment did not work for them.
Arguably, shared decision making, informed by shared knowledge of treatment, must
be entirely inclusive of discussions surrounding any current or potential limitations to
interventions and continued reappraisal of the positive impact of treatment using routine
outcome measurement as a feedback tool. However, for this to happen there must be a shared
understanding between the clinician and the young person of if and how a treatment works, if
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it has potential harms, and what the young person’s own beliefs about illness and
expectations of treatment are.
Routine outcome measurement (ROM) can serve as a useful clinical tool to monitor
outcomes and manage expectations, providing both the practitioner and the young person
with some degree of objective feedback about the degree of change, particularly if the
treatment is ineffective or even harmful. The importance of outcome monitoring as a
feedback mechanism for monitoring and potentially improving outcomes in clinical practice
is well-documented within the literature (Bickman, Kelley, Breda, de Andrade, & Riemer,
2011; Hamilton & Bickman, 2008; Lasalvia & Ruggeri, 2007; Reese, Norsworthy, &
Rowlands, 2009).
Routine outcome measurement appears to be particularly beneficial for identifying
individuals at risk of poor response and for monitoring individuals who are not improving
with treatment (Carlier et al., 2012; Delgadillo et al., 2018; Finch, Lambert, & Schaalje,
2001; Lambert & Shimokawa, 2011). Research provides evidence that clinical judgment can
be misleading and that clinicians have difficulty in accurately predicting client deterioration
or noticing current symptom worsening (Hannan et al., 2005; Hatfield, McCullough, Frantz,
& Krieger, 2010; Meyer & Schulte, 2002). In addition, they appear to endorse overly
optimistic attitudes regarding estimates of their clients’ outcomes and have the impression
that they are more successful than their peers, with 90% of clinicians rating themselves in the
upper quartile (Walfish, McAlister, O'Donnell, & Lambert, 2012).
Given that clinical judgment can be misleading, ROM is vitally important if
clinicians are to be able to monitor if a young person is making progress and can be used to
guide shared decision making regarding whether a treatment is working as it was hoped it
would according to a young person’s beliefs and expectations. Having access to this
information during sessions with families and in clinical supervision can serve as a beneficial
feedback mechanism for monitoring and potentially improving outcomes (Bickman, et al.,
2011; Hamilton & Bickman, 2008; Lasalvia & Ruggeri, 2007; Reese, et al., 2009).
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Although it is widely accepted that shared decision making and collaborative
working is best practice for ensuring young people are active participants in their own care
within mental health services, Wolpert and colleagues highlight that implementation raises a
number of challenges in relation to facilitating complex conversations (Wolpert, et al., 2014).
Indeed, intervention limitations are far more widely discussed within physical health
contexts, particularly in relation to long term conditions. Medical professionals have a wellestablished language for discussing prognoses, and limitations are often quantified and
approached routinely in a frank and open manner and importance of communication between
clinicians and patients within physical health settings is well-recognised, both clinically and
within research.
Despite statistics which highlight that, for many young people, treatment will not be
effective, there has been limited consideration given to what the next steps should be
following treatment and how this should be communicated to young people (Wolpert, 2016).
There is currently no guidance from National Institute for Health and Care Excellence
(NICE) nor other professional bodies, in relation to ending treatment in these cases and
managing challenging endings when treatment has not been effective is often absent from
clinical training.
Communicating prognostic estimates, managing expectations about likely outcomes,
and managing poor treatment outcomes has been widely acknowledged and explored within
the physical health literature, however, there remains a paucity of empirical research
examining this process and within routine specialist mental health care. Currently, very few
studies have asked CAMHS professionals about the challenges they face in relation to
managing poor outcomes in practice, and there is a lack of explicit theoretical basis for the
assessment of these barriers and facilitators in practice. It is therefore important to gain a
better understanding of practitioners’ responses and perspectives in relation to poor treatment
outcomes and how this is currently managed in clinical practice.
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Results from both the systematic review and the qualitative interviews suggest that
there is a is a need to review how to effectively communicate to young people, their families
and the wider public that not everybody will get better by the end of treatment and explore
best practice in terms of managing expectations and treatment endings. Beyond the
perspectives of young people, it was deemed important to gain insight into the perspectives of
professionals and better understand these issues within the wider context of the healthcare
systemic in which they practice.
To address the limitations in existing research, Part III of this thesis reports the
findings of both a quantitative and qualitative study which were conducted with practitioners,
using behaviour change theory (COM-B Model) to investigate CAMHS professionals’
perspectives and experiences in relation to measuring outcomes using ROM, managing poor
treatment outcomes and ending mental health treatment when improvement has not been
achieved. To date, these are the first studies to use the COM-B model as the framework to
understand the determinants and behaviour and as the basis for practice recommendations in
to address these issues within a child and adolescent mental health context.
To date, the field of child and adolescent mental health lacks a cohesive account of
the outcomes achieved by children and young people with anxiety and depression following
treatment by specialist child and adolescent mental health services and the factors which
moderate change. It is also yet unclear how treatment outcomes in routine practice
correspond to the outcomes that are expected by young people and clinicians, how this is
managed in clinical practice and the effect discordance between expectations and reality has
on both young people and clinicians. In order to move the field forward, this doctoral
research triangulates these parallel elements by investigating treatment outcomes achieved in
practice, young people’s treatment outcome expectations and personal belief models about
illness, and how both treatment outcomes and treatment outcome expectations are managed
in clinical practice by clinicians.
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Thesis organisation

The contextual overview at the start of the thesis provided a broad overview of the
literature and the concepts which will be discussed in each if the three parts, with the aim of
contextualising the interconnections between each. The contextual overview is intended to act
as a summary of the concepts which will be later explored in detail in the relevant literature
reviews.
The remainder of this thesis consists of three parts relating to the treatment outcomes
achieved in practice (Part I), young people’s treatment outcome expectations and personal
belief models about illness (Part II) and how both treatment outcomes and treatment outcome
expectations are managed in clinical practice by clinicians (Part III). Each of the three parts
begin with an independent, introductory review of the relevant literature, followed by the
constituent studies contained within it.
Part I of this thesis relates to treatment outcomes for anxiety and depression in
practice, the metrics used to measure change and the complexities of outcome measurement.
Study 1 consists of a systematic review and meta-analysis of routine treatment outcomes for
children and young people with anxiety and depression. Depression and anxiety are the most
prevalent mental health problems in youth, yet almost nothing is known about what outcomes
are to be expected at the individual level following routine treatment. Study 1 addresses this
gap by undertaking a systematic review of outcomes following treatment as usual (TAU)
with a focus on individual-level outcomes and moderators of change. Findings from this
review lead to research questions explored in the subsequent parts of the thesis.
The key implications of this research are the need to consider how best to address the
needs of those who access specialist services and are not measurably improved at the end of
treatment, as well as reviewing how to effectively communicate to young people and the
wider public that not everybody will get better by the end of treatment. Currently, the field is
lacking a research base to understand the illness beliefs and treatment expectations of youth
mental health problems.
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Part II of this thesis investigates the treatment outcome expectations and illness
beliefs of youth with anxiety and depression. Given that unrealistic and unmet expectations
can lead to poorer engagement and outcomes in therapy, there is a need for young people to
be better informed about what to expect when coming to mental health services. Better
understanding of young people’s existent expectations of mental health treatment along, with
their conceptualisations and beliefs about their anxiety and depression is warranted. Using
both qualitative and quantitative approaches, Study 2, Study 3 and Study 4 apply the SelfRegulatory Model (SRM) (Leventhal, et al., 1980) to understand treatment expectations and
illness perceptions in youth with anxiety and depression. The results of Studies 2, 3 and 4
contribute towards developing a research base on young people’s expectations of treatment
outcomes and illness perceptions, which will inform evidence-based communication between
young people, families and practitioners and facilitate young people’s involvement in shared
decision-making and choice regarding their own treatment.
Part III focuses on practitioner perspectives and current practice in relation to
measuring and managing treatment outcomes, drawing on the COM-B Model (Michie, et al.,
2011). Routine outcome monitoring can serve as a useful clinical tool to monitor outcomes
and manage expectations, providing some degree of objective feedback about the level of
change. It is particularly beneficial for identifying individuals who are not improving with
treatment, however, remains underused in practice. Study 5 of this thesis uses behaviour
change theory (COM-B Model) (Michie, et al., 2011) to investigate CAMHS practitioners’
attitudes and behaviour patterns in relation to outcome measurement and, in particular, the
barriers and facilitators to implementation in practice. Results from Study 5 provide key
insights about the psychological, organisational and practical factors which influence routine
outcome monitoring use in practice. This information will inform future implementation
efforts and specify key targets of behaviour change interventions for practitioners in
CAMHS.
There is a need to review how to effectively communicate to young people, their
families and the wider public that not everybody will get better by the end of treatment. To
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address this challenge, it is important that we gain a better understanding of practitioners’
perspectives in relation to poor treatment outcomes, how this is currently managed in clinical
practice and the challenges they face. Study 6 uses behaviour change theory to investigate
CAMHS practitioners’ perspectives relation to managing poor treatment outcomes and
ending mental health treatment when improvement has not been achieved. Results from
Study 6 provide key insights about the systemic, psychological and motivational perspectives
which influence how well practitioners feel able to manage cases where outcomes have not
improved. This information will inform future efforts to support practitioners with treatment
endings and specify key targets of behaviour change interventions for practitioners in
CAMHS.
Finally, a general discussion of the findings, the contribution of this thesis, and
directions for as future research directions are provided.
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Part I. Treatment outcomes for young people with anxiety and depression
Anxiety and depression among young people
Definition
Anxiety disorders are characterised by persistent feelings of fear, worry or dread and
avoidance of situations which provoke such feelings. Anxiety disorders encompass several
different mental disorders, including generalised anxiety disorder (GAD), panic disorder,
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), social anxiety disorder and phobia (e.g. acrophobia
and arachnophobia) (World Health Organization, 2017).
Depressive disorders are characterised by feelings of sadness, dysphoria, anhedonia,
low self-worth and lethargy and can substantially impair an individual’s ability to function.
Depressive disorders include several sub-categories including dysthymia, also known as
persistent depressive disorder or chronic depression, that lasts for at least two years; seasonal
affective disorder (SAD), which is characterised by the onset of depression during the winter
months and typically dissipates during spring and summer; and major depressive disorder,
also known as depressive episode, which can be categorised as mild, moderate, or severe and
characterised by at least two weeks of low mood that is present across most situations (World
Health Organization, 2017).
Prevalence
Internationally, anxiety and depression are among the most prevalent and widely
diagnosed psychiatric conditions in childhood and adolescence (Bor, Dean, Najman, &
Hayatbakhsh, 2014; Polanczyk, Salum, Sugaya, Caye, & Rohde, 2015). The experience of
anxiety and depression can fluctuate over the life course but if not successfully resolved can
lead to major negative impacts well into adulthood (Bruce et al., 2005; Clayborne, Varin, &
Colman, 2019; Fombonne, Wostear, Cooper, Harrington, & Rutter, 2001; Hardeveld, Spijker,
De Graaf, Nolen, & Beekman, 2013). These conditions frequently present together with
comorbid conditions showing a worse prognostic outlook than either presentation alone
(Cummings, Caporino, & Kendall, 2014; Ollendick, Jarrett, Grills-Taquechel, Hovey, &
Wolff, 2008; Weisz et al., 2017).
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Despite considerable advancements in epidemiological estimations and a concurrent
increase in the identification, reporting and treatment of mental health problems, a somewhat
heterogeneous picture of prevalence estimates remains. The variation observed in population
prevalence estimates across studies and contexts is likely partly reflective of differing
samples and methodological idiosyncrasy, particularly relating to outcome measurement tools
and their use (Moffitt et al., 2010; Thapar, Collishaw, Pine, & Thapar, 2012).
In terms of anxiety, a review of six community surveys across the world reported
rates of anxiety disorders in adolescence ranging from 2.2% to 9.5% (Merikangas, Nakamura,
& Kessler, 2009). A more recent meta-analysis of the worldwide point prevalence of mental
disorders in children and adolescents estimated that, across 41 studies, 6.5% had an anxiety
disorder (Polanczyk, et al., 2015). According to the National Comorbidity Survey, the overall
lifetime prevalence of anxiety disorders is 25% (Kessler et al., 1994). In the Netherlands, the
TRacking Adolescents' Individual Lives Survey (TRAILS) is a prospective cohort study of
adolescents using bi- or triennial measurements from age eleven onward, with children born
between 1989 and 1991 eligible for inclusion. The prevalence for any anxiety disorder over
twelve months was 18.4% (Ormel et al., 2015). Anxiety disorders in childhood and
adolescence are more common in females than in males (Essau, Conradt, & Petermann, 2000;
Merikangas, et al., 2009; Ormel, et al., 2015).
The prevalence of depression is relatively low in young children, affecting less than
1% (Kessler, Avenevoli, & Merikangas, 2001). This rises substantially throughout the
duration of adolescence to between approximately 5% and 20% (Costello, Erkanli, &
Angold, 2006; Green, McGinnity, Meltzer, Ford, & Goodman, 2005; Hankin et al., 1998;
Polanczyk, et al., 2015). A review of 26 epidemiological studies of children born between
1965 and 1996 reported rates of depression at 5.6% for 13 to 18-year olds. In a more recent
meta-analysis, the worldwide point prevalence of depressive disorders in children and
adolescents, assessed across 23 studies, was estimated as 2.6% (Polanczyk, et al., 2015).
In the UK, the Millennium Cohort Study (MCS) provides longitudinal follow-up data
for a cohort of 19,517 children born in 2000 to 2002 (Connelly & Platt, 2014). Analysis of
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data collected in 2015 suggests that, at 14 years old, 24% of females and 9% of males (mean
14.8%) have depressive symptoms which are above the clinical cut-off (Patalay & Gage,
2019). As with anxiety, female preponderance is consistent across studies and extends into
adulthood, suggesting gender differences in prevalence rates are not merely an artefact of
greater female help-seeking behaviours or symptom reporting (Costello, et al., 2006; Hyde,
Mezulis, & Abramson, 2008; Ormel, et al., 2015; Thapar, et al., 2012; Wade, Cairney, &
Pevalin, 2002).
Recurrence and remission
Anxiety disorders in childhood and adolescence often persist into adulthood,
exhibiting a high degree of chronicity and probability of recurrence (Beesdo‐Baum et al.,
2012; Bruce, et al., 2005; Ormel, et al., 2015). If left untreated, anxiety disorders that begin
early in life can become chronic (Essau, Lewinsohn, Olaya, & Seeley, 2014). The presence of
anxiety disorders during adolescence predict a two to three-fold increased risk for anxiety
disorders in adulthood (Pine, Cohen, Gurley, Brook, & Ma, 1998)
As with anxiety, depression in childhood and adolescence is often persistent and up
to 40% of all cases run a recurrent course with periods of remission, and another 20% will
run a more chronic and unremitting course (Dunn & Goodyer, 2006; Fergusson, Boden, &
Horwood, 2007). Prospective longitudinal studies indicate high rates of recurrence in
adulthood, with an estimated cumulative recurrence of 13.2% at 5 years, 23.2% at 10 years
and 42.0% at 20 years, confirming the recurrent nature of the condition (Hardeveld, et al.,
2013). Traditionally, depression has been viewed an episodic condition, however, it is now
contested to follow a relapsing-remitting trajectory with underlying subsyndromal symptoms
present between episodes (Burcusa & Iacono, 2007).
Although rates of recurrence are high, it should also be noted that research suggests
that in adult populations, 53% of prevalent cases of untreated major depression will remit
spontaneously in a given year (Whiteford et al., 2013). For social anxiety disorder,
prospective community studies estimated spontaneous remission rates of between 36% and
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66% (Vriends, Bolt, & Kunz, 2014). In retrospective studies, the average remission rate was
26% during the last year and 56% across the lifetime (Vriends, et al., 2014).
Aetiology
The aetiology of anxiety and depression in youth is likely multifaceted. Several
theoretical models have been proposed from cognitive, behavioural, psychodynamic,
interpersonal, emotional, personality and biological perspectives, yet it is unlikely that any
single model provides a sufficient explanation independently. The vulnerability–stress
framework, in which recent stressful events trigger an underlying predisposition, provides a
valuable and inclusive aetiological explanation for both anxiety and depression and the model
is well-supported by studies investigating the genetics x environment relationship (Karg,
Burmeister, Shedden, & Sen, 2011; Uher & McGuffin, 2010). It has been argued the two
conditions often co-occur because of these shared underlying vulnerabilities (Brown &
Barlow, 2009; Hettema, Neale, Myers, Prescott, & Kendler, 2006).
The vulnerability component of vulnerability–stress model proposes that individuals
may have genetic, biological, personality or cognitive predispositions to developing mental
health problems. Research investigating genetic risk has shown that specific genes (e.g. 5HTTLPR) interact with environmental risk to predict anxiety and depressive symptoms
(Caspi et al., 2003; Hankin et al., 2015; Petersen et al., 2012). A number of possible
pathophysiological mechanisms have been proposed, including altered neurotransmission,
Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) Axis abnormalities involved in chronic stress,
inflammation, reduced neuroplasticity, and network dysfunction (Dean & Keshavan, 2017).
Research on cognitive theories of depression postulate that negative cognitive
appraisals or biases, such as those described by the cognitive specificity hypothesis (Beck,
1979) and the hopelessness theory (Abramson, Metalsky, & Alloy, 1989) have been shown
to be important factors in the development and maintenance both anxiety and depression in
children, adolescents and adults (Abela & Hankin, 2008; Calvete, Villardón, & Estévez,
2008; Robinson & Alloy, 2003; Ruscio et al., 2015). Although empirical research on the
contribution of factors such as perceived self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997) in the development of
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depression and anxiety has been predominantly confined to adults, findings from studies with
adolescents indicate that low levels of self-efficacy were generally accompanied by high
levels of trait anxiety and neuroticism, anxiety disorders symptoms, and depressive
symptoms (Muris, 2002). Despite considerable evidence supporting cognitive vulnerabilities
and processes predicting depression, it should also be noted cognitive factors are only one
contributory aspect, and several other factors contribute to the aetiology of anxiety and
depression (Hankin et al., 2009).
In terms of the stress or environmental component of the model, stressful life events
can act as substantial precipitators in the development of anxiety and depression in childhood,
adolescence and adulthood (Agoston & Rudolph, 2011; Calvete, Orue, & González-Diez,
2013; Goodyer, 2001; Hammen, 2009; Meyer, Chrousos, & Gold, 2001). The number of
uncontrollable negative life events experienced rises as of the age of thirteen, which closely
parallels the rising trajectory of depressive symptom throughout adolescence (Ge, Lorenz,
Conger, Elder, & Simons, 1994).
There is strong evidence of the direct detrimental contribution of exposure to
bullying in childhood to mental health (Arseneault, Bowes, & Shakoor, 2010; Bond, Carlin,
Thomas, Rubin, & Patton, 2001; Singham et al., 2017). According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), up to one-third of children report having been bullied by their peers
according (Currie et al., 2009). A population-based cohort study using a twin differences
design, with a sample of 11108 twins, provides evidence that childhood exposure to bullying
directly contributes to multiple mental health domains, particularly anxiety, depression
(Singham, et al., 2017).
Beyond bulling, research examining the association between adverse childhood
experiences (ACEs) documents an increased prevalence of psychiatric disorders among
individuals who experience childhood abuse and trauma relative to their age peers (Kerker et
al., 2015; Sansone, Wiederman, & Sansone, 2001; Schilling, Aseltine, & Gore, 2007; Scott,
Smith, & Ellis, 2010; Vachon, Krueger, Rogosch, & Cicchetti, 2015).
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It has been noted by others that the effects of different types of ACEs are often
studied categorically, and thus the cumulative impact of multiple ACEs and the prevalence of
depressive disorders has not been widely examined (Dube et al., 2001). To address this, a
large retrospective cohort study conducted with 9460 adults in a primary care clinic in United
States examined the relationship between the total number of adverse childhood experiences
(ACEs) and the prevalence of depressive disorders (Chapman et al., 2004). The authors report
that the lifetime prevalence of depressive disorders in their sample was 23%. Of note, women
who experienced childhood emotional abuse were 2.7 and 3.1 times as likely as those not
reporting emotional abuse to have a lifetime history of depressive disorders or recent
depressive disorders, respectively. Furthermore, compared to women reporting no ACEs,
those who reported five or more ACEs had a fivefold increased risk for a lifetime history of
depressive disorders and a greater than sixfold increased risk for recent depressive disorders.
ACEs were associated with significantly increased risks of both lifetime and current
depression in both men and women, however, cumulative exposure to ACEs generally
assumed a stronger dose–response relationship with depressive disorders among women
(Chapman, et al., 2004).
The research outlined above highlights that those who experience multiple types of
ACEs are at highest risk of negative outcomes. Yet the mechanisms through which these
associations might operate are not well understood. The relationship between adverse
childhood experiences and outcomes is complex and multidimensional. Reviews of the
literature highlights that there are a number of psychological and neurobiological
mechanisms by which increased vulnerability becomes embedded (Danese & McEwen, 2012;
Gerin, Hanson, Viding, & McCrory, 2019). Evidence suggests effects on the nervous,
endocrine, and immune systems, which are abnormally active in maltreated children and
adults (Danese & McEwen, 2012). Children with ACEs exhibit reduced volume of the
prefrontal cortex, greater activation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis and
elevation in inflammation levels compared to non-maltreated children (Danese & McEwen,
2012). Research which uses functional neuroimaging suggests that the experience of abuse
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and neglect can influence the development of specific aspects of cognitive and affective
functioning, including threat processing, reward processing, emotion regulation and executive
control, which may increase vulnerability to future mental health problems (Gerin, et al.,
2019).
Impact
In addition to causing substantial distress, childhood and adolescence represents a
critical period for typical development across all development competencies and the
manifestation of anxiety and depression during this period is associated with a number of
present and future adverse outcomes and morbidities, including physical health problems,
risk-taking behaviour, adult mental illness, substance abuse, increased risk of suicide and
reduced educational attainment (Clayborne, et al., 2019; Fergusson, et al., 2007; Kim-Cohen
et al., 2003; McLeod, L. J. Horwood, & Fergusson, 2016; Messer & Beidel, 1994).
Of particular importance, studies have indicated that anxiety and depression in
children and young people is associated with poor school attendance (Finning, Ford, Moore,
& Ukoumunne, 2019). Using data from the 2004 British Child and Adolescent Mental Health
Survey (BCAMHS), a cross-sectional study surveyed 7,977 5 to 16-year-olds to investigate
the relationships between anxiety, depression and emotional difficulties, and school absence
(total, authorised and unauthorised) (Finning, et al., 2019). The findings of this study report
that anxiety, depression and emotional difficulties were associated with higher rates of all
types of absence (Finning, et al., 2019).
Undetected or untreated anxiety and depression have the potential to destabilise a
young person’s typical developmental trajectory, impede social and emotional relationships
and negatively impact educational attainment and future career prospects (Birmaher, 2007;
Ialongo, Edelsohn, Werthamer‐Larsson, Crockett, & Kellam, 1995). Identifying and
effectively treating these problems in a timely and targeted manner is therefore crucial in
mitigating the potential negative impact and alleviating the chronicity of symptoms into
adulthood (Connolly & Bernstein, 2007).
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Treatment outcomes
There is evidence that rates of depression and anxiety may be increasing in children
and young people (Bor, et al., 2014; Fink et al., 2015; Mojtabai, et al., 2016; Perou et al.,
2013). This has been accompanied by calls for greater services to address their needs.
Substantial and sustained effort has been made over many decades to develop and evaluate
evidence-based treatments for anxiety and depression in children and young people. This has
culminated in a body of evidence supporting several efficacious treatments which indicate
improved outcomes when compared to control groups (Chorpita & Daleiden, 2009; DavidFerdon & Kaslow, 2008; Silverman & Hinshaw, 2008; Weisz, et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2015).
Within this context, ‘efficacy’ is the beneficial impact of a treatment under optimal
conditions. In contrast, effectiveness is largely concerned with treatment effects under typical
or usual conditions and the generalisability of treatment effects across samples and settings.
Efficacy and effectiveness trials exist on a continuum of evidence and distinguishing between
the two represents a key consideration when evaluating and comparing the relative utility of
clinical outcome data between randomised trials and routinely collected data (Porzsolt et al.,
2015).
In terms of depression, randomised clinical trials (RCTs) have provided an evidence
base for several efficacious treatments, including cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT),
interpersonal psychotherapy (IPT), and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) or a
combination of CBT and medication. However, there is also a consistent finding of relative
equivalence in the outcomes achieved following these various types of interventions (Cox et
al., 2014; Weisz et al., 2013).
For example, the Treatment of Adolescents with Depression Study (TADS), an RCT
which aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of fluoxetine hydrochloride therapy, CBT, and
their combination in adolescents with major depressive disorder. The trial was conducted
across in thirteen academic and community sites in the United States (US) and reported a
treatment response rate of 86% for combination therapy, 81% for fluoxetine therapy, and
81% for CBT at week 36 (March et al., 2007).
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A recent review of child psychotherapy outcomes for youth mental health problems
synthesised data across five decades of research (Weisz, et al., 2017). Authors reported mean
between-group post-treatment ESs ranging from g = 0.61 for anxiety (k = 143, n = 1,493,
95% CI = 0.53-0.70) to g = 0.29 (k = 47, n = 443, 95% CI=0.14-0.43) for depression (mean
ES = 0.46) (Weisz, et al., 2017). Based on these findings it could be estimated that the
probability that a youth in the active treatment condition would fare better than a youth in the
control condition (no treatment, case management or usual care) was 63%. However, it
should also be noted that the type of control condition moderated the treatment effect,
whereby no treatment exhibited the largest between-group ES (k = 234, n = 2,776, g = 0.53,
95% CI = 0.47-0.59) and usual care the smallest (k = 59, n = 597, g = 0.30, 95% CI = 0.160.43).
In terms of anxiety, a recent Cochrane review of RCTs sought to determine if
cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) leads to remission of childhood and adolescent anxiety
disorders and/or a clinically significant reduction in anxiety symptoms in comparison to
controls and non-CBT treatments (Weisz, Jensen-Doss, & Hawley, 2006). Across forty-one
studies (n = 1,806), results indicated that CBT is a beneficial treatment for anxiety disorders;
where the remission rate for anxiety disorders in the CBT groups was 58.9% compared to
16% in waitlist controls. Although this review indicated that CBT was superior to the control
group, this was not true of active controls, which included other supportive treatments.
The complexities of efficacy trials
Despite these seemingly compelling and overall positive outcomes, the validity of
generalising findings from efficacy trials to routine practice is somewhat problematic.
Research agendas have been unduly weighted toward the development and testing of a
catalogue of high fidelity, highly controlled efficacy trials, rather than the applicability and
feasibility of existing interventions. While undoubtedly extremely valuable, and indeed
deemed gold standard when evaluating efficacy of interventions, RCTs are not without flaws
(Spielmans, Gatlin, & McFall, 2010).
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A central concern about evidence-based treatments relates to the generalisation of
results from the controlled research discussed above to clinical practice (Kazdin, 2008). A
common criticism is that a high proportion of trials are conducted in research-orientated
settings, bearing little resemblance to the interventions as they are delivered in real-world
settings and thus posing a threat to the external validity of the results. There are a number of
factors which may differ between interventions provided within research settings compared
to clinic settings, including those which relate to the young person, the clinician and the
clinical context (Southam-Gerow, Weisz, & Kendall, 2003).
There are also key design features which must be considered when determining the
generalisability to routine care conditions, which have notably different therapeutic
dimensions (Weisz, Donenberg, Han, & Weiss, 1995). Samples are highly selective due to
stringent inclusion and exclusion criteria, meaning that individuals who are treated via
clinical trials often differ from those who receive care in usual clinical practice (Jensen &
Corralejo, 2017; Wolpert, 2017). Recruitment is often highly prescriptive and
unrepresentative in trials, failing to account for the myriad of factors involved in the dynamic
interaction between a child or young person, their family, the clinician and the wider systemic
context. For example, trials often restrict recruitment based on inflexible exclusion criteria
including medication use, suicidality, IQ and co-occurring diagnoses.
This is of particular importance as there is evidence to suggest that the observed gap
in treatment outcomes between usual care and trial-delivered care can be partially attributable
to whether a participant is recruited or referred (Weersing, Iyengar, Kolko, Birmaher, &
Brent, 2006). Participants who self-select via newspaper advertisements exhibit a superior
treatment response compared to clinically referred participants (Brent et al., 1998). Adhering
to such stringent eligibility criteria may minimise many sources of psychosocial and clinical
heterogeneity. Within the context of child and adolescent mental health, it is this high degree
of individual difference that makes discerning aetiology and treatment effectiveness so
complex and thus eliminating such components from trials may reduce the external validity
of the intervention(s).
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Research-led interventions utilise high fidelity, inflexible, manualised approaches,
typically within a single therapeutic modality. Whereas usual care services often use an
eclectic mix of modalities and methods, representing a range of theoretical perspectives and
modes of delivery. The resulting difficulty is that treatments deemed efficacious under trial
conditions may not be effective when implemented under conditions as they are faced by
services, clinicians and young people, as few community-based treatment settings and
practices can pragmatically implement all features of the treatment protocol.
A third limitation of trial research is related to potential practitioner-effects, such as
the acceptability and feasibility of interventions to those who administer them. Intervention
fidelity may be compromised by extensive and clinically complex caseloads and compounded
by chronic resource constraints. Treatment provided in usual care settings is likely eclectic in
its theoretical origins and based on practitioner preference and individual skill sets (Addis &
Krasnow, 2000). In contrast, practitioners delivering interventions in lab-based settings may
not face the equivalent degree of clinical complexity. Indeed, in trials steps are taken to
minimise the natural individual variation which exists between practitioners through training,
supervision and manualised approaches. Taken together, these dimensions contribute towards
considerable disparity in treatment approaches and delivery between usual care and RCTs
and contribute towards the difficulty in translating evidence-based treatment outcomes to
routine practice outcomes.
Further to the restricted applicability efficacious treatments to routine clinical
practice, there is a more specific limitation relating to the parallel control component of trials.
It has been argued that results of RCTs can depend as much on control condition selection as
on the experimental condition due to the high degree of variation in control conditions and
the subsequent variable effects (Wolpert, Görzig, et al., 2015). There is considerable
heterogeneity in the forms of control conditions used for RCTs of interventions and limited
uniformity on how to select and define them within the literature. For example, control arms
may embody ‘treatment as usual’ (TAU), waiting-list control, placebo or a currently accepted
treatment. However, in many cases authors do not provide an adequate description of the
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context of the TAU condition or indeed the intervention condition (Edbrooke-Childs, et al.,
2018).
There are clear implications when attempting to translate, replicate, and estimate the
likely outcomes in real-world practice of such interventions being conducted within highly
controlled settings. Indeed, others have argued that the most valid answers to questions about
youth treatment outcomes are likely to be found in examining routine practice settings rather
than highly controlled laboratory studies (Weisz, et al., 2006).
Treatment effectiveness in routine practice
Despite the existence of several well-tested and efficacious interventions for
childhood anxiety and depression there remains a paucity of research examining the
effectiveness of these interventions in ‘usual care’ clinical practice settings. More recently,
there has been a welcomed and noticeable shift in the focus research agendas from highly
controlled, efficacy interventions towards more translational research; including naturalistic
effectiveness studies within in routine care settings.
Despite the paradigm shift, the translational interface between highly controlled trials
and their application to treatment delivered in usual care within child and adolescent mental
health services (CAMHS) is complex and it is becoming increasingly apparent that the
differences in treatment effect between research and community settings may have been
underestimated. A high degree of doubt exists as to whether an intervention will have the
desired effect (Smith & Jensen-Doss, 2017). Evidence suggests that outcomes achieved in
routine care may be less positive than those achieved under experimental conditions (Weisz,
et al., 2006; Weisz, et al., 2013; Weisz, et al., 2017; Zhou, et al., 2015), though other findings
suggest the difference may be less pronounced (Spielmans, et al., 2010).
The complexities of observational data in routine practice
Research investigating outcomes from routine practice is often observational and, as
such, subject to a series of inherent and substantive methodological shortcomings. The first
fundamental challenge relates to causation. Randomising individuals with mental health
problems in practice settings who require treatment, to receive treatment or no treatment
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(control), is ethically objectionable. As such, without randomisation, the observed treatment
outcome cannot be attributed to the treatment delivered. In the presence of a multitude of
potential confounding factors, such as referral pathways, familial support and natural
remission, causation cannot be inferred (Wessely, 2007).
In terms of natural remission, a meta-analysis of clinical trials reported 35%
spontaneous recovery in depression severity among adults and an added 24% attributable to
placebo effects (Brookman-Frazee, et al., 2006). Similarly, others report 23% of prevalent
cases of untreated depression will remit within 3 months, 32% within 6 months and 53%
within 12 months (Hudson, et al., 2015). Thus, a proportion of those who exhibit clinical
improvement following treatment may have improved irrespective of the treatment due to
spontaneous or natural remission. Natural remission may be particularly salient for
individuals with anxiety and/ or depression due to the relapse-remitting nature of these
conditions.
The second challenge relates to the extrapolation of findings from clinical practice,
so-called ‘practice-based evidence’. In the previous section of this review, issues of
generalisation from controlled research to clinical practice were discussed. Observational or
practice-based research is subject to the equivalent counterargument (Kazdin, 2008). Each
individual is distinct and idiosyncratic in terms of several discernible predisposing,
precipitating, perpetuating variables, meaning their response to treatment will be unique
compared to others and makes the generalisation of treatment outcomes problematic (Kazdin,
2008).
Finally, the collection and evaluation of routinely collected data continues to be
underutilised and there is considerable variation in how data is collected and recorded
(Turchik, Karpenko, & Ogles, 2007), which limits attempts to synthesise data and provide an
accurate account of treatment outcomes. A wide range of different outcome measures are
used and informed by different perspectives, which adds to the complexity of comparing
across services and treatments. Studies which do report naturalistic or routinely collected data
do not always provide information about the proportion of cases for which they have
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collected data i.e. the proportion of young people who completed and submitted each
measure out of the total service caseload (Clark, Fairburn, & Wessely, 2008). Consequently,
the treatment response outcomes reported are often not representative of the service treatment
response as a whole, but rather a subset of the service.
Outcome metrics for measuring change
There are several contentions regarding the tools used to measure outcomes. In the
absence of any biological marker to specify disease severity, practitioners must utilise more
subjective and imperfect psychometric measures as indicators of inherently latent symptoms.
In terms of depression severity, over 280 different measures have been developed in the last
century (Santor, Gregus, & Welch, 2006), however, questions have been raised about the
psychometric properties of many of the most commonly used measures for young people
(Kwan & Rickwood, 2015; Percy, McCrystal, & Higgins, 2008; Stone, Otten, Engels,
Vermulst, & Janssens, 2010). It has been argued that many of the most widely used valid and
reliable measures of psychotherapy are “arbitrary metrics” (Blanton & Jaccard, 2006),
meaning that changes on standardised measures are difficult to translate into changes in
everyday life (Kazdin, 2008).
A recent study aimed to estimate the extent to which common rating scales of
depression differ in terms of item content across seven common rating scales (Fried, 2017).
The author reports substantial differences in item content across measures and that 40% of
the 52 disparate symptoms feature in only a single scale, concluding that “routine practice of
using scales as interchangeable measurements of depression severity is problematic and may
pose a major threat to the generalizability and replicability of depression research” (Fried,
2017, p. 194).
Another contention pertains to the focus on symptoms and diagnostic recovery as the
primary way of identifying evaluating treatment outcomes. In both research and clinical
practice, much of psychotherapy is about reducing symptoms rather than increasing
functioning, coping, management and quality of life. Although symptom change has
traditionally been the primary focus of outcome studies, there is evidence that domains of
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relevance to service users, such as functioning, remain under-investigated within research
(Krause, Bear, Edbrooke-Childs, & Wolpert, 2018). A recent systematic review of studies
reporting treatment effectiveness for adolescent depression published between 2007 and 2017
found that 94% measured symptoms and 52% measured functioning, yet less than 10%
measured other domains such as personal growth, relationships, quality of life, and service
satisfaction (Krause, et al., 2018).
In terms of metrics of change, the majority of studies report the average mean
difference between two treatments or treatment and control at a group-level, with minimal
consideration given to outcomes at an individual-level, using metrics such as recovery or
reliable change (Howard, Moras, Brill, Martinovich, & Lutz, 1996; Ogles, Lunnen, &
Bonesteel, 2001). Using pre-post effect size (ES), with the inappropriate application of large,
moderate and small ES parameters, may contribute to overinflated estimates of impact as
there is no consideration of clinically meaningful metrics of change. The use of ES as the key
pre-post measure has been critiqued as potentially misleading and there is an increasing call
for a focus on individual-level outcomes (Edbrooke-Childs, et al., 2018; Howard, et al., 1996;
Jensen & Corralejo, 2017; Ogles, et al., 2001; Wolpert, 2017; Wolpert, Görzig, et al., 2015).
An alternative method is to measure individual-level outcomes, of which a number of
different metrics for considering individual change have been suggested (Wolpert, Görzig, et
al., 2015). Change in terms of ‘clinical change’ or ‘recovery’ refers to the movement from
above to below a pre-defined clinical threshold for a functional domain. Although this is
clinically valuable, it is limited in that it does not capture those who exhibit a high degree of
change from a high baseline score without falling below the clinical cut-off at post-test and
may not reflect the lived experience of the individual.
A second approach is to utilise the ‘reliable change index’ (RCI) (Jacobson, Follette,
& Revenstorf, 1984; Jacobson & Truax, 1992). Jacobson and Truax define reliable change as
the minimal amount of change necessary to exceed measurement error and to ensure that pre–
post differences are not due to chance. This method is both relevant and rigorous for
evaluating clinical effectiveness on an individual case level by identifying change groups
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based on amount of change before and after treatment on an outcome measure (i.e., no
reliable change, improvement, deterioration) and thus demonstrates sensitivity to change in
individuals that improve as well as those that deteriorate over the course of treatment
(Lambert & Ogles, 2009).
The RCI is the pre-test score minus the post-test divided by the standard error of the
difference. If the RCI > 1.96, change is regarded as statistically reliable at the 95%
confidence level. Therefore, group membership can be defined as improved (RCI≥1.96),
deteriorated (RCI≤−1.96), or no change (RCI between −1.95 and 1.95). The RCI produces a
more conservative estimate of improvement compared to the more positive estimates
produced by standardised ES, demonstrating that the degree of treatment response will
depend, in part, on the statistical indicator used (Burgess, Trauer, Coombs, McKay, & Pirkis,
2009). Finally, an even more rigorous method is to combine both the RCI and recovery to
produce the concept of ‘reliable recovery’ (Gyani, Shafran, Layard, & Clark, 2013). Reliable
recovery passes both clinically significant, normative criteria and reliable change index
criteria.
The reliable change index as a metric is not without limitations (Bauer, Lambert, &
Nielsen, 2004). One criticism is that the formula used to calculate the RCI assumes normal
distribution, and it is therefore unclear whether the method will be robust to violations of the
assumption that the dysfunctional and functional distributions are normal (Pintea, 2010).
It has also been contested that the original conceptualisation of the RCI proposed by
Jacobson and colleagues (Jacobson, et al., 1984) did not consider regression toward the mean
(RTM) (Hsu, 1989; Speer, 1992). RTM is a statistical phenomenon that can make natural
variation in repeated data appear as real change. RTM occurs when unusually large or small
measurements or extreme scores tend to be followed by measurements that are closer or
regressed to the mean and thus influencing the RCI measurement (Barnett, Van Der Pols, &
Dobson, 2004; Wise, 2004).
To account for RTM, Hsu (1989) introduced the Gulliksen–Lord–Novick (GLN)
approach that includes the assumption that post-test–pre-test regression effects are relevant to
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the interpretation of post-test scores (Hsu, 1989). Since then, several other methods have been
proposed to account for the statistical limitations with the original method, such as the
Edwards–Nunnally method calculating confidence intervals around the pre-treatment scores
(± 2 SDs) and evaluatingthe post-treatment scores in relation to this interval (Speer, 1992).
Research conducted to evaluate the degree to which the five approaches mentioned
above have found differences between methods, suggeststhat the statistical method used to
calculate change has some effect on estimates of meaningful change (Bauer, et al., 2004). The
authors recommend using the original Jacobson and Truax method (Jacobson & Truax,
1992), given that it provides a moderate point between the extremes of other methods (Bauer,
et al., 2004).
There have been several attempts to measure individual-level change in analyses of
routine data from child and adolescent mental health services (Edbrooke-Childs, et al., 2018;
Murphy et al., 2015; Smith & Jensen-Doss, 2017; Warren, et al., 2010), however, no
systematic review has been undertaken to synthesise this information. For common mental
health problems, the rates of reliable improvement range from 25% to 35% (EdbrookeChilds, et al., 2018; Murphy, et al., 2015; Smith & Jensen-Doss, 2017; Warren, et al., 2010).
These rates of improvement are somewhat lower than those observed in adult samples, where
the treatment of mental health conditions, such as depression and anxiety, has improvements
rates of approximately 50% (Clark, 2018). Given this high level of variability between
individuals in terms of the outcomes achieved, there is a need to consider the key factors
which predict better outcomes (Saunders, Cape, Fearon, & Pilling, 2016).
Moderators of change
Moderators refer to those characteristics that influence the intervention–outcome
relation, including characteristics of the patient, therapist, and contexts. Currently, there is a
dearth of research examining the moderators of outcomes, and efforts to determine the key
predicting factors of treatment outcomes following routine practice have provided an
inconsistent picture (Kovacs, et al., 2016). There may be several person- and treatmentrelated variables which act as moderators, including but not limited to, problem type,
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comorbidity, treatment length, and outcome informant (Brookman-Frazee, et al., 2006;
Gordon, et al., 2012; Hudson, et al., 2015; Jackson, et al., 2017; Nilsen, et al., 2016;
Spielmans & Flückiger, 2018).
Using profiling methods, a small amount of research has been conducted using
routinely collected patient data to predict different patterns of individual-level change,
including reliable recovery, reliable improvement and deterioration from psychological
treatments (Saunders, Buckman, & Pilling, 2020; Saunders, et al., 2016). Research using
routine outcome data from adults with anxiety and depression in the United Kingdom aimed
to identify unique patient profiles and determine their capacity to predict treatment outcomes
(Saunders, et al., 2016). Using latent profile analysis, the researchers identified eight
statistically different groups of patients. The profiles differed based on characteristics such as
age, gender, ethnicity and symptom severity and those within each profile shared a set of
common characteristics. Each latent profile was associated with varying degrees of
improvement, recovery, deterioration and drop-out following routine psychological treatment
(Saunders, et al., 2016). Using the previously developed profiling system, further research on
an independent patient sample validated the original subgroup profiles but also identified that
for certain profiles there was a benefit of certain therapeutic modalities (Saunders, et al.,
2020).
Outcome moderation using routinely collected data within child and adolescent
contexts warrants further investigation and is crucial for delineating the factors which may
enhance or reduce clinical effectiveness in routine practice. Identifying clinical profiles of
young people who are particularly susceptible to deteriorating or benefiting from treatment
may prove decisive in enabling clinicians provide a more personalised approach to treatment
selection and to be prescriptive in their choice of treatment based on the likely outcome on an
individual basis (Saunders, et al., 2016).
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Study 1 - Systematic review and meta-analysis: Outcomes of
routine specialist mental health care for young people with
depression and/or anxiety

Introduction
Extant literature suggests that a high proportion of young people do not show
measurable improvement in symptoms despite receiving treatment from services (Murphy, et
al., 2015; Smith & Jensen-Doss, 2017; Warren, et al., 2010). Accordingly, there is increasing
emphasis on the need to pay closer attention to the scope and limitations of current
interventions, compounded by chronic economic constraints, reduction in expenditure and
increasing demand (Docherty & Thornicroft, 2015).
Currently, it is challenging to determine the likely outcomes of interventions
provided by CAMHS for specific mental health problems as a systematic and accurate
synthesis of the data is not available. Estimating the effectiveness of treatments using
routinely collected data is complex due to data quality and lack of control groups. The
majority of available data to date has reported the average mean difference at a group level,
with minimal consideration given to meaningful variations in treatment response at an
individual-level (Howard, et al., 1996; Ogles, et al., 2001). The use of effect sizes as the key
pre-post measure has been critiqued as potentially misleading and there is an increasing call
for a focus on individual-level outcomes (Edbrooke-Childs, et al., 2018; Howard, et al., 1996;
Jensen & Corralejo, 2017; Ogles, et al., 2001; Wolpert, 2017; Wolpert, Görzig, et al., 2015).
An up to date review of these data would be highly beneficial for purposes of
informing clinical decision making, especially for circumstances in which improvement may
not be achieved, to appropriately manage the expectation of young people and additionally, to
appropriately direct the focus of future research and commissioning agendas. Considering
this, this chapter sets out to address this gap by undertaking a systematic review and metaanalysis of outcomes following treatment as usual (TAU) with a particular focus on
individual-level outcomes for anxiety and depression and moderators of change.
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Within this context, TAU is defined as the care provided by specialist mental health
services for the treatment of anxiety and/ or depression, which remains unaltered by the study
design. Specialist mental health services are taken here to mean services which exist to
provide mental health treatment, beyond primary care provision. TAU was expected to be
diverse and involve individual and/or family-orientated and/ or group work, delivered by a
range of practitioners with various theoretical orientations for varying levels of treatment
intensity. A detailed explanation of what was deemed to constitute TAU is provided in the
Methods section.
The current study
The overarching aim of this systematic review and meta-analysis was to determine
outcomes achieved following TAU by specialist mental health services among children and
young people with depression and/ or anxiety. The primary research question of interest was:
1. What are the group-level and individual-level outcomes (in relation to symptom
reduction) following routine care by specialist mental health services for children and
young people with anxiety and/or depression?
The secondary research questions were:
2. Is there a moderating effect of outcome informant, presenting problem type, study
design, study year, mean age of youth; use of medication; intervention dosage and
type of treatment offered on treatment outcomes?
3. What are the group-level outcomes following treatment on secondary outcomes such
as functioning and quality of life?
4. What are the treatment outcome trajectories over time?
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Methods
Search strategy and selection criteria
Prior to commencing the database search, a protocol was pre-registered on
PROSPERO (CRD42017063914) on the 9th May 2017.
A comprehensive and systematic search of electronic databases MEDLINE, Embase
and PsycInfo was undertaken from their inception to January 2019. The search strategy
consisted of four major components, containing key terms related to: 1) children and young
people, 2) anxiety and depression, 3) routine care, and 4) recovery (available in Appendix A).
Also searched were reviews of child and adolescent psychotherapy research, as well as
reference tracking of the included publications andadditional studies identified by manual
searching.
Studies were systematically considered for inclusion if they satisfied the following
criteria: i) participants were children and young people (mean age ≤ 21 years) accessing
specialist mental health services for the treatment of depression and/ or anxiety symptoms or
equivalent - i.e. emotional, internalising, affect and mood disorders; ii) treatment was
indicative of treatment as usual (TAU) for the treatment of mental health difficulties; iii) the
primary outcome of interest was change in: anxiety and depressive symptoms, diagnosis,
problem severity, problem improvement, recovery, remission or more general change in
mental health across at least two time points (e.g. assessment and discharge); and iv) original
research.
Studies were excluded if: i) participants were children and young people (CYP) with
co-occurring generalised learning difficulties, a pervasive developmental disorder,
neurodevelopmental problems and/ or severe mental illness (e.g. psychosis, personality
disorder, bipolar disorder); ii) treatment was manipulated by the study design; iii) treatment
represented the pilot testing of new services or testing of service improvement initiatives; iv)
treatment was delivered through a service framework that was set up specifically to meet the
needs of the research; v) treatment was provided as part of inpatient care, as this represents a
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highly specialised set of services, addressing a unique set of presenting problems for CYP
with complex and distinct needs; vi) qualitative studies, single case series, anecdotal case
reports, review papers, grey literature (i.e. non-journal article reports), abstracts from
scientific meetings, conference proceedings, editorials, articles in-press and doctoral
dissertations were excluded (where there was no peer-reviewed publication); and vii)
maintenance studies, aimed at people with a partial or complete remission after an earlier
treatment or prospective cohort studies where the exposure was not recorded were excluded.
A second review author independently assessed 10% of the full texts, and
discrepancies were resolved through discussion.
Data Extraction and Management
A standardised, pre-piloted data extraction table was designed and used to collect the
data from the remaining manuscripts. Data were extracted on study setting and provider,
design, sample size, participant characteristics, presenting problem(s), recruitment source,
intervention description, outcome measure(s), measurement timing, informant,
moderator/predictor variables and results. Where possible all potential moderators were
extracted from studies and coded in accordance with guidance from a recent review
(Spielmans & Flückiger, 2018). These included therapist training, dosage, therapist
allegiance, sample representativeness and medication use.
Corresponding authors were contacted to resolve uncertainty, or in instances where
additional information was required due to missing data.
Quality Assessment and Risk of Bias
Studies were scored for methodological quality using the validated 27-item Downs
and Black checklist (Downs & Black, 1998), available in Appendix A. The tool produces a
composite score ranging from 0 to 28, where higher scores are indicative of better
methodological quality. According to pre-defined criteria, scores of 26 to 28 demonstrate
excellent quality, 20 to 25 good quality, 15 to 19 fair and scores of 14 or less are poor. The
Downs and Black tool has been ranked in the top six quality assessment tools for use in
systematic reviews (Deeks et al., 2003) and exhibits sound psychometric properties including
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internal consistency, test–retest reliability, inter-rater reliability and criterion validity (Downs
& Black, 1998).
For the purposes of the current review, the tool was adapted by removing five
questions: number 14 which related to participant intervention blinding (generally not
possible with psychological interventions) and numbers 21-24 as they related to group
comparisons and randomisation, as this review was concerned with only within group pretest-post-test data, reducing the total possible score to 23; the cut-offs were adjusted
accordingly. Where the power was not stated, the question relating to power was scored 0.
Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) were used to assess the inter-rater agreement with a
second researcher for 20% of included studies.
Quantitative Data Analysis
Data was analysed using Stata 14.1.
Group-level outcome change
In terms of group-level change, for studies reporting mean within-group change, the
pre-treatment, post-treatment ESs are reported using Hedges’ g (Hedges, 1981) and adjusted
using Hedges’ small sample correction (Hedges & Olkin, 1985). ESs were calculated using
the data provided in the publications with the formula:

𝑔=(

𝑀1 − 𝑀2
𝑁−3
𝑁−2
)×√
)×(
∗
𝑆𝐷 pooled
𝑁 − 2.25
𝑁

Where M1 and M2 are the within-group means at baseline and follow-up, respectively,
SD*pooled is the pooled weighted standard deviation (SD) across both time points, and N is the
sample size. The pooled weighted SD, rather than the SD of the within-person change score,
was used as it allows estimated effects on a comparable metric to the standardised effect sizes
reported in a meta-analysis of controlled trials with independent groups (Morris & DeShon,
2002). Hedges’ g was chosen as an alternative to Cohen’s d, as the latter is known to be
upwardly biased for small samples. Standardised ESs were transformed to ensure directional
uniformity across samples. In cases where studies yielded multiple ESs, thus violating the
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assumption of independence, each was separated by outcome then the ES of the primary
outcome was chosen.
Meta-analyses for group-level outcomes were conducted on the full pooled sample
using a random effects model using the first assessment post-baseline recorded by each study
(>4 weeks post-baseline) and separately at the final assessment point recorded. Heterogeneity
between the studies was assessed using I2, where an I2 value >50% was considered suggestive
of heterogeneity.
Longitudinal meta-analyses were conducted using a mixed effects model with
observations within samples weighted by the inverse of their variance (i.e. standard error) and
a sample-level random effect explored the change in treatment effect over time (Maas, Hox,
& Lensvelt-Mulders, 2004). These analyses were conducted for the primary outcome (clinical
symptoms) and secondary outcomes (secondary clinical symptoms, functioning and quality
of life (QoL).
Individual-level outcome change
Individual-level change rates were considered for a smaller pooled sub-sample, taken
from the figures reported by the authors in each study.
Recovery was defined as scores which crossed from above to below a pre-defined
threshold on a measure (i.e. ‘recovered’) or remained above the cut-off at follow-up (i.e.
‘non-recovered’) following treatment.
Reliable change determines whether change in scores was greater than could likely
be solely attributed to measurement error and is based on the reliable change index (RCI).
The RCI utilised was the pre-test score minus the post-test divided by the standard error of
the difference. If the RCI > 1.96, change is regarded as statistically reliable at the 95%
confidence level. Therefore, group membership can be defined as reliably improved
(RCI≥1.96), reliably deteriorated (RCI≤−1.96), or no reliable change (RCI between −1.95
and 1.95).
Reliable recovery was defined as scores that crossed from above a cut-off at baseline
to below a cut-off following treatment (i.e. ‘recovered’) and which demonstrated an
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improvement in score greater than the reliable change threshold on the same measure (i.e.
‘reliably improved’).
Meta-analyses were conducted on the smaller pooled sub-samples for self-reported
recovery, reliable change and reliable recovery. These samples are highlighted in Table 3.
Moderator analysis
Potential moderating factors were examined using meta-analytic sub-group analyses
on the full pooled sample.
Results
Search Flow
The database and manual searches yielded an initial pool of 6,350 records. After the
removal of duplicates, 3880 publications were screened by title and abstract. Of those, 3,485
did not meet the inclusion criteria and were excluded. A total of 395 full texts were assessed
for eligibility against the eligibility checklist, of which 357 were excluded prior to data
extraction (available in Appendix A). A total of 12 publications were excluded as they
reported on the same study sample as a publication(s) already included. For example, six
publications (Gunlicks-Stoessel, Mufson, Jekal, & Turner, 2010; Gunlicks‐Stoessel &
Mufson, 2011; McGlinchey, Reyes‐Portillo, Turner, & Mufson, 2017; Mufson et al., 2004;
Reyes-Portillo, McGlinchey, Yanes-Lukin, Turner, & Mufson, 2017; Young, Mufson, &
Davies, 2006) were based on only one study sample, therefore, data from the original paper
(Mufson, et al., 2004) was included in the final meta-analysis. Seven studies were excluded
as additional information was not provided by corresponding authors on request (Asarnow et
al., 2005; Chorpita et al., 2013; Gordon, et al., 2012; Mantzouranis, Baier, Holzer, Urben, &
Villard, 2018; Nilsen, et al., 2016; Porter et al., 2017; Trask & Garland, 2012). A total of 38
studies remained, relating to 44 independent study samples (Figure 1.1).
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Identification

Database search
(n = 6,332)

Manual search
(n = 18)

Records combined
(n = 6,350)

Duplicates removed
(n = 2,470)

Screening

Titles and abstracts screened
(n = 3,880)

Records excluded
(n = 3,485)

Eligibility

Full texts assessed for eligibility
(n = 395)

Included

Studies included in meta-analysis
(n = 38):
RCTs (n =17), quasi-experimental
(n = 2), observational (n = 19)

Full texts excluded with explanations
(n = 357):
Unsuitable sample e.g. mean age >21
years old, presenting problem not
anxiety/ depression (n = 57),
intervention not TAU e.g. enhanced
usual care (n = 91), pre-test-post-test
clinical outcomes not available for
anxiety/ depression sample (n = 81),
inappropriate design e.g. qualitative
study (n = 31), other e.g. article
inaccessible, conference abstract,
multiple publications reporting on same
study sample (n = 97)

Figure 1.1. Systematic search flow

Quality of Included Studies
The scoring for each publication is available in Appendix A. Approximately one
third of publications did not adequately describe the usual care intervention or arm within
their study and only 9% recorded or reported on any harmful effects or ‘adverse outcomes’ of
the interventions. In particular, when studies found individual-level deterioration in
symptoms, this was not considered as a harmful or adverse effect.
Other potential sources of bias related to non-representative sampling, poor reporting
of intervention fidelity and adherence, a failure to account for confounding factors in the
analysis and underpowered analyses. Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) analyses
determined good inter-rater agreement (ICC = 0.78, CI 0.69-0.84, p <.001).
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This review aimed to code all potential intervention-level moderators in accordance
with newly developed guidelines and coding scheme (Spielmans & Flückiger, 2018).
However, following data extraction the coding frame was incomplete given that many of the
primary studies did not adequately report all potential moderators and few studies reported
data across the same variables (see Table 1.2).
Population Characteristics
Table 1.1 provides information about the study and population characteristics of all
38 included studies, which were published between 1995 and 2018. Thirteen of the studies
were conducted in the United States of America (USA), five in the United Kingdom (UK),
four in Germany, three in Australia, Canada and Sweden and one each from Denmark,
Norway, Finland, New Zealand, Italy, Ireland and India. The studies included 11,739 CYP,
with sample sizes ranging from six to 4,659. Participants were aged from seven to 20 years
old with an average of 13.8. The majority of were female (mean = 61.65%, range 32-84%).
Of the 38 studies, 33 employed a diagnostic or cut-off inclusion criterion.
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Table 1.1. Characteristics of included studies
Study identifier

Setting

Design

Recruited/
referred

TAU sample, na

Age, mean ±
SD (range)

% Female

%
Ethnic
minority

Presenting
problem

Diagnosis/ cutoff requirement

Anxiety
disorder and
depressive
disorder
Anxiety
disorder

Yes (diagnostic
interview)

Internalising
problems
(84% mood
disorder)
Internalising
problems
(52.7%
depression)
Internalising
behaviours

Yes (ICD-10)

No

b

Depressive disorder,
38; anxiety disorder,
53 (total sample
306)
26 c

8.8±3.3c

40.2 c

Not
reported

10.2±1.75

69.2

Not
reported

Referred

106 c

18.7±3.2 (1225) c

73.8 c

22

Observational

Referred

151 c

19.7±3.2 c

67.5c

Not
reported

Canada; 1 child and
family centre

Quasiexperimental

Referred,
recruited

56 c

10.4±3.64 c

35.7 c

48.2

(Biegel, Brown,
Shapiro, & Schubert,
2009)

USA; 1 outpatient child
and adolescent
psychiatry department

RCT

Referred,
recruited

Mood disorder, 23;
anxiety disorder, 14
(total sample 52)

15.0±1.19
(14-18) c

76.9 c

48.1

(Carter et al., 2015)

UK; academic setting

RCT

Recruited

43

15.4±0.9

81

3

Mood
disorder,
anxiety
disorder
Depression

(Clarke et al., 2005)

RCT

Recruited

75

15.32±1.6

77.33

15.07

Depression

Yes (DSM-IV)

(Clarke et al., 2016)

USA; paediatric primary
care
USA; primary care

RCT

Recruited

106

14.6±1.7(1218)c

68.4 c

11.8

Depression

Yes

(Deighton et al., 2016)

UK; CAMHS

Observational

Referred

490

13.9 (11-18)

59.5

19.4

No

(Edbrooke-Childs, et al.,
2018)

UK; CAMHS

Observational

Referred

Anxiety, 1208;
depression, 621;
comorbid anxiety
and depression, 2635
(4464 total sample)

14.5±1.9 (818)

74.9

8.4

Emotional
disorders
Anxiety,
depression,
comorbid
anxiety and
depression

(Bachmann et al., 2010)

Germany; 9 child and
adolescent psychiatric
practices

Observational

Referred

(Barrington, Prior,
Richardson, & Allen,
2005)
(Baruch, 1995)

Australia; 1 CAMHS

RCT

Referred,
recruited

UK; 1 community based
psychodynamic
psychotherapy centre

Observational

(Baruch & Fearon,
2002)

UK; 1 community based
psychodynamic
psychotherapy centre

(Barwick et al., 2013)
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Yes (DSM-IV)

Yes (ICD-10)

No

Yes (CDI-2 >
14)

Yes (above
threshold on
RCADS)

(Nemirovski Edlund,
Thorén, & Carlberg,
2014)

Sweden; public child
and adolescent mental
health clinic

Observational

Referred

Anxiety disorders,
66; mood disorders,
9 (207 total sample)

7.1±2.0 (412)c

41.28 c

Not
reported

(Edlund & Carlberg,
2016)

Sweden; public child
and adolescent mental
health clinic

Observational

Referred

19.17 ± 2.45
(14-24) c

76 c

Not
reported

(Goldbeck & Ellerkamp,
2012)

Germany; outpatient
clinic in the Department
of Child and Adolescent
Psychiatry and
Psychotherapy at a
University Medical
Centre
USA; 5 school-based
health clinics

RCT

Recruited

Anxiety disorders,
59; mood disorders,
69 (218 total
sample)
18

9.94±1.47 (812)

33.3

5.6

RCT

Referred,
recruited

29

14.9±1.7 (1218)

75.9

(Hayes, Boyd, &
Sewell, 2011)

Australia; 1 public child
and adolescent
psychiatric service

RCT

Referred,
recruited

16

15.49±1.35
(12-18)

(Jónsson, Thastum,
Arendt, & JuulSørensen, 2015)

Denmark; 3 child and
adolescent psychiatric
centres and 4 school
counselling centres
USA; 1 outpatient
paediatric psychiatry
service
USA; 1 for-profit
outpatient child and
adolescent mental health
clinic
USA; mixed

Observational

Referred,
recruited

87

Observational

Referred

Observational

RCT

(Mufson, et al., 2004)

(Kamin et al., 2015)

(Kenaley & Williams,
2011)

(Kobak, Mundt, &
Kennard, 2015)

Mood
disorder,
anxiety
disorder
Mood
disorder,
anxiety
disorder
Anxiety
disorder

Yes (DSM-IV)

65.5

Depression

56

Not
reported

Depression

11.18±1.6 (716)

52.9

Not
reported

Anxiety

Yes (DSM-IV) +
HDRS of 10 or
higher + CGAS
of 65 or lower
100% Met
clinical criteria
on the SDQ,
75% on RADS-2
Yes (DSM-IV)

900 (total sample
1692)

12.09 ± 3.81

49.8

Not
reported

Internalising
disorders

Yes (DSM-IV)

Referred

34 (total sample 53)

10.45 ±
4.0c(4-18)

32.1 c

19

Internalising
disorders

Yes (DSM-IV)

Referred,
recruited

37

15.4± 1.52
(12-17) c

66 c

64.5

Depression

Yes (DSM-V)
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Yes (DSM-IV)

Yes (DSM-IV)

Lundh, Forsman,
Serlachius, Lichtenstein
and Landén
(2013)(Lundh, Forsman,
Serlachius, Lichtenstein,
& Landén, 2013)
(Merry et al., 2012)

(Muratori, Picchi, Bruni,
Patarnello, &
Romagnoli, 2003)
(Nilsen, Handegård,
Eisemann, & Kvernmo,
2015)
(O'Brien et al., 2007)

(Richardson et al., 2014)

(Sanford et al., 2006)

(Sharma, Mehta, &
Sagar, 2017)
(Shirk, DePrince,
Crisostomo, & Labus,
2014)
(Southam-Gerow et al.,
2010)
(Strandholm, Karlsson,
Kiviruusu, Pelkonen, &
Marttunen, 2014)

Sweden; multicentre
CAMHS

Observational

Referred

Mood disorders,
2213; anxiety
disorders, 2446
(12613 total sample)

anxiety
disorders,
13.4 ±3.2;
mood
disorders,
14.4 ±2.5
15.58±1.66
(12-19)

Anxiety
disorders,
66; mood
disorders,
66

Not
reported

Mood
disorder,
anxiety
disorder

Yes (DSM-IV
and/or ICD-10)

New Zealand; 15
school-based
counselling services, 7
youth clinics, 2 general
practices
Italy; Division of Child
and Adolescent
Neuropsychiatry
Norway; 2 outpatient
CAMHS clinics

RCT

Recruited

93

68.8

39.8

Depression

No

Quasiexperimental

Referred,
recruited

29

8.7 ± 1.2

41.4

Not
reported

Depression
or anxiety

Yes (DSM-IV)

Observational

Referred

84

12.49

66.7

9.8

Anxiety
and/or
depression

Yes (DSM-IV)

Ireland; 1 child and
adolescent guidance
centre
USA; 9 paediatric and
family medicine clinics

RCT

Referred,
recruited

6

12.5±1.0 (715)

33.3

Not
reported

Anxiety
disorder

Yes (DSM-IV)

RCT

Recruited

51

15.5±1.3
(13-17)

72

33

Depression

RCT

Referred,
recruited

15

16.1±1.6

73.3

Not
reported

Major
depression

Yes (PHQ-9 >10
and CDRS-R
>42 or KIDDIESADS)
Yes (DSM-IV)

Canada; 1 child and
adolescent mood
disorder clinic and 4
psychiatry programmes
India; 1 Child Guidance
Clinic at a Department
of Psychiatry
USA; 1 outpatient
community mental
health centre
USA; 6 public
community mental
health clinics
Finland; psychiatric
outpatient clinics

RCT

Recruited

31

13.87±2.2

48.4

Not
reported

Anxiety

Yes (ICD-10)

RCT

Referred,
recruited

23

15.69±1.55
(13-17)

82.6

47.8

Depression

Yes (DSM-IV)

RCT

Referred,
recruited

24

10.9±2.1 (815) c

56.2c

61.5

Anxiety

Yes (DSM-IV)

Observational

Referred,
recruited

98 (151 total
sample)

13-19 c

83.7

Not
reported

Depression

Yes ( ≥ 10 on
BDI-21 and ≥ 5
on GHQ-36)

72

(Sultan & Courtney,
2017)

Canada; mental health
centre

Observational

Referred

Depressive disorder,
27; anxiety disorder,
19 (36 total sample)

15-18

75

Not
reported

(Walter et al., 2018)

Germany; university
outpatient clinic

Observational

Referred,
recruited

14.3±2.2 (1120.4) c

44.76 c

Not
reported

(Weersing & Weisz,
2002)

USA; 6 community
mental health centres

Observational

Referred,
recruited

Anxiety disorders,
115; depressive
disorders, 106;
emotional disorders,
74 (677 total
sample)
67

12.9±2.6 (717)

55.2

(Weersing, et al., 2006)

USA; 1 psychiatric
outpatient clinic
USA; 7 community
mental health clinics

Observational

Referred

80

15.56±1.4

RCT

Referred,
recruited

25

Germany; outpatient
psychoanalytic child and
adolescent
psychotherapy clinic
Australia; 1 regional
CAMHS

Observational

Referred,
recruited

86

Weisz et al.
(2009)(Weisz et al.,
2009)
(Weitkamp et al., 2018)

Yes (BDI-II >
20)

52

Depressive
disorder,
anxiety
disorder
Anxiety
disorder,
depressive
disorder,
emotional
disorders
Depression

77

15

Depression

11.48±2.37

56 c

67

Depression

Yes (DSM-III-R
or DSM-IV)
Yes (DSM-IV)

13.51±4.42
(4-21)

69.8

Not
reported

Anxiety

Yes (ICD-10)

Yes (DSM-IIIR)

Yes
(SCARE>15)

(Wiggins, Oakley
Observational
Referred
17 (total sample 76)
15.7 (12-18)
65
Not
Depression
No (22% or
Browne, Bearsleyreported
17/76) had a
Smith, & Villanueva,
clinician
2010)
diagnosis)
Note: CAMHS = child and adolescent mental health services; DSM-IV = Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th Edition; ICD-10 = 10th revision of the International
Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems; RCADS = The Revised Children’s Anxiety and Depression Scale; RCT = randomised-controlled trial; SCARED = Screen for
Child Anxiety Related Emotional Disorders; SD = standard deviation; UC = usual care.
a Study sample for routine care arm, not inclusive of other trial arms.
b Diagnosis required/ not required for eligibility in study.
c Data provided is averaged over the total study sample, rather than anxiety/depression sub-sample.
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Intervention characteristics
Most of the TAU interventions were eclectic or interdisciplinary in nature i.e. not
aligned to a specific therapeutic modality (n = 24), 12 studies provided usual care interventions
which were exclusively aligned to a single therapeutic modality (e.g. psychoanalytic, CBT,
counselling, pharmacotherapy). Nine studies did not report the method of intervention delivery
(i.e. individual or group), nine studies did not provide details of the intervention provider and
twenty-nine studies did not discuss intervention fidelity. Full details of the interventions are
presented in Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2. Characteristics of TAU interventions
Study
identifier

Data
collection
period

Intervention description

Single
therapeutic
modality

Provider(s)

Delivery
method

Dosage,
mean
sessions

Medication
usage, %

Intervention
fidelity/ quality
reported

a

(Bachmann,
et al., 2010)

20042006

Interdisciplinary (psychotherapy, CBT,
psychodynamic psychotherapy, systemic
and family therapy, pharmacotherapy)

No

Child and adolescent
psychiatrists and
psychotherapists

Not
reported

7.65

26

Discussed

(Barrington,
et al., 2005)

Not
reported

Interdisciplinary non-CBT approaches
(family therapy, play therapy,
psychodynamic psychotherapy,
supportive psychotherapy)

No

Not
reported

12.00

Not reported

Discussed

(Baruch,
1995)
(Baruch &
Fearon,
2002)
(Barwick, et
al., 2013)
(Biegel, et
al., 2009)

19931995
19932001

Open-ended psychoanalytic
psychotherapy
Open-ended psychoanalytic
psychotherapy

Yes

Therapists (n=9): doctoral level
psychologists, social workers,
senior psychiatric nurses, a
psychiatrist and an occupational
therapist.
Psychotherapists

Individual

17.00

Not reported

Not reported

Yes

Psychotherapists

Individual

Not
reported

Not reported

Not reported

20062008
20052006

CORE counselling programme

Yes

Not reported

Individual

Not reported

Not reported

Individual or group psychotherapy and/or
psychotropic medication

No

Clinical staff

Mixed

Not
reported
Not
reported

Not reported

(Carter, et
al., 2015)

Not
reported

No

Clinical staff

Individual

Not
reported

(Clarke, et
al., 2005)
(Clarke, et
al., 2016)

20002001
20062010

No

Not reported

5.00

100

Not reported

No

Not reported

Not
reported
Not
reported

Not
reported

Year 1 7.6,
year 2 17.9

Not reported

(Deighton, et
al., 2016)

Not
reported

Counselling alone (41.8%) talking
therapy in CAMHS (23.2%), CBT alone
(0%), waiting list (11.6%), no treatment
(11.6%)
Any non-study healthcare services or
medications
Self-selected TAU: Year 1 outpatient
mental health (48.1%), antidepressants
(7.6%), other medication (11.3%), school
counselling (25.5%). Year 2 outpatient
mental health (58.5%), antidepressants
(17.9%), other meds (23.6%), school
counselling (35.9%)
Usual CAMHS care: CBT (36.9%), child
psychotherapy (1.8%), family therapy
(8%), creative therapy (0.82%), drug
treatment (4.9%), parent training (3.06%),
parent other intervention (6.12%)
counselling (9.8%), other therapeutic
intervention (21.43%)

38.5 pretest, 47.8
post-test
19

No

Not reported

Mixed

13.40

4.90

Not reported

75

Not reported

(EdbrookeChilds, et al.,
2018)

20112015

No

MDT (Child and adolescent
psychiatrists, psychotherapists)

Not
reported

10.24

Not reported

Not reported

Not
reported

Services were part of publicly funded
provision. Emphasised evidence-based
interventions for given problems. The
majority of treatment provided drew on a
range of interventions.
Open-ended psychodynamic
psychotherapy

(Nemirovski
Edlund, et
al., 2014)
(Edlund &
Carlberg,
2016)
(Goldbeck &
Ellerkamp,
2012)

Yes

Psychodynamically orientated
child psychotherapists

Individual

65.90

Not reported

Not reported

20022009

Open-ended psychodynamic
psychotherapy

Yes

Psychodynamically orientated
child psychotherapists

Individual

43.00

Not reported

Not reported

20062008

Included brief behavioural interventions,
psychodynamic psychotherapy, nonspecific group therapy, 14.3% of TAU
group received nothing due to waiting
lists
Standard psychological treatment
provided by the school-based clinic.
Varied psychotherapy resembling
supportive counselling.

No

Child psychiatrists,
paediatricians, psychologists,
child psychotherapists, social
workers

Mixed

4.00

0

Not reported

(Mufson, et
al., 2004)

19992002

No

Mixed

7.90

9.5

Not reported

Manualised CBT that includes
psychoeducation, early warning signs
planning, coping with unpleasant
thoughts, increasing pleasant activities,
problem analysis, problem solving, goal
setting, crisis management
Cool Kids CBT programme

Yes

School mental health clinicians:
social workers (n=11), doctoral
level clinical psychologists (n=2)
Predominantly dynamically
trained
Therapists

(Hayes, et
al., 2011)

Not
reported

Individual

15.58

Not reported

Discussed

(Jónsson, et
al., 2015)

20112012

Group

10.00

9

Not reported

20072013

Therapy only (32.1%),
psychopharmacology (49.2%),
combination treatment (18.7%)

No

16 therapists: psychologists
(n=14), occupational therapist
(n=1) and child and adolescent
psychiatrist (n=1), specialized in
psychotherapy. 4 psychologists
specialised in clinical
psychology. 44% had no prior
experience of treatment of youth
anxiety, 56% had between 3 and
15 years of experience
Not reported

(Kamin, et
al., 2015)

Individual

Not
reported

49.2

Not reported

(Kenaley &
Williams,
2011)

20042007

Child psychosocial rehabilitation based
on empowerment and cognitivebehavioural frameworks. Based on a
biopsychosocial model of
psychopathology

Yes

Bachelor-level CPSR Specialist

Individual

196.00

Not reported

Discussed

Yes

76

(Kobak, et
al., 2015)

Not
reported

Not reported

No

Clinical psychologists,
educational psychologists,
counsellors, behavioural mental
health. 15/18 total sample had
MSc or doctoral degrees. Mean
number of years working with
adolescents was 12.2 years.
Professional psychotherapists
and counsellors.

Not
reported

12.00

Not reported

Not reported

(Lundh, et
al., 2013)

20062010

No

(Merry, et
al., 2012)

20092010

(Muratori, et
al., 2003)

Not
reported

(Nilsen, et
al., 2015)
(O'Brien, et
al., 2007)

20022005
Not
reported

Counselling and psychotherapy with
different time-frames and settings.
Individual, group and therapy. No data on
specific psychotherapeutic method used
Data on the nature of TAU available for
89% of participants: counselling (89.2%),
waiting list for active treatment (13.3%),
drugs (2.4%)
51.7% participants didn’t follow any
treatment and the other 48.3% followed
various kinds of treatment (n=7 individual
therapy, n=3 supportive therapy for
parents, n=3 school tutoring)
Not reported

Mixed

13.10

Not reported

Not reported

No

Not reported

Individual

4.80

2.40

Not reported

No

Not reported

Mixed

12.00

0

Not reported

Not reported

Not reported

Not reported

No

Psychiatrist or psychologist

Not
reported
4.00

Not reported

Sessions consisted of a review of
progress, review of medication and a
generally supportive approach to
managing difficulties
Not reported

Not
reported
Individual

50 pre-test,
0 post-test

Not reported

(Richardson,
et al., 2014)
(Sanford, et
al., 2006)

20102013
19992000

Not reported

Not reported

Discussed

No

Not reported

Not
reported
Not
reported

Not reported

Counselling and/or drug therapy with
supportive case management. Treatments
not standardised with respect to frequency
of follow-up or fidelity to a specific
treatment model
Pharmacotherapy. During visits only
medication was reviewed and no
psychotherapy sessions were held
Eclectic with client-centred, family and
psychodynamic interventions favoured.
Treatment did not follow a specific
manual and was based on therapists’ case
formulations. Therapists agreed to use
treatment strategies and procedures that
they regularly used and believed to be
effective in their clinical practice

Not
reported
Mixed

86.7

Discussed

(Sharma, et
al., 2017)

Not
reported

Yes

Psychiatrists

Individual

6.00

100

Not reported

(Shirk, et al.,
2014)

Not
reported

No

Clinic based therapists (n=4)
doctoral-level psychologists
(n=2) with 3 and 4 years of
clinical experience respectively.
Therapists were eclectic, with
client-cantered, psychodynamic,
and family interventions
favoured.

Mixed

7.22

22.2

Discussed

77

(SouthamGerow, et al.,
2010)

Not
reported

Treatment procedures normally used and
believed to be effective. In general, the
TAU therapists used a range of treatment
procedures consistent with multiple
theoretical orientations

No

Therapists (n=21): social
workers (27.3%), doctoral level
psychologists (9.1%), master’s
level psychologists (51.5%), and
other (12.1%). Averaged 4.49
years of training and 4.9 years of
additional professional
experience.
Treatment teams consist of an
adolescent psychiatrist in charge
of the treatment, one or more
psychologists, a social worker,
one or more psychiatric nurses.

Mixed

Not
reported

Not reported

Not reported

(Strandholm,
et al., 2014)

19982001

No

(Sultan &
Courtney,
2017)

20092014

(Walter, et
al., 2018)

20082014

Regular, best available treatment at
clinics. Psychosocial treatment consists of
individual sessions (i.e. supportive
therapy, psychotherapy) as the basis of
treatment with family and network
meetings. 48.4% of individual
appointments were counselling, of the
family/ network appointments, 43.3% was
family counselling, 3.1% was family
therapy and 53.6% was classified as other
Youth intensive outpatient program. Runs
4 days per week including 2.5 hours of
therapeutic programming including
psychotherapy groups and recreational
groups.
Treatment was delivered at the publicly
funded University Outpatient Clinic for
child and adolescent CBT. CBT based on
currently recommended methods.

Mixed

20.48

56.1

Not reported

No

MDT

Mixed

48

100

Not reported

Yes

Individual

43.70

24.4

Information on the
specific treatment
components used
was provided.

No

Therapists were post-graduate
students with a Master's degree
and in the second half of their
training in child and adolescent
CBT.
Therapists

(Weersing &
Weisz, 2002)

Not
reported

(Weersing, et
al., 2006)

19952000

(Weisz, et
al., 2009)

19982003

Range of psychodynamic, cognitive and
behavioural techniques but endorsed
significantly more psychodynamic
techniques than either cognitive or
behavioural
Manualised CBT. Manual did not include
session-by-session scripts for therapist
behaviour or workbooks or homework.
Therapists used the treatment procedures
they used regularly and believed to be
effective in their clinical practice. Utilised
client-centred most frequently, followed
by family, psychodynamic and CBT.

Not
provided

11.00

Not reported

Not reported

Yes

Clinicians

Individual

19.50

65

Discussed

No

Community clinic therapists
(n=28): social
workers (22%), 1doctoral-level
psychologists (14%), master’s
level psychologists (56%) and
other (8%). Averaged 4.3 years
training and 2.4 years additional
professional experience prior to
the study

Mixed

20.52

33.3

Not reported

78

(Weitkamp,
et al., 2018)

20072010

(Wiggins, et
al., 2010)

2008

Outpatient psychoanalytic child and
adolescent psychotherapy. Predominantly
child-focused, complemented by parent
sessions. Usually on a ratio of 4:1. No
therapy manual imposed. Therapy
conducted twice per week.

Yes

26 therapists (81% female), all
had a university degree in social
pedagogy, education science or
psychology and had completed
board-certified degrees on
psychoanalytical child and
adolescent psychotherapy. On
average 12 years of working
experience.
Psychologists (n=3), social
workers (n=2), mental health
nurses (n=7), occupational
therapists (n=2), consultant
psychiatrists (n=2), psychiatric
registrar (n=1).

Individual

94.04

7.0

Treatment consisted of 41 psychological
No
Mixed
Not
17
interventions, medication, inpatient
reported
treatment, and liaison with the client’s
schools and other health professionals
(both internal and external to the CAMHS
team). Treatment often involved not only
the adolescent, but also their parents,
family, school and other individuals or
organisations involved with the young
person. T1: supportive intervention
(87%), behavioural (73%),
psychodynamic (80%), family therapy
(20%), cognitive (13%). T4: supportive
(50%), behavioural (63%),
psychodynamic (50%), family (0%),
cognitive (25%).
Note: CAMHS = child and adolescent mental health services; CBT = Cognitive behavioural therapy; MDT = multidisciplinary team; TAU = treatment as usual.
a In instances where the mean was not reported, the median was used instead.
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Adherence to code
of practice was
checked with a
retrospective
treatment fidelity
checklist filled out
by the therapists at
the end of treatment
for each patient.
Discussed

Results of the Included Studies
Group-level primary outcome at first assessment post-baseline
Group-level effects were considered with respect to the primary outcome, which was
defined as a validated measure of clinical symptoms. Five publications contained more than one
independent sub-group within their larger sample and were therefore entered as independent ESs
within the meta-analysis, making a total of 44 samples and 11,739 participants.
Seven out of 38 publications reported more than one measure of symptoms. In these
cases, a decision was made about the most appropriate measure to use for the primary outcome
analysis (those not chosen were included in the secondary outcome analysis of symptoms). Selfreport measures were chosen above clinician-report measures. Global symptom measures
(Children’s Depression Inventory, CDI) were chosen above problem-specific measures (e.g.
Social Phobia Inventory for Children, SPAIC), as were measures reported by on their subscale
rather than total score and measures of both symptoms and functioning (Strengths and
Difficulties Questionnaire, SDQ). Depression measures (Beck Depression Inventory II, BDI-II)
were chosen above anxiety measures (Multidimensional Anxiety Scale for Children 2nd Edition,
MASC 2) if the aim of the study was to measure depression outcomes in depressed individuals.
The median period from baseline to first assessment post-baseline was 13 weeks
(interquartile range = 12-27 weeks). As displayed in Figure 1.2, at first assessment post-baseline
(>4 weeks post-baseline), the pooled standardised ES (Hedges’ g) of the primary outcome was 0.74 (95% CI = -0.88, -0.59).
Significant statistical heterogeneity was indicated by an I2 of 88.1% (p <. 001), were I2
reflects the between study heterogeneity likely due to methodological disparity relating to the
wide range of assessment time points used. This was addressed in the longitudinal metaregression.
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Figure 1.2. Meta-analysis of primary outcome at first assessment post-baseline
Note: negative effect size (Hedges’ g) values indicate a reduction in symptoms. First assessment
>4 weeks post-randomisation or post-baseline, k = 44 samples and n = 11,739 participants.
Group-level primary outcome at final assessment
The median period from baseline to final assessment was 26 weeks (interquartile range =
15–52 weeks), with a total of 44 samples and 11,745 observations. At the final assessment, the
pooled standardised ES (Hedges’ g) for the primary outcome was -0.87 (95% CI -1.01, -0.74),
demonstrating a magnified large ES at the final assessment (Figure 1.3). Significant statistical
heterogeneity was indicated by an I2 of 86.4% (p<.001). Again, this degree of statistical
heterogeneity may be partially attributable to methodological disparity.
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Figure 1.3. Meta-analysis of primary outcome variable at final assessment recorded
Note: negative effect size (Hedges’ g) values indicate a reduction in symptoms, k = 44 samples
and n = 11,739 participants.
Individual-level primary outcome
A total of 25 included studies reported treatment response at an individual level, with 19
reporting recovery, 12 utilising the reliable change index (RCI) and 8 reporting reliable recovery,
which encompasses both recovery and reliable change in a single metric (Table 1.3).
For self-report measures only, the weighted pooled percentage of individual-level
change for the primary outcome of symptoms across eight studies and ten samples (n = 4,900)
demonstrated that 33% recovered, as measured by movement across a predefined clinical
threshold (average assessment time = 29.4 weeks, CI 22, 43%). For self-reported reliable change
(n = 10 studies, k = 13, n = 5,331 participants, average assessment time = 30.3 weeks), 38%
exhibited reliable improvement (CI, 29, 46%), 6% reliably deteriorated (CI 4, 9%) and 44%
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showed no reliable change (CI 36, 52%). Finally, 40% met the criteria for self-reported reliable
recovery, which is defined as both recovery and reliable change combined (n = 6 studies, k = 9, n
= 5,068, average assessment time = 32.5 weeks, CI 31, 48%).
It should be noted that the sub-samples used for each of the calculations above differed
depending on the data provided by each study and every study did not report all individual-level
change metrics.
It should also be noted that sub-samples were not always independent of each other. For
most studies, the reliable improvement, reliable deterioration and no reliable change were
mutually exclusive groups, and equalled 100%. Group membership of reliably changed with
both recovered and reliably recovered were not mutually exclusive groupings. Thus, young
people could be counted as both reliably changed and reliably recovered within the same study.
The total weighted pooled percentage of individual-level change metrics do not total 100%.
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Table 1.3. Individual-level change data
Study

Sample

Sample, n

Outcome
measure

Outcome
domain

Informant

(Bachmann,
et al., 2010)
(Bachmann,
et al., 2010)
(Barrington,
et al., 2005)
(Barrington,
et al., 2005)
(Barrington,
et al., 2005)
*(Baruch,
1995)
*(Baruch &
Fearon,
2002)
(Biegel, et
al., 2009)

Anxiety

53

CBCL

Problems

Caretaker

Assessment
time
(weeks)
52

20

Reliable
improveme
nt (%)b
-

Reliable
deterioratio
n (%)b
-

No reliable
change
(%)b
-

Reliable
recovery
(%)c
-

Depression

38

CBCL

Problems

Caretaker

52

25

-

-

-

-

Anxiety

26

Diagnosis

Anxiety

26

Anxiety

26

Internalising

49

Internalising

151

ADIS
(DSM-IV)
ADIS
(DSM-IV)
ADIS
(DSM-IV)
YSR Internalising
YSR/YASR

Clinician

12.9

50

-

-

-

-

Diagnosis

Clinician

25.8

69

-

-

-

-

Diagnosis

Clinician

52

68

-

-

-

-

Problems

Self

12.9

12

24.5

6.1

69.4

-

Problems

Self

52

31.8

46.4

2.6

51

-

Entire
sample

52

SCL-90
(anxiety)

Anxiety
Symptoms

Self

20.9

-

20

2.5

77.5

-

*(Biegel, et
al., 2009)

Entire
sample

52

SCL-90
(depression)

Depression
Symptoms

Self

20.9

-

27.5

10

62.5

-

(Biegel, et
al., 2009)

Entire
sample

52

STAIpresent

Anxiety
Symptoms

Self

20.9

-

20

12.5

67.5

-

(Biegel, et
al., 2009)

Entire
sample

52

STAI-past

Anxiety
Symptoms

Self

20.9

-

40

12.5

47.5

-

(Biegel, et
al., 2009)
(Biegel, et
al., 2009)
*(Clarke, et
al., 2005)
(Clarke, et
al., 2016)
(Clarke, et
al., 2016)
(Clarke, et
al., 2016)
(Clarke, et
al., 2016)

Mood
disorder
Anxiety
disorder
Depression

21

DSM-IV

Diagnosis

Clinician

20.9

-10d

-

-

-

-

21

DSM-IV

Diagnosis

Clinician

20.9

-10d

-

-

-

-
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CES-D

Symptoms

Self

52

31

-

-

-

-

Depression

99

K-SADS

Diagnosis

Assessor

6

0

-

-

-

-

Depression

95

K-SADS

Diagnosis

Assessor

12

12.1

-

-

-

-

Depression

90

K-SADS

Diagnosis

Assessor

26

43.4

-

-

-

-

Depression

87

K-SADS

Diagnosis

Assessor

52

68.7

-

-

-

-
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Recovery
(%)a

(Clarke, et
al., 2016)
(Clarke, et
al., 2016)
*(EdbrookeChilds, et
al., 2018)
*(EdbrookeChilds, et
al., 2018)
*(EdbrookeChilds, et
al., 2018)
(Nemirovski
Edlund, et
al., 2014)
(Nemirovski
Edlund, et
al., 2014)
*(Edlund &
Carlberg,
2016)
*(Edlund &
Carlberg,
2016)
(Edlund &
Carlberg,
2016)
(Edlund &
Carlberg,
2016)

Depression

82

K-SADS

Diagnosis

Assessor

78

75.8

-

-

-

-

Depression
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K-SADS

Diagnosis

Assessor

104

78.8

-

-

-

-

Anxiety

1208

RCADS

Symptoms

Self

26.39

60.9

52.8

7.7

33.1

45.9

Depression

621

RCADS

Symptoms

Self

26.39

56.4

44.3

3.7

52

41.5

Comorbid
Anxiety and
Depression
Anxiety
Disorder

2635

RCADS

Symptoms

Self

26.39

38.7

34.6

9.7

28.5

25.5

66

CGAS

Global
Functioning

Clinician

43.9

-

82

1

17

49

Mood
Disorder

9

CGAS

Global
Functioning

Clinician

43.9

-

44

0

56

44

Anxiety
Disorder

53

SCL-90

Symptoms

Self

43

-

71.7

11.3

17

51

Mood
Disorder

51

SCL-90

Symptoms

Self

43

-

74

10

16

55

Anxiety
Disorder
(>20 years)
Mood
Disorder(>2
0 years)

28

CGAS

Global
Functioning

Clinician

43

-

61

0

39

36

36

CGAS

Global
Functioning

Clinician

43

-

64

0

36

42

(Edlund &
Carlberg,
2016)
(Edlund &
Carlberg,
2016)

Anxiety
Disorder
(>20 years)
Mood
Disorder(>2
0 years)

30

GAF

Global
Functioning

Clinician

43

-

77

0

23

60

27

GAF

Global
Functioning

Clinician

43

-

58

0

42

39

(Goldbeck &
Ellerkamp,
2012)
*(Hayes, et
al., 2011)
(Hayes, et
al., 2011)

Anxiety

18

K-SADS

Diagnosis

Clinician

25.9

33

-

-

-

-

Depression

11

RADS-2

Symptoms

Self

15.58

-

36

0

64

-

Depression

4

RADS-2

Symptoms

Self

28.48

-

25

50

25

-
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(Hayes, et
al., 2011)
(Hayes, et
al., 2011)
(Jónsson, et
al., 2015)
(Jónsson, et
al., 2015)
*(Jónsson, et
al., 2015)
(Jónsson, et
al., 2015)
(Jónsson, et
al., 2015)
(Kamin, et
al., 2015)

Depression

11

SDQ

Symptoms

Self

15.58

-

0

0

100

-

Depression

4

SDQ

Symptoms

Self

28.48

-

0

0

100

-

Anxiety

87

ADIS

Diagnosis

Clinician

12

46

-

-

-

-

Anxiety

87

ADIS

Diagnosis

Clinician

24.9

59.8

-

-

-

-

Anxiety

85

SCAS

Symptoms

Self

12

15.3

28.2

5.9

65.9

37.1

Anxiety

85

SCAS

Symptoms

Mother

12

40

58.8

2.4

38.8

50

Anxiety

82

SCAS

Symptoms

Father

12

21.4

45.1

3.7

51.2

29

Internalising

372

PSC-IS

Psychosocial
Functioning

Parent

12.9

-

18.4

8.1

51.4

17.3

(Merry, et
al., 2012)

Depression

93

CDRS-R

Symptoms

Observer

8.4

35.5

-

-

-

-

(Merry, et
al., 2012)

Depression

93

CDRS-R

Symptoms

Observer

21.5

52.7

-

-

-

-

(Mufson, et
al., 2004)
*(Mufson, et
al., 2004)
(Muratori, et
al., 2003)

Depression

29

HRSD

Symptoms

Clinician

12

34

-

-

-

-

Depression

29

BDI

Symptoms

Self

12

52

-

-

-

-

Internalising

29

CGAS

Global
Functioning

Clinician

25.8

44.83

-

-

-

-

(Muratori, et
al., 2003)

Internalising

29

CGAS

Global
Functioning

Clinician

104

44.83

-

-

-

-

(Nilsen, et
al., 2015)

Anxiety
and/or
depression
Anxiety
and/or
depression
Depression

39

CGAS

Global
Functioning

Clinician

21.52

16.28

2.33

2.33

60.46

9.3

13

SDQ

Symptoms

Self

21.52

7.69

15.38

0

84.61

7.69

51

CDRS-R

Symptoms

Observer

52

38.6

-

-

-

-

Depression

51

PHQ-9

Symptoms

Self

52

20.7

-

-

-

-

Depression

15

K-SADS

Diagnosis

Clinician

24

17

-

-

-

-

*(Nilsen, et
al., 2015)
(Richardson,
et al., 2014)
*(Richardso
n, et al.,
2014)
(Sanford, et
al., 2006)
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(Sanford, et
al., 2006)
Shirk et al.
(2014)
(SouthamGerow, et
al., 2010)
*(Walter, et
al., 2018)
(Walter, et
al., 2018)

Depression

15

K-SADS

Diagnosis

Clinician

36

14

-

-

-

-

Depression

23

K-SADS

Diagnosis

Clinician

16

48

-

-

-

-

Anxiety

24

DISC

Diagnosis

Clinician

28

58.3

-

-

-

-

Internalising

344

YSR

Symptoms

Self

70

-

12.8

2.3

40.4

44.5

Internalising

512

CBCL

Symptoms

Parent

70

-

16.5

2.9

52.3

28.3

(Weisz, et
Depression
24
DISC
Diagnosis
Clinician
39
77.3
al., 2009)
*(Weitkamp,
Anxiety
58
SCARED
Symptoms
Self
24
17.2
10.3
20.7
51.7
et al., 2018)
Note: ADIS = Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule; BDI = Beck Depression Inventory; CBCL = Child Behaviour Checklist; CDRS-R = Children’s Depression Rating Scale-Revised; CES-D =
Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale; CGAS = Children’s Global Assessment Scale; DISC = Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children; DSM-IV = Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th Edition; GAF = Global Assessment of Functioning; HoNOSCA = Health of the Nation Outcome Scales for children and Adolescents; HRSD = Hamilton Rating
Scale for Depression; K-SADS = Schedule for affective disorders and schizophrenia for school-age children-present and lifetime version; PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire; PSC-IS =
Paediatric Symptom Checklist – Internalising Subscale; RADS-2 = Reynolds Adolescent Depression Scale; RCADS = The Revised Children’s Anxiety and Depression Scale; SCARED = Screen
for Child Anxiety Related Emotional Disorders; SCAS = The Spence Children’s Anxiety Scale; SCL-90 = Symptom Checklist-90; SDQ = Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire; STAI-past =
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, trait; STAI-present = State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, state; YASR = Young Adult Self Report Form; YSR = Youth Self Report.
a Recovery,

represents proportion of participants who moved from above a clinical threshold to below a clinical threshold.
improvement, reliable deterioration and no reliable change metrics consider whether improvement, deterioration or no change in symptoms is greater than could likely be solely
attributed to measurement error.
c Reliable recovery is the proportion of participants who experienced both reliable improvement and recovery.
d The -10 in this instance refers to 0% clinical improvement and 10% clinical deterioration.
*Indicates samples included in meta-analysis.
b Reliable
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Moderator analyses for primary outcome
In order to determine if ‘outcome informant’ moderated the treatment effect on the
primary outcome variable (clinical symptoms) the standardised ES was compared across
informant groups. All observations across studies were coded as ‘self’, ‘parent’ (which included
‘mother’, father’, ‘guardian’) and ‘clinician/assessor’ (which included blinded interviewers,
observers, and research assistants). As there were only three teacher observations, these were
excluded from analysis. It should be noted that not every sample had observations from each of
the three informant types.
As displayed in Figure 1.4, self-reported symptoms demonstrated a standardised prepost ES of -0.70 (CI -0.85, -0.55). Symptoms as rated by clinicians/assessors demonstrated the
largest standardised change (Hedges’ g = -1.30, 95% CI -1.64, -0.96) and were significantly
larger than self-reports (mean difference = 0.6, p < .001). Parent reports exhibited the smallest
standardised change in symptoms (Hedges’ g = -0.59, CI -0.77, -0.41), with a difference of 0.11
with self-reports (p = 0.37).

Figure 1.4. Standardised change (Hedges’ g) in primary outcome by informant.
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In order to determine if ‘presenting problem’ moderated the effect on the primary
outcome variable (clinical symptoms) the standardised ES was compared across problem
groups. All observations across studies were coded as ‘depression’ (which included mood
disorders and depressive disorders), ‘anxiety’ and ‘mixed’ (which included internalising
disorders, mixed anxiety and/or depression samples, emotional disorders).
As displayed in Figure 1.5, the standardised ES was largest for depression (Hedges’ g =
-0.89, 95% CI -1.04, -0.73) followed by anxiety (Hedges’ g = -0.66, CI -0.86, -0.46) and then
‘mixed’ anxiety and depression (Hedges’ g = -0.52, CI -0.82, -0.21). There was a significant
difference between the standardised ES of those with depression and both anxiety and mixed
anxiety and depression (difference = 0.23, p = 0.08 and 0.37, p = 0.35, respectively).

Figure 1.5. Standardised change (Hedges’ g) in primary outcome by presenting problem.
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Across studies, the mean number of treatment sessions per study ranged from 4 to 196
(mean = 26.8). A total of 11 studies did not report dosage and were therefore excluded form
analysis. As displayed in Figure 1.6, there was a small significant moderating effect of treatment
dosage (mean number of sessions) on the primary outcome variable (g = -0.03, p < 0.001).

Figure 1.6. Standardised change (Hedges’ g) in primary outcome by number of treatment
sessions (mean).
There was a non-significant moderating effect of study year on the primary outcome
variable, which showed a slight trend for improvement in outcomes (g = -0.02, p =0.167, 95%
CI -.04, 0.01). Similarly, when categorising the data as ‘before 2010’ or ‘after 2010’, the
difference in pre-post ES was non-significant (g = -0.21, p = 0.19, 95% CI -0.54, 0.11).
Additional analyses were conducted on variables, experimental design (experimental,
observational), (<11 years, 11-16 years, >16 years), medication usage (0-100%) and therapeutic
modality (single modality, mixed). None of these variables moderated the effect of treatment on
symptom change, as there was no significant difference in ESs between sub-groups (Figures
available in Appendix A).
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Outcome trajectories
Longitudinal analysis of the standardised change (Hedges’ g) in the primary outcome
variable from baseline was conducted using mixed effects meta-regression (Figure 1.7). This
analysis included 38 studies, 70 observations from the 44 samples (range 1-5 observations per
sample) including 11,739 participants. Time from baseline assessment (weeks) was entered into
the model as a continuous variable. To determine whether the ES changed over time, either
linearly or non-linearly, was assessed by running separate models including time as either a
linear, quadratic or logarithmic function. The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), where a
lower number indicates better fit after penalising for model complexity, indicates that the
logarithmic trend provides the best fit to the data. This specifies that the symptoms improve
rapidly initially but that improvement then slows until reaching a plateau; compared to the
linear (monotonically increasing or decreasing effect) and quadratic (accelerating/decelerating
effect) trends.
Figure 1.7 demonstrates that, for the logarithmic trend, there is an initial large reduction
in symptoms within the first three months followed by a gradual deceleration in the rate of
change thereafter. By six months, there is very little additional change. Of interest is the
congruity between the three models; between 3 (-0.6) and 18 months (-1) there is relatively little
difference in the estimated ESs.
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Figure 1.7. Meta-regression of standardised change in symptoms from baseline
Note: circle size corresponds to the inverse of the standard error for each observation.
Standardised change (Hedges’ g) in primary outcome (symptoms) from baseline, n = 70
observations (range = 1-5 per sample).
It should be noted that three samples, from three separate studies, exhibit mean
increases in symptoms from baseline. For two studies the increase was negligible, however, for
one study the effect was large and potentially clinically meaningful though this sample
consisted of only four participants (Hayes, et al., 2011).
A funnel plot (Appendix A) was used to assess potential small sample effects or
publication bias. A lack of symmetry (particularly for smaller studies with large standard errors)
indicates potential publication bias or that there may be smaller studies missing. This can be
seen in the plot with studies with a SE of approximately above 0.4.
Group-level secondary outcome analysis
Longitudinal meta-regressions were conducted to examine the standardised change over
time for measures defined as secondary outcomes. Multiple outcome domains were reported
across most studies, including family relationships, life interference, emotional adjustment,
health outcomes and global functioning. For the purposes of the current analysis, outcomes were
coded where appropriate under three broad outcome domains of ‘symptoms’ ‘functioning’
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(inclusive of adjustment and impairment) and ‘quality of life (QoL)’. Separate models were
estimated for each outcome domain.
Figure 1.8 illustrates standardised change in functioning over time for 15 independent
samples, 55 observations and 2,203 participants, which were not included in the primary
longitudinal analysis. In this instance, lower scores are synonymous with increased functioning.
Again, the logarithmic model provided the best fit to the data and demonstrates an initial large
increase in functioning, followed by a plateau at around 15 months. The magnitude of the
standardised ES for functioning appears to be larger than for symptoms and deceleration in the
rate of change happens at a slower rate.

Figure 1.8. Meta-regression of standardised change in functioning from baseline
Note: circle size corresponds to the inverse of the standard error for each observation.
Standardised Change (Hedges’ g) in secondary outcome (functioning) from baseline, n = 12
studies, k = 15 samples, n = 55 observations.

Figure 1.9 displays the standardised change in QoL over time and included 5
independent sub-samples and 27 observations, which were not included in the primary
longitudinal analysis. In this instance, lower scores are synonymous with increased QoL. QoL
exhibited substantially less change than symptomatic and functional outcomes. For the
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logarithmic trend, the ES is approximately 0.4 and exhibits relatively minimal change across
time. Of interest are the 2 studies which show large reductions in quality of life (g > 2).

Figure 1.9. Meta-regression of standardised change in quality of life from baseline
Standardised change (Hedges’ g) in secondary outcome (quality of life) from baseline, n = 5
studies, k = 5 samples, n = 27 observations. Note: circle size corresponds to the inverse of the
standard error for each observation.
Discussion
Summary of findings
To date, no previous systematic review has aimed to address crucial gaps in the extant
literature, which include: 1) a lack of an adequate and accurate synthesis of TAU outcome data
considered both as pre-post effect sizes but also, crucially, in terms of individual-level rates of
change following interventions in routine care; 2) identification of variables which may
moderate the observed outcomes; 3) a consideration of change trajectories; and 4) consideration
of change across primary and secondary outcomes.
The current systematic review identified 38 studies (44 independent samples) of TAU
within specialist services for youth with anxiety and/ or depression. Only 25 (66%) of these
included details of individual-level change (19 included information about recovery, 12
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information about reliable change and 8 information about a combination of the recovery and
reliable change). Given that depression and anxiety are the most prevalent mental health
problems in youth (Bor, et al., 2014; Polanczyk, et al., 2015), the paucity of information about
outcomes from TAU in specialist mental health services, particularly in relation to individuallevel change, is striking.
In terms of individual-level change, for the primary outcome of self-reported symptoms,
33% clinically improved (29.4 weeks), 38% reliably improved (30.3 weeks), 6% reliably
deteriorated (30.3 weeks), 44% showed no reliable change (30.3 weeks) and 40% reliably
recovered (32.5 weeks). As previously noted, these metrics are weighted averages calculated
based on different study samples. They are not necessarily mutually exclusive categories and are
not intended to total 100%. Across different metrics of change, between 33% and 40% of young
people showed improvement. These results are in line with earlier individual study findings and
highlight that the majority of those seen by specialist mental health services for TAU do not
show measurable improvement on any indicator of individual level-change (Murphy, et al.,
2015; Smith & Jensen-Doss, 2017).
The pre-post ES (Hedges’ g) at first outcome (average 13 weeks) and final outcome
(average 26 weeks) was -0.74 and - 0.87, respectively. The longitudinal analysis revealed an
initial large reduction in symptoms within the first 3 months followed by a gradual deceleration
in the rate of change thereafter and by 6 months there was little additional change. This is in line
with earlier studies which demonstrate a curvilinear outcome response, with initial rapid
improvement rates followed by a decelerating curve over the course of treatment (Cannon, et
al., 2010; Jackson, et al., 2017; Napoleone, et al., 2019; Saunders, et al., 2019; Warren, et al.,
2010).
The moderator analysis suggested that, in line with previous research, informant
perspective moderates outcomes, with clinician reports generally documenting greater
improvements than self or parent reports (Peselow, Karamians, Lord, Tobia, & IsHak, 2014;
Sukhodolsky, Bloch, Panza, & Reichow, 2013). It is noteworthy that cross-informant
disagreements between self-report and the reports of others are common in research evaluating
outcomes from psychological therapies (De Los Reyes et al., 2015; Peselow, et al., 2014;
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Sukhodolsky, et al., 2013). There are several possible explanations for why outcomes differ
according to self- or clinician-reports. One explanation is that clinicians perceive young people
as having more severe symptoms than the young people themselves, thus attenuating the change
in child self-report from pre-treatment to post-treatment (Peselow, et al., 2014). A second
explanation is self-assessment bias, whereby clinicians overestimate how helpful the treatment
has been to the young people they are treating and endorse overly optimistic attitudes regarding
estimates of their clients’ outcomes (Walfish, et al., 2012). Cross-informant disagreements
highlight the need to ensure the views of young people themselves are considered wherever
possible if patient shared decisions and empowerment are to be made a reality (Mulley, Coulter,
Wolpert, Richards, & Abbasi, 2017).
Problem type also moderated outcomes with better outcomes for those studies focussed
on depression than those for anxiety. This is not in line with earlier studies that generally report
better outcomes following treatment for those with anxiety (Weisz, et al., 2017). It is not clear
why this might be, however, it might reflect that anxiety is less impacted by the generic
treatments that formed most of TAU than depression is, and is better treated by evidence-based,
manualised approaches provided by RCTs. The data do not provide a decisive explanation for
this result, however, it is possible there are other methodological explanations. For instance,
there may be something unusual about the depression studies with a particularly large pre-post
ES.
It is interesting to note that no other moderators were identified as being associated with
differential outcomes. Given the uncertainty in the treatment effect estimates, the significance
tests of the subgroup analyses could potentially be false negatives and thus drawing conclusions
of no difference may not be robust. Of particular interest, publication year did not have a
significant moderating effect on improvement in outcomes over time, however, there is
insufficient power to say whether this result is reliable. This finding is consistent with a number
of other reports that treatment outcomes are not moderated by study year (Cristea et al., 2017;
Eckshtain, et al., 2019; Johnsen & Friborg, 2015; Weisz, et al., 2017).
In terms of secondary outcomes measured, the most common were measures of
functioning. This is in line with a recent large scale review of primary and secondary outcome
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measures (Krause, et al., 2018). Change in functioning showed a large ES within the initial 12
months, followed by a plateau at around 15 months. Quality of life, on the other hand, showed
little change both initially and across time suggesting it may be more stable and independent of
mental health outcomes (Patalay & Fitzsimons, 2016). Many measures which assess quality of
life aim to measure health-related quality of life, including outcomes such as physical health,
mobility, pain and discomfort (Gandek et al., 1998; Herdman et al., 2011). The limited
improvement in quality of life in this study may reflect baseline scores which within normal
ranges, providing limited scope for additional improvement. This finding may also reflect a
recently proposed ecologic framework based on analysis of the UK Millennium Cohort Study
(Patalay & Fitzsimons, 2016). The authors suggest that the correlates of mental illness and
wellbeing are largely distinct in children and young people and do not exist on a single
continuum but rather on two separate axes. Thus, the mechanisms for change in mental health
and quality of life may be distinct and affected differentially by treatment, which would account
for the limited change across measures of quality of life.
The use of standardised effect size as a key pre-post measure has been critiqued as
potentially misleading (Edbrooke-Childs, et al., 2018; Jensen & Corralejo, 2017; Wolpert,
Görzig, et al., 2015). While clear benchmarks exist with regard to what constitutes a small,
medium or large between-group ES, there is yet no agreed equivalent cut-offs for pre-post ES
and are often inappropriately used as such. Without clear rules of thumb for the use of pre-post
ES, interpreting these metrics is challenging. The use of ES as the key pre-post measure has
been critiqued as potentially misleading, highlighting the need to consider alternative
individual-level metrics to provide a consistent way of discussing within-group treatment
outcomes (Edbrooke-Childs, et al., 2018; Howard, et al., 1996; Jensen & Corralejo, 2017;
Ogles, et al., 2001; Wolpert, 2017; Wolpert, Görzig, et al., 2015).
A number of metrics for considering individual change have been suggested and each
have advantages and disadvantages. Change in terms of ‘clinical change’ refers to the
movement from above to below a pre-defined clinical threshold on a specific measure. This
threshold is usually defined based on population norms and means moving from scores in the
clinical range to scores in the normative range. A second approach is to use the ‘reliable change
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index’. Reliable change is the minimal amount of change necessary to exceed measurement
error and to ensure that pre–post differences are not due to chance (Jacobson, et al., 1984;
Jacobson & Truax, 1992). This metric is useful as it captures those who improve and not just
those who cross a pre-defined cut-off. There is a third metric, known as reliable recovery, which
combines those two metrics. But as with clinical change, it relies on a pre-defined thresholds.
Although there have been several attempts to measure individual-level change in analyses of
routine data from child and adolescent mental health services (Edbrooke-Childs, et al., 2018;
Murphy et al., 2015; Smith & Jensen-Doss, 2017; Warren, et al., 2010), this is the first
systematic to synthesise this information.
Limitations
The quality of data in the identified studies was poor with much key information
missing. In particular, there was a lack of detail provided by studies regarding the TAU
intervention and what it involved, including who the provider was and their level of training, the
delivery method, and intervention fidelity and treatment adherence. The lack of detail provided
on intervention factors meant there was insufficient data to look at the role of variables such as
drop-out or treatment adherence in moderating treatment outcomes. Existing research indicates
that treatment non-adherence, including session non-attendance, not complying with therapeutic
activities, non-adherence in obtaining prescriptions or taking the prescribed medication, or in
following medical instructions such as homework in CBT, can result in poorer outcomes
(Demyttenaere et al., 2001; Hudson & Kendall, 2002; Lee et al., 2019; Spence, March, &
Donovan, 2019; von Knorring, Åkerblad, Bengtsson, Carlsson, & Ekselius, 2006). Although
many intervention factors may be involved, attendance and adherence to treatment are arguably
among the most important in predicting treatment outcomes (Nock & Ferriter, 2005). However,
within the current review few studies measures or reported treatment adherence for
interventions provided within specialist mental health services.
Within the studies identified, there was considerable heterogeneity in outcome metrics,
time points of outcomes, and the informant reporting on the outcomes. There was also a vast
array of measurement tools used, with multiple tools used per study. Such methodological
diversity made comparisons across studies challenging and highlights the need for greater
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agreement on a core outcome set for this problem (Krause, et al., 2018). There was also a large
geographical skew towards North American studies, but this is largely in line with general
research in this area (Krause, et al., 2018).
There are clearly significant limitations in this study. As noted above, the quantity and
quality of the data made analysis challenging. Not only were the interventions poorly described
but those that were described varied considerably across providers and settings and as noted
above multiple and different outcome metrics and multiple different time points made
comparisons difficult. Poor data quality meant that it was not possible to analyse patterns of
individual-level change according to moderating factors such as problem type, treatment type
age or gender.
However, in the face of these limitations it is striking that a consistent finding was that a
high proportion of children and young people within each sample did not meet the criteria for
measurable improvement, such as recovery and reliable improvement, across measurement
metrics and problem domains, irrespective of informant or time point of study.
It is important to note that our data cannot determine whether improvement is due to the
treatment itself or whether young people might improve to a similar degree irrespective of the
intervention received. The recurrent and episodic nature of anxiety and depression means they
may spontaneously worsen, remain stable, or improve over a similar time frame with no
treatment (Burcusa & Iacono, 2007; Kovacs, et al., 2016). Research suggests that in adult
populations, 53% of prevalent cases of untreated major depression will remit spontaneously in a
given year (Whiteford, et al., 2013). However, contact with mental health services reduces the
future likelihood of depression compared to those without contact in adolescents (Neufeld,
Dunn, Jones, Croudace, & Goodyer, 2017).
Implications for research and practice
It is important to highlight that these results should not be taken to mean that the
outcomes are suboptimal. These sorts of measurable improvement rates are better than
individual-level outcomes for many other chronic conditions (e.g. paediatric diabetes, 24%)
(RCPCH, 2015) and may reflect the current reality of what treatment is able to achieve.
Moreover they may also reflect the lack of sensitivity of the measures used to measure change
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with some indication that more idiographic measures, such as movement towards achievement
of goals, may be more sensitive to change (Edbrooke‐Childs, Jacob, Law, Deighton, & Wolpert,
2015).
However, it should also be noted that these results are somewhat lower than those
achieved for early intervention for depression/anxiety in working-age adults where rates of
reliable recovery of around 50% in the UK are currently reported (Clark et al., 2018). This may
reflect the greater challenge of treating young people or the greater complexity of problems of
young people accessing youth services.
Despite limitations in the data, this study has important implications for both research
and clinical practice. In terms of research it is imperative that future studies include more
detailed descriptions of TAU interventions. This may be facilitated by the utilisation of the
Template for Intervention Description and Replication or TIDieR framework (Hoffmann et al.,
2014). Research protocols which aim to evaluate treatment effectiveness should endeavour to
measure and report adverse outcomes and events and treatment adherence and engagement. In
the future, it would be beneficial to standardise the way in which outcomes are measured and
reported using both group and individual-level metrics.
In terms of clinical practice, it may be important that clinicians discuss with their clients
which outcomes are important to them and also consider outcomes from a variety of
perspectives. It may also be beneficial for clinicians to consider how they support the majority
of young people with anxiety and depression who leave their service without measurable change
and how they manage expectations around this from the start of treatment.
Whilst the limited quantity and quality of data available means these results should be
treated with caution, the majority of cases in receipt of TAU did not show positive outcomes on
any individual level outcome metric. Improvement rates are somewhat lower than those
achieved for working-age adults, suggesting the need for greater clinical and research focus on
the needs of those young people who do not show improvements. The fact that outcomes
stabilise at around six months is consistent with earlier literature. The finding that changes for
secondary outcomes, whilst smaller overall, continue to embed later than for primary outcomes
indicate potential for further focus on non-symptom measures such as quality of life.
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It is less certain is which intervention components produced better outcomes, under
what specific circumstances improved outcomes were achieved and for whom, and if similar
outcomes would be archived with no treatment. Improved reporting of individual level metrics,
greater attention to who reports and which outcomes are prioritised, greater focus on adverse
events and greater detail as to what constitutes TAU is warranted to enable the field to move
forward in understanding, and in time improving, outcomes from routine care for depression
and anxiety, particularly when occurring together, in children and young people.
Conclusions
Based on the results of this study, there are gaps in research which warrant further
investigation and which will be addressed by Part II and Part III of this thesis. There is a need to
review how to effectively communicate to young people and the wider public that not
everybody will get better by the end of treatment, as well as managing the expectations of those
at the outset of treatment. In order to achieve this, it is important to gain a better understanding
of young people’s existent expectations of mental health treatment outcomes, along with the
their conceptualisations and beliefs about their mental illness. Given that approximately half of
young people will not measurable improve following treatment, is it important that individual
outcomes are monitored using routine measurement so that clinicians can identify those who are
not improving and, in turn, to consider how best to address the needs of those who access
specialist services and are not measurably improved at the end of treatment.
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Part II. Applying the Self-Regulatory Model to understand treatment expectations and
illness perceptions in youth with anxiety and depression

Study 1 of this thesis provides evidence that although routine treatment for anxiety and
depression may be helpful for some, most young people who receive treatment do not reliably
improve. Results from the systematic review and meta-analysis support previous research that
treatment outcomes typically follow a large initial large reduction in symptoms, followed by a
gradual deceleration in the rate of change thereafter (Cannon, et al., 2010; Falkenström, et al.,
2016; Jackson, et al., 2017; Napoleone, et al., 2019; Saunders, et al., 2019; Warren, et al., 2010).
As previously discussed, the notion that ‘more is better’ has been a pervasive and
influential claim and may serve to prolong treatments that are not helpful, in the hope they will
work in time, exposing young people to potential harmful effects, and detracting from
considering a wider range of non-professional self-management (Niederhofer & von Klitzing,
2012; Wolpert et al., 2018). With enough information, young people, families and clinicians can
work together in order to weigh up the risk with possible benefit of treatments in accordance
with their own preferences, beliefs and circumstances.
There is a need to review how to effectively communicate to young people, their
families and the wider public that not everybody will get better by the end of treatment and to
manage expectations from the outset of referral. In order to achieve this, better understanding of
young people’s existent expectations of mental health treatment, along with the role of their
conceptualisations and beliefs about their anxiety and depression, is warranted. It is hoped that
developing a research base on young people’s expectations of treatment outcomes and beliefs
and representations about anxiety and depression will inform evidence-based communication
between young people, families and practitioners and facilitate young people’s involvement in
shared decision-making and choice regarding their own treatment.
Part II of this thesis will review the literature relating to treatment outcome expectations
and illness belief models, drawing on the Self-Regulatory Model (SRM) (Leventhal, et al.,
1980) as the theoretical basis.
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Treatment outcome expectations
Although perspectives on the mechanisms through which expectancies affect outcome
vary, patients’ expectations of treatment and treatment outcomes are considered a common
factor affecting the course of psychotherapy and psychotherapy outcomes (Greenberg,
Constantino, & Bruce, 2006; Kirsch, 1990). The literature highlights two prototypical
expectation-related types, consisting of outcome or prognostic expectations and treatment or
process expectations (Greenberg, et al., 2006). As discussed in the contextual overview of this
thesis, outcome or prognostic expectancy is defined as the extent clients believe they will
benefit from treatment and reflect patients' prognostic beliefs about the consequences of
engaging in treatment. (Arnkoff, et al., 2002; Noble, et al., 2001). Although rarely assessed, this
includes beliefs about the potential negative effects or harms of treatment (Schulte, 2008).
Treatment or process expectations reflect beliefs about what will transpire during therapy,
including the expected duration of treatment, respective roles that the patient and therapist will
adopt and the format of treatment (Constantino, 2012).
Expectations, including prognostic beliefs and process expectations, are differentiated
from constructs such as hope, treatment motivation and treatment preferences (Arnkoff, et al.,
2002; Constantino, 2012; Greenberg, et al., 2006). Hope and positive outcome expectancy are
distinct yet related constructs. It has been argued that hope reflects a more general anticipation
of the future than a specific treatment outcome expectation (Constantino, 2012). However, it
may be that positive outcome expectations represent one element of hope and contributes to
how hopeful someone feels (Larsen & Stege, 2010). Motivation involves a certain level of
desire and readiness to engage in treatment, meaning individuals may be motivated to engage
with treatment, yet still have low prognostic expectations that it will lead to improvements for
them (Arnkoff, et al., 2002; Norcross, 2011). Finally, treatment preferences are distinct from
expectations in that they reflect an aspect of treatment that is preferred or desired, which may be
different from what is expected (Arnkoff, et al., 2002).
Expectations are based on prior knowledge, personal experience and experience of
significant others and are likely to shift as treatment progresses (Constantino,
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2012).Importantly, expectancies are not fixed and are subject to change with exposure to
information and experiences and are likely a complex function of the patient and therapist's
characteristics, the effectiveness of the treatment and the ongoing appraisals of the treatment’s
overall course, nature, and effectiveness (Constantino, 2012; Schulte, 2008). For this reason,
expectations may differ pre-, during and post-treatment, meaning the point at which researchers
measure expectancy is important and should be considered as a within-category factor
(Constantino, 2012).
Existing literature suggests that there are misinformed beliefs and a lack of clear
understanding about specialist CAMH services and the treatments they provide (Dogra, et al.,
2007). Specifically, young people tend to underestimate the input they will have to provide in
order to experience change and that symptomatic change will be the primary target of treatment
(Armstrong, et al., 2019; Dogra, et al., 2007). In terms of what the treatment will involve,
research suggests that young people may have misconceptions about their active involvement in
recovery (Armstrong, et al., 2019). In a recent qualitative study, young people expressed that
they expected to take a passive role in treatment and expected the providers to be directive in
their approach. They were surprised at how much work and time they themselves needed to
devote to their recovery and had expected treatment providers to direct sessions and make
decisions so that they would follow a clearly laid out path to recovery (Armstrong, et al., 2019).
This is in contrast to the reality treatment in CAHMS, which requires personal volition and
input in the form of homework (Gaynor, Lawrence, & Nelson-Gray, 2006).
In terms of the desired treatment outcome domain, both children and young people and
their parents express that symptom reduction is the main domain to be modified by treatment in
CAMHS (56% and 48%, respectively), followed by functioning (25% and 22%, respectively)
(Ronzoni & Dogra, 2012). This may be discordant with the reality of treatment outcomes, as
reported in Study 1 of this thesis, which suggests that there is a greater magnitude in effect for
functioning than for symptoms.
In terms of expected outcomes, (Watsford, Rickwood, & Vanags, 2013). Watsford et al.
(2013) interviewed 20 young people aged between twelve and twenty-four attending their initial
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session at a youth mental health service. The researchers reported that the strongest theme was
that young people were unsure of what to expect from attending a mental health service, and the
majority expected that the therapy process would involve simply talking and expected their
engagement to be dependent on how much they liked their first few sessions. In terms of
outcome expectations, the most evident theme was ‘hopefulness’, as seventeen of the twenty
participants reported believing that therapy would help them with their concerns and help them
to get better. Only three participants reported that therapy would not help them with their
problems. As unrealistic and unmet expectations can lead to poorer engagement and outcomes
in therapy, the study highlights a need for young people to be better informed about what to
expect when coming to mental health services (Watsford, et al., 2013).
The relationship between treatment outcome expectations and outcomes
The phenomenon that occurs when expectations influence outcomes is referred to as an
expectancy effect (Tambling, 2012). Several studies have examined the expectancy effect on a
number of important treatment-related outcomes, such as change in symptoms (Constantino,
Arnkoff, Glass, Ametrano, & Smith, 2011), premature termination (Callahan, AubuchonEndsley, Borja, & Swift, 2009; Nock & Kazdin, 2001) and therapeutic alliance (Al-Darmaki &
Kivlighan, 1993; Constantino, Arnow, Blasey, & Agras, 2005). Although research suggests that
patients' outcome expectations are associated with several post-treatment outcomes, there has
been limited research on the specific mechanisms through which they operate (Constantino,
2012).
Based predominantly on adult samples, reviews of the literature indicate a positive
association between client expectations and clinical improvement, typically finding that more
optimistic expectations are associated with better outcomes (Brown et al., 2014; Glass, et al.,
2001; Greenberg, et al., 2006; Meyer et al., 2002). A meta‐ analysis which included 8016
patients across 46 independent samples, investigated the association between pre-therapy or
early‐ therapy outcome expectations and post-treatment outcomes (Constantino, et al., 2011).
The weighted effect size (ES) was d = 0.24, p<.001, indicating a small but significant positive
effect of outcome expectations on treatment outcomes (Constantino, et al., 2011). These
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findings were replicated in an updated meta-analysis conducted on 81 independent samples with
12,722 patients (Constantino, Vîslă, Coyne, & Boswell, 2018).
Although there is consistent evidence of a positive relationship between expectations
and outcomes (Brown, et al., 2014; Constantino, et al., 2011; Glass, et al., 2001), several other
factors may moderate or predict this relationship, including pre-treatment mental health (Nock
& Kazdin, 2001; Tsai, Ogrodniczuk, Sochting, & Mirmiran, 2014), discordance (Noble, et al.,
2001; Webb & Lamb, 1975; Westra, et al., 2010) and outcome measure time-point (Price,
Anderson, Henrich, & Rothbaum, 2008). Evidence suggests that poorer pre-treatment mental
health is associated with lower outcome expectancies (Nock & Kazdin, 2001; Tsai, et al., 2014).
Patients with more severe depressive symptoms, lower quality of life and current suicidal
thoughts had lower expectations of improvement. One possible explanation of this is that those
who are demoralised, hopeless, and low have lower expectations of the benefit of treatment
(Tsai, et al., 2014). This explanation is consistent with the hopelessness theory of depression
which postulates that depressed individuals are susceptible to displaying negative expectations
about highly valued outcomes (Abramson, et al., 1989).
Researchers have also examined treatment outcome expectancies at the start of therapy
as a predictor of treatment outcome at 12-month follow-up in a clinical sample of individuals
with anxiety (n = 72) treated with exposure therapy (Price, et al., 2008). The primary finding of
the study suggests that higher outcome expectancy at the start of therapy is related to a greater
rate of improvement during treatment. Importantly, it should be noted that although outcome
expectancy predicted improved treatment outcomes during therapy, this was not true during
follow-up at six and twelve months (Price, et al., 2008). Thus, the research suggests that by
facilitating or maximising outcome expectancy before treatment, it is possible to increase rates
of improvement, however, this may not be an enduring effect.
It has been previously noted that the role of expectancies in treatment delivery has been
better researched in physical health and adult mental health and remains understudied in youth
mental health (Dew & Bickman, 2005; Norris et al., 2019). One study conducted with n = 488
youth with anxiety aged between seven and seventeen examined the degree to which a latent
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expectancies factor, indicated by youth-, parent-, and therapist-reported expectancies for posttreatment anxiety predicted a latent post-treatment anxiety factor, indicated by youth, parent,
and independent evaluator (IE) reports of youth anxiety (Norris, et al., 2019). Results indicate
that positive multi-informant treatment expectancies significantly predict decreased posttreatment anxiety for youth with anxiety, after controlling for pre-treatment anxiety (Norris, et
al., 2019). This research has been supported by subsequent findings which highlight the
importance of parents’ and youths’ treatment expectations in maximising therapeutic gains (Wu
et al., 2019).
Discordance between outcome expectancy and outcomes
Outcome expectancy violations have been widely neglected in research despite having
important implications for therapy process and outcome (Burgoon, 1993). The expectancy
disconfirmation theory proposes that actual experience of treatment may mediate the effect of
initial expectations and preferences of therapy on clinical outcomes. Expectancy
disconfirmation is the discrepancy between clients’ initial expectations of treatment compared
with their actual experience of treatment (Duckro, Beal, & George, 1979).
Research has demonstrated negative effects of inaccurate expectations on affective
reactions to treatment regardless of the type of treatment received (Seligman, Wuyek, Geers,
Hovey, & Motley, 2009). Evidence based on adult populations shows that the greater the
discrepancy between an individual’s expectations about treatment and the reality, the less
effective treatment will be and the more likely the client will be to disengage from the process
of therapy and less likely to seek help in the future (Noble, et al., 2001; Webb & Lamb, 1975;
Westra, et al., 2010).
Young people have been shown to have poorly deﬁned expectations of therapy and
often have unrealistic hopes for therapy, however, research exploring discordance has
predominantly focussed on adult samples (Noble, et al., 2001; Webb & Lamb, 1975; Westra, et
al., 2010), with research exploring young people’s expectations of therapy being extremely
limited (Watsford & Rickwood, 2013). A study conducted in Australia extended the research
base on adults and included 102 young people aged 12–25 who had contact with a youth mental
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health care service to determine the role of outcome expectancy on outcomes (Watsford &
Rickwood, 2013). In terms of outcome expectation, as measured by the Expectations About
Counselling Brief Form (EAC-B), 87 (85.3%) of young people had initial positive expectation
of outcomes at point of contact with the service. At two-month follow-up 69 (67.6%) young
people had an actual positive experience of outcomes. Of interest, 24.5% of young people were
in the negative disconﬁrmation group, having more positive expectations than actual experience.
Those young people who experienced negatively disconﬁrmed expectations had a poorer
clinical outcome and attended fewer session (Watsford & Rickwood, 2013).
Although the evidence reviewed above suggests that while more positive outcome
expectancy may be associated with better outcomes, discrepancy between expectancy and
outcome can lead to negative effects (Noble, et al., 2001; Westra, et al., 2010). It is argued that
clearer information is required at the outset of treatment if informed choice is to be exercised
and if young people are to be given the opportunity to participate in decision making regarding
their own healthcare (Appleby, Harrison, & Devlin, 2003; Coyne & Gallagher, 2011).
A seminal study conducted in the 1980s assessed the effects of preparation and the
influence of therapist prognostic expectations on a non-clinical sample of children's (n = 72)
understanding, attitudes, and expectations of psychotherapy (Bonner & Everett, 1982). Half of
the children heard an audiotape preparing them for psychotherapy and half of the children were
not prepared. They additionally heard high, low, or no expectations about therapy outcome.
Results indicate that the preparation procedure increases the appropriateness of children's
expectations about the structure of psychotherapy and raised children's expectations of treatment
outcome (Bonner & Everett, 1982). The findings from this study highlight that both role and
outcome expectancies can be affected by pre-treatment preparation.
It has previously been recommended by others that best practice should involve
refraining from promising an unrealistic degree or speed of change, yet being hopeful about
prospective outcomes, and that clinicians should avoid threatening a patient's belief system or
sense of self (Constantino, et al., 2011). These recommendations also include addressing
expectations explicitly prior to commencing treatment, particularly regarding what to expect in
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terms of response patterns, provide patients up front with an approximate length of treatment,
and regularly checking on patients' outcome expectations and responding accordingly
(Constantino, Ametrano, & Greenberg, 2012; Constantino, et al., 2011).
Young people’s beliefs about anxiety and depression
In terms of the development and origination of outcome expectancies, few studies have
examined the factors which may underlie the prognostic expectations held by individuals or the
individual differences that exist (Cohen, Beard, & Björgvinsson, 2015). No studies have yet
been conducted which examine the role of young people’s personal illness belief models and
understanding of their mental health difficulties in contributing to their expectations from
engaging with treatment. Given that outcome expectancies are cognitively mediated, when
exploring treatment outcome expectations, it is important to consider the role of personal illness
belief models.
Research examining children and young people’s understanding and conceptualisation
of physical illness is expansive and has aimed to improve help-seeking, self-management,
coping mechanisms, enhance health literacy and facilitate shared decision making and
communication with health professionals across studies and health conditions (Bucks et al.,
2009; Fonseca et al., 2010; Gray & Rutter, 2007; Kyngäs, 2007; Law, Tolgyesi, & Howard,
2014; Terrasson et al., 2018). Research relating to young people’s understanding and
conceptualisation of anxiety and depression is comparatively sparse and to date only a handful
studies have sought to determine the relationship between beliefs and outcomes, such as
attitudes towards mental health services and adherence to both psychotropic medication and
mental health appointments (Munson, Floersch, & Townsend, 2009, 2010).
It has been previously highlighted by others that the field of clinical psychology has
largely overlooked the role of illness belief models, focussing primarily on an individual’s
interpretations of internal and external experiences and how these interpretations contribute to
the development and maintenance of symptoms (Fortune, Barrowclough, & Lobban, 2004;
Kinderman & Bentall, 1996). Cognitive behavioural models of mental illness propose that
perceptions and thoughts about situations influence emotional and behavioural responses and
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are well-established. As exemplified by Aaron Beck’s theoretical rationale for cognitive
therapy, which is that feelings and behaviour are largely determined by the way one interprets
the world, and people who are depressed have distorted and negative interpretations about
events pertaining to self (Beck, Rush, Shaw, & Emery, 1979). In addition to cognitive therapy,
psychoeducation is an important component for several therapeutic interventions, including
cognitive behaviour therapy, and has been shown to be an effective tool for reducing symptoms
(Lukens & McFarlane, 2004). However, none of these existing models, which rely on cognitive
representations as a central component, account for the role of an individual’s existing
understanding and perceptions of their difficulties or illness. As a field there has been
comparatively little attention to patients’ own models of their mental health problems and the
role these models play in engagement and expectations of treatment and treatment outcomes. It
is therefore important to gain a clearer picture of these concepts to inform practice.
The studies which have been conducted to investigate understanding and beliefs of
mental health difficulties have adopted diverse methodologies and a common theoretical
framework that underpins personal illness belief models in child and adolescent mental health is
lacking. This has resulted in a disparate literature, which lacks shared a language, from which it
is difficult to draw firm conclusions about the beliefs of young people in relation to their anxiety
and depression.
A small number of studies have broadly explored young people’s experiences of anxiety
and depression. One study conducted interviews and focus groups with twenty-two adolescents
to explore how they made sense of and interpreted depression following a diagnosis (Wisdom &
Green, 2004). The authors report that adolescents’ experiences of being depressed were
distressing and disturbing, like “being in a fog” and “having a cloud” over them. The symptoms
described included low energy and isolation. Adolescents’ subjective experiences and
conceptualisation of depression affected their decisions and attitudes about seeking medical
treatment and following treatment recommendations. Of interest, the authors describe different
response patterns in participants upon being diagnosed with depression based on how they
interpret and integrate the diagnosis label. Some young people took responsibility for their
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experiences and actively chose how to respond to them, whereas others tended to view their
health care provider as responsible for “fixing” the problem and took less responsibility,
blaming others when treatments were not working as they had hoped (Wisdom & Green, 2004).
To date, there is limited research which directly examines perceived outcomes and the
extent to which young people perceive anxiety and depression to be curable and course they
believe their difficulties will follow. The evidence that does exist is primarily based on nonclinical, school-based samples which use experimental vignette methodologies. The lack of
existing research makes it difficult to ascertain a clear picture outcome expectations and
perceived curability and course for young people with anxiety and depression.
The results from the studies using school-based samples suggest that children and
young people without a mental illness perceive depression to be a largely curable condition,
with a relatively short timeframe to recovery (Fox, Buchanan‐Barrow, & Barrett, 2010;
Georgakakou‐Koutsonikou, Taylor, & Williams, 2019). In one study, a non-clinical sample of
children were recruited (n = 118) from primary schools in England and presented with a
vignette describing a character diagnosed with a mental or physical illness, followed by a card
selection task. For depression, young children aged six and seven years old were more likely to
choose a recovery period of less than one month, compared to children aged eight and nine
years old, and older children aged ten and eleven years old, who were more likely to choose one
to six months as a recovery time (Fox, et al., 2010). This finding shows developmental trends in
children’s thinking and expectations in relation to depression and its recovery period.
Additional research using vignette methodology and non-clinical samples found that
87.2% of children considered depression to be a curable condition, 10.8% of participants as
possibly curable and 2% of participants as not curable (Georgakakou‐Koutsonikou, et al., 2019).
In terms of recovery time, 3.1% of children thought depression was curable in up to a day,
12.3% in a few days, 17.5% in a couple of weeks, 34.2% in a couple of months, 20.9% in a few
months, 5.5% in a year, 4.5% in more than a year (Georgakakou‐Koutsonikou, et al., 2019).
Although the findings described provide an interesting insight into children without mental
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health problems conceptions of mental illness, they do not advance our understanding of the
illness belief models of those with experience of anxiety and depression.
Others have investigated how adolescents perceive their mood disorders and their
attitudes toward mental health services (Munson, et al., 2009). The study sample consisted of 70
youths, with a mean age of 15 and diagnoses of either bipolar disorder (53%) or major
depression (44%). Most participants perceived their mood disorder to be chronic and to have
major consequences on their lives. Over half of the participants strongly agreed or agreed that
their own actions and the treatments that exist can influence, or control, whether they get better.
In terms of attitudes towards seeking mental health services, most adolescents reported that they
agreed (49%) or somewhat agreed (33%) that if they were experiencing psychological problems
they could get help if they wanted to. Of interest, illness perceptions were associated with
adolescents’ attitudes towards mental health services. After controlling for demographic and
clinical characteristics, race/ethnicity, polypharmacy, treatment control and emotional
representations remained signiﬁcantly associated with attitudes toward mental health services
(Munson, et al., 2009).
In terms of causational attribution, research with children and young people with
anxiety and depression has been comparatively underexplored in comparison to adults,
however, suggests that adolescents tend to endorse primarily psychosocial explanations for their
difficulties, above biological and genetic factors (Baines & Wittkowski, 2013; Georgakakou‐
Koutsonikou, et al., 2019). Midgley et al. (2017) used qualitative methods to explore young
people’s experiences of depression and identified three themes related to causal beliefs, which
were bewilderment about why they were depressed, depression being a result of rejection,
victimisation, and stress and that something inside is to blame (Midgley et al., 2017). What
remains unclear from these studies is how causational attributions may impact outcomes, such
as outcome expectations and coping behaviour.
From research with adult populations, it is evident that individual’s causal beliefs about
their mental health problems have important implications for how they manage their condition
and the degree to which they engage with treatment (Bhui & Bhugra, 2002; Nunstedt, Nilsson,
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Skärsäter, & Kylén, 2012). In a systematic review of adult concepts of anxiety and depression
(Prins, Verhaak, Bensing, & van der Meer, 2008), it is reported that across the eight studies that
surveyed the beliefs of patients about the causes of depression, the majority of individuals see a
non-biological, psychological or environmental cause for their depression (Addis & Krasnow,
2000; Bann et al., 2004; Goldstein & Rosselli, 2003; Löwe, Schulz, Gräfe, & Wilke, 2006;
Srinivasan, Cohen, & Parikh, 2003; Tully, Parker, Wilhelm, & Malhi, 2006).
Given that a theoretical model of illness beliefs is currently lacking in the field of child
and adolescent mental health, and indeed the field of clinical psychology more broadly, and that
there are disparate and varied methodologies and language employed in research, we are
currently lacking a clear and complete picture of youth illness belief models including,
perceived curability and course and causational attribution in relation to anxiety and depression.
This information may help inform our knowledge of treatment outcome expectations.
The Self-Regulation Model
In the field of physical health, several models of social cognition have been applied to
understand illness beliefs and illness related behaviours. These models propose that cognitions
mediate the relationship between extrinsic factors that have been associated with health
behaviours, such as demographics and social factors, and individual behaviours, such as coping
(Armitage & Conner, 2000). The most frequently used models are the Health Belief Model
(Janz & Becker, 1984), the theory of reasoned action, varyingly known as the Theory of
Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991, 2011) and the Transtheoretical Model of Change (Prochaska
& Velicer, 1997).
Arguably the most widely applied social cognition model is the Self-Regulatory Model
(SRM) (Leventhal, et al., 1980), varyingly known as the illness perceptions model and the
common sense model. The SRM is a social cognition framework of self-regulation which
examines individuals’ experience and representation of illness. Illness representations are selforganised sets of beliefs (schemas) about how an illness affects the body, its likely impact on
life, its likely course, origin and outcome. These representations are important as they guide
behaviours such as help-seeking and adherence to treatment.
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The SRM describes a parallel and dynamic response to illness, in which individuals
actively build a cognitive representation of the health threat based their own knowledge and
experience, the discourses of those close to them, and the current and historical social and
cultural context. The SRM delineates the active parallel cognitive processing of how people
regulate their responses i.e. “why has this happened to me?” and “is this treatable” to the
individual’s regulation of emotional response i.e. “how do I feel about it?” and “what can I do to
make myself feel better about it?”. Leventhal classified five illness representations which form
the wider beliefs i) identity (label and symptoms); ii) cause; iii) timeline to recovery; iv;
consequences and; v) curability/controllability.

Figure 10. Self-Regulatory Model (Leventhal, et al., 1980)
‘Identity’ is the label that an individual attributes to their condition, along with the
symptoms that appear to go with it. As humans we experience constant stream of somatic
sensations, such as itching, pain, hunger and tingling, which we must attend to, interpret and
ascribe meaning (Heathcote, 2019). A central element of SRM is that illness identification
involves the identification of somatic, physical, or functional deviation in the body (symptoms),
which signals illness (Orbell & Alison Phillips, 2019). Prior expectancy, which may be
unconscious, impacts symptom experience and people are likely to interpret a diverse range of
symptoms as evidence of the label (i.e. symptoms create labels and labels create symptoms).
Similarly, if there are no symptoms it is hard for patients to maintain that they have an on-going
illness. It is important to note that symptoms do not always reflect what is happening to the
body physiologically and are perceptual and subjective in nature.
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The ‘cause’ dimension refers to an individual’s perception of causal attribution, which
may, or may not, be medically accurate. Causal beliefs are thought to be particularly salient
following initial diagnosis of an illness as the individual seeks to understand why they have
developed the condition. ‘Timeline’ is the predictive belief about how long the condition might
last and if it is cyclical or progressive in trajectory. ‘Consequences’ refer to the belief a person
holds about the cost of the condition and the wider life implications. Finally,
‘curability/controllability’ are the beliefs about whether the condition can be cured or kept under
control and the degree to which the individual plays a part in achieving this.
This cognitive schema, along with emotional representations, then guides the way in
which people attempt to reduce the danger of the illness and simultaneously guides coping
strategies and behavioural responses designed to reduce the emotional response to the threat
(Petrie & Weinman, 2006). These representations are idiosyncratic in nature and interact in a
reciprocal and dynamic fashion, continuously being reappraised over time in response to new
information and experiences via a feedback loop. Thus, the way in which individuals cope with
both the illness itself and emotional response is continually reappraised and fed back in to the
illness representation.
To provide an example, a young person may experience a prolonged period of feeling
low and depressed and attempt to reduce this by trying some of their usual self-care coping
strategies, such confiding in friends to help lift their mood. When their depression persists, they
visit their general practitioner (GP) for advice. The GP may prescribe them medication to help
alleviate their symptoms. The young person would then evaluate how effective the medication
is in reducing their symptoms and if the depression persists, they might modify their perceptions
of illness and endorse something more serious and longer lasting. This may then lead to
alternative coping strategies, such as going back to GP and requesting alternative medication or
psychological help, or they may choose to stop taking their medication altogether given its
perceived lack of effectiveness.
A key component of the SRM, which sets it apart from other social cognition models, is
that the importance of emotional representations as well as cognitive representations are
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emphasised. Given that anxiety and depression have a large emotional component in their
presentation and maintenance, the reciprocal relationship between cognitive and emotional
representations is particularly important within this context. The relationship between cognitive
representations and emotional and behavioural responses is acknowledged in both mental and
physical health fields, however, the way in which these two disciplines have approached this in
theory and practice has differed.
As previously discussed, within the field of mental health, attention has been weighted
towards people’s interpretations of internal and external experiences and how these
interpretations contribute to the development and maintenance of symptoms. There has been
comparatively little focus on individuals’ own models of their mental health problems and the
role these models play in patients’ engagement and expectations of treatment. It is hoped that by
adopting a social cognition model, further insight into children and young people’s
conceptualisations of anxiety and depression and its treatment will be achieved. In order to
achieve this and to help to establish the research base in this area, a developmentally appropriate
and condition-specific measure is required to measure and quantify cognitive representations is
required.
Measuring illness perceptions
The Illness Perception Questionnaire (IPQ) (Weinman, Petrie, Moss-Morris, & Horne,
1996), was designed to measure illness perceptions across the five domains of illness
representations (identity, cause, timeline, consequences and curability/controllability). The
reliability and validity of the IPQ subscales was assessed using data from seven distinct illness
groups, including diabetes and rheumatoid arthritis. The IPQ subscales have good levels of both
internal consistency and test-retest reliability. The Cronbach alpha’s for each of the subscales
ranged from .73 for timeline and cure/ control dimensions to .82 for the identity and
consequences dimensions (Weinman, et al., 1996).
The IPQ has been widely used across health conditions and populations to measure
illness perceptions and their association with a range of health-related outcomes including
myocardial infarction (MI) (Petrie, Cameron, Ellis, Buick, & Weinman, 2002), asthma (Horne
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& Weinman, 2002), diabetes mellitus (Griva, Myers, & Newman, 2000) and rheumatoid
arthritis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and psoriasis (Scharloo et al., 1998). These
studies further supported the psychometric properties of the IPQ (Griva, et al., 2000; Horne &
Weinman, 2002; Scharloo, et al., 1998).
The measure has since been revised (IPQ-R) (Moss-Morris, et al., 2002), with
improvements to the internal consistency of several existing subscales and the addition of
further subscales (emotional representations and coherence). Factor analysis demonstrated that
the cure/control dimension in fact loaded onto two separate components, comprising of and
personal control and treatment control. The revisions which were made to the original IPQ
further strengthened the psychometric properties of the scale in several ways including
improving the reliability of the timeline and cure/ control subscales (Moss-Morris, et al., 2002).
The revised scale was validated in a sample of 711 patients across eight illness groups and
showed good internal and test-retest reliability and sound discriminant group and predictive
validity. The Cronbach alpha’s for each of the subscales ranged from .79 for the timeline
cyclical dimension to .89 for the timeline acute/chronic dimension. The dimensions of IPQ-R
generally showed good stability across a three week test-retest period with correlations ranging
from .46 to .88 (Moss-Morris, et al., 2002).
As with the IPQ, the IPQ-R has been widely used across health conditions and
populations to measure illness perceptions and their association with a range of health-related
outcomes including in cervical screening contexts (Hagger & Orbell, 2005), musculoskeletal
disorders, end stage renal disease (Chilcot, Norton, Wellsted, & Farrington, 2012; Leysen et al.,
2015), cancer (Ashley et al., 2013), chronic fatigue syndrome and rheumatoid arthritis (MossMorris & Chalder, 2003) and hypertension (Ross, Walker, & MacLeod, 2004). The extensive
research literature provides evidence for the utility of the IPQ-R as a reliable and valid measure
of illness perceptions across populations and contexts.
A shorter nine-item version has also been developed (Brief-IPQ) (Broadbent, Petrie,
Main, & Weinman, 2006), which differs from the IPQ-R as it utilises single-item scales. The
rationale for the succinct version of the IPQ-R was to provide simple and rapid assessment of
illness perceptions, which is particularly useful for clinical practice settings. The B-IPQ has
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good test–retest reliability and concurrent validity with the IPQ-R (Broadbent, et al., 2006). A
systematic review and meta-analysis of the B-IPQ established that the measure had been
administered to patients from age eight to over eighty, in twenty-six languages from thirty-six
countries, showing that the B-IPQ is a versatile measure of illness perceptions (Broadbent et al.,
2015). The B-IPQ has been applied to a wide range of illnesses including type I diabetes
(Bazzazian & Besharat, 2012), breast cancer (Corter, Findlay, Broom, Porter, & Petrie, 2013)
and multiple sclerosis (Dennison, Moss-Morris, Silber, Galea, & Chalder, 2010). Meta-analysis
showed the scale has good concurrent validity, as the associations shown were consistent with
theory and with previous literature (Hagger & Orbell, 2003).
Illness representations show a predictable pattern of inter-associations. For instance,
illnesses seen as having high consequences are usually also perceived as having a longer
timeline and poorer treatment efficacy. These inter-relationships are best summarised by a
meta-analysis of 45 studies conducted by Hagger and Orbell (Hagger & Orbell, 2003). Negative
consequence and identity beliefs were consistently related to worse physical, social functioning,
higher distress, lower well-being and vitality, with pooled correlations ranging between .18 and
.67, while correlations with disease state were only −.06 to .08. Conversely, a higher degree of
perceived control was associated with better social functioning and well-being, lower distress,
higher vitality and better disease state with correlations between .13 and .24, while correlations
with physical and role functioning were .03–.04 (Hagger & Orbell, 2003).
Validating the IPQ-R for specific populations

As discussed above, the IPQ-R has shown sound reliability and validity across several
populations and constructs have shown consistent associations (Hagger & Orbell, 2003). Both
the IPQ-R and the B-IPQ have demonstrated sound psychometric properties and their use within
wide-ranging research has provided strong and consistent evidence for the proposed structural
associations between the five illness representations within Leventhal’s SRM (Broadbent, et al.,
2015; French, Cooper, & Weinman, 2006; Mc Sharry, Moss‐Morris, & Kendrick, 2011).
Although the psychometric properties of the measures of illness perceptions are wellestablished, several measurement issues have been identified (French & Weinman, 2008).
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The primary limitation of the illness perception questionnaires is that in their original
form they are generic measures of illness perceptions, designed for use with all populations, and
thus lack specificity (French & Weinman, 2008). The authors of the both the IPQ and the IPQ-R
recommend that the measures are modified for use with different illness groups and settings,
due to the unique characteristics of different conditions (Moss-Morris et al., 2002). There are
many new versions of the IPQ-R and the adaptations made to each new version vary from
language translations to condition-relevant symptoms.

In most cases only very minor modifications have been made. Often the generic version
is used, where adaptations to the measure is limited to word substitution to reflect the condition
rather than using the generic word ‘illness’ (Law, et al., 2014). There has been some criticism
that using the generic questionnaire in this way for different illness groups does not provide a
high enough degree of specificity or insight about the unique and idiosyncratic beliefs held by
different populations (French & Weinman, 2008).

Research conducted using think-aloud methodology has highlighted that adaptations
which simply replace the word ‘illness’ with the illness name is insufficient (Aujla, Vedhara,
Walker, & Sprigg, 2018; McCorry, Scullion, McMurray, Houghton, & Dempster, 2013). In this
context, think-aloud methods require participants verbalise their thoughts as they complete the
questionnaire to explore the manner in which they respond to items (Van Someren, Barnard, &
Sandberg, 1994). Think-aloud studies have shown that certain items within the IPQ-R are
problematic (McCorry, et al., 2013; Van Oort, Schröder, & French, 2011). For example, in one
study 60% of participants were confused about the meaning of item ‘cause: altered
immunity’(McCorry, et al., 2013). It should be noted that the effectiveness of the think-aloud
method is dependent upon participants’ ability to verbalise their cognitions. Researchers have
previously noted that not all participants are able to do this consistently throughout the task
(McCorry, et al., 2013).
More recently, researchers have followed a series of steps to validating the IPQ-R for
specific populations consisting of a qualitative phase to elicit population-specific illness
perceptions, a modification phase, a think-aloud phase, and a quantitative phase validation
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phase. This has been carried out successfully with a number of populations including breast
cancer survivors (Moon, Moss-Morris, Hunter, & Hughes, 2017), pain in young people (Ghio et
al., 2018) and patients with atrial fibrillation (Taylor, O’Neill, Hughes, & Moss-Morris, 2018).
It is argued that the information acquired through the process outlined above will result in a far
greater understanding of the illness cognitions of specific patient groups (French & Weinman,
2008).
Illness perceptions and outcomes

Self-regulation is important in the development and experience of physical illness. The
SRM proposes that an individual's personal model of an illness is a proximal determinant of
both their emotional and behavioural response. The importance of understanding this variation
in emotional, cognitive behavioural responses to illness has been well recognised within the
physical health literature. The SRM has provided an important insight into the association
between patients’ illness beliefs and a range of important psychosocial and health-related
outcomes including coping, self-management, treatment adherence and clinical outcomes across
various patient populations and conditions (Broadbent, Kydd, Sanders, & Vanderpyl, 2008;
Frostholm et al., 2007; Harvey & Lawson, 2009; Kim & Evangelista, 2010; Petrie, Jago, &
Devcich, 2007)

Of interest, the cure-control component of the SRM, which is the beliefs individuals
hold regarding how their condition is treated and the effectiveness of the available treatments
stronger beliefs about the efficacy of treatment and less concerns about the nature of the
treatment tend to better adhere to treatment and rehabilitation programmes (Petrie, Broadbent, &
Kydd, 2008). Research has also been conducted indicating that illness perceptions are related to
survival rates.

To date, there has been little research exploring the extent to which the SRM developed
successfully operationalised and applied to children or adolescents (Bogosian, Van Vliet, Craig,
Fraser, & Turner-Cobb, 2016). A small number of studies have been conducted into the illness
representations of children and young people with a variety of long-term conditions using the
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IPQ, including eczema and asthma (Walker, Papadopoulos, Lipton, & Hussein, 2006), diabetes
(Skinner et al., 2003), and cystic fibrosis (Bucks et al., 2009).
A recent systematic review investigated the extent to which illness representations
related to self-management in children and young people with chronic physical health
conditions (Law, et al., 2014). Results indicated there was a consistent association between
control beliefs, specifically treatment control beliefs, and aspects of self-management across
studies and health conditions, specifically diabetes, hypertension and cystic fibrosis (Law, et al.,
2014). Other studies have found that illness perceptions are associated with treatment adherence
in adolescents with cystic fibrosis (Bucks, et al., 2009), adolescents who are hypertensive
(Zugelj et al., 2010) and adolescents with diabetes (Kyngäs, 2007); quality of life in adolescents
with type 1 diabetes (Terrasson, et al., 2018), children with cancer (Fonseca, et al., 2010) and
children and young people with chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) (Gray & Rutter, 2007).

Operationalising the SRM beyond physical health

Although originally developed for physical illness, illness representations have also
been shown to be relevant mental health problems, however, much less is known. Only recently
has the focus of research shifted to investigate the role of illness representations as cognitive
drivers in coping and self-management within this context, and very few studies have
investigated how this model may be operationalised to improve mental health outcomes. To
date, the SRM has been used as the conceptual framework in studies with adults with mental
health conditions such as schizophrenia (Güner, 2014; Lobban, et al., 2005; Watson et al.,
2006), psychosis (Carter, Read, Pyle, & Morrison, 2017), depression (Fortune, et al., 2004;
Glattacker, Heyduck, & Meffert, 2013b; Kelly, Sereika, Battista, & Brown, 2007; Lynch,
Moore, Moss-Morris, & Kendrick, 2015), post-natal depression (Patel, Wittkowski, Fox, &
Wieck, 2013) and eating disorders (Higbed & Fox, 2010; Holliday, Wall, Treasure, &
Weinman, 2005; Marcos, Cantero, Escobar, & Acosta, 2007).
In a sample of adults with psychosis, results suggest that the belief of fewer negative
consequences, higher personal and treatment control and coherent understanding were all
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associated with higher self-perception of engagement scores (Williams & Steer, 2011).
Research investigating the illness perceptions of people with eating disorders suggests that they
perceived their illness as controllable and treatable yet highly distressing and chronic condition,
with serious consequences (Marcos, et al., 2007).
In depression, illness representations have been shown to be associated with the
decision to seek treatment, medication adherence and coping (Brown et al., 2001; Kelly, et al.,
2007). A systematic review conducted by Baines and Wittkowski (2013) reported that the SRM
has been adopted to explore illness perceptions in depression across four different samples in
primary care patients (Brown, et al., 2001), in an all-female sample of individuals with a history
of depression, approximately half of whom were still actively experiencing depression,
(Fortune, et al., 2004), in a US sample of Latino individuals experiencing depression (Cabassa,
Lagomasino, Dwight-Johnson, Hansen, & Xie, 2008) and in a sample of pregnant women
experiencing depression (O’Mahen, Flynn, Chermack, & Marcus, 2009). Across these studies,
Baines et al (2013) report a number of consistent associations; for example, participants
perceived their depression as having many symptoms and negative consequences, but that their
depression was amenable to control/cure and cyclical in nature (Baines & Wittkowski, 2013).
The review highlighted that commonly attributed causes of depression were stress,
personal behaviour, genetic factors, relationships and physical health difficulties (Baines &
Wittkowski, 2013). High identity score, timeline and consequences scores were positively
associated with greater depression severity, whereas greater perceived personal control over
depression was related to lower depression severity (Fortune, et al., 2004). Beliefs that
depression resulted in many negative consequences were found to be associated with both active
coping and self-blame coping strategies (Brown, et al., 2001). Findings have also shown that
those who view their depression as chronic are more compliant with medication whereas
medication adherence is poorer in patients who consider their depression to be caused by
relationship problems (Brown, et al., 2001). Finally, severity of depression at baseline, and
particular beliefs about the causes, specifically the belief that past events caused depression,
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consequences and timeline of depression predicted poorer outcomes in primary care patients
with a recently diagnosed episode of depression (Lynch, et al., 2015).
Research also highlights that the illness beliefs of individuals who have the illness differ
from the general population. For example, young adults with anorexia nervosa (AN) viewed
their illness as chronic and highly distressing, with strong negative consequences, which
contrasted with the more optimistic beliefs held by individuals who did not have AN (Holliday,
et al., 2005). Similarly, individuals with depression perceive their condition to have a higher
negative impact, more emotionally impairing and less controllable by treatment compared to
never-depressed people (Vollmann et al., 2010). There is also evidence to suggest that beliefs
differ between professionals and the public (Caldwell & Jorm, 2001). Research indicates that
mental health nurses tend to be more negative than the community but more positive than the
other professional groups, particularly the medical professions, including general practitioners,
about long-term outcomes and prognosis for those with schizophrenia and depression. This
finding is of particular relevance as it highlights that clinicians should be aware of their own
beliefs and those of their professional colleagues (Caldwell & Jorm, 2001).

In line with recommendations (French & Weinman, 2008; Moss-Morris, et al., 2002),
there have been some attempts at developing reliable and valid versions of the IPQ-R for use
with different groups of individuals with mental health problems. Lobban, Barrowclough and
Jones (2005) investigated the cognitive representations of mental health problems held by
individuals with a diagnosis schizophrenia by developing a schizophrenia-specific scale, named
the IPQS (Lobban, et al., 2005). The researchers used qualitative interviews to make a series of
modifications to the scale, a sample of 124 people with a diagnosis of schizophrenia then
completed the IPQS and additional measures to assess symptom severity, emotional state, and
attitudes towards medication. The study determined that the Illness Perceptions Questionnaire
for Schizophrenia (IPQS) is a reliable and valid measure. The IPQS subscales were shown to
have good internal consistency and test-retest reliability. Correlations with measures of
symptom severity, emotional state, and attitudes towards adherence to medication showed that
the IPQS had good construct validity (Lobban, et al., 2005). In terms of associations with
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outcomes, inter-correlations revealed stronger illness identity (assessed by number of symptoms
reported) and chronic timeline were associated with higher levels of positive symptoms, anxiety
and depression (Lobban, et al., 2005).

A seminal study investigated depression-specific illness perceptions in primary care
patients by developing a psychometrically sound version of the IPQ-R, named the ‘Beliefs
about Depression Questionnaire’ (BDQ) (Lynch, Moore, Moss-Morris, & Kendrick, 2011). As
per recommendations (French & Weinman, 2008; Moss-Morris, et al., 2002), the authors
developed a highly depression-specific tool for measuring illness perceptions. Item development
was based on previous quantitative work by the authors, (Lynch, Kendrick, Moore, Johnston, &
Smith, 2006), data from a previous qualitative study (Johnston et al., 2007), the IPQ-R (MossMorris, et al., 2002) and characteristics of depression specified in the ICD-10 and DSM IV
classification systems. Analysis of data collected via the BDQ revealed its conformity to the
underlying construct structure based upon Leventhal's SRM (Leventhal, et al., 1980). The scale
had acceptable internal consistency and construct validity with the B-IPQ. Cronbach's alpha for
the subscales ranged from .40 to .89; the majority scoring more than .70 (Lynch, et al., 2011).
Although this study goes beyond much of the previous and existing work by developing
a highly specific and evidence-based tool for measuring illness perceptions, it is limited in
several ways. Firstly, the item development was based on data collected from other sources,
such as the DSM-IV and ICD-10, rather than from qualitative interviews conducted with the
group of interest. Secondly, think-aloud interviews were not conducted to ensure the measure
was acceptable and easily understandable to participants. As previously discussed, often items
within the IPQ-R are problematic to participants (McCorry, et al., 2013; Van Oort, et al., 2011)
and think-aloud interviews as crucial in mitigating this.
Implications for research and practice
As described previously, illness beliefs are known to influence a myriad of medical
treatment decisions. However, only recently has Leventhal’s paradigm of illness representations
been applied to individuals with mental health conditions to investigate associations with
outcomes, and almost none have investigated how we can use the model to improve outcomes
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by means of intervention development (Petrie, et al., 2008). The evidence reviewed above
highlights that the SRM explains considerable variance in important outcome measures within
mental and physical health and may serve to increase understanding and broaden perspectives
about beliefs about mental illness in young people within clinical practice and research.
Despite being crucial to outcomes, patients’ views of their illness or symptoms are
rarely asked about or indeed incorporated into clinical decision making in practice. This is
particularly problematic given that patients tend not to spontaneously report their illness beliefs
without prompting, or may even not be attune to what their beliefs are (Petrie & Weinman,
2006). When considering the young people’s beliefs, this is likely to be even less.
Illness perceptions are highly idiosyncratic and can very between individuals with the
same condition with similar objective illness severity and symptom presentation, and cannot be
assumed to be known based on someone’s diagnosis or presentation. Furthermore, children and
young people may differentially experience and conceptualise their condition compared to
adults with a similar condition, emphasising the need to understand the beliefs of children and
young people on a person by person basis. To date, the extant literature does not provide a clear
picture of the illness perceptions of young people with anxiety and depression and an
appropriate age and illness-specific tool is lacking.
Until now the field of clinical psychology has focused on individuals’ interpretations of
internal and external experiences while there has been comparatively little focus on individuals’
own models of their mental health problems and the role these models play in patients’
engagement and expectations of treatment. Moving forward, it is crucial that health
professionals can determine whether, in better understanding the illness representations of
young people with mental health problems, we might be able to manage treatment outcome
expectations and predict and improve certain outcomes.
One such application is to improve patient-clinician-family relationships through
increasing the congruence of illness perceptions. Discrepancies in illness perceptions between
patients and their families have been related to poorer outcomes in individuals with psychosis
and their family members (Kuipers et al., 2007). Applying the illness perception paradigm
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within child and adolescent mental health research and healthcare provision has the potential to
open up a range of intervention possibilities as it prioritises the individual’s understanding and
emotional response to their illness above other factors such as the clinicians understanding and
the supposed objective illness severity.
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Study 2 - A qualitative exploration of young people’s expectations of
treatment outcomes and beliefs about anxiety and depression
Introduction
Results from the systematic review and meta-analysis (Study 1) suggest that many
young people with anxiety and depression receive treatment without feeling substantially better.
As such, it is important to gain a better understanding of young people’s existent expectations of
mental health treatment outcomes, along with the effect of their conceptualisations and beliefs
about their mental illness in order to inform practice and improve how to effectively
communicate to young people and the wider public that not everybody will get better by the end
of treatment.
Currently, the field is lacking a research base to understand the illness beliefs and
treatment expectations of youth mental health problems and is disproportionately investigated
compared to adult and physical illness populations. A cohesive model to think about outcome
expectancy and illness beliefs in child and adolescent mental health is lacking. In the field of
physical health, several models of social cognition have been applied to understand illness
beliefs and illness related behaviours. The most widely applied model of illness beliefs is the
Self-Regulatory Model (SRM) (Leventhal, et al., 1980). Adopting the SRM as the conceptual
framework will allow for a thorough examination of young people’s beliefs about the
symptoms, causes, consequences, curability and timeline to recovery for depression and anxiety
and their prognostic beliefs about treatment outcomes. This approach will broaden the focus
from aspects previously examined.
Qualitative interviews have been crucial in identifying idiosyncratic beliefs which are
specific to specific health problems and represents an important step in developing
individualised interventions which aim to address faulty beliefs or misconceptions and in
developing condition-specific versions of the IPQ-R (French & Weinman, 2008). Qualitative
research provides an unparalleled insight into the cognitive representations of those with illness
that cannot be captured by quantitative methods, especially using generic tools. Previous
qualitative work has shown that qualitative methods allow for a full understanding to be gained
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and insight into the complexity of illness perceptions can be captured beyond the concepts
present in the original SRM (Higbed & Fox, 2010; Horowitz, Rein, & Leventhal, 2004).

The current study
The overarching aim of this study was to better understand young people’s treatment
outcome expectancy and illness beliefs in relation to anxiety and depression. The primary
research question was:
1. What are young people’s treatment outcome expectations and how effective do they
perceive specialist mental health treatments to be?
The additional research questions were:
2. Are treatment outcomes discussed with young people at the outset of treatment and how
were treatments managed when outcomes did not improve?
3. What are young people’s anxiety and depression-specific illness belief models,
including perceptions of symptoms, timeline, causational attributions, consequences,
coherence and cure/control?
Methods
Design
Qualitative methods were employed using in-depth semi-structured interviews with
young people to explore their illness perceptions, treatment outcomes and views and
experiences of treatment management when outcomes did not improve. Interviews were
conducted between July and October 2018.
Qualitative methods were chosen as the most appropriate approach for this study for
providing in-depth, contextualised understanding of experiences (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). It
was hoped that one-to-one interviews would elicit more in-depth experiences and insights from
the young people. The potentially sensitive nature of the content of the conversations meant that
a group format would not be appropriate.
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Ethical approval
Ethical approval was granted by University College London Research Ethics
Committee (9777/003) on 4th July 2018.
Participant recruitment
Opportunity sampling was used to recruit young people with a history of anxiety or
depression. Participants were included if they lived in the United Kingdom, were aged between
14 and 24 years old and self-defined as having personal experience with anxiety or depression
either currently or in the past. Definitions of anxiety and depression were provided to
participants on the information sheet, which is available in Appendix B.
Participants were recruited through several channels, including social media e.g. Twitter
and Facebook; newsletters sent to networks of young people and practitioners, including Anna
Freud National Centre for Children and Families (AFNCCF) newsletter, Child Outcomes
Research Consortium (CORC) newsletter; secondary schools across London; third sector
organisations and support groups; and advertisement placed on websites. The advertisement
used for recruitment is available in Appendix B.
Recruitment ceased at the point data saturation was reached i.e. enough data was
collected to represent children and young people’s experience (Marshall, 1996). In this case,
data saturation was reached after conducting twenty-six interviews. This sample size was
consistent with the data saturation point of previous studies which have sought to ascertain the
illness representations of specific illness groups using qualitative methods (Moon, et al., 2017;
Taylor, et al., 2018).
Participant characteristics
Interviews were conducted with twenty-six young people, aged between sixteen and
twenty-four, mean age = 20.3 years. The demographic characteristics of the young people are
outlined in Table 2.1. Most participants (85%) were experiencing anxiety and/or depression at
the time of the interview and 100% had experienced anxiety and/or depression in the past.
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Twenty-three participants had a history of both anxiety and depression, one person had
experienced only depression and two people had experienced only anxiety.
Table 2.1. Participant characteristics in qualitative study
Participant characteristics

Young people (n = 26)

Age (years), mean ± SD

20.3 ± 2.53

Gender
Female, n (%)
Male, n (%)
Nationality
British, n (%)
Other, n (%)
Ethnicity
White British, n (%)
Other, n (%)
Currently in paid employment, n (%)

19 (73.1)
7 (26.9)
22 (84.6)
4 (15.4)
17 (65.4)
9 (34.6)
11 (42.3)

Currently in full-time education, n (%)

17 (23.1)

Highest level of education completed
GCSE/ O-Level/ A-Level
Higher National Certificate and Diploma
Higher Education (i.e. Bachelor’s, Master’s, Doctoral degrees)

8 (30.8)
6 (23.1)
12 (46.1)

Currently experiencing anxiety and/ or depression, n (%)

22 (84.6)

Experienced anxiety and/ or depression in the past, n (%)

26 (100)

Long-term mental or physical health condition other than anxiety and/or
depression, n (%)
Currently receiving help or treatment for anxiety and/ or depression, n (%)

13 (50)

Received help or treatment for anxiety and/ or depression in the past, n (%)

23 (88.5)

18 (69.2)

Procedure
Following informed consent and assent, participants completed a clinical demographic
questionnaire. Participant materials are available in Appendix B. The clinical and demographic
questionnaire is available in Appendix C. Interviews followed a semi-structured schedule (Table
2.2) and were split into two sections relating to 1) illness perceptions and 2) experiences of
treatment, treatment outcome expectations and treatment management.
The interviews were conducted either in person or by telephone and lasted
approximately 45 minutes. With prior consent, all but three interviews were audio-recorded.
Three interviews were not audio-recorded due to the communication needs of the participant. In
these cases, the researcher took verbatim notes.
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All participants were reimbursed for their time with a £10 Amazon Voucher. Upon
completion of the interview, participants were thanked and debriefed and were asked if they
wished to participate in a follow-up think-aloud study (described in Study 3) within the next two
months.
Table 2.2. Semi-structured interview topic guide
Key question and follow-up question(s)
Identity

What symptoms or side effects have you experienced that you believe are
associated with your anxiety or depression?

Cause

What term/ language do you prefer when referring to your anxiety or
depression? (i.e. condition, illness, problems)
What do you believe may have caused your anxiety or depression?

Timeline

How long do you believe your anxiety or depression will last?
Do you view it as being chronic or acute or relapse-remitting?
Note: By acute we mean that the signs and symptoms of a condition came on
quickly, yet, only last a short duration. It may be severe and impair normal
functioning (i.e. appendicitis or a broken leg). By chronic we mean a
condition which persists and lasts a long time (i.e. dementia or cystic
fibrosis). By relapse-remitting we mean a condition where the symptoms are
at times worse (relapse) and other times are improved or gone (remitting)
(i.e. asthma or multiple sclerosis).

Consequence

Do you think there are any potential consequences of having anxiety or
depression for either now or in the future?

Cure/ Control

Do you think treatments are effective in treating your anxiety or depression?
(This could be treatments you have had/ are currently having or treatments
more generally).
What term do you think is preferable when referring to cure? Does this term
make sense to you in relation to anxiety and depression?
How much control do you have over your anxiety or depression? Both in
general and in relation to treatment.

Outcome expectancy

We are interested in the percentage of children and young people with
anxiety and/ or depression who improve or recover after treatment.
What percentage would you expect?
What percentage would you expect if they had had no treatment at all?
Were you given information about the likely outcomes of the treatment
before you started treatment?
Would you like to have been told this before you started treatment?

Treatment endings

At what stage do you think discussions about the limitations of treatment
should take place?
Can you tell me about an experience you’ve had where the help or support
you were receiving for your mental health problems ended?
How did this feel?
Is there anything that could have improved this experience for you?
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Ethical considerations
Participants were sent the information sheet and consent form in advance to ensure that
they had the opportunity to consider and discuss participation with others and to contact the
research team if they had any questions. Prior to the interview, participants were briefed about
the aims of the research, what their participation would involve, that the interview would be
recorded, their rights as a participant e.g. anonymity, confidentiality, the right to withdraw at
any point and the voluntary basis of participation. Participants were asked if they had any
questions if anything was not clear. In instances where interviews were conducted by telephone,
the researcher read out the points on the consent form and the participant provided verbal
consent.
It was explained to participants that there are limits to confidentiality and the
researcher’s duty of confidentiality may, in certain circumstances, be breached if the participant
disclosed information that raises concerns about their safety of the safety of others. An a-priori
safeguarding procedure was agreed by the research team before study commencement. The full
safeguarding procedure for this study is available in Appendix B. This procedure was explained
to participants, and informed that if the researcher needed to breach confidentiality, this would
be discussed with them.
Interviews were conducted in a private and quiet space, during normal working hours
(Monday to Friday from 9am to 4pm). Care was taken by the researcher to conduct the
interview in a warm and reassuring manner to ensure the participant felt as comfortable and safe
as possible. It was hoped this would help reduce any potential researcher-participant power
imbalance.
Data storage procedure
Interviews were audio-recorded using a password-protected audio-recorder and
transcribed verbatim. The recordings were listened to several times to ensure the accuracy of the
transcription. Transcripts were anonymised by assigning a unique pseudonym for each
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participant. Transcripts were stored on a password protected secure network and on an
encrypted hard drive.
Analytic strategy
Data analysis was conducted using NVivo11.
The interviews were analysed using a combination of theory- and data-driven analysis
techniques, consisting primarily of deductive thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006), with
elements of inductive and content analysis (Krippendorff, 2018; Stemler, 2000). Inductive and
deductive thematic analysis, were carried out as described by Braun and Clarke (Braun &
Clarke, 2006). These analytic method were chosen to ensure a coherent and comprehensive
picture of young people’s illness belief models was achieved based on the SRM as the
theoretical framework, while allowing for the identification of addition themes and data-driven
patterns.
Content analysis is defined as a systematic, replicable technique for compressing many
words of text into fewer content categories based on explicit rules of coding (Stemler, 2000).
Content analysis is useful for examining trends and patterns in documents. Content analysis was
used so that trends in certain experiences and representations, such as symptoms, causational
attributions and consequences, could be elucidated.
Initial familiarisation was achieved through the transcription process and subsequent,
in-depth familiarisation was attained through the re-reading and review of the data set. Analysis
was carried out through a recursive process of open coding; where concepts were named and
their properties and dimensions identified, followed by axial coding; where links and
associations were drawn between codes. Codes were based on language used by the young
people and were applied to each new unit of meaning. Data extracts were multiply coded where
appropriate, as were contradictory and minority features of the data. The data set was iteratively
reviewed, and codes were systematically applied the whole dataset until a finalised coding
manual was established. Codes were organised into potential themes using thematic maps and
tables. The development of the coding manual, application of codes, and organisation of codes
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in into themes was discussed with the wider research team through the analysis process to
ensure the reliability and rigor of process and results. This process led to the refinement of
themes, and increased the robustness of the thematic structure to encapsulate the views and
experiences of young people.
Results
Research question 1. What are young people’s treatment outcome expectations and how
effective do they perceive specialist mental health treatments to be?
The clinical and demographic questionnaire asked young people to estimate the
percentage of children and young people with anxiety and/ or depression they thought would be
recovered or cured with treatment and without treatment. The frequency of responses to these
two questions are presented in Table 2.3. For the question ‘considering symptoms, what
percentage of children and young people with anxiety and/ or depression do you think
improve/recover/ are cured following treatment?’ 63% of participants estimated that recovery
would be less than 50%. For the question ‘considering symptoms, what percentage of children
and young people with anxiety and/ or depression do you think improve/recover/ are cured
without treatment? 100% of participants estimated that recovery would be less than 50%.
Table 2.3. Recovery estimates made by young people in qualitative study
Question
Estimate

Recovery with treatment (n = 24)

Recovery without treatment (n = 24)

0-25% recovered

2 (8.3)

16 (66.7)

25-50% recovered

13 (54.2)

8 (33.3)

50-75% recovered

7 (29.2)

0 (0)

75-100% recovered

2 (8.3)

0 (0)

In terms of qualitative analysis of young people’s expectations of treatment outcomes,
two themes were identified: the individualistic nature of treatment outcomes and the temporal
nature of recovery.
Theme 1. Outcomes are unique to the individual
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Theme 1 relates to the person-specific nature of treatment outcomes, which comprised of
a further three subthemes. From the interviews, young people had diverse beliefs and expectations
about treatments and their effectiveness. There was a mixed consensus regarding how effective
young people believed treatments to be and some participants were not confident about the
outcome of treatment either now or in the future. Most participants spoke about how treatment
effectiveness depended on the person and were unique to each individual.
“I think it probably depends on the person. I know one of my friends went to group
therapy and she said it wasn’t that effective. Her mum has anxiety and depression and
went to a similar thing and she found it really helpful. I think it’s about the mind-set
you’re in as well. If you want to be helped or you’re ready to be helped.”
(Keira, 20, Female)
“I went two years without any help, then I had twelve weeks of CBT with CAMHS. It
didn’t help at all, it was pointless. A waste of time. I knew it all and wasted twelve weeks.”
(Georgia, 16, Female)
Several young people were optimistic about how well treatments would work for them in
the future.
“I’d say they’re quite effective. I haven’t done any like so CBT for example - I haven’t
done anything like that. But also hopefully that will help a lot more so I can’t exactly
answer that question.”
(Harry, 24, Male)
Within this theme were three additional subthemes: how people drew on their own
experiences, how willing they were to engage in treatment and the impact of different treatment
types.
1.1. Drawing on experience
Often these beliefs were founded by young people’s personal experience of treatments,
or the experiences of others, particularly when the experience had been negative. Participants
had received a variety of different treatments to varying degrees of success and they often drew
on these experiences when making prognostic predictions. In addition to their own experiences,
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expectations of treatment were often based on the experiences of friends and family and how
well treatments had worked for them.
“The reason I didn’t go to seek out treatment is because I didn’t think I was open to it
or ready for it. So even if I had, I don’t think it would have been effective. But I do think
in general it works as I’ve seen from friends and family.”
(Leah, 24, Female)
1.2. Willingness to engage
Participants acknowledged the complexity of foreseeing how well a treatment will work
and spoke about several factors which may impact effectiveness. Several young people
acknowledged that it depends on the treatment and that treatments only work when the young
person is engaged and ready:
“I think a massive part of it is the willingness of an individual of like how much help they
want…If you’re not willing to like get better than I that’s a massive part of it. It’s more
sort of working that person towards wanting to help themselves…A person has to want
to help themselves…Half the time you’ve not got that willingness as you’re not in that
state of mind so you’re not bothered about it. Hard when you’re feeling low.”
(Emma, 21, Female)
1.3. Treatment type
Young people spoke about how there are different types of treatment and that has an
effect on how well treatments work.
“I don’t know. I think I’m balanced on that one on whether treatments are or are not
effective but I think there’s slight lean towards ineffective. I’d say I’m balanced as I think
it depends on the person and the type of treatment they receive. But I’m also thinking not
all treatments are available in different areas around the country…Slightly leaning
towards ineffective because otherwise why are there still people out there – if it has cured
them or made them better then why are they still the same?”
(Louise, 21, Female)
Theme 2. Temporal nature of recovery
Several young people spoke about the temporal element of treatment and recovery.
Aryan discussed how, following a series of different treatments, his expectations for his own
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outcomes changed with time, from a recovery-orientated view, to one which was lessoptimistic, viewing his mental health problems as something that is more long-term. Aryan also
discussed that his shift in optimism may in fact be a feature of his depression, which is hard for
him to discern.
“It’s so individual. It’s now starting to feel that it’s more of an indefinite, coping and
managing thing. As opposed to initially, when I thought that it was ‘how will I get better
and cured?’ and that was for my parents as well. Now, given the amount of different
treatments I’ve tried, I don’t think I will be cured. But it’s also possible that the
depression is making me feel less optimistic about that. It’s like an endless loop – do I
feel like I won’t get better because that’s what it is or is it because of the condition that I
won’t. Hard to unpick that.”
(Aryan, 22, Male)
Benjamin used a bank loan analogy to express how he believed treatment would be
effective but that it was a process that would take time.
“With treatment, what I’ve got will get better. Although I’m speaking to people,
effectively what they’re doing is clearing the interest. Depression is like clearing a bank
loan. Every week it’s accruing interest. Counselling for me clears the interest, it doesn’t
clear the debt capital…talking to people at the moment isn’t doing anything. But it often
takes longer to get out of debt than it took to get into it.”
(Benjamin, 22, Male)
Table 2.4 provides a summary of the themes and subthemes identified in the data,
organised according research question 1.
Table 2.4. Themes and subthemes identified in the data for research question 1
Research question

Theme

1. What are young people’s treatment
outcome expectations and how effective
do they perceive specialist mental health
treatments to be?

Theme 1. Outcomes are unique
to the individual

Subtheme(s)
1.1. Drawing on experience
1.2. Willingness to engage
1.3. Treatment type

Theme 2. Temporal nature of
recovery
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Research question 2. Are treatment outcomes discussed with young people at the outset of
treatment and how were treatments managed when outcomes did not improve?
Most participants had received some form of treatment for their difficulties and only
two participants had not received help or treatment for their anxiety and/ or depression either
currently or in the past.
Of the twenty-four participants who had received treatment, twenty-three had
experienced a treatment ending and sixteen young people (67%) reported that the ending they
experienced was challenging for them and that their problems had not been resolved at the point
of ending. Young people reported experiencing extremely challenging endings, being unhappy
about how their treatment ending was managed and feeling let down by services, especially in
terms of how the process was communicated and managed. Of note, of the twenty-three
participants who had experienced an ending, none resulted from a mutual decision that
treatment should come to a close because outcomes were not improving. Treatment endings
occurred for several reasons, including lack of improvement or poor treatment outcomes, forced
endings because of practitioner illness, maternity leave, or leaving, transitioning from CAMHS
to adult services, discharge from CAMHS at age 18 and time-limited treatment or set number of
treatment sessions.
Two themes were identified in relation to how outcomes were discussed and managed
and one subtheme.
Theme 1. Two steps forward, three steps back
Young people reported experiencing difficult situations when outcomes did not improve
with treatment. Of note, many young people experienced a treatment ending despite not feeling
better and a number of young people said they actually felt worse.
“And after most of those my mental health has declined because I just think that it’s sort
of another person who has sort of run their course and finished with me. Two steps
forward, three steps back.”
(Benjamin, 22, Male)
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“Oh it was awful. I left like after I’d spent so much time investing so much time in that
relationship and then to have it end so abruptly. I kind of gave up on that kind of
treatment.”
(Leo, 17, Male)
I feel

like I managed to open up to someone, I managed to tell them nearly everything. I

want to be able to see that person rather than being shifted to another treatment team
and be like ‘oh look, here’s the new person you’ve got to open up to’. It’s obviously very
difficult and very traumatic.”
(Kate, 22, Female)
“It was scary. It brought back a lot of anxiety again because then I was like ‘crap, now
I’ve got to deal with this on my own again’. I didn’t want to go back to square one again
of the self-harm.”
(Tess, 23, Female)
“The counselling ending was not so good because the guy thought I needed more, so he
was supposed to put me back on the waiting list but he never did. So I’ve never got that
phone call saying you’ve got more sessions… No one has ever contacted me again…Hmm
it was not too good, I sort of felt I was a bit abandoned from the service.”
(Jamie, 18, Male)
Within this theme was a subtheme of experiencing the ending as a loss
1.1. Experiencing a loss
Participants described a host of difficult emotions that resulted from the challenging ending
they experienced. Olivia, aged 24, left CAMHS at aged 18 to move to University and described
that “leaving the service felt like a massive loss.” Other participants shared this view and
described feeling abandoned, pain and sadness.
“I felt it was like saying goodbye to someone as if you’d never see them again. Sort of
painful I suppose.”
(Benjamin, 22, Male)
“Yeah so I did feel that sense of abandonment. You go from seeing someone constantly
and talking to them to being like ‘right, we’re done with your twelve sessions’ or whatever
it is. ‘Here is a link, follow this, blah blah blah’. You’re almost thrown back in the deep
end again.”
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(Tess, 23, Female)
“It was quite sad because I was used to expressing my troubles and what happened during
the week because I was talking with someone who understood what I was going through.
That was difficult and sad for me.”
(Julie, 24, Female)
Theme 2. Managing expectations versus fostering hope
Likely outcomes from treatment were reported as not being discussed at the outset or
throughout treatment. There was a mixed consensus regarding the degree of openness clinicians
should display and to what extent they managing expectations from the outset. A number of
young people felt that having a picture of likely outcomes before treatment would manage their
expectations and reduce self-blame if the treatment didn’t work for them.
“I think that would be helpful to know because you the feel less guilty about it not
working and feel less bad about yourself”
(Annie, 19, Female)
“Definitely for me when therapies haven’t worked I’ve kind of blamed myself and I’ve
thought ‘why am I not feeling better? Why isn’t it happening?’ and actually it’s because
the whole time I wasn’t aware that this treatment only helps this amount of people and
the fact that me myself – I do have a problem and stuff like that. It’s normal. “
(Lucy, 17, Female)
“I think there has to be that managing of expectation because otherwise if something is
not being achieved to your expectation it can be much worse.”
(Louise, 21, Female)
“Sometimes it can give them false hope ‘Oh, maybe it will help’ and then at the end of it
they still don’t feel better so they end up feeling even worse that it didn’t work.”
(Julie, 20, Female)
Others had a different opinion and spoke of the potential negative impact of full
transparency, citing particular concerns of reduced hope. When asked if she would like to be
told about likely treatment outcomes at the outset of treatment, Eva said that she would prefer
not to know:
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“No – I would feel like I would be in the category of people who don’t get better. It would
reduce likelihood of the treatment working for me.”
(Eva, 18, Female)
Other young people spoke of a more complex and nuanced person-specific picture, in
which personal preference should be at the centre.
“I feel like, yes, we should be open about it, there should be the facts and they should be
widely available if the person wants to know. Because not everyone wants to know…So
for me, especially… um I would like to know that this particular therapy usually helps
this amount of people or this % of people…I really think that that should be an option.
But also at the same time, like if someone is younger um or older or – it should be tailored
to everyone I think.”
(Lucy, 17, Female)
“I think you need be realistic but at the same time it might diminish the hope as well. I
think you need to find the balance.”
(Jamie, 18, Male)
Table 2.5 provides a summary of the themes and subthemes identified in the data,
organised according research question 2.
Table 2.5. Themes and subthemes identified in the data for research question 2
Research question
2. Are treatment outcomes discussed with
young people at the outset of treatment
and how were treatments managed when
outcomes did not improve?

Theme
Theme 1. Two steps forward,
three steps back

Subtheme(s)
1.1.Experiencing a loss

Theme 2. Managing
expectations versus fostering
hope

Research question 3. What are young people’s anxiety and depression-specific illness
belief models, including perceptions of symptoms, timeline, causational attributions,
consequences, coherence and cure/control?
Four themes emerged in relation to young people’s illness perceptions in relation to
anxiety or depression.
Theme 1. Differential symptomatic experience
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Young people presented with strong illness identities, describing a range of varied and
diverse symptoms, which were enmeshed in their sense of self and daily life. The symptoms
described were markedly debilitating with damaging life impacts. However, it was notable that
each young person’s experience of anxiety and depression was distinct and unique to them.
Most participants were able to distinguish between their anxiety and depression
symptoms; however, some spoke more generally about their mental health symptoms and did
not separate the two. Young people experienced a varied array of symptoms. A total of 58
different symptoms were mentioned for anxiety, the most commonly mentioned symptoms were
overthinking and having irrational thoughts, catastrophizing, difficulty leaving the house,
problems sleeping, self-harm, isolation, panic attacks, loneliness, difficulty attending school or
university, nausea, palpations, difficulty breathing, sweating, shaking and low self-esteem.
Some less commonly mentioned symptoms, which were experienced by only one or two people,
were headaches, restlessness, self-doubt, feeling empty/ a void and imposter syndrome.
A total of 41 symptoms were mentioned for depression, the most common of which
were self-harm, low mood, problems sleeping, difficulty leaving the house, social withdrawal,
lack of interest and desire, difficulty attending school or university, negative thinking, lethargy,
suicidal thoughts, low self-esteem, worthlessness, poor eating habits, lack of motivation,
isolation, loneliness, dysphoria and poor personal care. Some less commonly mentioned
symptoms, which were experienced by only one or two people, were feeling heavy, lack of
emotion, hair loss, skin and nail picking and being quick tempered.
Theme 2. Multi-dimensional explanations of causation
Young people provided multi-dimensional explanations for the perceive causes for their
anxiety and depression. The most common causes mentioned were adverse child experiences (n
= 13), that they’d always been that way/ personality (n = 8), the illness or death of a close friend
or family member (n =7), family problems (n = 7), family history of mental health problems or
genetics (n = 7), physical illness or injury (n = 5), a gradual build-up of things (n = 4), thinking
style (n =3) and upbringing (n = 3). Of note, only one young person mentioned chemical
imbalances and hormones, respectively.
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One participant spoke about having always been that way and that they perceived
themselves to have an innate predisposition to mental ill-health but also acknowledged that
environmental factors such as upbringing could have played a role too.
“I’ve always had it in me – I’ve always been someone who can get really low mood. I’m
bad at dealing with change. I had a very bad year, with nothing picking me up. I just kept
getting lower and lower. It’s my personality and how I deal with things. It could be
genetic or my surroundings and how I was brought up. It didn’t come as a surprise - there
were indications about how I reacted to things.”
(Emma, 21, Female)
There was also some doubt and uncertainty expressed about how or why their
difficulties had developed and eight young people said they did not know what had caused their
anxiety and depression.
“For me, I’m not sure. It just came about. But I’ve had it for a long time, since primary
school. I don’t think I’m able to identify why.”
(Nina, 17, Female)
Theme 3. A lifelong condition
Most young people believed that their anxiety and depression followed a relapseremitting but life-long, chronic course. Participants described their symptoms getting better and
worse in cycles but that the condition(s) were always there in the background. It was
acknowledged that the course of anxiety and depression very much depend on the individual
and it wasn’t ‘one size fits all’.
“My symptoms come and go but there are always there. Even when relaxed they will
come back at some point. It can be intermittent but will be in the background for the rest
of my life. I don’t speak about it and that much so that makes it much worse.”
(Keira, 20, Female)
“In my experience it’s been chronic. I don’t know about other people. I’m thinking it
could be influenced how you’re brought up and but for me it seems like a personality
disorder. It’s ingrained into the way I think, work and process things. So in that sense I
think it is chronic. I have to learn how to manage it in a way that it doesn’t affect my
life.”
(Anita, 20, Female)
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Within this theme, were an additional two subthemes.
3.1. Learning to cope
Beyond treatment, coping was described as a key strategy for managing ongoing
symptoms and distress. Many young people discussed that although anxiety and depression
were difficulties they had been dealing with for a long time, and expected to live with for some
time, their coping and self-management strategies had become better with time. While the
condition may be there in the background, their ability to manage the symptoms better meant
that the impact had become less with time.
“I feel like it’s such an ongoing problem that I feel like it will always be a problem. I’ve
had difficulties since I was ten or eleven. Over the past 5 years I’ve been able to cope a
lot better. That can and should only improve. I’m also aware that there are could be
things that come up to make it worse again. I do think it will be ongoing. Not a cure-all
fix-all. May always be in the background but times when it’s better and worse.”
(Leah, 24, Female)
“People learn how to live alongside it and learn to live with their symptoms. They learn
how to deal with it and cope better. There’s always the potential for it to come back. It’s
always there somewhere.”
(Olivia, 24, Female)
“You’ve got it your entire life, but with the right treatments and coping mechanisms it
won’t interfere as much day-to-day. There are times when it’s dormant, then there’s a
trigger and it flares up then you’re fine again. I think it’s there your whole life, but it
gets easier and you learn how to manage better.”
(Ajay, 22, Male)
3.2. Variability in personal locus of control
Participants had varied perceptions about how much personal control they felt they had
over their anxiety and depression. Some young people had a strong internal locus of control,
which they described as getting stronger over time, with input from their own volition.
“I had no control at the beginning. I would just feel a certain way then I would react a
certain way because of how I felt. But then I think when you’re older and you have more
experience dealing with it and I better manage it now. So I do keep it under control. It
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still does happen but I’m more aware of things that are leading up to it. So it doesn’t
happen that often…There are certain ways I’ve learned to, maybe not control the way
that I feel, but limit and control where and when and what I can do to help.”
(Anita, 20, Female)
“I see it as something you’ve got to control and you can’t let it control you because I
think it will always be there. It’s just about how you deal with it and how you control it
is what’s really important. It does stay with you for a long time. You’ve got it forever.”
(Julie, 20, Female)
However, other participants felt as though their problems were external to them,
exhibiting an external locus of control, and they had little personal control over them.
“I don’t think I have that much control. Most of what causes my problems is caused by
things around me. What’s making me upset, for want of a better word, is out of my control.
So therefore, my mental health problems are out of my control.”
(Benjamin, 22, Male)
Some young people described moving from one perspective to another.
“Things were more difficult for me until I reached the point where I wanted to help myself.
Before that I felt less in control but when I realised that I felt more in control, it was in
my hands. Recognising that didn’t mean things were instantly better but helped me to
help manage my symptoms.”
(Olivia, 24, Female)
Theme 4. Pervasive impact
Young people described a catalogue of profound and wide-ranging negative impacts
that having anxiety and depression had had on various aspects of their life. The most common
negative consequences were the negative impact on relationships with others (n = 12), being
unable to work and/or attend school (n =11), preventing them socialising with friends and
family (n = 9), experiencing stigma (n = 6), feeling their life had been put on hold (n = 5),
missed opportunities (n= 5), lack of understanding from others (n = 4), limited capacity and
functioning (n = 4) and the predictive belief that anxiety and depression will be life-limiting (n
=3).
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“Even if it doesn’t cause me to end my life myself, it will most certainly shorten it. If got
a theory that anxiety and depression is caused by chemical imbalances. It’s like a car
running on slightly the wrong sort of oil. It will break down more quickly. On the same
principle, humans will break down more quickly on the wrong sort of chemical balances.
Not just in the brain I should point out. A car filled with Sainsbury’s fuel will break down
much more quickly than a car filled with BP fuel for example. The imbalance is causing
my body to age faster.”
(Benjamin, 22, Male)
“The impact magnifies as I grow up. When I was younger it was more bullying and peer
issues. It was a constant struggle to stay in school and college. In the future I see it as
being more about my relationships and ability hold down jobs. My social life is difficult.
It isolates me.”
(Clara, 19, Female)
4.1. A silver lining in challenging circumstances
However, many young people also described a ‘silver-lining’ and spoke about a
comforting or hopeful aspect that had come out of challenging circumstances and which offset
some of the negative aspects. For instance, in addition to being able to cope and manage better,
some young people expressed that they were now more open-minded, resilient, empathetic,
introspective and self-aware. Experiential benefits were also mentioned, including meeting new
people and shaping career choices.
“It makes it harder to process information and to meet new people but it makes me more
empathetic to other people as you know how awful it feels first hand. Experience
generates the greatest amount of empathy. It’s hard to speak to people a lot of the time
but when I do speak to people I am more empathetic.”
(Ajay, 22, Male)
“There are some good points about it – I’m careful with my work and take it very
seriously. Attributes that are good and bad about it. Allows be to be more introspective,
reflective and self-aware. Even though what I’m aware of might not be correct. It allows
me to feel things deeply often. Not everyone does that.”
(Anita, 20, Female)
“For me, it was the missed social opportunities, and I took a year out to access treatment.
They were negatives that have turned into positives. It was hard at the time, but it has led
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me to where I am now. I wouldn’t change it even though it was horrible and hard. If I
had the opportunity to go back and change it – I wouldn’t.”
(Olivia, 24, Female)
Table 2.6 provides a summary of the themes and subthemes identified in the data,
organised according research question 2, and is accompanied by illustrative quotations not
otherwise included in text.
Table 2.6. Themes and subthemes identified in the data for research question 3
Research question
3. What are young people’s anxiety and
depression-specific illness belief models,
including perceptions of symptoms,
timeline, causational attributions,
consequences, coherence and
cure/control?

Theme

Subtheme(s)

Theme 1. Differential
symptomatic experience

Theme 2. Multi-dimensional
explanations of causation
Theme 3. A lifelong condition

3.1. Learning to cope
3.2. Variability in personal
locus of control

Theme 4. Pervasive impact
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4.1. A silver lining in
challenging circumstances

Discussion
Summary of findings
Using qualitative, semi-structured interviews, the overarching aim of this study was to
better understand young people’s treatment outcome expectancy and illness beliefs in relation to
anxiety and depression. In terms of young people’s treatment outcome expectations, survey
responses showed that young people’s predictions about recovery following treatment were
variable, with a range of estimates across response items provided. Approximately 60% of
participants estimated that rates of recovery with treatment would be less than 50%. Rates of
less than 50% recovery are of approximate concordance with the rates of individual-level
change provided by the systematic review and meta-analysis (Study 1) (Bear, Edbrooke-Childs,
Norton, Krause, & Wolpert, 2019), in which reliably recovery for anxiety and depression was
40%. This means that approximately 60% of young people accurately estimated recovery rates.
Of interest, none of the young people estimated that rates of recovery without treatment would
be above 50% and nearly 70% estimated recovery rates of between 0 to 25%.
Young people had extremely diverse beliefs and expectations about treatments and their
effectiveness. Previous research has provided insight into the outcome expectations of young
people, suggesting they are generally hold positive expectations that therapy would help them to
get better (Watsford & Rickwood, 2013; Watsford, et al., 2013). The results of the current study
only partially supported these findings, providing a much more varied and nuanced picture of
expectancy beliefs.
Participants in the current study had received a variety of different treatments to varying
degrees of success and they often drew on these experiences when making prognostic
predictions. In addition to their own experiences, expectations of treatment were often based on
the experiences of friends and family and how well treatments had worked for them. A key
subtheme was that treatment outcomes are highly dependent on the person, their ‘willingness to
get better’, their mind-set and the treatment the type of treatment they receive. This finding is in
line with extant literature which proposes that expectancies are not fixed and are subject to
change with exposure to information and experiences (Schulte, 2008).
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A prominent theme which was woven throughout the interviews, and which linked to
other themes, was the temporal nature and fluctuating nature of treatment, recovery and indeed
coping, self-management and locus of control. Recovery and learning to cope was seen as a
journey, which took time to achieve. Several young people spoke of a change in mind-set,
which shifted from a predominantly recovery-orientated view, to once which focused more on
self-management and coping. There was a widely held belief that anxiety and depression
followed a relapse-remitting yet life-long trajectory and expected to live with for some time.
Linked to this, was the notion that their internal locus of control, coping and self-management
strategies had become better with time, so while the condition may long-lasting their ability to
manage the symptoms better meant that the impact had become less with time.
In terms of young people’s experiences of treatment, most received some form of
treatment for their difficulties. Of these, sixteen young people reported that the ending they
experienced was challenging for them and that their problems had not been resolved at the point
of ending. A common experience when outcomes did not improve was going through an
extremely challenging treatment ending, which often resulted in a setback in terms of mental
health improvements. As a result, young people reported being feeling a multitude of negative
emotions, including feelings of loss, abandonment and pain, as well as being dissatisfied about
how their treatment ending was managed and feeling let down by services. Of importance, this
discouraged young people from wanting to engage in future treatment.
It is possible that the negative experiences described by young people in relation to poor
treatment outcome and management of treatment endings may, in part, result from unmet or
violated treatment outcome expectations. Expectancy disconfirmation is the discrepancy
between clients’ initial expectations of treatment compared with their actual experience of
treatment (Duckro, et al., 1979). As previously discussed in the literature review of Part II,
outcome expectancy violations have important implications for therapy process and outcome
(Burgoon, 1993). Past research has shown that of those with initial positive expectations, 24.5%
experienced negative disconﬁrmation, having more positive expectations than actual experience.
Young people who experienced negatively disconﬁrmed expectations had a poorer clinical
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outcome and attended fewer session (Watsford & Rickwood, 2013). This supports previous
findings which indicted negative effects of inaccurate expectations on affective reactions to
treatment (Seligman, et al., 2009). It is important to note that pre-treatment outcome expectancy
data was not available for the current sample, it is therefore not possible to determine with
certainty whether the negative emotions experienced by participants in this study are due to
expectancy violations or other factors.
In terms of how conversations about likely treatment outcomes are managed in practice,
likely outcomes from treatment were almost never discussed at the outset of or throughout
treatment. There were opposing views regarding the degree of to which clinicians should share
information about likely outcomes at the start of treatment. One view was that having a picture
of likely outcomes before treatment would manage expectations and reduce feelings of selfblame if the treatment didn’t work. Those of the opposing view spoke of the potential negative
impact of full transparency, citing particular concerns of reduced hope and despondency. There
was also a middle-ground, which centred on a more complex, person-specific picture, in which
the personal preference and specific needs of each young person should be considered at the
centre.
In line with previous research which has using qualitative methods to investigate
cognitive representations of illness, this study highlights that illness beliefs are highly
idiosyncratic and unique to the individual (Taylor, et al., 2018). Substantial differences existed
between the young people who took part in this study in terms of their illness identity, causal
beliefs and control beliefs whereas there were more consistent trends in relation to timeline and
consequence beliefs. Young people described a wide range of varied and diverse symptoms,
which were embedded in their sense of self and daily life. The symptoms described were
strikingly debilitating with damaging life impacts. However, it was notable that each young
person’s experience of anxiety and depression was distinct and unique to them. The impact
described was pervasive and far reaching, yet commonality existed on the areas of life most
affected, including on relationships with others, being unable to work and/or attend school, and
preventing them socialising with friends and family.
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Finally, one of the most significant findings of this study is that many young people
described a comforting or hopeful ‘silver lining’ that had resulted from the challenging
circumstances of their mental health problems. In addition to being able to cope and manage
better, some young people expressed that they were now more open-minded, resilient,
empathetic and self-aware. This finding is important as it highlights that the cognitive
representations of youth with anxiety and depression transcend the dimensions of the original
theoretical framework of the SRM (Leventhal, et al., 1980). These beliefs would not have been
captured if the generic version of the IPQ-R had been used to illicit illness beliefs, highlighting
the importance of qualitative methods during the initial stages of exploring illness beliefs in
specific populations.
Over a number of years, researchers have moved away from an exclusive focus on the
negative effects of illness and injury. There is now a large and growing literature that documents
the notion of benefit finding, or experiences of positive outcomes, when faced with illness is
well described within the physical health literature across conditions (Danoff-Burg & Revenson,
2005; Helgeson, Reynolds, & Tomich, 2006; Mattsson, Ringnér, Ljungman, & von Essén, 2007;
Tomich & Helgeson, 2004; Wicks & Mitchell, 2010; Woodgate, 2005). Research indicates that
adolescents who have survived cancer describe a positive outcome or benefit and a perception
that their experience of cancer resulted in personal growth and development (Mattsson, et al.,
2007; Woodgate, 2005). Positive consequences of cancer treatment during adolescence include
self‐reports of a positive attitude towards life, improved relationships, becoming more mature,
enhanced self‐esteem and material gains (Hokkanen, Eriksson, Ahonen, & Salantera, 2004;
Mattsson, et al., 2007; McCaffrey, 2006). Research also indicates that higher levels of internal
control are thought to be related to higher levels of hopefulness and potentially improved
psychosocial adaptation in adolescents with cancer (Hinds et al., 2000). Findings from the
current study and from the results of others highlight the importance of researchers in the field
need to articulate a distinct set of constructs related to benefit finding and perceived positive
outcomes. Future research also should aim to identify moderators of the relation of benefit
finding to health outcomes.
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Implications for research and practice
Semi-structured interviews, along with the combined analytic strategy, provided a
unique opportunity to provide an in-depth insight into the unique experiences, expectations and
beliefs of young people with anxiety and depression. This research has contributed new
understanding by providing the first account of illness belief models in youth with anxiety and
depression using the SRM as the conceptual framework. Adopting the SRM in this context has
allowed for a thorough examination of young people’s beliefs about the symptoms, causes,
consequences, curability and timeline to recovery for anxiety and depression and prognostic
beliefs about treatment outcomes.
Young people in this study experienced unsatisfactory and challenging treatment
endings within the context of ongoing, unimproved mental health. These endings were often
associated with a number of adverse emotional effects, such as feeling abandoned, as well
feeling let down by services, setbacks in terms of mental health and disengaging with future
treatment. It is suggested that this may have occurred as a result of unmet or violated treatment
expectations. In terms of how conversations about likely treatment outcomes and expectations
are managed in practice, it is suggested that a person-centred approach is adopted, in which the
personal preference and specific needs of each are considered and incorporated. Future research
should aim to explore CAMHS professionals’ perspectives and behaviour patterns in relation to
managing poor outcomes and ending mental health treatment when improvement has not been
achieved.
Anxiety and depression were widely regarded as being long-lasting problems, which
would remain in the background throughout life, often coming in going in waves. This has
important implications for how these conditions are managed in practice, in which symptoms
are often treated as acute problems which require treatment, rather than as conditions which are
chronic. The finding that young people thought recovery rates without treatment were low has
important implications for practice. Most young people in this study were of the opinion that
treatment is a necessity to recover from anxiety and depression and thus may create a
heightened expectation of treatment. Although rates of recurrence are high, research suggests
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that in adult populations, 53% of prevalent cases of untreated major depression will remit
spontaneously in a given year (Whiteford, et al., 2013). As yet, this information is not available
for youth populations and warrants further research.
The cognitive representations of young people with anxiety and depression are highly
variable and specific to each individual, despite being labelled as having the same condition.
Illness beliefs, particularly those related to personal control, treatment expectations and
recovery, were related to personal experience and the personal experience of signification others
and tended to change with time. Anxiety and depression have a pervasive and damaging impact
on daily life and young people held anticipatory beliefs about negative impact in the future.
Illness perceptions, such as control beliefs and timeline, were linked to outcome expectations
and coping. For example, personal control was associated with more positive outcome
expectations and chronic timeline was associated with more negative outcome expectations. No
studies yet exist which measure the relationship between illness perceptions and outcome
expectancies in practice using quantitative methods.
This is the first study to use qualitative methods to explore illness perceptions and
treatment outcome expectations in young people with anxiety and depression. Qualitative
interviews were crucial in identifying idiosyncratic and complex beliefs which are specific to
anxiety and depression. Despite being crucial to outcomes, patients’ views of their illness or
symptoms are rarely asked about or indeed incorporated into clinical decision making in
practice. This is particularly problematic given that patients tend not to spontaneously report
their illness beliefs without prompting, or may even not be attune to what their beliefs are
(Petrie & Weinman, 2006). When considering the young people’s beliefs, this is likely to be
even less. This study represents an important first step in developing individualised
interventions for clinical practice which aim to address faulty beliefs or misconceptions.

In order to quantitatively measure the diverse illness perceptions described in this study,
future research should aim to develop anxiety- and depression-specific versions of the IPQ-R
for youth populations. The SRM has provided important insights into the association between
patients’ illness beliefs and a range of important psychosocial and health-related outcomes
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including coping, self-management, treatment adherence and clinical outcomes across various
patient populations and conditions (Broadbent, et al., 2008; Frostholm, et al., 2007; Kim &
Evangelista, 2010; Petrie, et al., 2007; Vollmann, et al., 2010). Future research should aim to
investigate the extent to which illness perceptions predict treatment outcomes and outcome
expectations among youth with anxiety and depression.

Limitations
This study is subject to several methodological limitations. Foremost, the sample was
recruited using a self-selected, opportunity sample of young people. It is likely that those who
participated only represent a sub-sample of anxious and depressed youth, and the views
expressed may not be representative of the views of all young people. The sample for this study
comprised young people who were mostly female, with a mean age of 20, approximately 50%
of whom had completed higher education. The sample also comprised of those who had
engaged with the study advert and who agreed to be interviewed, so it is unknown whether the
views captured in this study would generalise to those who did not participate in the study. This
study used semi-structured interviews, which provided a rich account of the participants’
experiences of treatment and perceptions of illness, yet there may be bias in what was reported.
The data used in this study was based on what the participants were able to remember, willing
to share and aware of. It is possible that there may have been reasons for treatment endings that
the young person not aware of or had forgotten by the time they were interviewed.
As previously noted by others, results may be subject to further bias in that findings could
be led more articulate young people, while it is more difficult to hear the voices of those who
are less articulate (Midgley, et al., 2017). Most young people had experienced various forms of
treatment at the time of interview. Therefore, it wasn’t possible to compare the pre- and posttreatment expectations of young people. Re-sampling based on this characteristic was beyond
the scope of this study, however, future research may wish to address this. Finally, practical
constraints meant it was not possible to formally assess the inter-rater reliability of the coding
manual using independent coders. However, steps were taken to ensure the reliability and rigor
of the analysis process and results through a series of discussions with the wider research team.
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Conclusion
Young people’s treatment outcome expectations are wide-ranging and reliant on past
experience and the experience of others. Likely outcomes from treatment are almost never
discussed at the outset of or throughout treatment yet many young people end treatment without
feeling substantial better and under suboptimal circumstances, leading to a number of adverse
outcomes and experiences. Treatment which ends under these circumstances is likely highly
discordant with prior expectations. Illness belief models are idiosyncratic and complex and are
related outcome expectations, coping and self-management.

This study has several important implications for both research and practice. In terms of
future research, three key directions are been recommended, which will be addressed in the
proceeding studies of this thesis:

1. Aim to develop reliable and valid versions of the IPQ-R for young people with a history
of anxiety and depression (Study 3).
2. Aim to investigate the extent to which illness perceptions predict treatment outcomes
and outcome expectations among youth with anxiety and depression (Study 4).
3. Aim to explore CAMHS professionals’ perspectives and behaviour patterns in relation
to managing poor outcomes and ending mental health treatment when improvement has
not been achieved (Study 6).
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Study 3 - Measuring the illness representations of young people with
anxiety and depression: development and validation of the IPQ-Anxiety
and IPQ-Depression

Introduction

Illness perceptions are measured using the Illness Perception Questionnaire (IPQ)
(Weinman, et al., 1996), across the five domains of illness representations (identity, cause,
timeline, consequences and curability/controllability). The measure has since been revised (IPQR) (Moss-Morris, et al., 2002), with improvements to the internal consistency of several existing
subscales and the addition of further subscales (emotional representations and coherence). A
shorter nine-item version has also been developed (Brief-IPQ) (Broadbent, et al., 2006), which
differs from the IPQ-R as it utilises single-item scales.
The IPQ-R and B-IPQ are well-established measures with sound psychometric
properties when applied across health conditions and contexts, including in cervical screening
contexts (Hagger & Orbell, 2005), chronic fatigue syndrome and rheumatoid arthritis (MossMorris & Chalder, 2003) schizophrenia (Güner, 2014; Lobban, et al., 2005; Watson, et al.,
2006), psychosis (Carter, et al., 2017), depression (Fortune, et al., 2004; Glattacker, et al.,
2013b; Kelly, et al., 2007; Lynch, et al., 2015), post-natal depression (Patel, et al., 2013) and
eating disorders (Higbed & Fox, 2010; Holliday, et al., 2005; Marcos, et al., 2007). The
extensive research literature provides evidence for the utility of the IPQ-R as a reliable and valid
measure of illness perceptions across populations and contexts.
Although well-established, a limitation of the illness perception questionnaires is that
they are generic measures of illness perceptions and lack specificity to individual health
conditions (French & Weinman, 2008). The majority of research has used generic versions,
where adaptations are limited to word substitution to reflect the condition rather than using the
generic word ‘illness’ (Law, et al., 2014). There has been some criticism that using the generic
questionnaire in this way for different illness groups does not provide a high enough degree of
specificity or insight about the unique and idiosyncratic beliefs held by different populations
(French & Weinman, 2008).
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More recently, researchers have followed a series of steps in validating the IPQ-R for
specific populations consisting of a qualitative phase to elicit population-specific illness
perceptions, a questionnaire modification phase, a think-aloud phase, a further modification
phase, and a quantitative validation phase. This has been carried out successfully populations
including breast cancer survivors treated with tamoxifen (IPQ-BCS) (Moon, et al., 2017), pain
in young people (PPQ-YP) (Ghio, et al., 2018) and patients with atrial fibrillation (AF IPQ-R)
(Taylor, et al., 2018)
Although the methods used to develop the BDQ went far beyond much of the previous
work by developing a condition-specific and evidence-based tool for measuring illness
perceptions among individuals with depression, it is limited in several ways. Qualitative
methods were not used to inform the initial modification of the tool or to check the face-validity
and acceptability of the final measure. As previously discussed, items within the IPQ-R can be
problematic to participants (McCorry, et al., 2013; Van Oort, et al., 2011). Think-aloud
interviews as crucial in mitigating this prior to implementation. The current study aims to build
upon the previous IPQ-R validation work by triangulating between this existing literature, and
qualitative interview with young people with a history of anxiety and depression, to develop
evidence-based and acceptable measures of illness perceptions for youth with anxiety and
depression.
It is argued that the information acquired through the mixed-methods development
procedure outlined above will result in a far greater understanding of the illness cognitions of
young people with anxiety and depression (French & Weinman, 2008). Identifying illness
representations which are specific to young people with anxiety and depression, using an
illness-specific modified version of the IPQ-R, will go some way towards improving
understanding of the association with outcomes, including treatment outcome expectancy, and
future development of targeted interventions.
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The current study
Using a mixed methods approach, the aim of this study was to develop a reliable and
valid version of the IPQ-R for young people with a history of anxiety and depression in order to
better understand the illness perceptions of this group. This study reports the item development
and questionnaire modifications that were made, along with the psychometric properties of new
measures. The primary research objectives are to:

1. Use qualitative interviews to determine the core illness representations of young people
with a history of anxiety or depression.
2. Design two modified versions of the IPQ-R, for anxiety (IPQ-A) and for depression
(IPQ-D), based on the qualitative interviews, existing literature and existing
measurement tools
3. Assess the face validity and acceptability of the new measures using think-aloud
interviews and modify further if required.
4. Use a large cross-sectional sample of young people with a history of anxiety or
depression to assess the factor structure, internal consistency and test–retest reliability
of the modified measures.
5. Assess the construct validity of the new subscales using inter-correlations between
subscales and associations with current distress, treatment outcome expectations and
psychological wellbeing.

Methods
Design
This mixed-methods study consisted of both a qualitative phase, consisting of semistructured interviews and think-aloud interviews, and a quantitative phase. The study was
conducted to develop a reliable and valid version of the IPQ-R for both anxiety and depression
in youth, named the IPQ-A and IPQ-D, respectively.
Ethical approval
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Ethical approval was granted by University College London Research Ethics
Committee (9777/003) on 18th July 2018. The study was pre-registered on the Open Science
Framework (OSF) (DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/FVYQN) on 16th May 2018.
Qualitative phase
Semi-structured interviews
Interviews were conducted with twenty-six young people between July and October
2018. Participant recruitment and interview procedures for qualitative interviews are described
in the ‘Participant recruitment’ and ‘Procedure’ sections of the Methods section inStudy 2.
The demographic characteristics of the participants in both the semi-structured and
think-aloud interviews are presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Demographic characteristics of participants in qualitative phase
Participant characteristics

Semi-structured
interviews
(n = 26)
20.3 ± 2.53 (14 - 24)

Think aloud interviews
(n = 13)

19 (73.1)
7 (26.9)

10 (76.9)
3 (23.1)

22 (84.6)
4 (15.4)

10 (76.9)
3 (23.1)

17 (65.4)
9 (34.6)
5 (19.2)
11 (42.3)

10 (76.9)
3 (23.1)
5 (38.5)
3 (23.1)

17 (23.1)

10 (76.9)

2 (7.7)
6 (23.1)
6 (23.1)
12 (46.2)

1 (7.7)
0 (0)
3 (23.1)
2 (15.4)
7 (53.9)

22 (84.6)

12 (92.3)

26 (100)

13 (100)

13 (50)

6 (46.2)

Family history of anxiety or depression, n (%)

17 (65.4)

9 (69.2)

Friend history of anxiety or depression, n (%)

22 (84.6)

11 (84.6)

Currently receiving help or treatment for anxiety and/
or depression, n (%)

18 (69.2)

11 (84.6)

Age (years), mean ± SD
Gender
Female, n (%)
Male, n (%)
Nationality
British, n (%)
Other, n (%)
Ethnicity
White British, n (%)
Other, n (%)
Religious or spiritual, ‘Yes’ n (%)
Currently in paid employment, n (%)
Currently in full-time education, n (%)
Highest level of education completed
No qualifications
GCSE/ O-Level
A-Level
Higher National Certificate and Diploma
Higher Education (i.e. Bachelor’s, Master’s,
Doctoral degrees)
Currently experiencing anxiety and/ or depression, n
(%)
Experienced anxiety and/ or depression in the past, n
(%)
Long-term condition (mental or physical), n (%)
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20.2 ± 2.7 (14 - 24)

Item development
Audio recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim and were analysed deductively
utilising the SRM as the thematic framework. The transcripts were coded using a combination
of the SRM domains (identity, timeline, consequences, coherence, cause, emotional
representations) and additional concepts arising from the interviews. Modifications were made,
where required, based on the language used by the young people and the illness representations
and beliefs they conveyed. Examples of original and amended items are presented in Table 3.2.
During the process of item development, items were cross-referenced with existing
items from the Beliefs about Depression Questionnaire (BDQ) (Lynch, et al., 2011) to
triangulate between the original IPQ-R, the BDQ and the perceptions elicited via qualitative
interviews with young people. This step was deemed important as it incorporated existing
validation work which has been carried out with a similar illness population using a theoretical
modification approach.
Analysis of the interviews elicited key anxiety and depression specific symptoms.
Young people used varying language to describe what their symptoms, therefore, steps were
taken to standardise the language used for the symptom list in the ‘identity’ subscale by
referring cross-referencing with the wording used in existing psychometric measures, including
the Revised Children’s Anxiety and Depression Scale (RCADS) and the Strengths and
Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ). Eighteen new symptoms, spanning both anxiety and
depression, were added to the original list of 14 symptoms in the core version of the IPQ-R.
Additional changes were made to the original IPQ-R ‘identity’ subscale. For example, ‘pain’
was changed to ‘physical pain’, ‘sleep difficulties’ was changed to ‘trouble falling or staying
asleep, or sleeping too much’ and ‘weight loss’ was changed to ‘weight loss/ gain’. See Table
3.5 for the entire symptom list.
With regard to the ‘consequences’ subscale, the item ‘My illness has serious financial
consequences’ was removed as financial implications were not mentioned by young people in
the interviews. Young people spoke about the negative impact on relationships with others,
difficulties in attending school and university and the difficulties socialising with friends. The
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scale was modified to reflect the impacts experienced by young people by adding additional
items.
A key theme from the interviews was that, in addition to negative consequences, young
people had experienced several positive consequences as a result of their mental health
problems. Young people often distinguished between the positives and negatives of
experiencing mental health problems. Thereafter, the ‘consequences’ subscale was
dichotomised to form two subscales ‘negative consequences’ and ‘positive consequences’. In
order to capture this in the IPQ-A and IPQ-D, a new five-item ‘positive consequences’ subscale
was added, which mirrored the original ‘consequences’ subscale in structure. This was achieved
by incorporating the most frequently mentioned positive consequences from the qualitative
interviews.
To effectively assess treatment control beliefs, the ‘treatment control’ subscale item
‘My treatment can control my illness’ was amended to reflect the very different types of
treatments that young people had revived for their anxiety and depression.
Young people expressed ashamed and guilty as a result of their anxiety and depression
and the ‘emotional representations’ subscale was amended to reflect this. Items ‘I get depressed
when I think about my illness’ and ‘having this illness makes me feel anxious’ were removed
given the circular nature of the question.
Finally, the ‘cause’ subscale was modified by adding anxiety and depression specific
causes such as and removing causes which were not applicable, resulting in a twenty-six-item
scale. The cause items were derived from the qualitative interviews and were supplemented with
key risk factors taken from the literature that were supported by evidence (e.g. poverty and
bullying). Cause items included adverse childhood experiences and illness or death of a close
friend or family member. A full list of the causes is available in Table 3.8.
Think-aloud interviews
Following the initial modification and item development, a further thirteen think-aloud
interviews were conducted to assess the face validity of the new measure and to determine if it
is easily understood and interpreted in the expected way. This method has been used by others
when modifying the IPQ-R for use with breast cancer survivors (Moon, et al., 2017), patients
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with atrial fibrillation (Taylor, et al., 2018) and pain perception for adolescents with juvenile
idiopathic arthritis (Ghio, et al., 2018) to ensure specific items are appropriate and applicable to
the particular group of interest.

With their prior agreement, a proportion of the participants from the interview study
were contacted and asked to take part in the think-aloud study, with the aim of recruiting 50%
of the original sample. Participants were briefed about the think aloud study and informed
consent taken. The information sheet and consent form for the think-aloud studies are available
in Appendix C.

Participants were asked to complete the IPQ-A and IPQ-D at the same time as
expressing their thought processes throughout. Participants were also asked to let the researcher
know if any questions were not easily understood and provide their overall impression of the
measure. Think aloud sessions were conducted either face to face or by phone and lasted
between thirty and forty-five minutes. All participants were reimbursed for their time with a £10
Amazon Voucher. Upon completion of the interview, participants were thanked, and debriefed.
Sessions were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim.

Table 3.2 Modifications made to IPQ-R
IPQ subscale
Identity

Original IPQ-R item
Weight loss
Fatigue
Sleep difficulties

Weight loss/ gain
Lack of energy/ feeling tired
Trouble falling or staying asleep, or sleeping
too much
Physical pain
Low self-esteem
Feeling down or hopeless
Self-harm
Suicidal thoughts

Pain
New item
New item
New item
New item
Chronic timeline
Negative
consequences

My illness has serious financial
consequences
New item

Item removed
My anxiety strongly affects the way others
see me
My anxiety makes it difficult for me to
attend school/ college/ university/ work
My anxiety prevents me from socialising
with friends and family
My anxiety has made me more resilient
My anxiety has made me who I am today

New item
New item
Positive
consequences

Modified or new IPQ-A/ IPQ-D item

New domain
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Personal control

Treatment control

Coherence
Cyclical timeline
Emotional
response

Cause

There is a lot which I can do to control my
symptoms
The course of my illness depends on me
My treatment can control my illness
(modified to incorporate 3 new items)

The symptoms of my condition are puzzling
to me
I get depressed when I think about my
illness
Having this illness makes me feel anxious
New item
New item
Smoking
Altered immunity
Pollution in the environment
A germ or virus
My emotional state e.g. feeling down,
lonely, anxious, empty
Accident or injury
New item

My anxiety has had some positive impact on
my life
My anxiety has not had any positive impact
on my life
There are things which I can do to control
my anxiety symptoms
The journey of my anxiety depends on me
Therapy with a mental health professional
can control my anxiety
Medication prescribed by my doctor can
control my anxiety
There are things my family and friends can
do to control my anxiety
The symptoms of my anxiety are confusing
to me
No changes made
Item removed
Item removed
My anxiety makes me feel guilty
My anxiety makes me feel ashamed
Item removed
Item removed
Item removed
Item removed
Other mental health problem(s)

Physical illness or injury
Relationship problems (family, partner,
peers)
New item
Chemical or hormonal changes (e.g.
puberty)
New item
My thinking style
Note: the term anxiety is used here for the purposes of brevity, the same modifications were made to items relating to
depression.

Item modifications following think-aloud interviews
The think-aloud interviews served as an important step in the development of the IPQ-A
and IPQ-D. Several suggestions and insights were provided by young people which improved
the clarity and usability of the measures.

For the identity scale, some participants voiced confusion when attempting to
distinguish between ‘I have experienced this symptom since my illness’ and ‘This symptom is
related to my illness’. It was suggested by one participant that this should be amended to ‘I have
experienced this symptom since my anxiety/ depression started’ to improve clarity. A small
number of young people voiced that they did not know the meaning of the word ‘fatigue’ or,
although they knew the meaning, they had the foresight that other young people may not. Thus,
‘fatigue’ was changed to ‘lack of energy/ feeling tired’ to ensure the meaning was clear to all
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young people. Several participants were either unsure what ‘Palpitations’ meant exactly or
surmised that while they understood it, others may not. To address this, a brief definition was
included to improve clarity of the meaning ‘Palpitations – heartbeats that suddenly become
more noticeable’. Finally, based on comments made by participants, symptoms were arranged
according to whether they were primarily depression-related, anxiety-related and physicalrelated. It was suggested that this would help streamline thought processes.
In terms of the newly included ‘positive consequences’ subscale, participants were
positive about this domain and the items within it and thought it was important to include.
However, amendments were made due to item misinterpretation. ‘My anxiety has a positive
impact on my life’ was changed to ‘my anxiety has had some positive impact on my life’. This
item was often misinterpreted to mean that the overall impact of anxiety had been a positive
one. Participants often initially disagreed with this statement then reconsidered their answer
after reflecting on the more specific items such as ‘resilience’ and ‘open-minded’. As such, the
order of the items was changed to provide the positive examples first. It was hoped that this
would help with the cognitive transition between the negative consequences scale and the
positive consequences scale.
For the ‘personal control’ subscale, many young people did not understand the term
‘course’ and in line with suggestions from participants this word was changed ‘journey’. Other
participants agreed that the term ‘course’ had medical connotations and suggested that the
outcome of their problems was pre-set, whereas a ‘journey’ has ups and downs and the term
used often in therapy. The item ‘there is a lot which I can do to control my symptoms’ was
amended to ‘there are things which I can do to control my anxiety symptoms’ based on
feedback that if there was a lot someone could do to remedy their problems then they wouldn’t
have the condition anymore.
Finally, within the ‘coherence’ domain, there was a consistent view that the term
‘puzzling’ may pose a problem for some people. It was suggested that while this term may
makes sense for a native English speaker it may be difficult to decipher if English isn’t your
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first language or for individuals who interpret language literally (e.g. autism spectrum disorder).
As such, this word was amended to ‘confusing’ rather than ‘puzzling’.

Quantitative phase
Participant recruitment
Participants were recruited online via social media (e.g. Twitter and Facebook) and
Prolific.ac. Criteria for inclusion were having a history of anxiety or depression, being aged
between fourteen and twenty-four years old, and being a current resident of the United
Kingdom. A clinical diagnosis of anxiety or depression was not a criterion for inclusion, rather
participants were asked to self-identity their own mental health problems and decide whether
they met the criteria of anxiety and depression provided in the information sheet. Participants
materials, including the study advertisement, information sheet and consent form are available
in Appendix C.
Data collection
Data was collected between November 2018 and June 2019. The questionnaire was
completed on the online platform Gorilla.sc and took approximately twenty minutes to
complete. Participants recruited via Prolific.ac were reimbursed £2 for their time. Participants
recruited via social media were entered in a prize draw to win one of two £50 Amazon
Vouchers.
With prior consent participants were contacted after approximately two weeks to
complete the IPQ-A and IPQ-D again in order to provide a test-retest sample. The questionnaire
was completed on the online platform Gorilla.sc and took approximately ten minutes to
complete.
Participant characteristics
A total of 357 participants completed the questionnaire battery. Eight participants were
25 years old or older and were excluded from further analyses, leaving a final sample of 349. Of
those, 312 had a history of anxiety and completed the anxiety-specific IPQ-A, and 291 had a
history of depression and completed depression-specific IPQ-D. There were 259 participants
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who had a history of both anxiety and depression and who completed both the IPQ-A and IPQD.
Table 3.3. Demographic characteristics of participants in quantitative phase

Age (years), mean ± SD
Gender
Female, n (%)
Male, n (%)
Non-binary or
transgender
Nationality
British, n (%)
Other, n (%)
Ethnicity
White
Black/African/Caribbean/
Black British
Mixed/Multiple ethnic
groups
Asian/ Asian British
Other ethnic group
Religious or spiritual, ‘Yes’
n (%)
Currently in full-time
education, ‘Yes’ n (%)
Current education level
No qualifications
GCSE/ O-Level
A-Level
Higher National
Certificate and Diploma
Higher Education (BSc,
MSc, PhD)
Other qualifications
Currently in paid
employment, n (%)

Participants with
a history of
anxiety (n = 312)

Test-retest anxiety
sample (n = 64)

Test-retest
depression sample
(n = 58)

20.2 ± 2.6

Participants with
a history of
depression
(n = 291)
20.5 ± 2.5

20.6 ± 2.1
259 (83)
49 (15.7)
4 (1.3)

55 (85.9)
7 (10.9)
2 (3.1)

238 (81.8)
49 (16.8)
4 (1.4)

51 (87.9)
5 (8.6)
2 (3.4)

231 (74)
81 (26)

42 (65.6)
22 (34.4)

221 (75.9)
70 (24.1)

41 (70.7)
17 (29.3)

211 (67.6)
10 (3.2)

42 (65.6)
1 (1.6)

198 (68)
10 (3.4)

40 (69.0)
1 (1.7)

15 (4.8)

2 (3.1)

15 (5.2)

2 (3.4)

65 (20.8)
11 (3.5)
102 (32.7)

19 (28.1)
1 (1.6)
19 (29.7)

57 (19.6)
11 (3.8)
93 (32.0)

14 (24.1)
1 (1.7)
17 (29.3)

217 (69.6)

48 (75.0)

194 (66.7)

43 (74.1)

11 (3.5)
14 (4.5)
52 (16.7)
16 (5.1)

2 (3.1)
2 (3.1)
14 (21.9)
2 (3.1)

11 (3.8)
15 (5.2)
48 (16.5)
15 (5.2)

2 (3.4)
2 (3.4)
13 (22.4)
2 (3.4)

163 (52.2)

34 (53.1)

144 (49.5)

29 (50.0)

7 (2.2)
130 (41.7)

2 (3.1)
27 (42.2)

7 (2.4)
123 (42.3)

2 (3.4)
25 (43.1)

20 ± 2.7

Measures
Participants’ clinical and demographic data was collected using a bespoke questionnaire
(Appendix C). Demographic questions included age, gender, ethnicity, nationality, employment,
spirituality, and educational attainment. Clinical questions related to history of mental health
problems, family and friend history of mental health problems, other long-term conditions, and
past and current treatment for mental health problems. Participants were also asked to two
questions to assess recovery estimates: ‘Considering symptoms, what percentage of children
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and young people with anxiety and/ or depression do you think improve/recover/ are cured
[following treatment/ without treatment]?’
The questionnaire battery is available is available in Appendix C.
The Generalised Anxiety Disorder-7 (GAD-7)
The GAD-7 (Spitzer, Kroenke, Williams, & Löwe, 2006) is a 7-item screening and
assessment tool used to measure generalised anxiety disorders (GAD), which has been validated
for 12 years and older. The items are rated on a 4-point Likert Scale, scored 0 to 3, with a total
score of 21. Scores of 5, 10, and 15 are taken as the cut-off points for mild, moderate and severe
anxiety, respectively. Using the threshold score of 10, the GAD-7 has a sensitivity of 89% and a
specificity of 82% for GAD (Kroenke, Spitzer, Williams, Monahan, & Löwe, 2007). The
measure has good internal consistency when applied in primary care (α = .92) (Spitzer, et al.,
2006).
The Patient Heath Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9)
The PHQ-9 (Kroenke, Spitzer, & Williams, 2001) is a 9-item measure of depression
severity, validated for 13 years and older. The items are rated on a 4-point Likert Scale, scored 0
to 3, with a total score of 27. Scores of 5, 10, 15, and 20 are taken as the cut-off points for mild,
moderate, moderately severe and severe depression, respectively. Scores greater than 10
indicate caseness and are considered clinically significant. Using the threshold score of 11, the
PHQ-9 has a sensitivity of 89.5% and a specificity of 77.5% when assessed against the Child
Diagnostic Interview Schedule (DISC-IV) (Richardson et al., 2010). The measure demonstrates
high internal consistency at baseline and end of treatment (α = .83 and .92) (Cameron,
Crawford, Lawton, & Reid, 2008).
Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale (WEMWBS)
The WEMWBS (Tennant et al., 2007) is a 14-item measure of mental well-being,
validated for use with individuals aged 13 to 74. The WEMWBS has five response categories,
summed to provide a single score ranging from 14-70, with higher scores reflect higher wellbeing. The WEMWBS is established as reliable and valid for use with young people in the
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United Kingdom, demonstrating strong internal consistency and a high Cronbach's alpha of .87
(95% CI (0.85-0.88), n = 1,517).
The Outcome Expectancy Scale (OES)
The OES (Ogrodniczuk & Sochting, 2010) is a 3-item self-report measure patients’
expectation of treatment outcome. The items in the OES are ‘How much do you expect to
recover from your problems after therapy?’, ‘How successful do you think this therapy will be
in helping you with your problems?’ and ‘How confident are you that this therapy will help
you?”. Items are rated on a 5-point Likert Scale, ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (completely),
summed to provide total scores which range from 3 to 15. Higher scores reflect more positive
outcome expectation. Principal component analysis of the scale support a single factor that
accounts for 86% of the variance in item ratings and internal consistency is high (α = 0.92)
(Tsai, et al., 2014).
The Revised Illness Perceptions Questionnaire for Anxiety (IPQ-A) and
Depression (IPQ-D)
Modified versions of the revised Illness Perceptions Questionnaire (IPQ-R) (MossMorris, et al., 2002) were used to assess participants’ cognitive and emotional representations to
anxiety and depression. Prior to the validation phase, there were two variants of the IPQ-A and
IPQ-D, both were identical other than the language referring to either ‘anxiety’ or ‘depression’.
The ‘Identity’ dimension of the IPQ-A/IPQ-D consists of 32 symptoms, which
respondents are asked to rate whether they have experienced since their anxiety or depression
(yes/no), and if they believe the symptom to be specifically related to their depression (yes/no).
Symptoms attributed to the anxiety and depression are summed to give an ‘Identity’ total score.
The main body of the IPQ-A/ IPQ-D measures a further six illness representation
domains, which map on eight sub-scales, across 48 items. The domains are ‘Timeline’
(chronic/acute, cyclical), ‘Control’ (personal, treatment), ‘Negative Consequences’, ‘Positive
Consequences’, ‘Emotional Representations’, and ‘Coherence’. Items are rated on a 5-point
Likert-Scale (strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree not disagree, agree, strongly agree) and
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scored from 1 to 5, except for reverse-scored items. Reverse scored items for the IPQ-A and
IPQ-D are marked on Table 3.6 and Table 3.7, respectively. Higher scores on these scales
reflect stronger beliefs in a chronic or longer duration of the condition and more variability in
the fluctuation of the symptoms, a greater perceived negative impact on life, stronger beliefs in
the ability to control the condition by their own internal locus of control, stronger beliefs in the
ability to control the condition by treatment, a greater positive impact on life, a better
understanding of the condition and a stronger emotional response.
The final section of the IPQ-A and IPQ-D is the ‘Causes’ domain, which measures
respondents’ causal attributions and consists of 26 possible causes. Respondents are asked to
indicate to what extent they agree or disagree with the possible causes of their anxiety or
depression. Items are rated on a 5-point Likert-Scale (strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree
not disagree, agree, strongly agree) and scored from 1 to 5.
The Brief Illness Perceptions Questionnaire (B-IPQ)
The B-IPQ (Broadbent, et al., 2006) is a 9-item brief version of the IPQ-R designed to
designed to rapidly assess the cognitive and emotional representations of illness using single
item subscales. The B-IPQ uses a single-item scale approach to assess perception on a
continuous linear 11-item scale of 0 (e.g. no affect at all, a very short time, absolutely no
control) to 10 (e.g. severely affects my life, forever, extreme amount of control). Each of the
nine items are designed to map on to one subscale of the IPQ-R and consists of eight new items
plus part of the causal scale previously used in the IPQ-R. Five of the items assess cognitive
illness representations (consequences, timeline, personal control, treatment control, identity),
two items assess emotional representations (concern and emotions) and one item assesses illness
coherence. Causal representation is by an open-ended response item adapted from the IPQ-R.
The B-IPQ has good test–retest reliability and concurrent validity with the IPQ-R
(Broadbent, et al., 2006). A systematic review and meta-analysis of the B-IPQ established that
the measure had been administered to patients from age eight to over eighty, with a wide range
of illnesses, in twenty-six languages from thirty-six countries, showing that the B-IPQ is a
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versatile measure of illness perceptions (Broadbent, et al., 2015). Meta-analysis showed the
scale has good concurrent validity, as the associations shown were consistent with theory and
with previous literature (Hagger & Orbell, 2003).
As with the general version of the IPQ-R, the general version of the B-IPQ uses the
word ‘illness’, however, it is suggested that this is replaced this with the name of a specific
illness. For the purposes of this study, minor modifications were made to the B-IPQ to create
two variants which measured both anxiety and depression specific representations. In addition,
item eight was modified from ‘How much does your illness affect you emotionally? (e.g. does it
make you angry, scared, upset or depressed?)’ to reflect the modifications in the IPQ-A/IPQ-D
‘How much does your depression affect you emotionally? (E.g. does it make you upset, angry,
afraid, ashamed or guilty?)’. The modified versions will be referred to as B-IPQ-A and B-IPQD are available in Appendix C. All modifications were made with prior permissions from the
corresponding author.
Sample size calculation
The literature contains a variety of recommendations regarding the appropriate sample
size to use for conducting a factor analysis, which are usually presented as a suggested
minimum or a minimum ratio of sample size to number of variables (Mundfrom, Shaw, & Ke,
2005). There are somewhat inconsistent and often contradictory recommendations, however, it
has been suggested that 50 is very poor, 100 is poor, 200 is fair, 300 is good, 500 is very good,
and 1,000 is excellent (Comrey & Lee, 1992). Considering recommendations for the sample
size to variable ratio, Cattell proposed that this ratio should be in the range of 3 to 6 (Cattell,
2012). Whereas Gorsuch (1983) argued for a minimum ratio of 5 (Gorsuch, 1983). The IPQ-A
and D have 48 items, with sample sizes of n = 312 and n = 291, respectively. This means the
sample size to variable ratio is approximately 1 to 6, and 1 to 3 following the random sample
split, which fall within the range of the recommendations provided in the literature (Cattell,
2012; Gorsuch, 1983).
Statistical Analyses
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There was no missing data. Analyses were carried out in several stages. In the first
stage, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was carried out to determine the underlying set of
factors randomised split of the data in the sample. Parallel analysis was conducted to inform
how many factors to retain (Hayton, Allen, & Scarpello, 2004). Items which constituted the
most coherent subscales and with the least cross-loadings were selected.

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was then conducted on the remaining participants
to test how well the items, or indicator variables, represented the expected constructs, or latent
variables, of the suggested model and to determine if the factor structure required modification.
The Lavaan package, in RStudio version 1.1.456, was used to conduct the factor analysis.
Latent factors were constrained to have a mean of 0 and a variance of 1 in order to standardise
them.

The most common method used to estimate parameters in CFA models is maximum
likelihood (ML), because of its attractive statistical properties (i.e. normality maximal
efficiency), however, the use of ML relies on the assumption that the observed variables follow
a continuous and multivariate normal distribution (Bollen, 2014; Li, 2016). In the case of Likert
scales, although items are designed to measure a theoretically continuous construct, the
observed responses are represented by a small number of ordered categories (Flora & Curran,
2004).

The assumptions of ML are thus violated when fitting CFA models for ordinal scales
using ML estimation due to non-normality (Lubke & Muthén, 2004). It is possible that the use
of ML may reduce the precision and accuracy of the model parameter estimates and result in
drawing misleading conclusions (Li, 2016). Research using simulation studies that have applied
ML in cases of severe non-normality suggest that factor loadings may be downward-biased
(Beauducel & Herzberg, 2006; Li, 2016; Muthen & Kaplan, 1992). It has been suggested that
diagonally weighted least squares (DWLS) is used as an alternative estimator when analysing
ordinal data (Li, 2016)
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The underlying factor structure and model fit was examined using multiple indices,
including the comparative fit index (CFI), with a recommended approximate cut-off of >0.95;
the root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA), with a recommended approximate cutoff of <0.06 indicating a good fit and <0.08 indicating a reasonable fit; Tucker-Lewis index
(TLI), with a recommended approximate cut-off of >0.95; and the standardized root-meansquare residual (SRMR) with a recommended approximate cut-off of <0.08 (L. t. Hu & P. M.
Bentler, 1999). In general, if most of the indices indicate a good fit, then there is probably a
good fit to the data.
The internal consistency of each subscale of the survey was tested using Cronbach’s
alpha. The test-retest reliability was assessed by a sub-sample of participants who completed the
questionnaire twice, two weeks apart. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) were used to
assess test-retest reliability of each IPQ-A and IPQ-D subscale between time-point one and time
point two. Guidelines for interpreting ICC vary, however, consensus suggests that correlations
rated as 0-0.40 represent poor agreement, 0.41-0.60 moderate agreement, 0.61-0.80 good
agreement and 0.81-100 excellent agreement.
Previous research and meta-analytic studies have shown a consistent and stable pattern
of inter-correlations between the dimensions of cognitive representations of the SRM. The
construct validity was evaluated by checking if the dimensions of each scale correlate in the
expected way, consistent with the SRM and with previous research (Hagger & Orbell, 2003). To
further investigate the validity of the dimensions, associations with theoretically related
constructs such as distress, coping, well-being, treatment outcome expectations, demographic
and clinical variables were explored.
Finally, concurrent validity was assessed by comparing the IPQ-A and IPQ-D to the
validated Brief Illness Perceptions Questionnaire (B-IPQ) on all the equivalent dimensions. This
step served the additional purpose of cross-validating the B-IPQ, which had undergone minor
modifications, for use with young people with anxiety and depressive problems. Test-retest
reliability was assessed using ICCs.
The causal attribution subscale was examined using EFA as there is no existing
theoretically-derived factor structure for this population. Parallel analysis was conducted to
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inform how many factors to retain (Hayton, et al., 2004). Items which constituted the most
coherent subscales and with the least cross-loadings were selected.
Results

In the anxiety group (n = 312), 57% of participants scored above the clinical cut-off of
10 on the GAD-7. In the depression group (n = 291), 68% of participants scored above the
clinical cut-off of 10 on the PHQ-9.
Table 3.4. Participant mental health and treatment characteristics
Anxiety group (n = 312)

Depression group (n = 291)

Currently experiencing anxiety, n (%)

243 (77.9)

210 (72.2)

Currently experiencing depression, n (%)

158 (50.6)

170 (58.4)

Family history of anxiety or depression, n (%)

237 (76.0)

218 (74.9)

Friend history of anxiety or depression, n (%)

270 (86.5)

248 (85.2)

Currently receiving help or treatment for anxiety/
depression, n (%)

110 (35.3)

107 (36.8)

Received help or treatment for anxiety/ depression
in the past, n (%)

201 (64.4)

192 (66)

Other long-term condition (mental or physical), n
(%)
GAD-7, mean ± SD

85 (27.2)

81 (27.8)

10.82 ± 5.6

10.8 ± 5.7

PHQ-9, mean ± SD

12.65 ± 7.1

13.2 ± 7 .0

WEMWBS, mean ± SD

39.4 ± 9.8

38.7 ± 9.8

OES, mean ± SD

9.3 ± 2.6

9.3 ± 2.7

GAD-7, Generalised Anxiety Disorder-7; PHQ-9, Patient Heath Questionnaire-9; WEMWBS, Warwick-Edinburgh
Mental Wellbeing Scale; OES, Outcome Expectancy Scale; SD, standard deviation.

Identity
Out of a possible 32 symptoms, participants in the anxiety group attributed an average
of 14 ± 7.0 symptoms to their anxiety. The most common symptoms associated with anxiety
were worrying a lot, irrational thoughts, panic attacks, negative thinking, restlessness,
palpitations, low self-esteem, isolation, trouble falling or staying asleep, or sleeping too much,
trembling/ shaking and difficulty leaving my house, which were experienced by more than 50%
of participants. The symptom-level frequencies for both anxiety and depression are presented in
Table 3.5.
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Participants in the depression group attributed an average of 12 ± 6.3 symptoms to their
depression. The most common symptoms associated with depression were negative thinking,
little interest or pleasure in doing things, feeling down or hopeless, loneliness, isolation, lack of
energy/ feeling tired, trouble falling or staying asleep, or sleeping too much, suicidal thoughts,
not taking care of myself, trouble doing normal daily tasks, poor appetite or overeating,
difficulty leaving my house, self-harm, weight loss/ gain and irrational thoughts, which were
experienced by more than 50% of participants.
Table 3.5. Frequency of symptom attribution
Anxiety group
(n = 312)
37.2%

Depression group
(n = 291)
74.9%

Isolation

56.1%

69.8%

Loneliness

44.9%

69.4%

Difficulty leaving my house

54.2%

46.4%

Trouble doing normal daily tasks

45.8%

57.7%

Low self-esteem

59.0%

43.6%

Feeling down or hopeless

36.2%

75.3%

Self-harm

17.6%

45.0%

Suicidal thoughts

21.1%

62.2%

Trouble falling or staying asleep, or sleeping too much

55.1%

66.0%

Lack of energy/ feeling tired

35.6%

69.1%

Not taking care of myself

25.0%

59.8%

Poor appetite or overeating

42.3%

58.4%

Weight loss/ gain

29.2%

46.4%

Worrying a lot

79.8%

25.4%

Negative thinking

62.2%

74.2%

Irrational thoughts

67.0%

45.0%

Restlessness

58.7%

21.0%

Palpitations – heartbeats that suddenly become more
noticeable
Panic attacks

58.3%

6.9%

63.8%

8.6%

Difficulty breathing

52.9%

6.2%

Trembling/ shaking

53.8%

7.6%

Nausea

51.3%

13.1%

Upset stomach

50.3%

10.3%

Dizziness

38.1%

8.2%

Wheeziness

20.8%

4.5%

Physical pain

24.7%

17.9%

Stiff joints

17.6%

14.1%

Loss of strength

19.8%

27.8%

Little interest or pleasure in doing things
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Headaches

38.5%

25.1%

Sore throat

15.7%

6.2%

Sore eyes

17.6%

14.8%

Anxiety
Exploratory Factor Analysis
Parallel analysis was conducted on the first half of the sample (n = 156) and suggested a
ten-factor model. The eigenvalues were 8.92, 4.63, 3.15, 2.57, 1.98, 1.77, 1.57, 1.47, 1.42 and
1.30. A varimax rotation of the factors yielded a solution which was very similar to the original
eight factor model.
On closer inspection, seven factors were consistent with the original model factor
structure. Factor 1 (chronic timeline) comprised of six items (ip1a – ip6a), accounting for 8% of
the variance with factor loadings ranging from 0.34 to 0.37. Factor 2 (control) comprised of
twelve items (ip21a – ip31a and ip33a) and incorporated both treatment control and personal
control of the original model. Factor 2 accounted for 7% of the total variance with factor
loadings ranging from 0.25 to 0.77. Factor 7 consisted of 3 items (ip22a – ip24a) with factor
loadings ranging from 0.57 to 0.69. These items cross loaded with Factor 2 and so were
assigned to Factor 2 rather than Factor 7. Factor 3 (coherence) comprised of five items (ip34a ip38a), accounting for 6% of the variance with factor loadings ranging from 0.55 to 0.88. Factor
4 (emotional response) comprised of six items (ip43a – ip48a), accounting for 5% of the
variance with factor loadings ranging from 0.51 to 0.63. Factor 5 (negative consequences)
comprised of seven items (ip7a - ip13a), accounting for 5% of the variance with factor loadings
ranging from 0.27 to 0.64. Factor 10 consisted of 3 items (ip7a – ip9a) with factor loadings
ranging from 0.39 to 0.67 accounting for 3% of the variance. Consistent with the original
model, these items cross loaded on to Factor 5 and so were assigned to factor 5, rather than
factor 10. Factor 6 (positive consequences) comprised of seven items (ip14a – ip20a),
accounting for 4% of the variance with factor loadings ranging from 0.31 to 0.71. Factor 9
consisted of 2 items (ip19a – ip20a) with factor loadings ranging from 0.80 to 0.81 accounting
for 3% of the variance. Consistent with the theorised model, these items cross loaded on to
Factor 6 and so were assigned to factor 6, rather than factor 9. Factor 8 (cyclical timeline)
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comprised of four items (ip39a – ip40a), accounting for 4% of the variance with factor loadings
ranging from 0.42 to 0.73.
Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Confirmatory factor analysis was then carried on the second half of the sample (n =
156) to test the seven-factor model (treatment control and personal control combined) and the
eight-factor model (treatment control and personal control separate). Upon inspection the eightfactor model had better model fit and made more theoretical sense.
This model (with all items retained) consisted of 48 items across 8 factors and showed
reasonable model fit (RMSEA = 0.06, 95% CI 0.057 – 0.063, CFI = 0.89, TLI = 0.88, SRMR =
0.086). The factor loadings of items ip30a, ip31a and ip32a were below the cut-off of .4 and
were removed. Item deletion did not change the model fit (RMSEA = 0.064, 95% CI 0.061 –
0.068, CFI = 0.90, TLI = 0.89, SRMR = 0.087). Table 3.6 contains the factor loadings for each
of the items. Factor loadings were all above the required threshold of 0.40 (Ford, MacCallum, &
Tait, 1986), ranging from 0.44 to 0.95.

Table 3.6. CFA factor loadings for the IPQ-A
Subscale

Β
Standardised

SE

Chronic timeline
IP1A R

My anxiety will last a short time

0.83

0.02

IP2A

0.83

0.02

IP3A

My anxiety is likely to be permanent rather than
temporary
My anxiety will last for a long time

0.90

0.02

IP4A R

This anxiety will pass quickly

0.77

0.03

IP5A

I expect to have anxiety for the rest of my life

0.80

0.03

IP6A R

My anxiety will improve in time

0.58

0.05

Negative consequences
IP7A

My anxiety is a serious condition

0.70

0.03

IP8A

My anxiety has major consequences on my life

0.85

0.02

IP9A R

My anxiety does not have much effect on my life

0.77

0.03

IP10A

My anxiety strongly affects the way others see me

0.50

0.04

IP11A

My anxiety negatively impacts my relationships with
others
My anxiety makes it difficult for me to attend school/
college/ university/ work
My anxiety prevents me from socialising with friends
and family

0.55

0.04

0.56

0.04

0.54

0.04

IP12A
IP13A
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Positive consequences
IP14A

My anxiety has made me more open-minded

0.54

0.04

IP15A

My anxiety has made me more resilient

0.66

0.04

IP16A

My anxiety has made me more self-aware

0.50

0.05

IP17A

0.44

0.05

IP18A

My anxiety has made me more empathetic towards
others
My anxiety has made me who I am today

0.47

0.05

IP19A

My anxiety has had some positive impact on my life

0.90

0.02

IP20A

My anxiety has not had any positive impact on my life

0.93

0.02

0.74

0.04

0.63

0.04

IP23A

There are things which I can do to control my anxiety
symptoms
What I do can determine whether my anxiety gets better
or worse
I have the power to influence my anxiety

0.75

0.03

IP24A

The journey of my anxiety depends on me

0.65

0.04

IP25A

Nothing I do will affect my anxiety

0.78

0.03

My actions will have no effect on the outcome of my
anxiety
Treatment control

0.75

0.03

IP27A

There is very little that can be done to improve my
anxiety
My treatment will be effective in curing my anxiety

0.95

0.03

0.54

0.05

The negative effects of my anxiety can be prevented or
avoided by treatment
Therapy with a mental health professional can control
my anxiety
Medication prescribed by my doctor can control my
anxiety
There are things my family and friends can do to control
my anxiety
There is nothing which can help my anxiety

0.56

0.05

0.40

0.05

0.14

0.06

0.18

0.06

0.71

0.03

The symptoms of my anxiety are confusing to me

0.73

0.03

My anxiety is a mystery to me

0.84

0.02

I don’t understand my anxiety

0.92

0.02

My anxiety doesn’t make any sense to me

0.90

0.02

I have a clear picture or understanding of my anxiety

0.65

0.03

0.66

0.07

IP40A

The symptoms of my anxiety change a great deal from
day to day
My anxiety symptoms come and go in cycles

0.59

0.05

IP41A

My anxiety is very unpredictable

0.78

0.05

I go through cycles in which my anxiety gets better and
worse
Emotional response

0.65

0.06

IP43A

0.80

0.03

R

Personal control
IP21A
IP22A

R

IP26A
R

R

IP28A
IP29A
IP30A
IP31A
IP32A
IP33A
R

Coherence
IP34A
R

IP35A
R

IP36A
R

IP37A
R

IP38A

Cyclical timeline
IP39A

IP42A

My anxiety does not worry me

R
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R

IP44A

When I think about my anxiety I get upset

0.70

0.04

IP45A

My anxiety makes me feel angry

0.64

0.04

IP46A

My anxiety makes me feel afraid

0.70

0.04

IP47A

My anxiety makes me feel ashamed

0.70

0.03

IP48A

My anxiety makes me feel guilty

0.65

0.04

denotes reverse scored items.

Internal and test–retest reliability of IPQ-A
All scales within the final model showed acceptable internal consistency: chronic
timeline (6 items, α = 0.87), negative consequences (7 items, α = 0.83), positive consequences
(7 items, α = 0.78), personal control (6 items, α = 0.79), treatment control (4 items, α = 0.69),
coherence (5 items, α = 0.87), timeline cyclical (4 items, α = 0.70), emotional response (6 items,
α = 0.80).
Test–retest reliability was tested in a sub-sample of 64 young people. Participants
completed the questionnaire twice; on average, 28 days apart. The intra-class correlation
coefficient was calculated for each subscale: chronic timeline (ICC = 0.82, 95% CI 0.70 – 0.89,
p <.001), negative consequences (ICC = 0.79, 95% CI 0.66 – 0.87, p <.001), positive
consequences (ICC = 0.87, 95% CI 0.79 – 0.92, p <.001), personal control (ICC = 0.79, 95% CI
0.65 – 0.87, p<.001), treatment control (ICC = 0.77 95% CI 0.62 – 0.86, p<.001), coherence
(ICC = 0.77, 95% CI 0.63 – 0.86, p<.001), cyclical timeline (ICC = 0.66, 95% CI 0.42 – 0.78,
p<.001), emotional response (ICC = 0.83, 95% = 0.71 – 0.90, p<.001). The intra-class
correlation coefficients for each scale ranged from 0.66 to 0.89, indicating good test–retest
reliability across subscales.
Depression
Exploratory factor analysis
Parallel analysis was conducted on the first half half of the sample (n = 147) and
suggested a nine-factor model. The eigenvalues were 9.91, 4.36, 3.13, 2.50, 2.14, 1.91, 1.74,
1.61, and 1.42. A varimax rotation of the factors yielded a solution which was almost identical
to the original eight factor model.
Factor 1 (chronic timeline) comprised of six items (ip1d – ip6d), accounting for 8% of
the variance with factor loadings ranging from 0.55 to 0.68. Factor 2 (negative consequences)
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comprised of seven items (ip7d - ip13d), accounting for 8% of the variance with factor loadings
ranging from 0.47 to 0.75. Factor 3 (coherence) comprised of five items (ip34d - ip38d),
accounting for 7% of the variance with factor loadings ranging from 0.60 to 0.89. Factor 4
(positive consequences) comprised of seven items (ip14d – ip20d), accounting for 6% of the
variance with factor loadings ranging from 0.33 to 0.87. Factor 5 (emotional response)
comprised of six items (ip43d – ip48d), accounting for 5% of the variance with factor loadings
ranging from 0.42 to 0.63. Factor 6 (personal control minus 2 original items) comprised of four
items (ip21d – ip24d), accounting for 5% of the variance with factor loadings ranging from 0.53
to 0.74. Factor seven (treatment control minus 2 original items) comprised of five items (ip28d
– ip32d), accounting for 4% of the variance with factor loadings ranging from 0.33 to 0.66.
Factor 8 (no control) was a new factor comprised of two items from both treatment control and
personal control (ip25d, ip26d, ip27d and ip33d). Factor 8 accounted for 4% of the variance and
factor loadings ranged from 0.40 to 0.74. Factor 9 (cyclical timeline) comprised of four items
(ip39d – ip40d), accounting for 4% of the variance with factor loadings ranging from 0.33 to
0.72
Confirmatory factor analysis
Confirmatory factor analysis was then carried out on the second half of the sample (n =
144) to test the nine-factor model. This model (with all items retained) consisted of 48 items
across 9 factors and showed reasonable model fit (RMSEA = 0.056, 95% CI 0.052 – 0.060, CFI
= 0.92, TLI = 0.91, SRMR = 0.079). The factor loadings of items ip17d, ip18d and ip31d were
below the cut-off of 0.4 and were removed. This resulted in a model which showed slightly
better fit (RMSEA = 0.053, 95% CI 0.049 – 0.057, CFI = 0.94, TLI = 0.93, SRMR = 0.071).
Table 3.7 contains the factor loadings for each of the items in the IPQ-D. Factor loadings were
all above the required threshold of 0.40 (Ford, et al., 1986), ranging from 0.47 to 0.95.

Table 3.7. CFA factor loadings for the IPQ-D
Subscale

Β
Standardised

SE

0.83

0.03

Chronic timeline
IP1D R

My depression will last a short time
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IP2D

0.86

0.02

IP3D

My depression is likely to be permanent rather than
temporary
My depression will last for a long time

0.91

0.02

IP4D R

This depression will pass quickly

0.85

0.02

IP5D

I expect to have depression for the rest of my life

0.86

0.02

IP6D R

My depression will improve in time

0.65

0.04

Negative consequences
IP7D

My depression is a serious condition

0.75

0.03

IP8D

My depression has major consequences on my life

0.87

0.02

IP9D R

My depression does not have much effect on my life

0.82

0.03

IP10D

My depression strongly affects the way others see me

0.66

0.04

My depression negatively impacts my relationships with
others
IP12D My depression makes it difficult for me to attend school/
college/ university/ work
IP13D My depression prevents me from socialising with friends
and family
Positive consequences

0.76

0.04

0.69

0.04

0.67

0.04

IP14D

My depression has made me more open-minded

0.49

0.05

IP15D

My depression has made me more resilient

0.67

0.04

IP16D

My depression has made me more self-aware

0.50

0.06

IP17D

0.36

0.07

IP18D

My depression has made me more empathetic towards
others
My depression has made me who I am today

0.40

0.05

IP19D

My depression has had some positive impact on my life

0.94

0.02

My depression has not had any positive impact on my
life
Personal control

0.95

0.02

IP21D

0.81

0.03

0.75

0.03

IP23D

There are things which I can do to control my depression
symptoms
What I do can determine whether my depression gets
better or worse
I have the power to influence my depression

0.85

0.03

IP24D

The journey of my depression depends on me

0.70

0.04

IP11D

IP20D
R

IP22D

No control
IP25D

Nothing I do will affect my depression

0.77

0.03

IP26D

My actions will have no effect on the outcome of my
depression
There is very little that can be done to improve my
depression
There is nothing which can help my depression

0.72

0.03

0.92

0.03

0.74

0.04

IP27D
IP33D

Treatment control
IP28D

My treatment will be effective in curing my depression

0.83

0.05

IP29D

The negative effects of my depression can be prevented
or avoided by treatment
Therapy with a mental health professional can control
my depression
Medication prescribed by my doctor can control my
depression
There are things my family and friends can do to control
my depression

0.69

0.05

0.61

0.05

0.13

0.08

0.48

0.06

IP30D
IP31D
IP32D
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Coherence
IP34D

The symptoms of my depression are confusing to me

0.80

0.03

My depression is a mystery to me

0.83

0.02

I don’t understand my depression

0.92

0.01

My depression doesn’t make any sense to me

0.90

0.02

I have a clear picture or understanding of my depression

0.66

0.04

0.47

0.07

IP40D

The symptoms of my depression change a great deal
from day to day
My depression symptoms come and go in cycles

0.64

0.05

IP41D

My depression is very unpredictable

0.91

0.06

I go through cycles in which my depression gets better
and worse
Emotional response

0.66

0.06

IP43D

My depression does not worry me

0.81

0.03

IP44D

When I think about my depression I get upset

0.74

0.03

IP45D

My depression makes me feel angry

0.67

0.04

IP46D

My depression makes me feel afraid

0.65

0.04

IP47D

My depression makes me feel ashamed

0.71

0.04

IP48D

My depression makes me feel guilty

0.65

0.04

R

IP35D
R

IP36D
R

IP37D
R

IP38D

Cyclical timeline
IP39D

IP42D

R

Internal and test–retest reliability of IPQ-D
All scales within the final model showed acceptable internal consistency: chronic
timeline (6 items, α = 0.90), negative consequences (7 items, α = 0.85), positive consequences
(5 items, α = 0.77), personal control (4 items, α = 0.81), treatment control (4 items, α = 0.68), no
control (4 items, α = 0.80), coherence (5 items, α = 0.88), timeline cyclical (4 items, α = 0.69),
emotional response (6 items, α = 0.81).
Test–retest reliability was tested in a separate sample of 58 young people. Participants
completed the questionnaire twice; on average, 28 days apart. The intra-class correlation
coefficient was calculated for each subscale: chronic timeline (ICC = 0.84, 95% CI = 0.73 –
0.91, p<.001), negative consequences (ICC = 0.83, 95% CI 0.72 – 0.90, p<.001), positive
consequences (ICC = 0.90 95% CI 0.83 – 0.94, p<.001), personal control (ICC = 0.75, 95% CI
0.58 – 0.85, p<.001), treatment control (ICC = 0.65, 95% = 0.41 – 0.79, p<.001), no control
(ICC = 0.66, 95% CI 0.43 – 0.80, p<.001), coherence (ICC = 0.66, 95% CI 0.43 – 0.80, p<.001),
timeline cyclical (ICC = 0.83, 95% CI 0.71 – 0.90, p<.001), emotional response (ICC = 0.83,
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95% CI 0.71 – 0.90, p<.001). The intra-class correlation coefficients for each scale ranged from
0.65 to 0.90, indicating excellent test–retest reliability.
Causal attributions
Following the recommendations in the literature advising to use the causal attributions
subscale as an exploratory tool in the identification of groups of causal attributions specific to
particular patient groups, an exploratory factor analysis was undertaken using the combined
datasets (Moss-Morris, et al., 2002). Item frequencies for the causal attribution subscale are
presented in Table 3.8. The most frequently endorsed causes for anxiety were stress (91.9%),
worries (90.8%), thinking style (85.6%), a gradual build-up of things (81.9%) and personality/
character (71.5%). The most frequently endorsed causes for depression were worries (83.8%),
stress (83.5%), a gradual build-up of things (83.5%), thinking style (77.7%) and loneliness/
isolation (72.5%).

Table 3.8. Frequency of causal attributions
Cause

Anxiety group
(n = 312)

Depression group
(n = 291)

C1

My thinking style

85.6%

77.7%

C2

My personality/ character

71.5%

62.6%

C3

Hereditary – it runs in my
family

45.5%

50.2%

C4

Chemical or hormonal
changes (e.g. puberty)

48.7%

53.3%

C5

Physical illness or injury

18.3%

17.2%

C6

Autism spectrum disorder

9.6%

9.3%

C7

Disability

8.0%

8.2%

C8

Other mental health
problem(s)

45.5%

53.2%

C9

Overwork

63.5%

58.4%

C10

Stress

91.9%

83.5%

C11

Worries (e.g. financial,
education, job
opportunities)
I have always been this
way

90.8%

83.8%

49.7%

40.9%

Family problems or
worries

59.6%

59.1%

C12
C13
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C14

My upbringing

52.9%

50.5%

C15

Illness or death of a close
friend or family member

23.3%

29.2%

C16

Adverse childhood
experiences (e.g. traumatic
event(s))
Loneliness/ isolation

44.2%

48.1%

59.9%

72.5%

C18

Relationship problems
(family, partner, peers)

54.8%

60.5%

C19

Social media use

34.6%

34.7%

C20

Bullying or victimisation

36.6%

35.4%

C21

Prejudice (e.g. racism,
homophobia, transphobia,
sexism, ableism)
Poverty

20.5%

20.0%

18%

15.8%

C23

Viewing upsetting things
in the media

26%

23.7%

C24

A gradual build-up of
things

84.9%

83.5%

C25

Chance or bad luck

28.9%

29.6%

C26

I do not know what caused
my anxiety or depression

19.5%

23.0%

C17

C22

Anxiety
Exploratory factor analysis

Parallel analysis was conducted on the entire sample (n = 312) across the 26 cause items
and suggested a seven-factor solution, explaining 46% of the total variance.
Factor 1, labelled ‘external social and economic pressures’, included social media,
bullying or victimisation, prejudice, poverty and viewing upsetting media and comprised of five
items (c19 – c 23). Factor loadings ranged from 0.30 to 0.57 and accounted for 8% of the
variance. Factor 2, labelled ‘health conditions’, included physical illness or injury, autism
spectrum disorder, disability and other mental health problems and comprised of four items (c5,
c6, c7, c8). Factor loadings ranged from 0.32 to 0.95 and accounted for 7% of the variance.
Factor 3 labelled ‘adverse experiences’, included family problems or worries, upbringing,
illness or death of a close friend or family member and adverse childhood experiences and
comprised of four items (c13 – c16). Factor loadings ranged from 0.24 to 0.66 and accounted
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for 7% of the total variance. Factor four, labelled ‘stress and overwork’, included overwork,
stress and worries and comprised of 3 items (c9, c10, c11). Factor loadings ranging from 0.53 to
0.81 accounted for 7% of the variance. Factor 5 labelled ‘loneliness and relational issues’,
included loneliness, isolation and relationship problems and comprised of two items (c17 and
c18). Factor loadings ranged from 0.44 to 0.68 and accounted for 5% of the variance. Factor 6,
labelled ‘predisposition’, included ‘hereditary’ and ‘I have always been this way’ and comprised
of two items (c3 and c12). Factor loadings were 0.43 and 0.59, respectively which accounted for
4% of the total variance. Finally, factor 7, labelled ‘personality’, included thinking style and
personality and comprised of two items (c1 and c2). Factor loadings were 0.59 and 0.67
respectively accounting for 4% of the total variance. Items c4 (chemical or hormonal changes),
c24 (gradual build-up of things), c25 (chance or bad luck), c26 (I do not know what caused my
anxiety or depression) did not load on to any factor.

Internal reliability

The internal consistency of the causal subscales in the IPQ-A are presented in Table 3.9.
The scales showed only low to acceptable reliability, with Cronbach’s alpha values ranging
from .40 to .67.

Table 3.9. Reliability of IPQ-A causal attribution subscales
Cronbach’s alpha

Causal attribution subscale
External social pressures

0.67

Health conditions

0.65

Adverse experiences

0.67

Stress and overwork

0.66

Loneliness and relational issues

0.61

Predisposition

0.40

Personality

0.60

Depression
Exploratory factor analysis
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Parallel analysis was conducted on the entire sample (n = 291) across the 26 cause items
and suggested a seven-factor solution, explaining 41% of the total variance.
Factor 1, labelled ‘stress and overwork’, included overwork, stress and worries and
comprised of 3 items (c9, c10, c11). Factor loadings ranging from 0.56 to 0.94 accounted for
7% of the variance. Factor 2, labelled ‘external social pressures’ included social media, bullying
or victimisation, prejudice, poverty, viewing upsetting media and comprised of five items (c19 –
c 23), factor loadings ranged from 0.37 to 0.78 and accounted for 7% of the variance. Factor 3,
labelled ‘health conditions’, included physical illness or injury, autism spectrum disorder,
disability and comprised of three items (c5, c6, c7). Factor loadings ranged from 0.52 to 0.80
and accounted for 7% of the variance. Factor 4, labelled ‘loneliness, relational and mental health
problems’ included other mental health problems loneliness, isolation, relationship problems
and comprised of three items (c8, c17, c18). Factor loadings ranged from 0.45 to 0.81 and
accounted for 6% of the variance. Factor 5, labelled ‘predisposition and experience’ included
hereditary, upbringing, adverse childhood experiences and always been this way) comprised of
four items (c3, c12, c14, c16) factor ratings ranged from 0.43 to 0.60 and accounted for 5% of
the total variance. Factor six, labelled ‘family problems’ included family problems or worries
illness or death of a close friend or family member and comprised of two items (c13 and c15).
Factor ratings were 0.56 and 0.41 respectively and accounted for 4% of the variance. Finally,
factor seven, labelled ‘personality’, included thinking style and personality and comprised of
two items (c1 and c2). Factor loadings were 0.56 and 0.64 respectively, accounting for 4% of
the total variance. Items c4 (chemical or hormonal changes), c24 (gradual build-up of things),
c25 (chance or bad luck), c26 (I do not know what caused my anxiety or depression) did not
load on to any factor.

Internal reliability
The internal consistency of the causal subscales in the IPQ-D are presented in Table
3.10. The scales showed only low to good reliability, with Cronbach’s alpha values ranging
from .46 to .73.
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Table 3.10. Reliability of IPQ-D causal attribution subscales
Cronbach’s alpha

Causal attribution subscale
Stress and overwork

0.73

External social pressures

0.70

Health condition(s)

0.71

Mental ill-health and loneliness

0.61

Predisposition and experience

0.61

Family problems

0.46

Personality

0.55

Construct validity
Construct validity was assessed using the combined dataset. The inter-correlations between
IPQ-A and IPQ-D subscales are presented in Table 3.11 and Table 3.12, respectively. For both
the IPQ-A and the IPQ-D, the direction of the correlations is consistent theory and with
previous research (Hagger & Orbell, 2003).
Identity was correlated with chronic timeline, negative consequences, cyclical timeline
and emotional response. As expected, chronic timeline was positively correlated with negative
consequences, cyclical timeline and emotional response and negatively correlated with personal
control, treatment control and coherence. In the case of the IPQ-D, chronic timeline was
positively correlated with no control and negatively correlated with positive consequences.
Negative consequences were correlated with cyclical timeline and emotional response and
negatively correlated with personal control, treatment control and coherence. Of note, for
depression only, negative consequences and positive consequences were positively correlated.
Positive consequences were correlated with personal control and coherence and negatively
correlated with no control and emotional response. For the IPQ-A, personal control and
treatment control were positively correlated and for the IPQ-D personal control and no control
were negatively correlated.
Table 3.11. Inter-correlations between IPQ-A subscales
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1
1

2

2.Chronic
timeline

.32**

1

3.Negative
consequences

.437**

.54**

1

4.Positive
consequences

.11

-.04

.07

1

5.Personal
control

-.03

-.32**

-.12*

.24**

1

6.Treatment
control

-.06

-.43**

-.22*

.18**

.61**

1

7.Coherence

-.06

-.15**

-.15*

.15**

.26**

.21**

1

8.Cyclical
timeline

.22**

.23**

.25**

.02

-.07

-.19**

-.31**

1

9.Emotional
response

.42**

.46**

.55**

-.08

-.26**

-.27**

-.26**

.29**

1

Subscale
mean ± SD

13.6 ±
7.0

3.4 ±
.82

3.7 ±
.76

3.3 ±
.75

3.7 ±
.62

3.5 ±
.98

3.1 ±
.90

3.6 ±
.78

3.6 ±
.80

1.Identity

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

**p <0.01, *p<0.05

Table 3.12. Inter-correlations between IPQ-D subscales
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1.Identity

1

2.Chronic
timeline

.36**

1

3.Negative
consequences

.39**

.53**

1

4.Positive
consequences

.05

-.19**

-.06

1

5.Personal
control

-.12*

-.34**

-.18**

.26**

1

6.No control

.13*

.34**

.15**

-.26**

-.54**

1

7.Treatment
control

-.04

-.33**

-.15**

.07

.38**

-.30**

1

8.Coherence

-.12*

-.34**

-.25**

.23**

.26**

-.19**

.12*

1

9.Cyclical
timeline

.12*

.24**

.19**

.02

.01

.07

-.06

-.28**

1

10.Emotional
response

.27**

.45**

.56**

-.18**

-.23**

.24**

-.12*

-.37**

.32**
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10

1

Subscale
mean ± SD

11.8 ±
6.3

3.4 ±
.90

3.8 ±
.80

3.1 ±
.90

3.4 ±
.87

2.3 ±
.70

3.2 ±
.71

3.1 ±
.95

3.7 ±
.79

3.5 ±
.83

**p <0.01, *p<0.05

To further explore the construct validity of the IPQ-A and IPQ-D subscales, correlations
were inspected with measures of self-reported anxiety and depression severity, as measured by
the GAD-7 and PHQ-9, psychological wellbeing as measures by the WEMWBS, and treatment
outcome expectations, as measured by the OES. These correlations were consistent with
hypothesised relationships and supported the construct validity of the IPQ-R dimensions.
Correlations for the IPQ-A and IPQ-D are presented in Table 3.13 and Table 3.14, respectively.
For the IPQ-A, anxiety severity (GAD-7) positively correlated with identity, chronic
timeline, negative consequences, cyclical timeline and emotional response and negatively
correlated with positive consequences, personal control, treatment control and coherence.
Psychological wellbeing (WEMWBS) positively correlated with positive consequences,
personal control, treatment control, and coherence and negatively correlated with identity,
chronic timeline, negative consequences, cyclical timeline and emotional response. Treatment
outcome expectancy (OES) positively correlated with personal control and treatment control
and negatively correlate with chronic timeline.

Table 3.13. Correlations between IPQ-A, anxiety, depression, wellbeing and expectancy
PHQ-9

GAD-7

WEMWBS

OES

GAD-7

.72**

WEMWBS

-.67**

-.51**

OES

-.26**

-.21**

.32**

Identity

.24**

.33**

-.16**

-.03

Chronic timeline

.33**

.51**

-.39**

-.29**

Negative consequences

.31**

.45**

-.31**

-.09

Positive consequences

-.23**

-.11*

.27**

.051

Personal control

-.28**

-.20**

.32**

.25**

Treatment control

-.30**

-.29**

.41**

.45**

Coherence

-.25**

-.18**

.22**

.06

Cyclical timeline

.27**

.28**

-.18***

.06
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Emotional response

.31**

.47**

-.28**

-.09

**p <0.01, *p<0.05. GAD-7, Generalised Anxiety Disorder-7; PHQ-9, Patient Heath Questionnaire-9; WEMWBS,
Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale; OES, Outcome Expectancy Scale

For the IPQ-D, depression severity (PHQ-9) correlated with identity, chronic timeline,
negative consequences, cyclical timeline and emotional response and negatively correlated with
positive consequences, personal control, no control and coherence. Psychological wellbeing
(WEMWBS) positively correlated with positive consequences, personal control, treatment
control, and coherence and negatively correlated with identity, chronic timeline, negative
consequences, no control and emotional response. Treatment outcome expectancy (OES)
positively correlated with personal control and treatment control and negatively correlated with
identity, chronic timeline, no control and emotional response.
Table 3.14. Correlations between IPQ-D, anxiety, depression, wellbeing and expectancy
PHQ-9

GAD-7

WEMWBS

OES

GAD-7

.79**

WEMWBS

-.65**

-.48**

OES

-.27**

-.24**

.31**

Identity

.32**

.19**

-.24**

-.12*

Chronic timeline

.47**

.31**

-.47**

-.28**

Negative consequences

.43**

.36**

-.42**

-.10

Positive consequences

-.26**

-.22**

.34**

.107

Personal control

-.25**

-.25**

.20**

.19**

No control

.30**

.28**

-.35**

-.27**

Treatment control

-.11

-.13*

.17**

.41**

Coherence

-.32**

-.22**

.26**

.10

Cyclical timeline

.21**

.20**

-.10

-.02

Emotional response

.45**

.44**

-.37**

-.12*

**p <0.01, *p<0.05. GAD-7, Generalised Anxiety Disorder-7; PHQ-9, Patient Heath Questionnaire-9; WEMWBS,
Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale; OES, Outcome Expectancy Scale.

Concurrent validity
To assess the concurrent validity of the IPQ-A and IPQ-D, subscales were compared to
the corresponding items on the B-IPQ-A and B-IPQ-D. For anxiety, the correlations between
the scales are presented in Table 3.15 and show that the equivalent scales of the B-IPQ-A and
the IPQ-A are appropriately correlated, indicating concurrent validity for both anxiety measures.
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The intra-class correlation coefficients for each B-IPQ-A scale ranged from .65 to .83
indicating good test–retest reliability: 1A consequences (ICC= .74, CI = .56 - .84, p<.001); 2A
timeline (ICC= .83, CI = .72 - .90, p <.001); 3A personal control (ICC =.73, CI =.55-.83,
p<.001); 4A treatment control (ICC=.65 CI=.43-.79, p<.001); 5A identity (ICC=.77, CI=.62-.86,
p<.001), 6A emotional rep (concern) (ICC=.66, CI=.44-.79, p<.001); 7A emotional rep
(emotions) (ICC=.82, CI= .71-.89, p<.001); and 8A illness coherence (ICC=.68, CI.47-.81,
p<.001).
Table 3.15. Correlations between the B-IPQ-A and the IPQ-A
B-IPQ-A
IPQ-A

Identity

Timeline

Personal
control
-0.11

Treatment
control
0.10

Concern

.33**

Conseque
nces
.43**

Coherence

.34**

Emotional
response
.37**

Identity

.33**

Chronic
timeline

.54**

.73**

.56**

-.42**

-.21**

.43**

.41**

-0.02

Negative
consequences

.56**

.40**

.64**

-.26**

0.03

.52**

.45**

0.06

Positive
consequences

0.05

0.09

0.05

.18**

0.05

-0.08

0.01

.27**

Personal control

-0.11

-.27**

-.12*

.42**

.33**

-.15**

-.16**

.22**

Treatment
control

-.15**

-.36**

-.18**

.35**

.56**

-.14*

-.21**

.25**

Coherence

-0.08

-.12*

-.14*

.26**

0.06

-.18**

-.15**

.52**

Cyclical
timeline

.24**

.23**

.23**

-.13*

-0.08

.23**

.34**

-.15**

Emotional
response

.48**

.39**

.57**

-.38**

-0.08

.61**

.58**

-0.06

.13*

**p <0.01, *p<0.05. Note: cells highlighted in bold represent inter-correlation between equivalent illness perception
constructs. B-IPQ uses two items assess emotional representations (concern and emotions).

For depression, the correlations between the scales are presented in Table 3.16 and
show that the equivalent scales of the B-IPQ-D and the IPQ-D are appropriately correlated,
indicating concurrent validity for both depression measures.
The intra-class correlation coefficients for each B-IPQ-D scale ranged from .63 to .86
indicating good test–retest reliability: 1D consequences (ICC=.86, CI= .77-.92, p<.001); 2D
timeline (ICC=.84, CI=.73-.91,p<.001); 3D personal control (ICC=.66, CI=.56-.74, p<.001); 4D
treatment control (ICC=.72, CI=.53-.84,p<.001); 5D identity (ICC=.79, CI=.63-.87, p<.001); 6D
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emotional representations (concern) (ICC=.72, CI=.53-.86, p<.001); 7D emotional
representations (emotions) (ICC=.79, CI=.65-.88, p<.001); and 8D illness coherence (ICC=.63,
CI=.37-.78, p<.001).
Table 3.16. Correlations between the B-IPQ-D and the IPQ-D
B-IPQ-D
IPQ-D

Identity

Timeline

Personal
control
-.28**

Treatment
control
-0.1

Concern

.34**

Conseque
nces
.39**

Coherence

.33**

Emotional
response
.25**

Identity

.34**

Chronic timeline

.58**

.71**

.57**

-.54**

-.34**

.51**

.45**

-.35**

Negative
consequences

.53**

.47**

.59**

-.42**

-0.08

.57**

.48**

-.20**

Positive
consequences

-.14*

-0.02

-.15**

.24**

0.01

-.17**

-.12*

.24**

Personal control

-.20**

-.29**

-.22**

.46**

.24**

-.22**

-.21**

.23**

No control

.25**

.27**

.25**

-.36**

-.29**

.26**

.24**

-.15*

Treatment control

-.13*

-.27**

-0.09

.27**

.52**

-0.05

-.13*

.19**

Coherence

-.33**

-.28**

-.34**

.32**

0.04

-.33**

-.34**

.61**

Cyclical timeline

.33**

.35**

.31**

-.20**

-0.04

.35**

.41**

-.18**

Emotional
response

.52**

.46**

.56**

-.43**

-0.10

.62**

.61**

-.28**

-.17**

**p <0.01, *p<0.05. Note: cells highlighted in bold represent inter-correlation between equivalent illness perception
constructs. B-IPQ uses two items assess emotional representations (concern and emotions).

Discussion
Summary of findings
This study used a mixed methods approach to develop reliable and validate versions of
the IPQ-R, named the IPQ-A and IPQ-D, for use with young people with a history of anxiety
and depression. Semi-structured interviews conducted with young people highlighted that
illness beliefs are highly idiosyncratic and unique to the individual, emphasising that the IPQ-R
required modification beyond its generic form to capture features of young people’s anxietyand depression-specific beliefs.
Eighteen new symptoms, spanning both anxiety and depression, were added to the
original list of fourteen symptoms in the core version of the IPQ-R. Additional changes were
made to the original IPQ-R ‘identity’ subscale, including changing ‘pain’ to ‘physical pain’.
Further modifications included adapting the ‘treatment control’ domain to encompass three
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types mental health interventions, and adapting the ‘consequences’ domain to reflect the
impacts uniquely experienced by young people, such as negative impact on relationships with
others, difficulties in attending school and university and the difficulties socialising with
friends. The ‘cause’ subscale was modified by adding anxiety and depression specific causes
such as and removing causes which were not applicable, resulting in a twenty-six-item scale.
The cause items were derived from the qualitative interviews and were supplemented with key
risk factors taken from the literature that were supported by evidence (e.g. poverty and
bullying).
As described in Study 2, one of the most significant findings of the semi-structured
interviews was that young people described a comforting or hopeful ‘silver lining’ that had
resulted from the challenging circumstances of their mental health problems. Beyond being able
to cope and manage better, some young people expressed that they were now more openminded, resilient, empathetic and self-aware. This finding is significant as it highlights that the
cognitive representations of youth with anxiety and depression transcend the dimensions of the
original theoretical framework of the SRM (Leventhal, et al., 1980). It was deemed pertinent to
the aims of this research to incorporate this illness perception as a new subscale in the IPQ-A/D.
The ‘positive consequences’ scale was developed to mirror the ‘negative consequences’ domain
(formerly known as ‘consequences).
The modification process was iterative in nature and drew upon multiple sources. Items
were cross-referenced with existing items from the Beliefs about Depression Questionnaire
(BDQ) (Lynch, et al., 2011) to triangulate between the original IPQ-R, the BDQ and the
perceptions elicited via qualitative interviews with young people. This step served to
incorporate existing validation work which has been carried out with an adult sample. Thinkaloud interviews served as an invaluable step in testing the face-validity and acceptability of the
IPQ-A/D. A number of suggestions were made which served to improve the clarity of these
measures, without which these measures may not be accessible or usable. For example, to
improve understanding ‘fatigue’ was changed to ‘lack of energy/ feeling tired’, ‘palpitations’
was accompanied with a brief definition improve clarity of the meaning and ‘course’ was
changed ‘journey’.
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The final version of the IPQ-A consisted of forty-five items, across eight subscales and
the final version of the IPQ-D consisted of forty-five items, across nine subscales. Exploratory
factor analysis indicated a nine-factor model for the IPQ-D where the original ‘treatment
control’ scale consisted of two independent factors relating to treatment control and having no
control. CFA supported this factor structure and this new nine-factor structure was incorporated
into the final version of the IPQ-D. Three items were deleted from both versions due to low
factor ladings. The IPQ-A and IPQ-D largely conformed to the underlying construct structure of
Leventhal's SRM (Leventhal, et al., 1980). Both the IPQ-A and IPQ-D showed acceptable
model fit, with high factor loadings, and good to excellent internal consistency and test–retest
reliability across subscales.
Construct validity was assessed through inspection of the he inter-correlations between
IPQ-A and IPQ-D subscales. For both the IPQ-A and the IPQ-D, the direction of the
correlations is consistent theory and with previous research (Hagger & Orbell, 2003). For both
anxiety and depression, identity was correlated with chronic timeline, negative consequences,
cyclical timeline and emotional response. As expected, chronic timeline was positively
correlated with negative consequences, cyclical timeline and emotional response and negatively
correlated with personal control, treatment control and coherence. Correlations were largely
congruent with previous research (Moon, et al., 2017; Moss-Morris & Chalder, 2003; Munson,
et al., 2009; Snell, Siegert, Hay-Smith, & Surgenor, 2010; Taylor, et al., 2018; Wittkowski,
Richards, Williams, & Main, 2008).
To further asses the construct validity of the IPQ-A and IPQ-D subscales, correlations
were inspected with anxiety and depression severity, as measured by the GAD-7 and PHQ-9,
psychological wellbeing as measures by the WEMWBS, and treatment outcome expectations, as
measured by the OES. These correlations were consistent with hypothesised relationships and
supported the construct validity of the IPQ-R dimensions. For both anxiety and depression,
anxiety severity (GAD-7) and depression severity (PHQ-9) positively correlated with identity,
chronic timeline, negative consequences, cyclical timeline and emotional response and
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negatively correlated with positive consequences, personal control, treatment control and
coherence.
Finally, concurrent validity was assessed by comparing the IPQ-A and IPQ-D to the
validated Brief Illness Perceptions Questionnaire (B-IPQ) on all the equivalent dimensions. This
step served the additional purpose of cross-validating the B-IPQ, which had undergone minor
modifications, for use with young people with anxiety and depressive problems. Results
confirmed that show equivalent scales of the B-IPQ-A/D and the IPQ-A/D are appropriately
correlated, indicating concurrent validity for both measures.
In relation to the causational attribution subscale, results from the EFA suggested that
meaningful categorisations of causes existed, such as ‘stress and overwork’, ‘loneliness and
relational issues’ ‘external social pressures’, ‘health conditions’ and predisposition and
experience’. It should be noted that categorisation of causes differed very slightly for anxiety
and depression. Our findings suggest that while clusters of causes exist, several factor loadings
and internal consistencies were below the acceptable threshold for several subscales, meaning
the causal subscales of the IPQ-A and IPQ-D should be treated with caution and further
investigations into their psychometric properties are warranted. Previous research has found a
causational attribution factor structure which is hard to interpret (Nicholls, Hill, & Foster, 2013;
Wittkowski, et al., 2008). Although the results did not provide strong support for ‘cause’ items
to be grouped according to categories as an independent subscale, item response frequencies are
of interest in their own right and may be relevant for use in clinical practice. For example,
91.9% of young people endorsed stress as a cause of their anxiety and 72.5% of young people
endorsed loneliness and isolation as a cause of their depression.
Implications for research and practice
The IPQ-R in its original form is a well-established measure with sound psychometric
properties across health conditions and contexts, however, a limitation of the measure is that
that it provides a generic measure of illness perceptions and lacks specificity to individual
health conditions (French & Weinman, 2008). The majority of research has used generic
versions, where adaptations are limited to word substitution to reflect the condition rather than
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using the generic word ‘illness’ (Law, et al., 2014). More recently, researchers have followed a
series of steps in validating the IPQ-R for specific populations consisting of a qualitative phase
to elicit population-specific illness perceptions, a questionnaire modification phase, a thinkaloud phase, a further modification phase, and a quantitative validation phase. This has been
carried out successfully with a number of populations including breast cancer survivors (IPQBCS) (Moon, et al., 2017), pain in young people (PPQ-YP) (Ghio, et al., 2018), patients with
atrial fibrillation (AF IPQ-R) (Taylor, et al., 2018), adults with schizophrenia (IPQS) (Lobban,
et al., 2005) and adults with depression (BDQ) (Lynch, et al., 2011). These studies have
demonstrated that the illness perceptions of each health condition, and indeed each individual,
are distinctive and require a modified, condition-specific version of the IPQ-R.
Findings from the current study support the approach. The two qualitative phases in this
research were invaluable for informing the development of a highly specific tool for use with
youth with anxiety and depression. It is argued that the original IPQ-R would not have assessed
the idiosyncratic beliefs held by young people, including positive consequence beliefs, the
negative consequence beliefs which are specific to this group, and treatment-specific beliefs,
which are now captured by the IPQ-A/D.
This study has generated four reliable and valid tools which have several potential uses
across research and practice settings. The brief versions (B-IPQ-A and B-IPQ-D) have the
added benefit of providing simple and rapid assessment of illness perceptions which may be
particularly useful in clinical settings. The development of these measures represents an
important step in the field of child and adolescent mental health by providing the opportunity
for systematic assessment of young people’s conceptualisations and cognitive representations of
their anxiety and depression. The tools developed as part of this study provide researchers and
clinicians with a means to track changes in both cognitive and emotional representations, which
can be targets for psychological interventions designed to improve outcomes.
One such application is to improve patient-clinician-family relationships through
increasing the congruence of illness perceptions. Discrepancies in illness perceptions between
patients and their families have been related to poorer outcomes in individuals with psychosis
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and their family members (Kuipers, et al., 2007). Applying the SRM within child and
adolescent mental health research and clinical practice has the potential to open up a range of
intervention possibilities as it prioritises the individual’s understanding and emotional response
to their illness above other factors such as the clinicians understanding and the supposed
objective illness severity and trajectory. Until now, the extant literature has not provided a clear
picture of the illness perceptions of young people with anxiety and depression and an
appropriate age and illness-specific tool has been lacking. Moving forward, it is crucial that
health professionals can determine whether, in better understanding the illness representations
of young people with mental health problems, we might be able to manage treatment outcome
expectations and predict and improve certain outcomes.
Limitations
While this study has important implications for research and practice, it is subject to a
number of methodological limitations. Foremost, measuring the cognitive representations of
two highly comorbid conditions in tandem may have presented respondents with difficulties in
distinguishing between them when answering the questionnaire items. Given there is some
degree of overlap between the anxiety and depression it is unclear to what degree individuals
were able to distinguish between the two if they were experiencing both. Future research should
aim to delineate this by comparing the cognitive representations relating to anxiety and
depression using a sub-sample of young people who have comorbid anxiety and depression
determine if illness perceptions are distinct or overlap.
The sample was recruited using a self-selected, opportunity sample of young people. It
is likely that those who participated only represent a sub-sample of anxious and depressed
youth, and the views expressed may not be representative of the views of all young people. The
sample also consisted of young people who had experienced anxiety and depression in the past
but who were not currently experiencing mental health problems. In the anxiety group, 57% of
participants scored above the clinical cut-off of 10 on the GAD-7. In the depression group, 68%
of participants scored above the clinical cut-off of 10 on the PHQ-9. It is suggested that future
research should investigate if differences in illness perceptions exist based on current mental
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health status. Depending on the findings of this work, further confirmatory validation work may
be carried out which considers the role of current mental health problems on the reliability and
patterns of associations of the tools.
Finally, as with all cross-sectional research, there is a need for longitudinal studies to
determine if and how illness perceptions change over time and how illness perceptions are
related to health-related outcomes such as coping, outcome expectancy and mental health. It is
also of interest to consider the moderators of change in this process such treatment type and
experience of treatment.

Conclusion
This is the first study to undertake a multi-phase, mixed methods approach to
developing and validating anxiety- and depression-specific tools for measuring illness
perceptions in young people. Overall, results suggest that the IPQ-A, IPQ-D, B-IPQ-A and BIPQ-D are valid and reliable tools for measuring illness perceptions. This study suggests that
young people’s beliefs about and anxiety and depression are multifactorial and highly
idiosyncratic, yet can be organised according to the underlying dimensions of Leventhal’s SelfRegulatory Model, which allow them to be reliably measured and classified as latent constructs.
This study has identified that illness representations exist as latent constructs in youth
with anxiety and depression and can be reliably measured by the IPQ-A, IPQ-D, B-IPQ-A and
B-IPQ-D. This has a number of key implications for research and practice. In terms of future
research, two key directions are been recommended, which will be addressed in the proceeding
studies of this thesis:
1. Of young people who have a history of both anxiety and depression, are their cognitive
representations distinct in relation to the two conditions?
2. Do attitudes and illness perceptions vary by mental health status (recovered vs nonrecovered)?
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3. Of young people who have a history of both anxiety and depression, after controlling
for demographic, clinical and treatment variables, do illness representations (e.g.
treatment control, perceived timeline and consequences) predict treatment expectancy?
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Study 4 – Predicting treatment outcome expectancy in youth with anxiety
and depression: an application of the Self-Regulatory Model

Introduction
As previously discussed in introduction to Part II of this thesis, evidence indicates that
treatment outcome expectancy is an important factor in a number of treatment-related outcomes,
including change in symptoms (Constantino, et al., 2011), premature termination (Callahan, et
al., 2009; Nock & Kazdin, 2001) and therapeutic alliance (Al-Darmaki & Kivlighan, 1993;
Constantino, et al., 2005; Tokar, Hardin, Adams, & Brandel, 1996).
Although the literature generally shows a positive association between client
expectations and clinical improvement, typically finding that more optimistic expectations are
associated with better outcomes (Glass, et al., 2001), several other factors may moderate or
predict this relationship. Evidence suggests that poorer pre-treatment mental health is associated
with lower outcome expectancies (Nock & Kazdin, 2001; Tsai, et al., 2014). Furthermore,
discordance between expectancy and reality may have negative effects on outcomes (Noble, et
al., 2001; Westra, et al., 2010). As such, increasing outcome expectations in isolation without
consideration of other factors, such as mental health, does not guarantee a proportional effect
outcome and may be detrimental if not accordance with the reality of likely outcome.
It is widely documented that treatment outcome expectations are consistent correlates of
outcomes across settings and treatment modalities, however, few studies have examined the
predictors of these expectations and beliefs. Research conducted in the United States with adults
(n = 500) in a naturalistic treatment setting sought to test specific patient characteristics, such as
demographic variables and clinical variables, as predictors of treatment expectancy and
credibility beliefs (Cohen, et al., 2015). The authors reported that neither treatment-outcome
expectancy nor treatment-credibility belief differed significantly by race, level of education, or
marital status and only depression severity was a unique predictor of expectancy. The authors
concluded that adult patients with more severe symptoms benefit most from interventions aimed
at enhancing expectations and credibility beliefs, although additional research is needed to
identify additional characteristics and treatment factors associated with treatment expectancy
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(Cohen, et al., 2015). However, no studies yet exist which examine these relationships in youth
populations.
The SRM has been used to explain differences in illness-related behaviours and
outcomes, including treatment seeking, coping, self-management, treatment adherence and
clinical outcomes among people with physical health problems (Broadbent, et al., 2008;
Frostholm, et al., 2007; Glattacker, Heyduck, & Meffert, 2013a; Kim & Evangelista, 2010;
Petrie, et al., 2007). Cross-sectional and prospective research has used multiple linear regression
models to determine the association between a person’s illness representations and outcomes
such as the level of perceived need for mental health care in community samples with mental
health problems (Oexle et al., 2015); short and middle term outcome in depression (Glattacker,
et al., 2013b); and functioning, pain intensity, and coping with pain after rehabilitation in a
population with longstanding chronic back pain (Glattacker, et al., 2013a). Moreover,
interventions designed to change illness representations in order to improve illness-related
outcomes have been shown to be effective, indicating their role in outcomes (Broadbent, Ellis,
Thomas, Gamble, & Petrie, 2009; Petrie, et al., 2002).
Existing research suggests illness perceptions have an important role in a number of
health-related outcomes, however, the predictive role of illness perceptions in youth anxiety and
depression remains underexplored. To date, no study has used the SRM to explain differences in
treatment outcome expectancy. As such, investigation of the associations between psychological
factors, such as anxiety and depression severity and illness perceptions, with treatment outcome
expectancy is warranted.
The current study
The current study aimed to explore illness perceptions and mental health variables as
predictors of treatment outcome expectancy among young people with a history of anxiety and
depression. The research questions are:
1. Of young people who have a history of both anxiety and depression, do cognitive
representations differ in relation to the two conditions?
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2. Do cognitive representations vary by mental health status (recovered vs nonrecovered)?
3. To what extent are demographic characteristics (e.g. age, gender, family mental health
history and ethnicity) and clinical and treatment variables (e.g. depression severity,
anxiety severity, psychological wellbeing and history of treatment) associated with
treatment outcome expectancy beliefs?
4. Of young people who have a history of both anxiety and depression, after controlling
for demographic, clinical and treatment variables, do illness representations (e.g.
treatment control, perceived timeline and consequences) predict treatment outcome
expectancy?
Methods
Design
This quantitative study employed a cross-sectional design. The primary outcome
variable was treatment outcome expectancy, as measured by the outcome expectancy scale OES
(Ogrodniczuk & Sochting, 2010).
Participant recruitment and data collection procedure
The analysis for this study was based on sample of 259 participants who had a history
of both anxiety and depression. Details of the participant recruitment and data collection
procedure are provided in the Methods section of Study 3.
Participants
The analysis for this study was based on a sample of 259 participants who had a history
of both anxiety and depression. The mean age of these young people was 20.6, 84% were
female, 78% British, 70% White, 65% were currently in full-time education and 45% currently
employed. Table 4.1 presents participant mental health and treatment characteristic.
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Table 4.1. Participant mental health and treatment characteristics
Participants (n = 259)
Currently experiencing anxiety, n (%)

207 (79.9)

Currently experiencing depression, n (%)

157 (60.6)

Family history of anxiety or depression, n (%)

202 (78.0)

Friend history of anxiety or depression, n (%)

225 (86.9)

Currently receiving help or treatment for anxiety/ depression, n (%)

103 (39.8)

Received help or treatment for anxiety/ depression in the past, n (%)

182 (70.3)

Other long-term condition (mental or physical), n (%)

78 (30.1)

GAD-7, mean ± SD

11.3 ± 5.6

PHQ-9, mean ± SD

13.6 ± 7.0

WEMWBS, mean ± SD

38.5 ± 9.8

OES, mean ± SD

9.2 ± 2.6

GAD-7, Generalised Anxiety Disorder-7; PHQ-9, Patient Heath Questionnaire-9; WEMWBS, Warwick-Edinburgh
Mental Wellbeing Scale; OES, Outcome Expectancy Scale; SD, standard deviation.

Measures
Treatment outcome expectancy
Treatment outcome expectancy was measured using the OES (Ogrodniczuk & Sochting,
2010), which is a 3-item self-report measure patients’ expectation of treatment outcome. The
items in the OES are ‘How much do you expect to recover from your problems after therapy?’,
‘How successful do you think this therapy will be in helping you with your problems?’ and
‘How confident are you that this therapy will help you?”, rated on a 5-point Likert Scale.
Further details of the OES are available in the Methods section of Study 3. The OES is available
in Appendix C.
Illness representations
Modified and validated versions of the Brief Illness Perception Questionnaire (B-IPQ)
were used to assess participants’ illness representations of anxiety (B-IPQ-A) and depression
(B-IPQ-D). The B-IPQ uses a single-item scale approach to assess perception on a continuous
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linear scale of 0 (e.g. no affect at all, a very short time, absolutely no control) to 10 (e.g.
severely affects my life, forever, extreme amount of control). Each of the nine items are
designed to map on to one subscale of the IPQ-R. Further details of these B-IPQ-A/D, including
the modifications made, have been provided in the Methods section of Study 3. The B-IPQ-A
and B-IPQ-D are available in Appendix C. The intra-class correlation coefficients for the BIPQ-A and B-IPQ-D subscales ranged from .65 to .83 and .63 to .86, respectively, indicating
good test–retest reliability. The measures correlated appropriately with the corresponding
subscale on the IPQ-A and IPQ-D, indicating concurrent validity.
Mental health and treatment
A number of mental health and treatment variables were measured, including
depression severity (as measured by the PHQ-9), anxiety severity (as measured by the GAD-7),
psychological well-being (as measured by the WEMWBS), self-identifying as currently
anxious, self-identifying as currently depressed, accessing treatment currently, accessed
treatment in the past and having additional co-occurring long-term mental or physical health
condition(s). Further details of these measures are available in the Methods section of Study 3.
Covariates
Age, gender, nationality, ethnicity, current employment status, current education status,
having friends and family with a history of mental health problems, and being religious or
spiritual were considered as potential covariates.
Statistical analysis
First, the data were screened and checked against the assumptions of regression
analysis. Next, the presence of relationships between selected independent variables
(demographic parameters, severity of the anxiety and depression) and the dependent variable
(outcome expectancy) was explored using Pearson’s correlations and t-tests. In order to
compare cognitive representations of anxiety and depression, a series of paired t-tests were
conducted. Two multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVAs) were conducted to determine
differences between recovered and non-recovered young people across the B-IPQ-A and B-IPQ203

D subscale scores. Participants were classified as recovered if they reported having being
anxious or depressed in the past, but not currently.
Hierarchical multiple regression analyses were conducted to test the relative
contribution (changes in R2) of illness beliefs and mental health, while controlling for
sociodemographic variables on treatment outcome expectancy. The OES formed the dependent
variable. The first block included the illness representations, the second block included mental
health variables, wellbeing and treatment variables and the third step included demographic
variables as covariates. The variance inflation factor (VIF) was calculated to assess
multicollinearity, where values above five can be considered an indication of multicollinearity
(Menard, 2002).
Results
The clinical and demographic questionnaire asked young people to estimate the
percentage of children and young people with anxiety and/ or depression they thought would be
recovered or cured with treatment and without treatment. The frequency of responses to these
two questions are presented in Table 4.2. For the question ‘considering symptoms, what
percentage of children and young people with anxiety and/ or depression do you think
improve/recover/ are cured following treatment?’ 46.7% of participants estimated that recovery
would be less than 50%. For the question ‘considering symptoms, what percentage of children
and young people with anxiety and/ or depression do you think improve/recover/ are cured
without treatment? 89.2% of participants estimated that recovery would be less than 50%.
Table 4.2. Recovery estimates made by young people in quantitative study
Question
Estimate

Recovery with treatment (n = 257)

Recovery without treatment (n = 257)

0-25% recovered

16 (6.2)

153 (59.1)

25-50% recovered

105 (40.5)

78 (30.1)

50-75% recovered

125 (48.3)

22 (8.5)

75-100% recovered

11 (4.2)

4 (1.5)
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In order to test the statistical difference between cognitive representation measured by
the B-IPQ-A and B-IPQ-D a series of paired-sample t-test were conducted (Table 4.3). There
was a statistically significant difference between representations on five of eight subscales.
Young people with both anxiety and depression perceived their anxiety as having higher
consequences, a more chronic timeline, having more personal control over their anxiety, more
symptoms, and having better understanding, compared to depression.
Table 4.3. Paired t-tests between B-IPQ-A and B-IPQ-D subscales
Illness representation (B-IPQ)

Mean

Consequences (Anxiety)

7.03 ± 2.18

Consequences (Depression)

6.61 ± 2.64

Timeline (Anxiety)

7.10 ± 2.50

Timeline (Depression)

6.08 ± 3.00

Personal control (Anxiety)

4.47 ± 2.46

Personal control (Depression)

4.03 ± 2.67

Treatment control (Anxiety)

5.67 ± 2.40

Treatment control (Depression)

5.73 ± 2.50

Identity (Anxiety)

6.58 ± 2.28

Identity (Depression)

6.17 ± 2.66

Emotional response - concern
(Anxiety)

6.44 ± 2.58

Emotional response - concern
(Depression)

6.28 ± 3.00

Coherence (Anxiety)

6.08 ±2 .51

Coherence (Depression)

5.70 ± 2.54

Emotional response - emotion
(Anxiety)

7.34 ± 2.54

Emotional response - emotion
(Depression)

7.24 ± 2.82

Difference
between B-IPQA and B-IPQ-D
0.42

Paired t-test

t(258) = 2.46, p= 0.015

1.02

t(258) = 5.1, p<0.001

0.44

t(258) = 2.5, p= 0.013

0.06

t(258) = 0.49, p= 0.623

0.41

t(258) = 2.23, p= 0.025

0.16

t(258) = 0.85, p= 0.399

0.39

t(258) = 2.55, p= 0.011

0.11

t(258) = 0.61, p= 0.55

A MANOVA revealed a statistically significant difference in B-IPQ-A subscale score
based on recovery status, F (8, 250) = 16.18, p < .0001; Wilk's Λ = 0.70, partial η2 = 0.34. Post-
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hoc analyses showed that group membership had a statistically significant effect on six subscale
scores. Results are presented in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4. Comparison of recovered and non-recovered across B-IPQ-A subscales
B-IPQ-A subscale

Current anxiety
(n = 207)

Recovered from
anxiety (n = 52)

Mean
difference

Consequences

7.61 ± 1.72

4.70 ± 2.23

2.91

F = 102.3; partial η2 = .29**

Timeline

7.70 ± 2.10

4.90 ± 2.91

2.80

F = 66.3; partial η2 = .21**

Personal control

4.11 ± 2.40

5.90 ± 2.10

1.79

F = 24.1; partial η2 = .09**

Treatment control

5.67 ± 2.40

5.65 ± 2.44

0.02

F = .002 partial η2 = .00

Identity

7.14 ± 1.94

4.35 ± 2.21

2.79

F = 81.89; partial η2 = .24**

Emotional response concern
Coherence

7.06 ± 2.20

3.98 ± 2.55

3.08

F = 76.26; partial η2 = .23**

6.12 ± 2.50

5.96 ± 2.60

0.16

F = .16; partial η2 = .001

Emotional response emotion

7.86 ± 2.13

5.27 ± 2.97

2.59

F = 51.8; partial η2 = .17**

*p<.05. **p<.001

A second MANOVA revealed a statistically significant difference in B-IPQ-D subscale
score based on recovery status, F (8, 250) = 20.66, p < .0001; Wilk's Λ = 0.60, partial η2 = 0.40.
Post-hoc analyses showed that group membership had a statistically significant effect on all
eight subscale scores. Results are presented in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5. Comparison of recovered and non-recovered across B-IPQ-D subscales
B-IPQ-D subscale

Current
depression (n =
157)

Recovered from
depression (n =
102)

Consequences

7.82 ± 1.79

4.75 ± 2.69

3.07

F = 122.0; partial η2 = .32**

Timeline

7.25 ± 2.30

4.28 ± 3.10

2.97

F = 78.8; partial η2 = .24**

Personal control

3.18 ± 2.40

5.34 ± 2.60

2.16

F = 47.8; partial η2 = .16**

Treatment control

5.52 ± 2.41

6.07 ± 2.60

0.55

F = 3.1 partial η2 = .10*

Identity

7.41 ± 1.84

4.25 ± 2.60

3.16

F = 130.69; partial η2 = .34**

Emotional response concern
Coherence

7.69 ± 2.00

4.12 ± 2.97

3.57

F = 131.84; partial η2 = .34**

5.27 ± 2.52

6.36 ± 2.45

1.09

F = 11.96; partial η2 = .04**
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Mean
difference

Emotional response emotion

8.22 ± 1.91

5.73 ± 3.30

2.49

F = 59.2; partial η2 = .19**

*p<.05. **p<.001

There were no significant differences in OES scores in terms of gender, ethnicity,
nationality, current education status, current employment status, having friends or family with a
history of anxiety or depression, currently receiving treatment or having received treatment in
the past, having a long term mental or physical health condition. However, those who reported
being religious and/ or spiritual people had statistically significant higher scores on the OES
(mean = 9.7) compared to non-religious/ spiritual people (mean = 8.9), t(258) = 2.1, p= 0.037.
Those who reported that they were currently experiencing depression had statistically
significant lower scores (mean = 8.8) compared to those who reported that they were not
experiencing depression (mean = 9.8), t(258) = 3.1, p= 0.002. OES scores did not differ between
those who reported being currently anxious or not.
Table 4.6 presents the results of the bivariate analysis for continuous variables.
Depression severity, anxiety severity and psychological wellbeing showed small but statistically
significant correlations with outcome expectancy. In terms of illness representations, timeline,
personal control and treatment control showed small but statistically significant correlations
with outcome expectancy and were thus entered into the regression model.
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Table 4.6. Correlation matrix of outcome expectancy and psychological variables
1
1. Outcome expectancy
(OES)
2. Age

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

0.11

3. Anxiety severity
(GAD-7)
4. Depression severity
(PHQ-9)
5. Wellbeing
(WEBWBS)
6. Consequences
(Anxiety)
7. Consequences
(Depression)
8. Timeline (Anxiety)

-.22**

-.17**

-.28**

-.21**

.71**

.36**

.15*

-.54**

-.69**

-.13*

0.1

.54**

.28**

-.31**

-.12*

-0.1

.43**

.59**

-.52**

.37**

-.21**

-0.1

.41**

.27**

-.28**

.57**

.14*

9. Timeline
(Depression)
10. Personal control
(Anxiety)
11. Personal control
(Depression)
12. Treatment control
(Anxiety)
13. Treatment control
(Depression)
14. Identity (Anxiety)

-.31**

-0.1

.35**

.55**

-.45**

.13*

.67**

.328**

.32**

0.1

-.34**

-.25**

.42**

-.40**

-.18**

-.33**

-.15*

.29**

0.1

-.33**

-.46**

.49**

-.20**

-.59**

-.22**

-.56**

.41**

.65**

.15*

-.12*

-.18**

.22**

-0.1

-0.04

-.14*

-.18**

.34**

.22**

.57**

.17**

-0.10

-.16*

.25**

0.1

-.17**

0.05

-.29**

.14*

.32**

.62**

-0.1

-0.1

.57**

.30**

-.23**

.74**

.26**

.55**

0.1

-.31**

-.15*

0.03

0.10

15. Identity
(Depression)
16. Emotional response
- concern (Anxiety)
17. Emotional response
- concern (Depression)
18. Coherence
(Anxiety)
19. Coherence
(Depression)
20. Emotional response
- emotion (Anxiety)

-.13*

-.15*

.45**

.62**

-.49**

.24**

.80**

.178**

.71**

-.16**

-.61**

-0.01

-.18**

.31**

-0.1

0.1

.51**

.26**

-.33**

.74**

.30**

.47**

.14*

-.442**

-.183**

-0.02

0.07

.648**

.258**

-0.1

-0.1

.46**

.56**

-.53**

.28**

.755**

.19**

.61**

-.19**

-.60**

-0.02

-0.10

.240**

.78**

.43**

.17**

0.1

0.00

-.18**

.24**

0.1

-.13*

-0.04

-.19**

.29**

.24**

.27**

.17**

0.11

-.16**

0.01

-0.1

.17**

0.1

-0.1

-.29**

.28**

0.1

-.24**

-0.1

-.29**

0.10

.37**

.163**

.22**

0.1

-.27**

0.11

-.21**

.54**

-0.10

-0.1

.45**

.21**

-.21**

.65**

.16*

.55**

0.1

-.34**

-.13*

-0.2

0.1

.60**

.13*

.61**

.21**

0.1
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0.11

20

21

21. Emotional response
-.16*
-0.2 .458**
.46**
-.41**
.33**
.66**
.27**
.54**
- emotion (Depression)
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

-.17**
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-.51**

-0.12

-.19**

.31**

.59**

.29**

.66**

-0.1

-.22**

.43**

A hierarchical multiple regression was conducted determine if the specified illness
representations, anxiety and depression severity, psychological wellbeing and being religious
and/ or spiritual predicted outcome expectancy (Table 4.7). Chronic timeline and treatment
control were significantly associated with outcome expectancy for both anxiety and depression.
However, only treatment control remained a significant predictor after controlling for anxiety
and depression severity and religious/ spiritual. Being religious and/ or spiritual was a
significant predictor of outcome expectancy. The model explained 52% of the variance in
treatment outcome expectancy. No indication of multicollinearity was detected in any of models
(variance inflation factor <5 and tolerance >0.10).
Table 4.7. Hierarchical regression models predicting treatment outcome expectancy
Block 1
R2 adj = 0.50, p <.001

Timeline
(Anxiety)
Timeline
(Depressi
on)
Personal
control
(Anxiety)
Personal
control
(Depressi
on)
Treatment
control
(Anxiety)
Treatment
control
(Depressi
on)
Current
depressio
n
Anxiety
severity
(GAD-7)
Depressio
n severity
(PHQ-9)
Wellbeing
(WEBWB
S)
Religious/
spiritual

Unstand
ardized
beta
-.106

Standar
dised
beta
-.103

p

-.106

-.123

Block 2
R2 adj = 0.51, p =.18
Standar
dised
beta
-.099

p

.04

Unstand
ardized
beta
-.102

.03

-.068

-.079

.200

.067

Block 3
R2 adj = 0.52, p =.001
Unstand
ardized
beta
-.097

Standar
dised
beta
-.093

p

-.076

.224

.075

-.066
.097

.091

.08

.059

.056

.324

.046

.044

.429

.020

.021

.72

-048

.049

.409

.044

.045

.443

.459

.425

.0001

.462

.427

.0001

.492

.455
.000

.278

.268

.0001

.267

.258

.0001

.244

.235

.000

.008

.018

.813

.010

.021

.758

-.008

-.022

.809

-.017

-.044

.585

.034

.129

.057

.032

.120

.072

.041

.008

.914

-.019

-.004
.950

-.799
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-.144

.001

Discussion
Summary of results
The current study aimed to explore illness perceptions and mental health variables as
predictors of treatment outcome expectancy among young people with a history of anxiety and
depression. In terms of young people’s treatment outcome expectations, predictions about
recovery following treatment were variable, with a range of estimates across response items
provided. Approximately 47% of participants estimated that rates of recovery with treatment
would be less than 50%. Rates of less than 50% recovery are of approximate concordance with
the rates of individual-level change provided by the systematic review and meta-analysis (Study
1) (Bear, et al., 2019), in which reliably recovery for anxiety and depression was 40%. This
means that approximately 47% of young people accurately estimated recovery rates.
Approximately 89% of participants estimated that rates of recovery without treatment would be
less than 50%.
The illness beliefs personal control and treatment control were positively associated
with treatment outcome expectancy and chronic timeline was negatively associated with
treatment outcome expectancy for both anxiety and depression. These beliefs made a significant
contribution to the prediction of treatment outcome expectancy, however, after controlling for
mental health variables and religious beliefs only treatment control remained a significant
predictor. The results of this study indicate that greater treatment control beliefs and greater
religious and spirituality beliefs predict more positive treatment outcome expectations in youth
with history of both anxiety and depression.
As previously discussed, evidence indicates that treatment outcome expectancy is an
important factor in a number of treatment-related outcomes, including change in symptoms
(Constantino, et al., 2011), premature termination (Callahan, et al., 2009; Nock & Kazdin, 2001)
and therapeutic alliance (Al-Darmaki & Kivlighan, 1993; Constantino, et al., 2005; Tokar, et al.,
1996). However, few studies have examined the predictors of these expectations and beliefs.
Research conducted with adults has found that depression severity was the unique predictor of
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treatment expectancy (Cohen, et al., 2015). This is the first study to examine the role of illness
perceptions and mental health variables in treatment outcome expectancy in youth with anxiety
and depression. In the current study, anxiety and depression severity were weakly correlated
with outcome expectations and were not significant predictors in the regression models.
Previous research investigating the role of illness representations on outcomes has
found that treatment control and symptom attribution were positively associated with perceived
need for mental health care in community samples with mental health problems (Oexle, et al.,
2015). Other research has found that, treatment control and emotional representations were
signiﬁcantly associated with attitudes toward mental health services (Munson, et al., 2009). The
results of the current study provide support for the role of treatment control, as measured by the
B-IPQ, as an important construct in perceptions about mental health treatment.
Young people’s cognitive representations of anxiety and depression differed across
domains. Young people who had a history of both anxiety and depression perceived their
anxiety as having higher consequences, a more chronic timeline and experienced more
symptoms related to anxiety compared to depression. This is consistent with the results of Study
3, in which participants in the anxiety group attributed an average of 14 ± 7.0 symptoms to their
anxiety, whereas in the depression group attributed an average of 12 ± 6.3 symptoms to their
depression. Young people also perceived that they had more personal control over their anxiety
and had a better understanding of anxiety, compared to depression. There was no difference
between anxiety and depression in terms of perceived treatment control, concern and emotional
response. Thus, despite co-occurring, young people with a history of anxiety and depression
have distinct belief models in relation to their anxiety and depression.
For both anxiety and depression, illness perceptions differed according to whether
young people reported that they were currently experiencing difficulties or had experienced
difficulties in the past but had now recovered. For anxiety, those with current anxiety had more
negative beliefs about consequences, believed the timeline would be more chronic, experienced
more symptoms, were more concerned, and had a higher emotional response and less personal
control than those who had recovered from anxiety. For depression, those with current
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depression had more negative beliefs about consequences, believed the timeline would be more
chronic, experienced more symptoms, were more concerned, had a higher emotional response
and less personal control, treatment control and understanding than those who had recovered
from depression.
In order contextualise the results of this study, young people’s illness perceptions are
compared to the illness perceptions of other health conditions (Table 4.8). It is of particular note
that, compared to a community sample of adults with current mental health distress (Oexle, et
al., 2015), young people believed their anxiety and depression had higher consequences, a more
chronic timeline, experienced more symptoms and had a higher emotional response, while also
having less understanding and lower perceived treatment control and personal control.
However, when compared to adults who were unable to work due to mental health problems
differences were less-pronounced and were comparable across several domains, including
personal control, symptoms, emotional response, coherence and concern (Løvvik, Øverland,
Hysing, Broadbent, & Reme, 2014).
Young people with anxiety and depression showed markedly higher scores than young
people with sickle cell disease (SCD) on measures of consequences, identity and emotional
response and lower scores on personal control, treatment control and coherence (Badawy et al.,
2017). When compared to young people with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),
illness perceptions were comparable for certain domains, including chronic timeline, however,
anxiety and depression were viewed as having a higher emotional response, higher concern,
lower understanding, and lower treatment control (Kosse, Bouvy, Philbert, De Vries, & Koster,
2017).
Finally, when compared to adults with both type 2 diabetes and early-stage breast
cancer, the illness perceptions of young people with anxiety and depression were markedly
different across all domains (Corter, et al., 2013; Martinez, Lockhart, Davies, Lindsay, &
Dempster, 2018). For example, anxiety and depression in youth were viewed as having a greater
negative impact and higher emotional response than both early-stage breast cancer and type 2
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diabetes. The only exception was timeline for type 2 diabetes, which was viewed as being more
chronic than both anxiety and depression (Martinez, et al., 2018).
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Table 4.8. Comparison of illness perceptions (B-IPQ-A/D) across health conditions
Consequences

Timeline

Personal control

Treatment control

Identity

6.58 ± 2.28

Emotional
response concern
6.44 ± 2.58

Anxiety
Young people (14 - 14)
(current sample)

7.03 ± 2.18

7.10 ± 2.50

4.47 ± 2.46

5.67 ± 2.40

Depression
Young people (14 - 24)
(current sample)

6.61 ± 2.64

6.08 ± 3.00

4.03 ± 2.67

ADHD
Adolescents (12 – 18)
(Kosse, et al., 2017)*

6

7

SCD
Young people (12–22)
(Badawy, et al., 2017)*

5

Community sample of adults
with current MH distress
(Oexle, et al., 2015)

6.08 ±2 .51

Emotional
response emotion
7.34 ± 2.54

5.73 ± 2.50

6.17 ± 2.66

6.28 ± 3.00

5.70 ± 2.54

7.24 ± 2.82

5

8

1

2

8

5

-

5

8

5

6

9

3

4.35 ± 2.75

4.99 ± 3.11

7.52 ± 2.60

6.36 ±3 .08

4.66 ± 2.76

4.32 ± 2.82

7.61 ± 2.86

5.51 ± 3.02

Adults unable to work due to
MH (Løvvik, et al., 2014)

7.1 ± 1.9

5.9 ± 2.4

4.1 ± 2.2

6.9 ± 2.1

6.6 ± 2.1

6.5 ± 2.3

6.2 ± 2.4

7.7 ± 2.0

Post‐menopausal women with
early‐stage breast cancer
(Corter, et al., 2013)

3.4 ± 2.9

5.8 ± 3.8

4.1 ± 3.3

6.9 ± 2.5

2.7 ± 2.8

4.5 ± 3.3

7.9 ± 2.5

3.5 ± 3.0

Adults with type 2 diabetes
(Martinez, et al., 2018)

4.5 ± 2.6

9.3 ± 1.7

5.6 ± 2.3

7.5 ± 2.3

5.0 ± 2.5

6.0 ± 3.0

6.8 ± 2.5

5.2 ± 3.2

*Studies reported median rather than mean. ADHD, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; SCD, sickle cell disease; MH, mental health.
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Coherence

Implications for research and practice
The results of this study have a number of important implications for both research and
practice. Religious and spiritual beliefs were found to be positively associated with expectations
of a positive treatment outcome. This finding supports the results two systematic reviews which
report that religious involvement may function as a protective factor in relation to physical and
mental health and is associated with health outcomes, such as better coping with stress and less
depression, suicide, anxiety, and substance abuse (Cotton, Zebracki, Rosenthal, Tsevat, &
Drotar, 2006; Koenig, 2009). A further review provides summaries to suggest that selfregulation and self-control help explain religion’s impact on health, well-being, and depressive
symptoms (McCullough & Willoughby, 2009). More recently, research has provided insight
into the important protective role of religious involvement against depressive symptoms and
suicidal ideation among youth who experience interpersonal problems, specifically positive role
of connectedness with others (Cole-Lewis, Gipson, Opperman, Arango, & King, 2016). The
results of this study highlight that religious and spiritual beliefs are associated with outcome
expectations, although it is yet unclear whether such beliefs are associated with objective mental
health outcomes in this population. Future prospective research may wish to explore this further
as a consideration when evaluating treatment outcomes and the moderating role of religious
beliefs.
Despite co-occurring, the results of this study suggest that young people with a history
of both anxiety and depression have distinctive belief models in relation to their anxiety and
depression. This has a number of implications for practice. Firstly, research which aims to
examine and measure illness perceptions in this group of young people should endeavour to
measure cognitive representations of anxiety and depression separate constructs, rather than
grouping them together. This is particularly important given that anxiety and depression
frequently present together (Ollendick, et al., 2008; Weisz, et al., 2017) and are often referred to
using the collective nouns ‘internalising disorders’ and ‘emotional disorders’. Of those sampled
in Study 3, 74% had a history of both anxiety and depression. Within this context, the
distinction between anxiety and depression is important and should be considered by
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researchers when developing their study design and research materials by being explicit about
what presenting problems they are referring to.
Related to this, in clinical practice settings, it is important that clinicians enquire about
condition- or problem-specific beliefs rather than working trans-diagnostically across mental
health problems more broadly. For instance, this study found that coherence, or understanding
of the condition, was higher for anxiety than for depression. This highlights that understanding
of depression is less than that of anxiety, meaning clinicians may wish to target this belief to
improve depression-specific understanding.
The finding that illness perceptions differ according to whether someone is currently
experiencing the anxiety and depression or whether they experienced the conditions in the past
but have now recovered has important implications for research and practice. Research on
cognitive theories of depression postulate that negative cognitive appraisals or biases, such as
those described by the cognitive specificity hypothesis (Beck, 1979), hopelessness theory
(Abramson, et al., 1989) and have been shown to be important factors in the development and
maintenance both anxiety and depression in children, adolescents and adults (Abela & Hankin,
2008; Calvete, et al., 2008; Robinson & Alloy, 2003; Ruscio, et al., 2015). It is possible that
these cognitive biases result in a more hopeless and pessimistic view of anxiety and depression
and that recovery alleviates the negative perceptions of chronicity and consequence. It is also
possible that illness perceptions moderate recovery, whereby alterations in illness perceptions
can result in a reduction in symptoms. Finally, it may be that the illness perceptions match the
reality of that individuals mental health problems, in that those who have not recovered have a
chronic condition with higher consequences, whereas those who have recovered have a more
acute condition with less consequences. However, it acknowledged that such assertions are
purely speculative and, due to the cross-sectional nature of this research, it is not possible to
determine the directionality of this relationship nor the underlying the mechanisms at play.
Future prospective research should explore the directionality of this relationship across time,
along with the role of treatment in recovery. Depending on the results of future prospective
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research, it may be that illness perceptions represent a useful target for interventions strategies
which aim to improve mental health.
Limitations
Although this study has important implications for research and practice, it is subject to
several methodological limitations. Foremost, the data are cross-sectional and, as such, the
causality and directionality of the relationships explored cannot be inferred. While this study
explored the relationships between illness perceptions, mental health and treatment
expectations, the underlying mechanisms between these variables remains unknown.
Furthermore, the duration of anxiety and depression nor the type of anxiety and depression were
not measured and thus not controlled for in the analyses. It is possible that illness
representations differ, based on the length of time the problems have been ongoing and these
variables may represent confounders within this study.
In terms of causational attributions, although the B-IPQ contains a causational
attribution item, this is an open-ended item which asks respondents to list the top most
important factors which they believe caused their illness, and is not measured on a scale like the
other items. While steps were taken in Study 3 to similar group cause items to create subscales,
it was found that these factors were not stable and many factor loadings and internal reliability
scores were below predefined thresholds. It was therefore not feasible to evaluate the role of
causational attribution as a predictor of outcome expectancy, as a reliable scale is not yet
available.
Finally, an important consideration when interpreting the results of this study is that
treatment control, as measured by the B-IPQ, is in itself a measure of treatment outcome
expectancy. It is therefore unsurprising that treatment control predicts treatment outcome
expectations, as measured by the OES. As discussed, the data are cross-sectional and, as such, it
not certain whether control beliefs predict outcome expectancies as a causational relationship or
whether the two scales are measuring a similar construct. However, it is argued that the OES
measures outcome expectations more broadly by capturing expectations of recovery in addition
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to measuring how confident the respondent is in their expectations and thus the constructs are
similar, yet not entirely equivalent.
Conclusion
This study has extended the research literature into how young people cognitively
represent their mental health problems. Despite co-occurring, the results of this study suggest
that young people with a history of both anxiety and depression have distinctive belief models
in relation to these two conditions. Results also demonstrated that young people have a strongly
held set of beliefs about their anxiety and depression, beyond those held by young people with
ADHD and SCD and adults with early stage breast cancer and type 2 diabetes. This provides a
critical insight into the extent to which anxiety and depression affects young people and their
life. These findings have important and far reaching implications for how anxiety and
depression are understood and treated by practitioners in clinical practice and how illness
perceptions are conceptualised and measured in research.
It has been widely documented in the literature that treatment outcome expectations are
positively associated with treatment outcomes, however, few studies have examined the
multifactorial predictors of these expectations and beliefs. This is the first study to examine
illness perceptions and their association with treatment outcome expectations in young people
with anxiety and depression. Results indicate that greater treatment control beliefs and greater
religious and spirituality beliefs predict more positive treatment outcome expectations in youth
with history of both anxiety and depression. Future intervention studies should endeavour to
explore the moderating role of religious beliefs and treatment control and expectation beliefs on
outcomes in youth with anxiety and depression. As previously discussed, given that treatment
outcome expectations are vary between individuals an overestimate recovery rates, future
qualitative work should aim explore how treatment outcome expectations are managed in
clinical practice by practitioners (Study 6).
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Part III. Applying behaviour change theory to investigate how practitioners measure
treatment outcomes and manage expectations
The importance of routine outcome measurement
Datasets generated from routinely collected data are vitally important for research and
service improvement. ROM is taken here to mean questionnaires and tools completed by a child
or young person, or by their parent, carer or a professional who works with them, to capture
information about that child or young person's emotional wellbeing, symptoms, functioning or
experience of care to monitory client progress to evaluate and improve treatment outcome. The
quantity and quality of outcome data collected by services determines how well researchers can
conduct treatment outcome studies to evaluate the effectiveness of treatment being provided by
community services and generate ‘practice-based evidence’.
As discussed in Part I of this thesis, research in the field of child and adolescent mental
health has been weighted toward the development and testing of a catalogue of high fidelity,
highly controlled efficacy trials, rather than the applicability and feasibility of existing
interventions as they are delivered in practice. While undoubtedly extremely valuable, and
indeed deemed gold standard when evaluating efficacy of interventions, RCTs are not without
flaws. Indeed, others have argued that the most valid answers to questions about youth
treatment outcomes are likely to be found in examining routine practice settings rather than
highly controlled laboratory studies (Weisz, et al., 2006).
Currently, it is challenging for researchers and clinicians to quantify and predict the
likely outcomes of routine treatment provided by services an adequate and accurate synthesis of
the data has not been available until recently (Bear, et al., 2019). In part, this may due to the
considerable heterogeneity in outcome metrics, time points of outcomes, informant reporting on
the outcomes and quality of routinely collected data, which limits its use (Bear, et al., 2019).
This information is highly beneficial for the purposes of appropriately directing the focus of
future research agendas in order to develop and improve the interventions being provided as part
of routine care.
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Routine outcome measurement is also important in clinical practice, and functions as a
clinical management tool for evaluating how well treatment is progressing and for informing
clinical decision making and planning. Recognition of this has led to a growing
acknowledgment by services to systematise the implementation of routine outcome monitoring
in CAMHS, along with a growing expectation for services to consistently collect and review
outcome data.
The importance of outcome monitoring as a feedback mechanism for monitoring and
potentially improving outcomes in clinical practice is well-documented within the literature
(Bickman, et al., 2011; Hamilton & Bickman, 2008; Lasalvia & Ruggeri, 2007; Reese, et al.,
2009). Outcome monitoring can serve as a useful clinical tool, providing both the practitioner
and the young person with some degree of objective feedback about the degree of change,
particularly if the treatment is ineffective or even harmful. Having access to this information
during sessions with families and in clinical supervision is beneficial when making decisions
regarding treatment (Law, 2012).
Research indicates that for common mental health problems, such as anxiety and
depression, the rates of reliable improvement range from 25% to 38% (Bear, et al., 2019;
Edbrooke-Childs, et al., 2018; Murphy, et al., 2015; Smith & Jensen-Doss, 2017; Warren, et al.,
2010). Congruent with this finding, qualitative interviews (Study 2) indicate that young people
often leave treatment without an improvement in outcomes. A common experience when
outcomes did not improve was going through an extremely challenging treatment ending, which
often resulted in a multitude of negative emotions and setbacks in terms of mental health
improvements. As discussed, it is possible that the negative experiences described by young
people in relation to poor treatment outcome and management of treatment endings may, in part,
result from unmet or violated treatment outcome expectations (Duckro, et al., 1979).
ROM appears to be particularly beneficial for identifying individuals at risk of poor
response and for monitoring individuals who are not improving with treatment (Carlier, et al.,
2012; Delgadillo, et al., 2018; Finch, et al., 2001; Lambert & Shimokawa, 2011). Having access
to this information during sessions has the potential to help practitioners steer treatment by
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using the data as a feedback tool to help signal when thigs are not improving and manage
expectations throughout the course of treatment (Gondek, Edbrooke-Childs, Fink, Deighton, &
Wolpert, 2016). It is suggested that conversations regarding outcomes and prognostic
expectations should happen with young people from the outset, using a person-centred approach
is adopted, in which the personal preference and specific needs of each are considered and
incorporated. Routine outcome measures can be used as a tool for guiding such conversations
and for signalling when outcomes are not improving to help prevent unmet or violated
expectations.
Evidence also suggests that there is a therapeutic benefit of using outcome measures as
part of clinical practice, and that it may serve to reduce symptom severity and improve
treatment outcomes (Bickman, et al., 2011; Carlier, et al., 2012; Delgadillo, et al., 2018;
Gondek, et al., 2016; Knaup, Koesters, Schoefer, Becker, & Puschner, 2009; Shimokawa,
Lambert, & Smart, 2010). However, a recent systemic review found insufficient evidence to
support an association between ROM and improved outcomes in adult populations with
common mental health problems, suggesting a mixed and uncertain picture (Kendrick et al.,
2016).
Similarly, a Cochrane Review carried out to assess the effects of client feedback in
psychological therapy on child and adolescent mental health outcomes reported that insufficient
evidence exits to draw affirmative conclusions about the nature of this relationship (Bergman et
al., 2018). Studies contained within the review were RCTs which were deemed to be at high risk
of bias and highly inconsistent in terms of their findings. The authors suggest that further
research is needed on this topic to provide a clearer picture of the effect of ROM on outcomes
(Bergman, et al., 2018).
Of interest, since this review has been published, additional research has been carried
out to examine the effectiveness of client feedback on improved client outcome using
naturalistic data (Dyason, Shanley, O’Donovan, & Low-Choy, 2019). The authors report that
psychotherapy with a feedback-informed approach was more effective than treatment-as-usual
benchmarks (Dyason, et al., 2019). Although evidence generated from RCTs is somewhat
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inconsistent and has been deemed as sub-standard against Cochrane Review guidelines, there
does appear to be some degree of positive effect from ROM in practice which shouldn’t be
overlooked.
Beyond clinical practice and research, outcome monitoring is an important feature of
clinical governance and for quality assurance purposes, as a tool for evaluating and monitoring
services. Both statutory and non-statutory services are increasingly required to evidence the
effectiveness and value of their service provision to commissioners and funders. As of
September 2019 it is mandatory for NHS funded care providers, including independent sector
providers, to submit data to the Mental Health Services Data Set (MHSDS). The MHSDS
collects data from the health records of individual children, young people and adults who are in
contact with mental health services. Service-level outcomes, such as those provided by the
MHSDS, can also help identify areas which require development and guide service provision by
informing and directing the distribution and redistribution of valuable, and often scare,
resources.
Despite the clear value and benefits of outcome monitoring, the collection and
evaluation of routinely collected data continues to be underutilised and there is considerable
variation in how data is collected and recorded (Turchik, et al., 2007). There are a number of
extant barriers to implementation, spanning individual and systems levels, which are reflected in
low practitioner engagement (Hamilton & Bickman, 2008). Data indicates relatively low uptake
within CAMHS contexts, with between only 12% and 37% of practitioners routinely gathering
outcome data (Batty et al., 2013; Bickman et al., 2000; Hatfield & Ogles, 2004; Ionita &
Fitzpatrick, 2014; Johnston & Gowers, 2005; Phelps, Eisman, & Kohout, 1998; Westmacott &
Hunsley, 2010), however, this number does appear to be increasing (Hall et al., 2013). The
factors that influence routine outcome monitoring use in practice warrants further investigation.
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The COM-B Model
There is an increasing emphasis on the need for more rigorous, theory-driven
investigation of barriers and facilitators of behaviour change to inform intervention design
(Eccles, Grimshaw, Walker, Johnston, & Pitts, 2005). To this end, the COM-B Model (Michie,
et al., 2011) represents a useful framework for mapping both operational and attitude-related
factors and how they serve as barriers and facilitators to engagement with ROM. The model
proposes that interactions between an individual’s capability (C), opportunity (O) and
motivation (M) are the antecedents of their behaviour (e.g. practitioners’ engagement with
outcome and feedback monitoring). Each of these three components can influence behaviour
directly and capability and opportunity can influence behaviour indirectly through motivation.
The relationship between the components and behaviour is bi-directional; meaning that
engaging in the behaving can influence future capability, motivation and opportunity, which in
turn can influence behaviour.

Figure 11. COM-B Model (Michie, et al., 2011)
The capability component refers to an individual’s psychological and physical ability to
enact the behaviour (e.g. prior knowledge, training and skill in completing outcome measures,
respectively). Opportunity refers to factors that are not attributable to the individual and
encompasses both physical opportunity (e.g. easy access to measures during sessions) and social
opportunity (e.g. a service-level culture of routine use of outcome measures). Motivation refers
to the automatic, habitual and reflective brain processes and mechanisms that activate or inhibit
behaviour i.e. the desire at key moments to engage in the behaviour and emotional responding.
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Motivation is categorised into reflective processes, such as evaluations and making plans, and
automatic processes, involving emotions and impulses (e.g. the practitioner finds the use of
outcome measures a useful clinical tool in their practice).
Barriers to routine outcome measurement
On an opportunity or operational level, demand often outweighs capacity in CAMHS,
and there are considerable time, energy and financial burdens associated with consistent ROM
(Batty, et al., 2013; Gleacher et al., 2016; Hatfield & Ogles, 2004, 2007; Johnston & Gowers,
2005; Norman, Dean, Hansford, & Ford, 2014; Sharples et al., 2017). Many staff lack any
formal training in health informatics and lack access to ongoing in-house training on the use of
specific measures, databases and data analysis (Callaly, Hyland, Coombs, & Trauer, 2006;
Martin, Fishman, Baxter, & Ford, 2011; Sharples, et al., 2017; Willis, Deane, & Coombs, 2009).
Organisational culture and climate are further contextual factors which may affect staff attitudes
and engagement with implementation of outcome monitoring (Aarons & Sawitzky, 2006).
The operational challenge is at least partly attributable to the inadequate and variable
way services, systems and databases are set up and managed. There is no single, universally
agreed process or standard of work for collecting data and is not embedded in the delivery of
care. Many services collect data by hand, which is not often entered into an online database and
not delivered back to clinicians in a meaningful way.
These factors likely have a resultant bearing upon practitioner attitudes motivations and,
in turn, engagement with ROM by both practitioners and providers. Studies report that
clinicians value their own clinical judgment regarding progress monitoring over that provided
by outcome measures (Hatfield & Ogles, 2004; Stewart & Chambless, 2010). In reality,
clinicians have difficulty in accurately predicting client deterioration or noticing current
symptom worsening (Hannan, et al., 2005; Hatfield, et al., 2010; Meyer & Schulte, 2002). In
addition, they appear to endorse overly optimistic attitudes regarding estimates of their clients’
outcomes and have the impression that they are more successful than their peers, with 90% of
clinicians rating themselves in the upper quartile (Walfish, et al., 2012).
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Misconceptions, incomplete knowledge or valid scepticism about outcome measures
and their application and limitations may also pose as obstacles. There are several inherent
methodological shortcomings associated with these subjective and imperfect psychometric
measures, which limit the way in which they can be understood and utilised (Zwaanswijk et al.,
2006). Practitioners may not understand the benefits or rationale for collecting data, have
trepidation about the clinical utility and scientific merit of measures (Close-Goedjen &
Saunders, 2002; Hatfield & Ogles, 2007; Meehan, McCombes, Hatzipetrou, & Catchpoole,
2006) or have apprehensions regarding the choice and accuracy of tools (e.g. sensitivity to
change) (Martin, et al., 2011).
Other barriers which have been identified are clinicians’ concerns that ROM may not be
in the best interest of the young person, the depersonalising effect of ROM, that ROM may be
‘too scientific’ for the imprecise nature of clinical practice and prioritisation of immediate risk
management above that of longer term improvements (Norman, et al., 2014). Despite many
potential barriers, overall clinicians’ views of ROM appear to be largely positive and supportive
of implementation (Batty, et al., 2013; Bickman, et al., 2000; Huffman, Martin, Botcheva,
Williams, & Dyer-Friedman, 2004; Norman, et al., 2014). Implementation and attitudes towards
ROM have been shown to improve, becoming more positive, following training and workshops
(Callaly, et al., 2006; Edbrooke‐Childs et al., 2017; Sharples, et al., 2017; Trauer, Callaly, &
Herrman, 2009; Willis, et al., 2009). However, beyond the role of training, limited additional
research has aimed to discern the more specific obstacles and drivers to engagement and
implementation, and how these can be mitigated by interventions within the specialist CAMHS
context.
Implementation
In the United Kingdom, the agenda for routine outcome monitoring is supported by, and
indeed features as a priority, in a number of health policy documents e.g. NHS Outcomes
Framework Policy (Health, 2010); National Framework Policy (Health, 2004). In addition to a
number of health initiatives, e.g. Partners for Change Monitoring System (Miller, Duncan,
Sorrell, & Brown, 2005); Children and Young People’s Increasing Access to Psychological
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Therapy (CYP-IAPT ; and the Child Outcomes Research Consortium (CORC;
https://www.corc.uk.net/ ).
The Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) programme was introduced
in 2006 and aimed to provide stepped-care, evidence-based psychological treatment for adults
suffering from depression. In 2011 this was extended to children and young people (CYP).
CYP-IAPT (see http://www.iapt.nhs.uk/cyp-iapt/) is a national service transformation
programme that aims to improve existing CAMH services and requires the use of several
session-by-session outcome measures. The aim was that measures would be fed back in sessions
with young people to inform clinical work and that data would be reviewed nationally to ensure
consistency of care across services. However, this approach has not been without challenges and
there remains significant organisational-level, post-implementation challenges in applying
agenda to practice and in solidifying a standardised national routine outcome monitoring system
(Mellor-Clark, Cross, Macdonald, & Skjulsvik, 2016).
Similar implementation challenges have arisen with the Mental Health Services Data
Set (MHSDS), which is intended to apply to all service providers and organisations that provide
specialist secondary mental health, learning disabilities and autism spectrum disorder services.
The data submission update for November 2019, indicates that submissions were received for
248 service providers out of 378 expected to submit (65%) (NHS Digital, 2019).
To address the ROM implementation challenge, a recent paper has documented the
lessons learned across a decade of aiming to improve implementation of ROM (Mellor-Clark, et
al., 2016). The authors reflect that ROM implementation remains a significant challenge for
services, more so than has previously been understood. It has been suggested that this challenge
will require a proportionate and pre-emptive response by means of engagement and support for
providers (Mellor-Clark, et al., 2016). The first stage of the implementation model, named the
Quality Implementation Framework, highlights the need to assess prevailing perceptions of
ROM by administering a survey to all service practitioners including clinicians and managers to
determine pre-existing philosophical and operational barriers and drivers (Meyers, Durlak, &
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Wandersman, 2012). This information is crucial given the established association between
positive attitudes and higher provider usage (Jensen-Doss et al., 2018).
This COM-B Model was not designed to act solely as a theoretical or explanatory
framework, but instead was purposefully developed to map directly on to a behaviour change
intervention wheel, for which the system described above sits centrally. The COM-B Model
provides a useful framework for better understanding the determinants of current and desired
behaviours and the factors that influence those behaviours in context. Behavioural targets can
then be identified as a basis for intervention design for behaviour change strategies when
implementing new practices or changes to current practice (L. Atkins et al., 2017). Michie et al.
(2011) describe nine intervention functions and seven policy categories which link to
components of the behaviour system (Michie, et al., 2011).
However, implementation strategies are not often tailored according theory-driven
assessments. Dyson et al. (2011) highlight that there are two key obstacles to successful
implementation strategies (Dyson, Lawton, Jackson, & Cheater, 2011). The first, is the failure to
identify barriers and levers to implementation of evidence-based practice. The second, is a lack
of theoretical basis for the interventions used to support the implementation of evidence into
practice (Grimshaw, Eccles, & Tetroe, 2004). The use of theory is advocated by the Medical
Research Council (MRC) framework for the development and evaluation of complex
interventions (Campbell et al., 2000; Craig et al., 2008).
In order to overcome such hurdles, the COM-B Model will be used as the theoretical
framework to better understand practitioners’ structural and psychological barriers and
facilitators to ROM. This model has been chosen it was developed as part of a larger system of
behaviour, called the behaviour change wheel (BCW) (Michie, et al., 2011), which map on to
intervention functions and policy categories that could facilitate behaviour change. A better
understanding of these factors can lead to the development of service-specific training and
implementation strategies to improve ROM usage in CAMHS.
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Managing treatment outcomes using ROM: lessons from physical health
The importance of communication between clinicians and patients within physical
health settings is well-recognised, both clinically and within research. Sizeable attention has
been given to treatment cessation, challenging clinical conversations, communicating prognoses
and bad news, and endings within a palliative care context (Contro, Larson, Scofield, Sourkes,
& Cohen, 2004; Feudtner, 2007; Ha & Longnecker, 2010). Communication relating to poor
treatment outcomes and prognoses is acknowledged, across clinical specialities, as being
stressful and difficult for clinicians and patients alike (Fallowfield, 1993; Fallowfield & Jenkins,
2004).
When considering treatments for individuals with long-term conditions, well-delivered
communication can promote patients' understanding of their health condition, improve
adherence to treatment and reduce distress (Back, Arnold, Baile, Tulsky, & Fryer‐Edwards,
2005; Morrison et al., 2011; Schofield et al., 2003; Takayama, Yamazaki, & Katsumata, 2001;
Temel et al., 2010; Uchitomi et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2009). In paediatric settings,
communication is equally as important for promoting a child’s treatment adherence, improving
their disease outcome and maintaining their emotional well-being (Simon et al., 2003; Spinetta
et al., 2002; Tebbi, 1993).
Communicating the uncertainties associated with clinical prognoses is not
straightforward and can be ethically challenging. Indeed, research investigating whether
uncertainty regarding prognostic estimates was discussed during consultations for the treatment
for early-stage breast cancer, suggests that oncologists disclosed uncertainty to patients in only
49% (97/197) of consultations (Engelhardt et al., 2017). Doctors have expressed that they worry
providing prognostic information will cause distress and reduce hope in patients and thus only
selectively convey prognostic information (Baile, Lenzi, Parker, Buckman, & Cohen, 2002).
However, research suggests that the majority of patients prefer doctors to be honest and
realistic about their future likely outcomes (Umezawa, Fujimori, Matsushima, Kinoshita, &
Uchitomi, 2015). Interestingly, findings from a survey of 194 parents of children with cancer
who were in the first year of treatment, suggest that parents tended to derive more hope, rather
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than less, from communication interactions when the doctors provided detailed prognostic
information (Mack et al., 2007). Research investigating parents’ views of the key attributes and
interpersonal behaviours of the clinician when communicating bad news highlight the
importance of allowing room for hope, empathy, being available to the family, and respecting
the parent’s knowledge of the child (Orioles, Miller, Kersun, Ingram, & Morrison, 2013).
Communication involving children and young people presents a unique set of
challenges and requires a different approach based on the developmental stage of the child or
young person while also incorporating the multiple perspectives of caregivers. A recent study
used parent-doctor conversations (n = 32) relating to a child's relapsed or refractory cancer to
investigate parents’ experiences of communication and their reflections on prognostic
statements (Nyborn, Olcese, Nickerson, & Mack, 2016). Prognosis was discussed in 88%
(28/32) of conversations. Parents reported that this was upsetting, however, 69% (n = 22) also
said that they valued honest and straightforward communication about prognosis and that honest
communication was a component of hope (Nyborn, et al., 2016).
Finally, Research investigating children and adolescents' desire to be involved in
serious medical decisions indicates they want to be involved in the decision process and prefer
making the decision themselves rather than having a parent make the decision for them
(Ruggeri, Gummerum, & Hanoch, 2014).
Managing treatment outcomes using ROM in mental health contexts
Effective and high-quality treatment communication is equally important within the
field of mental health, yet, compared to physical health, there is comparatively little research or
recognition given to considering challenging clinical conversations, communicating prognoses,
and treatment endings. There is a need to consider these challenges within child and adolescent
mental health services (CAMHS), as well as the possible negative impact of poor-quality
communication, is particularly imperative given the vulnerability of this group and the
limitations of the available interventions.
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Despite statistics which highlight that, for many young people, treatment will not be
effective, there has been limited consideration given to how to manage this in practice and what
the next steps should be following treatment (Wolpert, 2016). The literature that does exist on
treatment endings within the mental health field primarily originates from the psychodynamic
orientation, manifesting as theoretical, conceptual and anecdotal reports from the perspective of
the psychotherapist. Endings within this context are conceptualised as ‘termination’ and
constitute the intentional final phase of psychotherapy when a client has achieved most of the
goals of treatment or when psychotherapy must end for other reasons. The termination process
is often described as multifaceted and complex but typically provides clients with the
opportunity to review their goals and work through feelings about ending psychotherapy
(Vasquez, Bingham, & Barnett, 2008). Although the importance of termination has long been
acknowledged within the psychodynamic domain, extant literature within routine specialist
mental health care is sparse and very little empirical research exists exploring the challenges of
ending beyond anecdotal reports by clinicians and families and clinical and theoretical accounts.
It has been proposed in the previous section of this literature review that the negative
experiences of treatment endings described by young people in the qualitative interviews of this
research may, in part, result from unmet or violated treatment outcome expectations (Duckro, et
al., 1979). It is suggested that conversations regarding outcomes and prognostic expectations
should happen with young people from the outset, using a person-centred approach is adopted,
in which the personal preference and specific needs of each are considered and incorporated.
Routine outcome measures can be used as a tool for guiding such conversations and for
signalling when outcomes are not improving to help prevent unmet or violated expectations.
It is also acknowledged that communication and decision making within the context of
child and adolescent mental health has a particular layer of complexity due to the nature of the
clinician-family-young person triad, the young person’s developmental stage and the potentially
differing viewpoints and goals of those involved in the treatment process (Farre et al., 2015). As
such, how mental health treatments and outcomes are perceived by young people and their
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families must be explored and understood when making decisions about treatments and when to
end them.
As previously discussed, treatment decision making within the medical field is often
guided by evidence-based probabilities, which are then used within the shared decision making
process with patients to make informed decisions about their care. Outcome monitoring can
serve as a useful clinical tool in mental health settings, providing both the practitioner and the
young person with some degree of objective feedback about the degree of change, particularly if
the treatment is not leading to improved outcomes. It has been recommended by others that best
practice should involve refraining from promising an unrealistic degree or speed of change yet
being hopeful about prospective outcomes and clinicians should avoid threatening a patient's
belief system or sense of self (Constantino, et al., 2011). These recommendations also include
addressing expectations explicitly prior to commencing treatment, particularly regarding what to
expect in terms of response patterns, provide patients up front with an approximate length of
treatment, and regularly checking on patients' outcome expectations and responding accordingly
(Constantino, et al., 2012; Constantino, et al., 2011). It is argued that routine outcome measures
can be used as a tool for guiding such conversations and for signalling when outcomes are not
improving to help prevent unmet or violated expectations.
In order to address current issues in relation to rates of outcome measure use and
communicating prognoses and managing expectations, the COM-B Model will be used as the
theoretical framework to better understand practitioners’ perspectives, response and current
practice in relation to managing poor treatment outcomes. The COM-B Model allows for
analysis of the determinants of the effective management and helps to define the barriers to
managing outcomes poor in a way which is best for the young person. By identifying these
difficulties in a systematic and transparent way it is possible to develop and inform intervention
functions and policy categories that could bring about change. Furthermore, this information
would be useful to guide the development and design of guidelines for approaches to facilitate
better conversions about outcomes and treatment endings in practice.
Summary
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Measuring treatment outcomes is crucial for the purpose of improving outcomes for
children and young people accessing mental health services. High quantity and quality data is
outcome data is crucial if treatment outcome studies are to be conducted and services are to be
improved. Despite the increasing acknowledgement of the importance and utility of routine
outcome measurement in clinical practice, the collection and evaluation of this data continues to
be underutilised and there remains considerable variation in how data is collected and recorded
(Turchik, et al., 2007). Currently, very few studies have asked CAMHS practitioners about the
barriers and facilitators to ROM in practice, and there is a lack of explicit theoretical basis for
the assessment of these barriers and facilitators in practice. These are the first studies, to date, to
utilise the COM-B Model within this context.
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Study 5 - Applying behaviour change theory to understand clinician
use of routine outcome monitoring

Introduction
There has been a sustained effort over many decades to develop and evaluate evidencebased treatments for youth mental health problems, culminating in an impressive body of
evidence supporting several efficacious interventions (Essock et al., 2003; Silverman &
Hinshaw, 2008; Weisz, et al., 2017). There is a growing momentum to move these evidencebased interventions into child and adolescent mental health (CAMH) settings (Essock, et al.,
2003), however, there is a paucity of research evaluating the outcomes achieved by children and
young people accessing routine interventions in relation to specialist mental health care. This
gap in research relating to routine treatment outcomes is at least partly attributable relation to
the way databases are set up, along with the incomplete datasets within them, and the absence of
a centralised administrative data-collection system.
Measuring treatment outcomes is crucial for the purpose of improving outcomes for
children and young people accessing mental health services. High quantity and quality outcome
data is crucial if treatment outcome studies are to be conducted and services are to be improved.
Routine outcome measurement is also important in clinical practice, and functions as a clinical
management tool for evaluating how well treatment is progressing and for informing clinical
decision making and planning. However, the collection and evaluation of this data continues to
be underutilised and there remains considerable variation in how data is collected and recorded
(Turchik, et al., 2007).
To address this, this study will use behaviour change theory (COM-B Model) (Michie,
et al., 2011) to investigate CAMHS practitioners’ attitudes and behaviour patterns in relation to
outcome measurement and, in particular, the barriers and facilitators to implementation in
practice. Results from this study will provide key insights about the psychological,
organisational and practical factors which influence routine outcome monitoring use in practice.
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The current study
This study aimed to investigate CAMHS professionals’ attitudes to outcome
measurement and the barriers and facilitators to implementation in practice. The primary
research questions are:
1. How often professionals use outcome and feedback measures as part of their work in
CAMHS?
2. Are there differences in attitudes between CAMHS professionals who use outcome
measures frequently with those who do not, according to the theoretically-derived
dimensions of the COM-B framework (capability (C); opportunity (O); and motivation
(M))?
3. Do the items within the survey measure underlying latent factors which are consistent
with the expected COM-B component structure?
Methods
Survey design
This cross-sectional survey was developed by the Child Outcomes Research
Consortium (CORC). CORC is a learning collaboration, founded in 2002, which includes child
and adolescent mental healthcare services across England, including both statutory and
voluntary sector providers. CORC members gather and share their data, which is then analysed
and fed back to them and disseminated more widely via academic channels (Fleming, Jones,
Bradley, & Wolpert, 2016). The survey was pilot tested at one participating site and adjustments
were according to suggestions of pilot participants.
The final survey comprised of 42 items, which were inclusive of multiple-response,
categorical, open-ended and Likert-scale items. Participants were asked several demographic
questions, such as gender, professional role and number of working hours per week.
Respondents were asked questions relating to their outcome measure usage (e.g. ‘how
often do you use outcome and feedback measures as part of your work?’), which was rated on a
4-point Likert scale from ‘none of the time’ to ‘all of the time’. This item was used to
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categorised frequent and infrequent outcome measure users. Respondents were also asked about
the type of measures they used (e.g. standardised tools, symptom tracking measures, goals
measures, experience of service measures), who completed the measures (e.g. clinician, selfreport, parent, teacher) and the metrics used to interpret the scores (normed comparison data,
clinical cut-offs, reliable change).
The main body of survey items asked participants about their attitudes and about the
culture of the service within which they work and were created using the COM-B model as the
underlying framework. The content was based on the theoretical and research literature related
to the implementation of routine outcome monitoring, as well as the experiences and learning of
mental health services from practice, shared at CORC workshops and learning events. Each
item mapped onto one or more of the ‘sources of behaviour’ outlined in the COM-B
Behavioural Change Wheel (Michie, et al., 2011). These domains were: capability
(psychological/ physical), opportunity (social/ physical), and motivation (automatic/ reflective).
Mapping of items was established a-priori.
The capability (psychological) subdomain consisted of six items, including ‘how well
do you feel able to select outcome and feedback measures to help at assessment or to monitor
treatment progress?’, ‘how well do you fee able to introduce and use outcome and feedback
measures to help at assessment or in monitoring progress?’, ‘how well do you feel able to
decide when outcome and feedback measures are appropriate to use and when they are not?’,
‘how well do you feel able to choose outcome and feedback measures jointly with service users
where appropriate?’, ‘how well do you feel able to provide feedback to services users and
discuss with them the data from outcome and feedback measures?’. Items were rated on a 4point Likert scale ranging from ‘not at all well’ to ‘very well’. The final item ‘I am confident
about how to use outcome and feedback measures as part of my work’ was rated on a 5-point
Likert scale ranging from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’.
A further five items within capability domain asked participants about the training they
had received and to reflect on the usefulness of this training. Items included ‘how helpful
overall do you feel the training you have had has been?’ rated on a 4-point Likert scale from
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‘very helpful’ to ‘not at all helpful’ and ‘would an increased knowledge about outcome and
feedback measures make you more likely to use them?’ rated by participants as ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
The opportunity (social) subdomain comprised of seven items, including ‘analysed
outcome and feedback data is shared with staff in an effective way’, ‘outcome and feedback
data is used effectively to shape service improvement’, ‘staff have a shared vision which
includes using routine outcome measurement to support service improvement’, ‘staff in this
service are committed to using outcome and feedback measures where appropriate’ rated on a 5point Likert scale ranging from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’. Two additional
categorical items asked participants where they discussed outcome measurement (individual
supervision, peer supervision, in sessions with service users, in team meetings or service level
meetings, none) and if their organisation displayed information about outcome and feedback
measures and shared data with service users in an accessible way, rated as yes or no.
The opportunity (physical) subdomain consisted of three items, including ‘how easy is
it to access outcome and feedback measures in sessions with service users?’, ‘how easy is it to
access the results from previous sessions at the subsequent sessions?’, ‘how easy is it to input
outcome and feedback data onto a central system or database within your organisation?’. Items
were rated on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from ‘not easy at all’ to ‘very easy’.
The ‘motivation’ subdomain, which encompassed both reflective motivation and
automatic motivation, comprised of ten items, including ‘I find outcome and feedback measures
useful’, ‘outcome and feedback measures help in planning treatment and support’, ‘I avoid
using outcome and feedback measures’ and ‘there is a strong evidence base for outcome and
feedback measures’. All items were rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from ‘strongly
disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’.
Procedure
Child and adolescent mental health services in England, which were members of
CORC, completed the survey as part of ongoing service improvement work, which aimed to
inform future evaluation and improve the use of routine outcome monitoring. Service managers
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provided staff at each sites with a web-link to the survey, which was available on
SurveyMonkey (SurveyMonkey.net). Members of staff who provided services for children and
young people, manage those that do so, or process data about such work at each service were
eligible to complete the survey. The survey was completed anonymously and did not contain
any identifiable information. Final responses of five statutory and third sector organisations
were collected between January 2016 and May 2017 and were included in analyses.
Respondent characteristics
Five CAMH services opted to complete the survey, with 245 respondents across sites.
The characteristics of participants are presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Respondent characteristics
Participant characteristics (n = 184)

Infrequent users (n =
86)
51 (59.3)

Frequent users (n =
98)
63 (64.3)

68 (79.1)
11 (12.8)
3 (3.5)
2 (2.3)
1 (1.2)
1 (1.2)

75 (76.5)
2 (2.0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
9 (9.2)
4 (4.1)

Working hours, n (%)
Full-time
Part-time

41 (47.7)
22 (25.6)

44 (44.9)
35 (35.7)

Contact hours per week, n (%)
< 21 hours
> 21 hours

41 (47.7)
24 (27.9)

70 (71.4)
11 (11.2)

Gender, Female n (%)
Professional role, n (%)
Clinician/practitioner/ therapist
Nurse
Allied health professional (e.g. social worker)
Administrator/ secretary/ receptionist
Manager/ clinical lead
Other (e.g. youth worker)

Data analysis
A key challenge when analysing survey data containing Likert scale items is the
differing and contradicting assumptions regarding the measurement properties of multiple
response scales, and there remains a lack of consensus regarding most appropriate analysis
strategy (Grimbeek, Bryer, Beamish, & D'Netto, 2005). In particular, there is no clear
convention regarding whether Likert scales are classified as non-numeric ordinal scales or
numeric interval scales and whether the distance between each value is not known or known and
equivalent, respectively.
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It has been argued that even if Likert scale items are ordinal, the underlying latent
variables they measure possess interval-scale measurement properties. As a general rule of
thumb it is assumed that scales with 4 or more points approximate interval measurement and
that each response is equivalent in value and distance from other points (Byrne, 2013). As such,
4-point response scales are regarded as the conventional lower limit for conducting factor
analysis (Grimbeek, et al., 2005).
Chi-squared tests were conducted to investigate the differences between respondents
who frequently used outcome measures always or often with those who used outcome measures
rarely or never on several demographic variables and survey items. Where cells had an expected
frequency of less than five, Fisher’s Exact Probability test was used. For Likert scale items,
response categorises were collapsed into a smaller number of trichotomous or dichotomous
categories i.e. strongly agree and agree were collapsed into a single agreement category.
Collapsing responses categories in this way was advantageous for increasing the cell counts in
the contingency tables and allowed for measurement of distinct levels of agreementdisagreement between groups. Descriptive statistics provide between-group comparisons of the
individual survey item responses across capability, motivation and opportunity.
When conducting multiple analyses on the same dependent variable (outcome measure
use), the chance of committing a Type I error increases, thus increasing the likelihood of a
significant result by chance. To account for Type 1 error, Bonferroni correction was conducted.
Bonferroni correction is a conservative test that, although protects from Type I Error, is
vulnerable to Type II errors (failing to reject the null hypothesis when you should in fact reject
the null hypothesis). In the current study there were 20 tests conducted: Bonferroni correction of
(αaltered =.05/20) = .003 (rounded).
In order to satisfy research question 3, which was to investigate whether the items
within the pre-determined subscale reflect an underlying common latent variable or factor, the
inter-correlations of subscales were examined. The original, non-collapsed response categories
were retained, and numerical values were assigned to the Likert response categories. Only
Likert scale items with four or more response categories were included as part of the subscales.
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Psychological capability and physical opportunity item scores ranged from 1-4 and social
opportunity and motivation item scores ranged from 1-5. Higher scores reflected higher levels
of psychological capability, physical opportunity, social opportunity and motivation.
Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was conducted to test how well the survey items,
or indicator variables, represented the expected four constructs, or latent variables, of the COMB Model (psychological capability, social opportunity, physical opportunity and motivation).
CFA was used to assess the fit between the observed data and an a priori conceptualised,
theoretically grounded model. The Lavaan package, in RStudio version 1.1.456, was used to
conduct the factor analysis. Less than 10% of data points were missing. Missing data was
handled using the Full Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) estimation, which was
incorporated into the model. FIML generally results in estimates similar to that of multiple
imputation (Collins, Schafer, & Kam, 2001).
The underlying factor structure and model fit was examined using multiple indices,
including the comparative fit index (CFI), with a recommended approximate cut-off of >0.95;
the root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA), with a recommended approximate cutoff of <0.06 indicating a good fit and <0.08 indicating a reasonable fit; Tucker-Lewis index
(TLI), with a recommended approximate cut-off of >0.95; and the standardized root-meansquare residual (SRMR) with a recommended approximate cut-off of <0.08 (L. t. Hu & P. M. J.
S. e. m. a. m. j. Bentler, 1999). In general, if the majority of the indices indicate a good fit, then
there is probably a good fit to the data. The internal consistency of each subscale of the survey
was tested using Cronbach’s alpha.
As described in Study 3, the literature contains a variety of recommendations regarding
the appropriate sample size to use for conducting a factor analysis, which are usually presented
as a suggested minimum or a minimum ratio of sample size to number of variables (Mundfrom,
Shaw, & Ke, 2005). Considering recommendations for the sample size to variable ratio, Cattell
proposed that this ratio should be in the range of 3 to 6 (Cattell, 2012). Whereas Gorsuch (1983)
argued for a minimum ratio of 5 (Gorsuch, 1983). There were 24 survey items used in the CFA,
with a sample size of n = 184. This means the sample size to variable ratio is 1 to 8, which
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exceeds the sample size recommendations provided in the literature (Cattell, 2012; Gorsuch,
1983).
Finally, a multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was conducted to
determine differences between frequent and infrequent users across the newly derived COM-B
subscale scores after controlling for possible covariates. Missing data were less than 10% and
were replaced using mean substitution.
Results
Approximately one quarter of respondents (n = 61) stated that they were not expected to
use outcome monitoring directly as part of their role and were subsequently excluded from
further analyses. Of those remaining (n = 184), 53.0% (n = 98) reported using outcome and
feedback monitoring all of the time (17.9%) or nearly all of the time (35.3%) and are defined as
‘frequent users’. The remaining 47% (n = 86), used outcome and feedback monitoring none
(1.1%) or some of the time (45.7%) and are defined as ‘infrequent users’. It is important to note
that only two respondents reported that they used outcome measures none of the time, meaning
that most of the infrequent user group was made up of professionals who used measures only
‘some of the time’.
There was no significant difference between frequent and infrequent users in terms of
gender or working hours. Of interest, frequent users were more likely to spend an average of
less than 21 contact hours with clients per week, compared to infrequent users a χ2 (1)=10.78, p
= 0.001. In other words, those with more contact hours per week with clients were less likely to
use outcome measures. In terms of professional role, nurses and social workers were more
likely to be infrequent users in contrast to managers/ clinical leads who were more likely to be
frequent users.
A detailed description of respondents’ self-reported outcome measurement usage, the
type of outcomes being used, outcome informant and the metrics used to interpret data is
available in Table 5.2. The type of outcome measures most often used by professionals were
standardised tools (e.g. the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire, SDQ), followed by goals
measures and symptom tracking measures. Outcomes measures were collected from the
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perspective of the children and young people and their parents most often. As would be
expected, a significantly higher proportion of frequent users reported using metrics of
measurable change to interpret outcome data, compared to infrequent users (normed comparison
data, χ2 (1)=7.23, p = 0.007; clinical change, χ2 (1)=10.45, p = 0.001; reliable change, χ2
(1)=17.2, p < 0.001).
Table 5.2. Clinicians’ use of routine outcome measurement in practice
Survey item
Do you use the following?
Any standardised tool (e.g. SDQ, ORS / CORS), n (%)
Never
Sometimes/ Often
A symptom tracking measure (e.g. RCADS sub-scales), n
(%)
Never
Sometimes/ Often
A goals measure (e.g. Goal Based Outcomes), n (%)
Never
Sometimes/ Often
An experience of service measure (e.g. CHI-ESQ), n (%)
Never
Sometimes/ Often
A locally developed/ bespoke measure, n (%)
Never
Sometimes/ Often
Do you use outcome and feedback measures which collect
data about children and young people from:
The children and young people themselves, yes n (%)
Parents, yes n (%)
Teachers, yes n (%)
Clinician/ practitioner, yes n (%)

Infrequent users
(n = 86)

Frequent users (n
= 98)

5 (5.8)
80 (93.0)

1 (1.0)
95 (96.9)

10 (11.6)
71 (82.6)

4 (4.1)
88 (89.8)

17 (19.8)
64 (74.4)

3 (3.1)
93 (94.9)

18 (20.9)
59 (68.6)

12 (12.2)
80 (81.6)

24 (27.9)
16 (18.6)

24 (24.5)
26 (26.5)

82 (95.3)
79 (91.9)
40 (46.5)
32 (37.2)

93 (94.9)
91 (92.9)
49 (50.0)
38 (38.8)

Do you use the following concepts in your work:
Normed comparison data
Never
25 (29.1)
17 (17.3)
Occasionally/ Often
25 (29.1)
49 (50.0)
Clinical cut-offs
Never
27 (31.4)
15 (1.3)
Occasionally/ Often
25 (29.1)
50 (51.0)
Reliable change
Never
35 (40.7)
18 (18.4)
Occasionally/ Often
17 (19.8)
45 (45.9)
SDQ, Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire; ORS, Outcome Rating Scale; CORS, Child Outcome
Rating Scale; RCADS, Revised Children’s Anxiety and Depression Scale; CHI-ESQ, Commission for
Health Improvement‐ Experience of Service Questionnaire

Comparisons between frequent and infrequent users based on the COM-B framework
Capability
Table 5.3 provides a between-group comparison of the individual item responses which
corresponded to the capability (psychological) component of the COM-B Model. When
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examining participants’ psychological capability, which is the necessary knowledge and skills
to enact the behaviour, there was a significant difference between the frequent and infrequent
groups across all survey items. There was a significantly higher proportion of respondents who
reported being confident about outcome measure use in the frequent group (83%), compared to
the infrequent group (57%) χ² (2) = 17.8, p <0.001. Compared to the infrequent group,
respondents who used outcome measures frequently reported felt more able to select and
introduce measures to help at assessment and to monitor progress, decide when measures were
appropriate to use, and provide feedback and discuss with services users the data from outcome
measures.
Table 5.3. Differences between infrequent and frequent ROM users for psychological capability
Survey item
I am confident about how to use outcome
and feedback measures as part of my work
Strongly disagree/ disagree
Strongly agree/ agree
Neither agree or disagree

Infrequent users (n
= 86)

Frequent users (n =
98)

Pearson’s chi-squared
test

15 (17.4)
49 (57.0)
21 (24.4)

8 (8.2)
81 (82.7)
6 (6.1)

χ²(2) = 17.8, p <0.001

11 (12.8)
70 (81.4)

1 (1.0)
96 (98.0)

χ²(1) = 11.1, p = 0.001

12 (14.0)
69 (80.2)

1 (1.0)
97 (99.0)

χ²(1) = 12.5, p <0.001

18 (20.9)
64 (74.4)

2 (2.0)
96 (98.0)

χ²(1) = 17.9, p <0.001

23 (26.7)
54 (62.8)

11 (11.2)
85 (86.7)

χ²(1) = 9.2, p = 0.002

How well do you feel able to:
Select outcome and feedback measures to
help at assessment or to monitor progress?
Not at all well/ Not very well
Fairly well/ very well
Introduce and use outcome and feedback
measures to help at assessment or in
monitoring progress?
Not at all well/ Not very well
Fairly well/ very well
Decide when outcome and feedback
measures are appropriate to use and when
they are not?
Not at all well/ Not very well
Fairly well/ very well
Choose outcome and feedback measures
jointly with service users where
appropriate?
Not at all well/ Not very well
Fairly well/ very well
Provide feedback to services users and
discuss with them the data from outcome
and feedback measures?
Not at all well/ Not very well

Fairly well/ very well

20 (23.3)

6 (6.1)

62 (72.1)

92 (93.9)

χ²(1) = 12.1, p = 0.001

In order to determine the role of training on outcome measurement use, participants
were asked to indicate what type of training they had received, how long ago the training was,
and how helpful they found it to be (Table 4). Length of time since last training, and receiving
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any form internal training, did not differ significantly between groups. Interestingly, a
significantly higher proportion of those in the frequent outcome measure user group had
received external and accredited training compared to those in the infrequent group. Similarly,
those in the frequent outcome measure user group were more likely to have found the training
they had received helpful (85%), compared to the infrequent user group (56%), χ² (1) = 12.7, p<
0.001.
Table 5.4. Differences between infrequent and frequent ROM users for training capability
Survey item

How long ago was your most recent training?
< 12 months ago
>12 months ago

Infrequent
users (n = 86)

Frequent
users (n
= 98)

39 (45.3)

53
(54.1)
36
(36.7)
8 (8.2)

29 (33.7)

Never had training
What training have you received in the use of outcome and
feedback measures?
Internal (Introduction/ refresher), had training n (%)

16 (18.6)

43 (50.0)

Internal (Single measure), had training n (%)

35 (40.7)

Internal (Range of measures), had training n (%)

39 (45.3)

External (Introduction/ refresher), had training n (%)

24 (27.9)

External (Single measure), had training n (%)

19 (22.1)

External (Range of measures), had training n (%)

26 (30.2)

Peer support, had training n (%)

44 (51.2)

Accredited course, had training n (%)

7 (8.1)

How helpful overall do you feel the training you have had
has been?
Not very/ not at all helpful
Fairly/ very helpful
Would you like to know more about outcome and feedback
measures? Yes, n (%)
Would an increased knowledge about outcome and
feedback measures make you more likely to use them? Yes,
n (%)

17 (19.8)
48 (55.8)
61 (70.9)
59 (68.6)

63
(64.3)
55
(35.7)
57
(58.2)
46
(46.9)
39
(39.8)
50
(51.0)
65
(66.3)
37
(37.8)

5 (5.1)
83
(84.7)
74
(75.5)
64
(65.3)

Pearson’s chi-squared
test

χ²(1) = 4.6, p = 0.098

χ²(1) = 2.5, p = 0.112
χ²(1) = 1.7, p = 0.190
χ²(1) = 3.4, p = 0.065
χ²(1) = 6.5, p = 0.011
χ²(1) = 6.4, p = 0.012
χ²(1) = 6.4, p = 0.011
χ²(1) = 4.9, p = 0.026
χ²(1) = 18.6, p< 0.001

χ²(1) = 12.7, p< 0.001
χ²(1) = 1.4, p = 0.24
χ²(1) = 0.6, p = 0.43

Opportunity
Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 provide a comparative overview of the individual item
responses which correspond with the opportunity (physical/ social) component of the COM-B
model. When examining participants’ physical opportunity to conduct ROM, which are the
physical factors that are external to the individual, ease of access to measures was associated
with outcome measure usage. Participants who found it easy is it to access outcome and
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feedback measures in sessions with service users and easy to access the results from previous
sessions at the subsequent session were more likely to frequently use outcome measures than
those who did not find access easy.
Table 5.5. Differences between infrequent and frequent ROM users for physical opportunity
Survey item

How easy is it to access outcome and
feedback measures in sessions with service
users?
Very/ fairly easy
Not very easy/ not at all easy
How easy is it to access the results from
previous sessions at the subsequent
sessions?
Very/ fairly easy
Not very easy/ not at all easy
How easy is it to input outcomes and
feedback data onto a central system or
database within your organisation?
Fairly/ very easy
Not very easy/ not at all easy

Infrequent
users (n = 86)

Frequent
users (n =
98)

Pearson’s chi-squared
test

46 (53.5)
37 (43.0)

82 (83.7)
13 (13.3)

χ²(1) = 21.0, p< 0.001

31 (36.0)
47 (54.7)

65 (66.3)
30 (30.6)

χ²(1) = 143, p< 0.001

22 (25.6)
24 (27.9)

34 (34.7)
21 (21.4)

χ²(1) = 2.0, p = 0.16

Regarding participants’ social opportunity to conduct routine outcome measurement,
which refers to the social factors which are external to the individual, such as the organisational
culture and climate, participants in the frequent user group had reported that they discussed
outcome data significantly more than infrequent users across a number of supervision formats
(Table 6). Almost half of respondents in the frequent group reported that their organisation
displayed information about outcome measurement and shared data with service users in an
accessible way, compared to only 16.3% in the infrequent group. Compared to the infrequent
group, participants in the frequent user group believed that outcome data is shared and used
more effectively across a range of contexts. Interestingly, 49% of respondents in the frequent
user group believed that staff have a shared vision, which includes using routine outcome
measurement to support service improvement, compared to only 16% of the infrequent user
group.
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Table 5.6. Differences between infrequent and frequent ROM users for social opportunity
Survey item

Infrequent
users (n =
86)

Where do you discuss the feedback and outcome data
from the children and young people you work with?
Individual supervision
Peer supervision
In sessions with service users
In team meetings or service-level meetings
None of the above

30 (34.9)
9 (10.5)
50 (58.1)
33 (38.4)
14 (16.3)

Does your organisation display information about
outcome and feedback measurement and share data with
service users in an accessible way? Yes, n (%)
Analysed outcome and feedback data is shared with staff
in an effective way
Strongly disagree/ disagree
Strongly agree/ agree
Neither agree or disagree
Outcome and feedback data is used effectively to shape
service improvement
Strongly disagree/ disagree
Strongly agree/ agree
Neither agree or disagree
Analysed outcome and feedback data is shared with
commissioners / funders in an effective way
Strongly disagree/ disagree
Strongly agree/ agree
Neither agree or disagree
Staff have a shared vision which includes using routine
outcome measurement to support service improvement
Strongly disagree/ disagree
Strongly agree/ agree
Neither agree or disagree
Staff in this service are committed to using outcome and
feedback measures where appropriate
Strongly disagree/ disagree
Strongly agree/ agree
Neither agree or disagree

14 (16.3)

Frequent
users (n =
98)

76 (77.6)
45 (45.9)
77 (78.6)
50 (51.0)
3 (3.1)
46 (46.9)

Pearson’s chi-squared
test/ FET

χ²(1) = 34.2, p< 0.001
χ²(1) = 27.8, p< 0.001
χ²(1) = 8.9, p=0.003
χ²(1) = 3.0, p = 0.09
χ²(1) = 9.5, p=0.002
χ²(1) = 19.0, p< 0.001

45 (52.3)
13 (15.1)
16 (18.6)

41 (41.8)
27 (27.6)
27 (27.6)

χ²(1) = 5.4, p = 0.07

27 (31.4)
13 (15.1)
24 (27.9)

17 (17.3)
43 (43.9)
26 (26.5)

χ²(1) = 15.5, p< 0.001

14 (16.3)
12 (14.0)
16 (18.6)

6 (6.1)
41 (41.8)
23 (23.5)

χ²(1) = 14.2, p = 0.001

29 (33.7)
14 (16.3)
24 (27.9)

20 (20.4)
49 (49.0)
25 (25.5)

χ²(1) = 16.5, p< 0.001

11 (12.8)
22 (25.6)
12 (14.0)

3 (3.1)
42 (43.9)
15 (15.3)

p = 0.009, FET

FET, Fisher's Exact Test

Motivation
Table 5.7 provides a between-group comparison of the individual item responses which
corresponded to the motivation component of the COM-B Model. When examining
participants’ motivation, which is the automatic, habitual and reflective processes that activate
or inhibit behaviour, there was a significant difference across all items within the domain. It is
particularly interesting is that only 40% of infrequent users endorsed the belief that service users
were happy to complete measures, compared to 70% of frequent users. Compared to infrequent
users, frequent users had more positive motivations and found outcome measures more helpful
when planning support (95% vs 67%), more helpful when deciding on a different approach
(72% vs 37%), agreed that measures did not take a long time to complete (53% vs 24%), that
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measures support shared decision making (89% vs 44%), capture information which is helpful
and relevant to service users (82% vs 47%), improve engagement and motivate service users
(65% vs 27%) and believe there is a strong evidence base for outcome and feedback measures
(77% vs 44%).
Table 5.7. Differences between infrequent and frequent ROM users for motivation
Survey item

Pearson’s chi-squared test/
FET

Infrequent
users (n =
86)

Frequent
users (n
= 98)

I find outcome and feedback measures useful
Strongly disagree/ disagree
Neither agree or disagree
Strongly agree/ agree

3 (3.5)
26 (30.2)
56 (65.1)

2 (2.0)
5 (5.1)
87
(88.8)

p< 0.001, FET

Service users are happy to complete outcome and
feedback measures
Strongly disagree/ disagree
Neither agree or disagree

18 (20.9)
30 (34.9)

4 (4.1)
24
(24.5)
68
(69.4)

p< 0.001, FET

Strongly agree/ agree

34 (39.5)

Outcome and feedback measures help in planning
treatment and support
Strongly disagree/ disagree
Neither agree or disagree
Strongly agree/ agree

2 (2.3)
24 (27.9)
58 (67.4)

1 (1.0)
4 (4.1)
93
(94.9)

χ²(1) = 21.8, p< 0.001

Outcome and feedback measures help me decide when a
different approach or professional is needed
Strongly disagree/ disagree
Neither agree or disagree

20 (23.3)
30 (34.9)

5 (5.1)
18
(18.4)
71(72.4)

χ²(1) = 26.1, p< 0.001

24
(24.5)
21
(21.4)
52
(53.1)

χ²(1) = 14.5, p = 0.001

Strongly agree/ agree
Outcome and feedback measures do not take a long time
to complete
Strongly disagree/ disagree

32 (37.2)

34 (39.5)

Neither agree or disagree

27 (31.4)

Strongly agree/ agree

21 (24.4)

Outcome and feedback measures support shared
decision making
Strongly disagree/ disagree
Neither agree or disagree
Strongly agree/ agree

9 (10.5)
33 (38.4)
38 (44.2)

2 (2.0)
9 (9.2)
87
(88.8)

p< 0.001, FET

Outcome and feedback measures capture information
which is relevant and helps service users
Strongly disagree/ disagree
Neither agree or disagree

8 (9.3)
30 (34.9)

6 (6.1)
11
(12.2)
80
(81.6)

χ²(1) = 18.8, p< 0.001

10
(10.2)
23
(23.5)
64
(65.3)

χ²(1) = 24.2, p< 0.001

Strongly agree/ agree

41 (47.4)

Outcome and feedback measures improve engagement
and motivate service users
Strongly disagree/ disagree

11 (12.8)

Neither agree or disagree

44 (51.2)

Strongly agree/ agree

23 (26.7)

I avoid using outcome and feedback measures
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Strongly disagree/ disagree

46 (53.5)

Neither agree or disagree
Strongly agree/ agree
There is a strong evidence base for outcome and
feedback measures
Strongly disagree/ disagree
Neither agree or disagree

19 (22.1)
19 (22.1)

4 (4.7)
34 (39.5)

Strongly agree/ agree

38 (44.2)

85
(86.7)
4 (4.1)
3 (3.1)

p< 0.001, FET

2 (2.0)
13
(13.3)
75
(76.5)

p< 0.001, FET

FET, Fisher's Exact Test

Factor structure of survey
Specification of the model was based on the original structure of the psychological
capability, physical opportunity, social opportunity and motivation components of the COM-B
framework. The final model consisted of 24 items across 4 factors and showed reasonable
model fit (RMSEA = 0.067, 95% CI 0.057 – 0.077, p<0.001 CFI = 0.91, TLI = 0.9, SRMR =
0.063). Table 8 contains the mean scores and the factor loadings for each of the items. Factor
loadings were all above the required threshold of 0.40 (Ford, et al., 1986), ranging from 0.50 to
0.87.
All scales showed acceptable internal consistency: psychological capability (6 items, α
= 0.88), physical opportunity (3 items, α = 0.71), social opportunity (5 items, α = 0.85) and
motivation (10 items, α = 0.87).
Table 5.8. Item scores and CFA loadings
Scale or item

Psychological capability
I am confident about how to use outcome
and feedback measures as part of my work
How well do you feel able to select
outcome and feedback measures to help at
assessment or to monitor progress?
How well do you feel able to introduce and
use outcome and feedback measures to help
at assessment or in monitoring progress?
How well do you feel able to decide when
outcome and feedback measures are
appropriate to use and when they are not?
How well do you feel able to choose
outcome and feedback measures jointly
with service users where appropriate?
How well do you feel able to provide
feedback to services users and discuss with
them the data from outcome and feedback
measures?

β

Β

Unstandard
ised

Standardise
d

3.77 ± 0.94

0.63

0.64

0.07

3.31 ± 0.61

0.54

0.87

0.04

3.34 ± 0.63

0.54

0.86

0.04

3.34 ± 0.69

0.57

0.83

0.04

3.09 ± 0.80

0.54

0.67

0.06

3.22 ± 0.73

0.61

0.82

0.05

Mean ± sd
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SE

Physical opportunity
How easy is it to access outcome and
feedback measures in sessions with service
users?
How easy is it to access the results from
previous sessions at the subsequent
sessions?
How easy is it to input outcomes and
feedback data onto a central system or
database within your organisation?
Social opportunity
Analysed outcome and feedback data is
shared with staff in an effective way
Outcome and feedback data is used
effectively to shape service improvement
Analysed outcome and feedback data is
shared with commissioners / funders in an
effective way
Staff have a shared vision which includes
using routine outcome measurement to
support service improvement
Staff in this service are committed to using
outcome and feedback measures where
appropriate
Motivation
I find outcome and feedback measures
useful
Outcome and feedback measures help in
planning treatment and support
Service users are happy to complete
outcome and feedback measures
Outcome and feedback measures help me
decide when a different approach or
professional is needed
Outcome and feedback measures do not
take a long time to complete
Outcome and feedback measures support
shared decision making
Outcome and feedback measures capture
information which is relevant and helps
service users
Outcome and feedback measures improve
engagement and motivate service users
I avoid using outcome and feedback
measures
There is a strong evidence base for
outcome and feedback measures

2.89 ± 0.86

0.66

0.77

0.06

2.60 ± 0.91

0.72

0.80

0.06

2.56 ± 0.99

0.62

0.63

0.09

2.6 ± 1.07

0.76

0.71

0.07

3.01 ± 1.09

0.95

0.89

0.07

3.32 ± 1.03

0.88

0.79

0.08

3.08 ± 1.05

0.87

0.87

0.07

3.58 ± 0.89

0.69

0.69

0.07

3.97 ± 0.72

0.59

0.82

0.05

3.98 ± 0.65

0.52

0.80

0.04

3.53 ± 0.81

0.48

0.59

0.06

3.56 ± 0.90

0.60

0.67

0.06

3.06 ± 1.04

0.56

0.54

0.08

3.77 ± 0.78

0.60

0.78

0.05

3.71 ± 0.86

0.78

0.67

0.06

3.43 ± 0.81

0.55

0.68

0.06

3.87 ± 1.02

0.51

0.50

0.08

3.78 ± 0.82

0.52

0.63

0.06

A MANOVA revealed a statistically significant difference in combined subscale score
based on outcome measure usage after controlling for contact hours with clients per week , F (4,
179) = 20.11, p < .0001; Wilk's Λ = 0.690, partial η2 = 0.310. Post-hoc analyses showed that
group membership had a statistically significant effect on all survey subscales, as shown in
Table 5.9.
Table 5.9. Comparison of frequent and infrequent ROM users across subscales
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Survey sub-scale

Infrequent
users (n = 86)

Frequent users
(n = 98)

Mean
difference

Psychological
capability

3.08 ± 0.57

3.58 ± 0.48

0.50

F = 41.7; partial η2 = .19**

Physical opportunity

2.42 ± 0.58

2.92 ± 0.63

0.50

F = 31.51; partial η2 = .15**

Social opportunity

2.88 ± 0.65

3.34 ± 0.71

0.46

F = 21.22; partial η2 = .10**

Motivation

3.36 ± 0.55

3.93 ± 0.44

0.57

F = 60.0; partial η2 = .25**

*p<.05. **p<.001

Discussion
Summary of findings
The aim of this study was to gain a better understanding of current practices and
challenges surrounding the use of routine outcome measures in practice and the barriers to
implementation in CAMHS. Specifically, to investigate the differences in attitudes between
professionals who use outcome measures frequently with those who use them infrequently,
according to the theoretically derived dimensions of the COM-B framework: capability (C);
opportunity (O); and motivation (M).
One of the key findings of this study is that 53% of respondents frequently used routine
outcome measurement in practice, either all the time (18%) or nearly all of the time (35%).
Encouragingly, only 1% reported that they never used outcome measures, meaning nearly all of
respondents were using some form of outcome measurement in practice. There was no
statistically significant difference between frequent users and infrequent users in terms of
gender or hours worked per week. However, frequent users were more likely to have less than
21 client contact hours per week and were more likely to be managers or clinical leads, whereas
infrequent users were more likely to be nurses and have more than 21 contact hours per week.
Given that practitioner seniority is typically associated with a reduction in client contact hours,
it may be that the more senior practitioners endorse routine outcome monitoring more compared
to less senior practitioners, which is then reflected in differences in frequency of usage.
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In terms of the psychological and structural attitudes, there was a statistically significant
difference in survey subscale score based on practitioners’ frequency of outcome measure
usage, F (4, 179) = 20.11, p < .0001; Wilk's Λ = 0.690, partial η2 = 0.310 across all four survey
subscales.
Compared to infrequent users, practitioners who used outcome measures frequently had
higher levels of knowledge and skill, reporting that they were more confident about how to use
measures as part their work, more able select measures to help at assessment or to monitor
progress, decide when outcome and feedback measures are appropriate to use, choose outcome
and feedback measures jointly with service users and provide feedback to services users about
their outcomes. Of interest, receiving external training, across all training types, appeared to be
particularly important in increasing outcome measure use, whereas internal training did not. In
addition, a significantly higher proportion of frequent users reported the training they had
received was helpful (85%), compared to infrequent users (56%). Length of time since most
recent training did not differ between groups, suggesting that training can have an enduring,
positive effect future on usage.
The difference in practitioner attitudes between user groups was particularly salient for
automatic and reflective motivations. This suggests that factors such as practitioners’ perceived
usefulness of outcome measures - perceiving that service users are happy to complete outcome
measures, that outcome measures help in planning treatment and support and help when
deciding when a different approach or professional is needed, support shared decision making,
capture information which helps service users, and that there is a strong evidence base for
outcome measures - all play an important and significant role in influencing whether a
practitioner is frequently using outcome measures or not. These motivations act as facilitators
when viewed positively or barriers when viewed negatively.
Results also provide important insights into the importance of organisational culture and
processes in the frequency of staff outcome measure usage. Having the opportunity to discuss
outcome data in supervision and with the young people themselves was an important
distinguishing factor between usage groups. Only 16% of infrequent users reported that their
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organisation displayed information about outcome and feedback measurement data and shared
data with service users in an accessible way, compared to 47% of frequent users. Similarly,
frequent users were more likely to work in organisations where data was shared with staff,
commissioners and funders in an effective way, was used to effectively shape service
improvement, where staff had a shared vision and where staff in the service are committed to
using outcome measures. On a practical level, having easy access to measures during sessions
and having access to the results of previous sessions were both significant factors in higher
usage, whereas being able to easily input outcome and feedback data onto a central system or
database did not appear to be as important.
Further analyses established that, in line with theorised factor structure, this bespoke
survey showed reasonable model fit with the original structure of the psychological capability,
physical opportunity, social opportunity and motivation components of the COM-B framework
and had sound psychometric properties. As such, this tool may be used in future research and
training and in practice settings to establish and monitor barriers and drivers in different
CAMHS contexts.
Implications for research and practice
This study provides useful information about the psychological, organisational and
practical factors which influence routine outcome monitoring use in practice and can inform
future implementation efforts and behaviour change interventions. Our data suggests that there
are a number of factors that are likely drivers of more frequent outcome measure use and should
thus be addressed as the key targets of behaviour change interventions. These drivers are: 1)
practitioner knowledge, skill and confidence in the selection and use of outcome measures in
clinical practice with service users; 2) practitioners’ perceptions and acknowledgment of the
usefulness of outcome measures and their importance in planning treatment and deciding when
a different approach needed, in addition to the belief that there is a strong evidence base for
outcome measures; 3) receiving external training, particularly accredited courses, which is
perceived by the practitioners as being helpful; 4) discussing outcome and feedback data in
individual and group supervision and with the young person; 5) a shared staff vision and an
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organisational culture of sharing and displaying outcome data with staff and with service users
in an accessible way, in addition to sharing data with commissioners and funders in an effective
way while using data to effectively shape service improvement; and 6) easy access to measures
during sessions and easy access to the results of previous sessions.
In the hope of shaping positive future directions, it is suggested that the behaviour
components outlined above are mapped onto the intervention functions outlined the COM-B
Model in order to inform behaviour change strategies (Michie, et al., 2011). Practitioner
education should aim to increase knowledge and understanding by providing information about
the evidence base and usefulness of routine outcome monitoring in clinical practice and as a tool
for tracking progress. Training should be used to impart skills to promote confidence and ease
of use. External, accredited courses, may be particularly useful to achieve this. It may be
particularly valuable to engage less senior practitioners, who with higher contact hours with
training opportunities. Modelling by managers and clinical leads may provide an added benefit
by providing an example of best practice. Services should ensure that practitioners have
increased means to and reduce barriers by enabling straightforward access to measures and
access to results with ease. Services should endeavour to create a climate of outcome data
sharing, which should be discussed in both supervision and in sessions with young people. This
data should be used effectively and shared with funders to help shape service improvement.
Limitations
Despite the strengths of implications of this study, there are several limitations, many of
which suggest directions for future research in this area. Results are based on a sample of
practitioners who chose to respond to an invitation to take the survey. Given that this was a noncompulsory and anonymous survey that was sent out to several sites, it is not possible to
compare responders to non-responders. It is likely that differences exist between responders and
non-responders and the sample in this study may not be representative of all CAMHS
practitioners, but rather a subsample of those who are most interested or engaged in the area of
ROM. Indeed, it is important to note that only two respondents reported that they used outcome
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measures none of the time. Future research should endeavour to recruit CAMHS practitioners
who do not use ROM at all in order to assess the barriers in this group.
A further limitation is that this study relied on self-reported use of ROM. It is likely that
results are subject to response bias, whereby respondents over-report their use of ROM in
practice. It is suggested that future research should employ more objective measures of ROM,
such as using electronic medical records databases. Finally, given the cross-sectional design of
this research, the direction of the relationship between the attitudes and outcome measure usage
cannot be determined. Future research may wish to implement the behaviour change
intervention strategies provided by this study and measure changes in attitudes and ROM usage.
Longitudinal research of this kind would go some way towards delineating the directionality of
this relationship.
Conclusions
The findings of this study suggest that there are several psychological, motivational and
structural barriers to usage, lending further support for the theoretically COM-B derived
dimensions of the model, which map on to a number of intervention functions. Present results
also suggest that the bespoke survey is a valid tool for assessing practitioner attitudes in a UK
CAMHS context. This tool could be used to provide the basis for new research and
interventions with practitioners in promoting routine outcome measure use in child and
adolescent mental services. ROM can be used as a tool when making decisions about whether
continue with a treatment when it is not working and to manage expectations from the outset of
treatment. It is thus vitally important to understand the barriers and challenges surrounding the
use of outcome measures in practice if data gathering and reporting is to be improved in order to
improve quality and quantity of the data available.
Routinely collected data from clinical services is important for generating practicebased or ‘real-world’ evidence of clinical effectiveness, however the quality of data is often
poor and does not permit for empirically robust studies to be conducted. There are clear clinical
benefits in monitoring client change for the purposes of making clinical treatment decisions and
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pre-empting deterioration. If the outcomes of young people who are not responding to treatment
are to be improved, it is important to identify them before the treatment comes to an end.
Beyond the use of ROM as a clinical tool for monitoring clinical change and managing
expectations, it remains unclear from the literature how treatment outcomes and treatment
outcome expectations are being managed more broadly by practitioners in clinical practice.
Using qualitative methods, Study 6 will build on the results of the current study by exploring
how treatment outcomes and outcome expectations are currently being managed in clinical
practice by practitioners.
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Study 6 - Managing expectations and treatment outcomes in practice:
practitioners’ perspectives

Introduction
Study 1 of this thesis highlighted that approximately half of young people with anxiety
and depression do not improve, despite having accessed specialist mental health treatment. This
finding presents a significant challenge for clinical practice in relation to how we can best
support young people who do not experience improvements. Communicating prognostic
estimates and managing poor treatment outcomes has been widely acknowledged and explored
within the physical health literature, suggesting that the majority of patients prefer doctors to be
honest and realistic about their future likely outcomes (Umezawa, et al., 2015). However, there
remains a paucity of empirical research examining this process and within routine specialist
mental health care (Wolpert, 2016).
From the qualitative interviews of Study 2, it was evident that while some young
people found certain treatments helpful, it was also common for them to experience treatments
which were not effective and for their problems remain unresolved at the point of ending. In
such circumstances, treatment endings were viewed as a negative and upsetting experience,
often resulting in a setback in terms of mental health and having a lasting impact. Prospective
outcomes from treatment were almost never explicitly discussed at the outset of or throughout
treatment. From young people’s perspectives, there was a largely mixed consensus regarding
the degree of openness and transparency they wanted from professionals about the expected
outcomes of treatment and to what extent they should be managing expectations from the outset.
While some young people felt that having a picture of likely outcomes before treatment would
manage their expectations and reduce self-blame, others were concerned that this would reduce
hope and perhaps the likelihood of the treatment working. Given that expectations are positively
linked to outcomes (Brown, et al., 2014; Constantino, et al., 2011; Glass, et al., 2001), it is
crucial that expectations are managed and guided appropriately.
Qualitative interviews with young people provided a unique and in-depth insight into
the young people’s past experiences of treatment, expectations of outcomes, and preferences for
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how their treatment should be managed by professionals. Results from both the systematic
review and the qualitative interviews suggest that there is a is a need to review how to
effectively communicate to young people, their families and the wider public that not everybody
will get better by the end of treatment and explore best practice in terms of managing
expectations and treatment endings. Beyond the perspectives of young people, it is important to
gain insight into the perspectives of professionals and better understand these issues within the
wider context of the healthcare systemic in which they practice.
There is a very limited amount of research which investigates issues relating to
managing expectations and poor outcomes from the perspective of clinicians. As discussed, the
literature that does exist within primarily relates to treatment endings and originates from the
psychodynamic orientation, manifesting as theoretical, conceptual and anecdotal reports from
the perspective of the psychotherapist. One study sought to explore the impact of ending therapy
on five counsellors working with children in schools (Bamford & Akhurst, 2014). Counsellor's
experiences of ending therapy evoked long-term powerful emotions, as well as both selfquestioning and protective anxiety for the counsellor (Bamford & Akhurst, 2014). Results from
this study demonstrate that treatment endings can be challenging for clinicians, as well as young
people. However, the broader issues relating to the limitations of treatment, poor outcomes and
managing expectations remain underexplored in the literature. As yet, no training or guidance
exists for mental health practitioners to assist them when treating young people who have not
improved with treatment (Wolpert, 2016).
It is argued that guidance on how to effectively communicate to young people, their
families and the wider public that not everybody will get better by the end of treatment and best
practice guidelines in terms of managing expectations and treatment endings are much needed.
Existing work on implementation strategies has established that implementing or changing
existing practices requires understanding of the determinants of current or desired behaviour
(Lou Atkins et al., 2017). The Theoretical Domains Framework (TDF) provides a
comprehensive, theory-informed approach to identifying determinants of behaviour (Lou
Atkins, et al., 2017). The authors have provided accompanying practical guidance to support
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with intervention design, which encompasses seven key stages. The seven stages are involve
select and specify the target behaviours, selecting the study design, developing study materials,
deciding on the sampling strategy, collecting the data, analysing the data and reporting the
findings. Previous research has linked the TDF and the COM-B (Michie, et al., 2011) by
developing qualitative interview schedules based on the three components of the COM-B model
(capability, opportunity and motivation) to identify determinates of behaviour (Atkins et al.,
2016).
To address the limitations in existing research, the current study used the step-by-step
guide for applying the TDF in addition to behaviour change theory (COM-B Model) to
investigate CAMHS professionals’ perspectives and experiences in relation to managing poor
treatment outcomes and ending mental health treatment when improvement has not been
achieved. Currently, very few studies have asked CAMHS practitioners about the challenges
they face in relation to managing poor outcomes in practice, and there is a lack of explicit
theoretical basis for the assessment of these barriers and facilitators in practice. This is the first
study, to date, to utilise the COM-B Model within this context.
The current study
Informed by preliminary Patient and Public Involvement (PPI) work, this study aimed
to better understand child and adolescent mental health practitioners’ views, feelings and
experiences in relation to managing treatment when outcomes have not improved. The primary
research questions are:
According to the theoretically derived dimensions of the COM-B framework (capability
(C); opportunity (O); and motivation (M)):
1. How are treatment expectations, poor treatment outcomes and treatment endings
currently being managed in practice?
2. What are the current challenges faced in practice by practitioners in relation to
managing treatment expectations, poor treatment outcomes and treatment endings?
3. What are the features of good practice in relation to managing treatment expectations,
poor treatment outcomes and treatment endings?
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Methods
In order to explore the challenges outlined above, a two-part study was conducted,
consisting of initial Patient and Public Involvement (PPI) work, followed by a series of seven
roundtable sessions with mental health practitioners which took place across England. A
qualitative approach was chosen as the most appropriate method given that so little is known
about this topic and the issues are complex. It was hoped that qualitative methods would
provide an in-depth, contextualised understanding of practitioners’ experiences (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2011).
Patient and Public Involvement work (PPI)
Patient and public involvement (PPI) work was carried out to initiate a crossdisciplinary and collaborative dialogue with professionals about the potential challenges of poor
outcomes and treatment endings, broadly across healthcare contexts and settings, and to explore
professional experiences with others. Ethical approval was granted by University College
London Research Ethics Committee (9777/001) on 23rd November 2016.
PPI is defined as research being carried out with or by members of the public rather
than to, about, or for them (Involve, 2012). There has been increasing recognition of the value
of using PPI alongside qualitative methods in the development behavioural interventions
(Fletcher et al., 2016; Moore et al., 2015). It was hoped that by conducting preliminary PPI
work, the scope of Study 6 would be shaped by what practitioners themselves deemed to be
important in terms of research.
Methods for PPI
PPI work took place across two separate sessions. Session 1 was a daylong training
event titled ‘Talking Endings with children and young people; sharing practice across mental
and physical health care’. Session 2 was a ninety-minute internal consultation session held with
AFNCCF clinical staff and young people with lived experience. The information sheet and optout is available in Appendix D.
PPI participant recruitment and consent
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For Session 1, opportunity sampling was used to recruit professionals (aged ⩾18 years)
attending a learning and training event in London, United Kingdom. Attendees were mental or
physical health professionals, spanning both clinical practice and research domains, who were
interested in sharing their experience and expertise. In order to register for this event,
professionals were asked to complete an application form and were selected based on
experience and the volume of applications. Attendees registered for the day they were given an
opt-out form (Appendix D) for providing consent, along with their name badge. If attendees
wished to opt-out, they were asked to return the signed form. These individuals were identified
with a discrete coloured dot on their name badge to ensure that their contributions were not
noted down by the researcher. The researcher was available throughout the day to provide a
verbal briefing and summary of the research and to answer any questions from participants.
For Session 2, clinical staff from the Anna Freud National Centre for Children and
Families were recruited. The same consent procedure outlined above was undertaken.
PPI procedure
For Session 1, following informed consent, participants were briefed about the agenda
and the overarching rationale for the day. In order to explore the language of endings,
participants took part in practitioner-client simulation or role-play exercises. The purpose of the
simulation exercises was to provide a compelling real experience from which to draw out
learning, as well as an opportunity to see and hear about other behaviours and vocabulary
concerning endings. The simulations also gave an opportunity to practice approaches to
discussing endings. Participants were split into smaller sub-groups of four or five. Each
participant had the opportunity to simulate the role of a practitioner and a young person across
four different clinical scenarios with the purpose of discussing an ending. An example of one
clinical scenario is that of Selina: “Selina is 16 year old with advanced osteosarcoma involving
her liver, lungs, bones or her spine and pelvis. Chemotherapy and radiotherapy treatment has
not worked and there are now no other oncological treatment options”. Participants were
prompted to consider ‘How would convey to Selina her poor prognosis and likelihood she is
approaching the end of her life?’ During each simulation, participants were encouraged to think
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about what the experience was evoking in relation to: thinking, feeling, sensing and intuition.
After the end of each simulation participants were asked to discuss in their groups: what went
well, what could have been improved, and they had learned. Each sub-group then fed-back to
the wider group about their experience and reflections on the exercise. In particular, the wider
group discussed if some endings were more challenging than others, the associated emotions
which were experienced and overall learning points. Following the simulation exercise material
was presented relating to practice and learning from palliative care and how to have better
conversations in clinical practice. The session ended with a general discussion around the
consensus of challenges faced and best practice recommendations across physical and mental
health contexts.
Session 2 involved an internal consultation with AFNCCF clinicians. Following
informed consent, the researcher and facilitators provided a background briefing about the topic
of endings, the rationale for the session, and what it was hoped would be achieved by the end of
the session. Participants were asked if ending treatment with young people was something they
had found challenging, to provide examples of instances of endings that had been challenging,
to provide examples of instances of endings that had gone well and how professionals can be
supported better.
Two researchers took field notes throughout both sessions. Verbatim notes were taken
where possible in addition to any instances of particular emotive significance, general themes or
topics that were evident or instances of agreement or disagreement.
PPI participants
Session 1 was attended by 17 external participants, three AFNCCF staff, two facilitators
and the researcher. Session 2 was attended by five AFNCCF clinicians, two young advisors
with personal experience of mental health problems, two facilitators and the researcher.
Participants’ professional backgrounds included researchers, psychiatrists, GPs, clinical
psychologists, child psychotherapists, neonatal and palliative care clinicians, art therapists,
social workers and cognitive behavioural therapists. Two researchers took field notes
throughout both sessions. Verbatim notes were taken where possible in addition to any instances
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of emotive significance, general themes or topics that were evident or instances of agreement or
disagreement.
PPI results
Several topics and subjects were discussed throughout the sessions, which broadly
mapped on to things which professionals found challenging versus things that professionals
found helpful in relation to managing poor outcomes and ending treatment. Conceptually, the
elements could be grouped according to either the client-practitioner relationship or the wider
system. The results were then aggregated and graphically illustrated by means of two Concept
Maps (Appendix D). The objective of presenting the results using Concept Maps to was to
provide a user-friendly and accessible alternative format of results for dissemination.
Throughout the course of Session 1, a Live Illustrator captured the discussion and depicted it on
a mural which was drawn in real time (Appendix D).
There were a number of key themes woven through the discussions across both
sessions. Participants spoke about the notion of ‘ending from the beginning’ and there was a
feeling that these conversations are useful and important to have at the beginning of treatment to
help manage the young person’s expectations. However, concerns were raised that this can
affect the relationship between the client and therapist from the start, and make the young
person feel the clinician doesn’t care, and could make the young person feel pessimistic if the
prospect of failure is in the room from the beginning. From a palliative care perspective, an
‘amber’ situation is when the clinician is unsure if the patient will die. It was suggested that its
good practice to be up front with the patient about this uncertainty – some patients will choose
to acknowledge the prospect of death, others choose not to. While these discussions and
conversations happen regularly within physical health and palliative care contexts, mental health
practitioners described feeling ill-equipped to have discussion relating to endings within their
own contexts.
From the PPI work, it was evident that challenges relating to poor outcomes and
treatment endings were experienced across healthcare settings and contexts. Those involved in
the PPI work had received no formal training on treatment endings and there was a strong
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consensus that improved training and guidelines were needed, which were based on research
with both young people and clinicians. From the initial PPI work it was clear that more rigorous
and empirical research is needed to delve into these discussions in more depth, particularly
within the field of child and adolescent mental health. Although this initial PPI work shed light
on the importance of this topic, empirical research is needed to provide better understanding of
the current challenges faced in practice by practitioners and the features of good practice in
relation to managing treatment expectations, poor treatment outcomes and treatment endings. It
was hoped that this research would feed into improved training and practice guidelines moving
forwards.
Design
Qualitative methods were employed by conducting a series of seven roundtable
discussions in cities across England (London, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester,
Newcastle) between October and December 2017.
Roundtables are a form of academic discussion, which focus on a specific topic of
interest. Roundtables were chosen as the preferred qualitative method as it was hoped that a
group dynamic would encourage discussion and facilitate exploration of cross-sector and crossdisciplinary experiences and stimulate the exchange of ideas. The format of roundtables is
informal and allows for guided discussion rather than a typical didactic session (Maljanian,
Caramanica, Taylor, MacRae, & Beland, 2002). Previous work supports the notion that
roundtables serve a useful purpose in promoting the exchange of knowledge and solving
problems (Turcotte & Pasquero, 2001).
Ethical approval
Ethical approval was granted by University College London Research Ethics
Committee (9777/002) on 3rd July 2017.
Participant recruitment
The roundtable sessions were advertised on the AFNCCF website and via the AFNCCF
newsletter. Participants were asked to register their interest using a registration form on the
AFNCCF website. From those who registered their interest, a purposive sample of twelve
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practitioners per session were chosen based on their discipline and experience working in varied
child and adolescent mental health contexts.
Participant characteristics
There was a total of 52 participants (eight males, forty-four females), across the seven
roundtables, ranging from seven to ten participants per session. The professional roles,
backgrounds and therapeutic orientations of the participants varied greatly, including but not
limited to: child and adolescent psychotherapist(s), specialist nurse practitioner(s), clinical
psychologist(s), trainee clinical psychologist(s), service manager(s), consultant child and
adolescent psychiatrist(s), mental health nurse(s), mental health support worker(s), cognitive
behavioural therapist(s), systemic psychotherapist(s), mental health practitioner(s), social
worker(s), occupational therapist(s). Many participants had more than one role, across different
clinical settings, in research and in managerial positions.
Procedure
Participants were sent the information sheet in advance, which provided background
and context to the roundtable sessions as well as what participating would involve. Prior to the
start of the roundtable, participants were given a pack with the information sheet, consent form,
and Concept Maps (all available in Appendix D). Participants were verbally briefed about aims
of the research, the work conducted so far, what participation would involve, their rights as a
participant e.g. anonymity, confidentiality, the right to withdraw at any point and the voluntary
basis of participation. Participants were reminded that the session would be audio-recorded.
Participants were encouraged to be as open as they felt comfortable with but were
reminded to be mindful of their own patients’ right to confidentiality and to avoid using any
identifiable information when discussing specific clinical cases. Participants were asked to
refrain from using mobile telephones or laptops during the session and reminded not to discuss
anything said during the session with others outside of the group.
Following consent, participants were asked to take some time to consider the Concept
Maps. The primary function of the Concept Maps was to facilitate conversation and thinking,
and to provide a basis on which to build the discussion. It was hoped that highlighting areas
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from initial PPI work would prompt conversation and highlight extant learning. The discussion
was primarily driven by the concept maps and structured around agenda items, which are
presented in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1. Roundtable agenda items
Agenda item
Introduction

Why are we holding roundtables and what do we hope to achieve?

You and your client relationship

A summary of the work on treatment endings so far.
Exploring the feelings and factors that can make it difficult to
decide when and how to end treatment.

You and your system

Sharing helpful approaches, including language, timing, tools and
resources, and whether the relationship should continue after formal
treatment ends.
Exploring how working within an organisation and a broader
system impacts upon the endings, including perspectives on
approaches to risk
Support for you - from your own organisation and other
professionals

Top tips

Support for those ending treatment - from elsewhere in your
organisation and from other sources
Hearing your top tips and suggestions on ending treatment with
children and young people - for practitioners, service managers and
commissioners

All seven roundtables were audio recorded using a password-protected audio-recorder
and lasted approximately 90 minutes. The sessions were then transcribed verbatim and the
transcripts were anonymised by assigning a unique pseudonym to each participant. Transcripts
were stored on a password protected secure network and on an encrypted hard drive.
Analytic strategy
Data analysis was conducted using NVivo11.
The framework method was chosen as the most appropriate analytic approach managing
the large dataset in this study and for aggregating the data from each of sessions, allowing for
comparing and contrasting data between within and between phases, as well as providing a
holistic overview of the entire dataset (Ritchie, 1994). The framework method was developed in
the 1980s by researchers from the Qualitative Research Unit at the National Centre for Social
Research (Ritchie, Lewis, Nicholls, & Ormston, 2013). The method was initially designed to
manage and analyse qualitative data in large-scale policy research, but its use now extends to
many other areas including healthcare research.
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Framework analysis is type of qualitative method and sits under the umbrella of
thematic approaches. Thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) is broad term which embodies
many different approaches (Braun, Clarke, Hayfield, & Terry, 2019). It is characterised by
identifying similarities and contrasts in qualitative data followed by drawing conclusions
structured as themes (Gale, Heath, Cameron, Rashid, & Redwood, 2013). The framework
method provides a flexible yet structured approach to data management and data analysis,
particularly suitable for large datasets. Its unique and defining feature is that the data is mapped
on to a structured matrix of rows (cases) and columns (codes). Cases are typically individuals,
however, can also be groups of individuals. Data is then reduced to cells of summarised data
which can be analysed across cases by code as well as within individual cases.
The framework method provides a set of five systematic stages, which were followed in
this study: familiarisation, identifying a thematic framework, indexing, charting, and mapping
and interpretation (Ritchie, 1994). Both deductive and inductive logic were employed to reduce
and synthesise data to develop case and thematic analyses.
Familiarisation was achieved through the transcription process and subsequent and indepth familiarisation was attained through the re-reading and listening to the data set. An initial
framework was developed to provide new and meaningful organisational structure of the data.
The categories were informed by a priori areas of interest from the PPI scoping work and
additional issues that arose during the initial familiarisation stage.
Indexing was then carried out, whereby the initial framework was systematically
applied to each transcript by assigning chunks of text to categories within the framework. This
was particularly advantageous in this study as the coding framework was continually developed
and adapted with the cumulative addition of new data from each successive phase, producing a
superordinate framework informed by the data from all phases. Coding in the PPI phase was
primarily inductive in nature with limited a priori issues incorporated, whereas coding in the
later stages was more deductive, with existing codes being applied to the data, while still
allowing for unexpected or new concepts to become apparent and coded accordingly.
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After indexing the entire corpus of texts, a robust framework had been finalised. The
purpose of this framework was to categorically organise the data in a meaningful way rather
than for interpreting the data. For example, some of the categories within the framework
included ‘examples of good endings’, ‘examples of bad endings’, ‘practitioner feelings and
emotions when ending’, ‘examples of things which were not helpful when ending’, ‘examples
of things which were helpful when ending’ and ‘challenges faced by practitioners’.
Next, charting involved summarising the data for each category and each participant
into a matrix. An Excel spreadsheet was used to create the matrix and the summarised data was
charted into the appropriate case by code cell. The framework was then used to code the
remaining sessions. As the data from the PPI work was based on field notes rather than verbatim

transcripts, the cases were not individuals but rather Session 1 (case 1) and Session 2 (case 2).
This created a more manageable dataset which would help facilitate data analysis in the next
stage. Once all of the roundtables had been coded to the framework, there was a data summary
for each category and participant.
The analytic or ‘sense-making’ stage involved mapping and interpretation. This meant
exploring patterns in the data which were then described as concepts in order to develop a set of
themes to capture participants’ experiences. For example, were there commonalities across
cities in what practitioners found particularly helpful or unhelpful when ending and how did this
compare to the views expresses by practitioners? The framework allowed for comparisons to be
made within and across levels of the study phases, including between practitioners working
within different cities or in different professional roles.
Finally, core themes were developed according to the COM-B framework, in relation
how treatment expectations, poor treatment outcomes and treatment endings currently being
managed in practice, what the current challenges are and what the features of good practice are.
As described by the COM-B Model, interactions between an individual’s capability (C),
opportunity (O) and motivation (M) are the antecedents of their behaviour (e.g. managing poor
outcomes and treatment endings). Each of these three components can influence behaviour
directly and capability and opportunity can influence behaviour indirectly through motivation.
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The relationship between the components and behaviour is bi-directional; meaning that
engaging in the behaving can influence future capability, motivation and opportunity, which in
turn can influence behaviour.
Results
Themes
Four overarching themes are presented, which map on to the four components of the
COM-B Model, along with several subordinate sub-categories or concepts within them. The
four themes are not mutually exclusive of one another and many links and interdependencies
exist between them. A summary of the themes, connections between themes, and categories are
depicted in Figure 6.1. A summary table in Appendix D provides additional illustrative
quotations not otherwise included in text.
The key challenges faced by practitioners in managing treatment expectations, poor
treatment outcomes and treatment endings stemmed from:
1. Wider systemic challenges (Theme 1), which mapped on to the opportunity component
of the COM-B Model. Opportunity refers to factors that are not attributable to the
individual and encompasses both physical opportunity (e.g. lack of non-statutory
services to provide ongoing support) and social opportunity (e.g. a service-level culture
of holding on to cases who are not responding).
2. The function and constraints of available treatments (Theme 2), which mapped on
to the capability component of the COM-B Model. Capability relates to an individual’s
psychological and physical ability (e.g. prior knowledge, training and skill in managing
treatment expectations and treatment endings within a context where treatments are
often ineffective yet viewed as being effective by the public).
3. Clinical complexity in practice, (Theme 3), which mapped on to the ‘Motivation’
component of the COM-B Model. Motivation refers to the automatic, habitual and
reflective brain processes and mechanisms that activate or inhibit behaviour i.e. the
desire at key moments to engage in the behaviour and emotional responding.
Motivation is categorised into reflective processes, such as evaluations and making
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plans, and automatic processes, involving emotions and impulses (e.g. the practitioner
believes that continuing treatment is of benefit to the young person or avoids ending
treatment as they fear the young person will feel abandoned).
4. The fourth theme represents the key features of good practice (Theme 4), which
promote management of expectations, poor outcomes and treatment endings and which
alleviate or mitigate some of the challenges outlined in Themes 1, 2 and 3.
There is considerable conceptual overlap between the challenges identified in Themes
1-3 and the facilitators identified in Theme 4. For example, ‘unrealistic treatment expectations’
presents as a challenge to ending when those expectations are not met. By ‘managing treatment
expectations’ it possible to alleviate some of the challenge faced and facilitate better and less
challenging endings.

Figure 6.1. Summary of superordinate themes and subordinate subthemes identified
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Theme 1. The systemic challenge
A catalogue of wider systemic factors were cited by practitioners as being key
contributors to the pressure and challenges they faced in relation to managing poor outcomes
and ending treatment appropriately in these circumstances. These factors were often described
as posing as a barrier to effective clinical decision making around ending. Systemic factors were
broader than the immediate clinical challenge being faced in practice.
1.1. The current climate in CAMHS
Practitioners described being faced with pervasive service-level resource constrains and
financial pressures, both within CAMHS, and on a national level across health and social care
services. This pressure has been exacerbated with increasing levels of need, culminating and
long waiting lists, high caseloads and CAMHS services which are not able to meet demand.
“Organisationally I think there is a capacity-demand management issue around long
waiting lists because you know you’ve got many young people that are waiting for
something.”
(Head of Service (third sector), Female)
Such demands impeded practitioners’ ability or willingness to end treatment with a
young person, given the demanding and complex nature of such conversations.
“Demand sometimes quashes the capacity to have even the time in the diary to have those
conversations.”
(Clinical Psychologist and Director of Psychological Services (CAMHS), Male)
There was also a general sense the situation faced by CAMHS is worse than it has been
before. Practitioners spoke extensively about funding cuts and that resource pressures and
waiting lists were getting worse.
“I think they’ve often waited so long to access CAMHS, once they’re through the door
you can’t get them out again because they know that once that doors closed actually those
days are gone where you could have a review in 3 months or you could get hold of the
same person that you used to see. So, I kind of get that kind of that sense of anxiety, that
“what if it goes pear shaped again and I’ve got to wait again and can I bear that
again?””
(Psychologist (CAMHS), Female)
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However, it was also widely acknowledged that by continuing with treatment, other
people on the long waiting lists were not being seen.
“We’ve got a waiting list and there are other people who are just as desperate as that
person”
(CBT Therapist (third sector), Female)
“But doesn’t it raise an ethical issue though? Because if one person is not responding
and has had the range of evidence-based interventions and hasn’t responded, whether
you continue to offer more to that person while you know you’ve got however many other
young people sitting on your waiting list not having anything or whether you should say
actually they haven’t responded to treatment and therefore we should stop, at least for
now. You know, more is not necessarily better.”
(Consultant Child and Adolescent Psychiatrist (CAMHS), Female)
1.2. Lack of other services available
In additional to statutory service resource pressures, practitioners described the
detrimental impact of funding cuts for non-statutory services and the reduction in other forms of
more informal support. This was described as put additional compounding pressure on CAMHS
and caused practitioners to hold on to cases, even if they weren’t improving, so that they would
not be left without any support at all and avoid lengthy re-referral processes.
“Due to cuts, there really is very little that people can access for support…There’s very
little available to support them. Um, and if you feel like you’re the only service then you
end up thinking that it’s not possible to end because there’s nothing else for them. And I
think that’s got harder as resources in the community have shrunk.”
(Consultant Child and Adolescent Psychiatrist, Female)
Practitioners spoke of their feelings of frustration and that improvements in a young
person’s mental health may actually worsen following discharge given there is no follow-up
support to maintain their mental health and provide ongoing care.
“That’s where it’s really tricky now, because the other resources are shrinking. There
used to be a lot more of those and now there’s going to be more cuts in schools and
they’re going to be cutting special educational needs bit of schools and I just kind of think
– my heart sinks…but also just frustration because it’s really hard when you feel like
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you’ve made a bit of progress but there then needs to be something in place to maintain
that. Um, and it’s just, I think it’s really difficult. There’s much less to hang on to”
(Clinical Psychologist and Manager (CAMHS), Female)
There were several discussions surrounding families and the difficult journey they had
been on, navigating through CAMHS. Families had an arduous process in trying to get their child
help and treatment and were naturally fearful of losing support and going back to square one.
“We have families who will cling on for dear life, because they are so anxious about, you
know, “if you’re not in our lives, what else we will have?”. Because I think provisions
everywhere have been cut and they know that. They’ve been passed around before getting
to us in the first place. So I think that creates anxiety in our system as well, that, well if
we close, who else have we got to go to?”
(Psychologist (CYP-IAPT), Female)
1.3. Service models and risk
Practitioners also spoke about the way in which service models within CAMHS are set
up in relation to managing risk. Discussions about risk were a key feature of all seven
roundtable sessions. Practitioners spoke about how services were set-up using the recovery
model of treatment and were ill-equipped to manage ongoing risk. They reported feeling high
levels of pressure regarding holding and managing clinical risk, which in some instances acted
as a barrier to discharging young people. Practitioners spoke about a cultural shift towards
personal responsibility, liability, blame, and fear of reprimand if something bad were to occur
after discharging a young person. This acted as a barrier in discharging clients from services.
“But it’s interesting that in this country, and I do think it’s this country, we have a
particular need to blame or to find somebody to blame in this culture that is stronger than
other European countries. It’s always the professional, regardless of, you know, Mum
and Dad.”
(Psychologist, Female)
There was also discussion about how services are not set-up to meet the needs of young
people who are too ‘unsafe’ to discharge but who are not suitable for therapeutic work. Services
were described as lacking a tier for risk support, meaning that clients are retained because of
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fears over risk, rather than because services were able to offer something therapeutic. This
serves the interests of the service more so than the clients.
“There was a risk increase over the last few years and maybe services are not adapting
to that change. Because it does seem that the older adolescent is fitting more of the adult
mental health model than the traditional CAMHS kind of context. Um, and we haven’t
quite had the time to, with NHS grants and all of that, it takes a time to move and to shift.”
(Clinical Psychologist, (CAMHS), Female)
It was also discussed that practitioners felt they were then placed in a difficult position
in these situation. When a young person is open to their service they have some degree of
responsibility for what happens to them.
“In different models as well, and I think our expectation around our appreciation of risk,
and how you manage it, isn’t necessarily very realistic in terms of risks that exists in
people’s lives, and how we live with risk on a daily basis. So, I think, that’s perhaps one
of the downfalls of sort of being in a service that prefaces its’ name as ‘specialist’, like
specialist CAMHS. I think there is a lot about the way that you set up your service and
you present it.”
(Clinical Psychologist, Female)
Beyond the clinical risk held by the individual, was the concept of organisational or
corporate risk, which was described as the risk to the organisation if something goes wrong. For
example, the risk to a school if a child was seriously injured while at school. It was felt by
practitioners that they could be being positioned to be the solution to the corporate risk.
Participants agreed with one participant who said that “I sometimes think of the risk as being
like a parcel”, which is then passed around between organisations.
“Actually, when the school comes to you with these worries about a child, they are at one
level worried about a child but they’re also worried about the risk to the organisation if
that professional doesn’t do something. And that actually if they’ve talked to you, they no
longer feel responsible.”
(Mental Health Nurse, (CAMHS), Female)
1.3.1. Organisational structures
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The transition between CAMHS and adult services, or the forced ending when a young
person turned 18 and was discharged, was seen as particular challenge and problematic for
practitioners. Stopping services at eighteen was not appropriate given what is known about
young people’s neurodevelopment and that they are going through crucial transitions in their
physical, cognitive and emotional development. Adult services are setup very differently to
CAMHS, and professionals operate quite differently with a different kind of mind set of
responsibility and that is difficult for young people.
“That’s a really difficult experience for young people who’ve had a very nurturing,
perhaps too dependent, a service but then go into the complete other extreme – parents
aren’t involved, psychiatrists work independently of their core worker – won’t ask their
core worker their opinion necessarily”
(Clinical Psychologist and Clinical Lead (CYP-IAPT), Female)

Theme 2. Function and constraints of available treatments
A number of challenges were raised in relation to the limitations of treatments and
interventions that exist and that are provided. Practitioners articulated that not all treatments are
effective and do not always lead to improvements and that managing treatment expectations and
treatment endings within a context where treatments are often ineffective yet viewed as being
effective by the public is hard. A common thread throughout the discussions was that training
and skill in managing treatment expectations and treatment endings was lacking, within a
system where expectations are high and treatments are expected to cure.
Several people spoke about while the notion that ‘more is better’ is commonplace, this
often supersedes the reality that ‘more’ can actually cause harm. The misconceptions about
remaining involved being preferable to ending represented a barrier to good practice and can
cause unintentional harm across multiple domains, including creating co-dependency.
“I find myself caught up sometimes and not thinking as much as I should about the risk
of remaining involved, and I think about, you know, those kids who come to four out of a
possible twelve, or two out of a possible twenty, but I also think about that risk of
remaining involved and perpetuating that experience…’treatment failure’, and what that
feels like to families.”
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(Clinical Psychologist, Female)
“And I think also that there’s not the conversation that we might be unintentionally
causing harm by um hanging on to some families um well the well-meaning motivations
to improve but actually it may be preventing some growth and development of skills um
and that sort of goal may have been lost in the time that some families are with us.
Um obviously psychotherapists have a view of what the purpose of that long term
relationship is but in terms of recovery and trying to instil a sense of um autonomy and
self-management um those conversations aren’t always held and I think that’s where
unintentional harm can occur. You can sort of build anxiety and co-dependency, rather
than sort of growth and creativity.”
(Child Psychiatrist and Researcher (NHS), Male)
2.1. Treating symptoms to cure
Participants spoke about how they were working within a treatment model which aimed
to ‘cure’ and there was an expectation that they should do so. The notion of what constituted a
good outcome or successful or effective treatment was described as being highly variable and
dependent on how treatment is conceptualised. For one young person successful treatment may
mean not deteriorating and for another it may mean getting back to the point of being
asymptomatic.
“It’s interesting, isn’t it? Because prognosis can differ and I guess it does make me think
you know you’re idea of other kind of health problems, other health services, exist within
a framework in which not everyone can be cured and yet I don’t feel like our service exists
within a framework that not everyone can be cured. So I still think that we exist within a
narrative that says that every child can attain this and you know actually we all know
that’s not true.”
(Consultant child and adolescent psychiatrist (CAMHS), Female)
“I don’t think my diabetology colleagues worry about whether someone’s diabetes hasn’t
got better, they do worry about people not getting worse. They worry about the long term
measurement of their blood sugar and they measure their glycosylated haemoglobin or
whatever it’s called…but that, that’s enough… the fact that the person is continuing. They
don’t expect to cure them and yet I feel like we’re set up like we’re supposed to cure
people.
(Clinical psychologist (CAMHS), Female)
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2.2. Unrealistic treatment expectations
CAMHS is perceived by other agencies, such as schools, families and the wider public
as being the ‘expert solution’ to youth mental health problems. Participants had the impression
that others expected them to wave a magic wand to make things better and that it was CAMHS’
responsibility to fix everything. There was also a sense that were unrealistically high
expectations about the impact of their input on outcomes and that the ‘expert solution’ view
prevented other viable options being considered, such as informal support, self-management and
coping.
“I struggle with that weight of expectations and sometimes that’s parents’ expectations,
understandably and sometimes that’s the expectation that the network of services.”
(CBT Therapist (third sector), Female)
“Society sees CAMHS as being wholly responsible for the mental ill-health of children
and young people.”
(Child and adolescent psychotherapist and service manager (charity), Female)
From the perspective of a nurse who recently started working in CAMHS, it was
suggested that expectations about outcomes need to be set from the outset by the referring
agencies.
“I think there’s something about educating the referring agencies as well. A year ago I
was a school nurse and, yes just like you said, ‘get them into CAMHS and all will be
wonderful’. Now, I’ve been on a really big learning curve this year. [Laughs from group]
and it’s about – the referring agencies, the GPs, the school nurses, the schools. If we
could kind of explain that at the start with that it’s not necessarily a cure and more
intervention after CAMHS would be wonderful. Not that we’re that naïve but along those
sort of lines so that we can – so that agencies can sort of prepare a little bit.”
(Community psychiatric nurse (Tier 2 CAMHS, Female)
However, it was also acknowledged that some expectations and pressure come
from the self and the personal desire to make children and young people better.
“My sense is there’s a wish, a desire to believe that if only the right thing is offered then
things can be fixed. A kind of ‘ultimate rescuer’. There’s something unbearable that
thinking for children…we’ve got this time limited pressure, this window of opportunity,
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before they’re whatever age it is, you know. And somehow I think all our hopes and
dreams and wishes get put onto our children. I’m just about letting go – things aren’t
perfect there either.
I wonder if there’s just this yearning for perfection that we all have as human beings that
we’ll get it better in the next generation and that’s unbearable to sit with actually…I think
there is a real unconscious wish fulfilment that things be better and if only we work hard
enough an if only we were good enough as practitioners that things would be fixed.”
(Psychologist (looked after children service), Female)
2.3. Engagement and active participation
Finally, in relation to treatments and their limitations, is the importance of active
participation by the young person. It was discussed that treatments will not work the way they
are intended without active engagement and participation. Practitioners spoke about how their
involvement and skill as a practitioner can only help to a certain point, and beyond that the
young person has to want to be helped.
“In our service agreement it very much clearly states we will not do things for you, we
will do things together. And everything we try is always about the enabling. And for a lot
of the care and custody leavers we have it’s just, they’re just sitting there waiting for you
to do it. No, it’s like, we’re going to do this together.”
(Support Worker, Male)
“I suppose a lot of our approach to supporting children and young people is around
whose responsibility is it to recover and actually… [Pause] they hold that responsibility.
We are facilitating the journey, we’re not in charge of it. If that makes sense?”
(Manager of Psychological Services (voluntary sector), Female)
Theme 3. Clinical complexity in practice
As discussed, much of challenge faced by practitioners in relation to managing
treatment expectations, outcomes and endings stems from extant, wider systemic challenges and
challenges associated with currently available treatments. Both of which are beyond their
immediate control and puts pressure on both themselves and the young people in clinical
practice. Participants discussed several challenges in clinical practice, including feeling pressure
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and anxiety, acknowledging the negative impacts on the young person and issues of attachment
and dependency.
3.1. Negative impacts on young person
Participants recounted several negative impacts, across multiple domains that both poor
outcomes and treatment endings have on young people, which acted as a barriers to ending
treatment when it would have been appropriate to do so. These included emotional effects,
deteriorations in mental health, behavioural implications (e.g. disengagement and holding on)
and feelings of loss.
“Because I’m very aware that with some of our work, talking about endings can lead to
disengagement at that point. Because it’s easier to have the control to end it than know
that it’s going to come to an end.”
(Manager of Psychological Services (voluntary sector), Female)
“How hard it is because people get very attached to services, don’t they? As well
as to the professionals and to the service and to CAMHS. Some people have been in
CAMHS for a really long time and then they come to the end and that’s very [It’s heartbreaking] it’s really difficult and if you haven’t then got something else and it feels like
they’re going into the abyss then that’s often very difficult.”
(Clinical Psychologist/ CAMHS Manager, Female)
3.2. Pressure on practitioners
Although it was widely acknowledged that ending was hard for young people,
practitioners also reported that they found managing poor outcomes and ending hard on a
personal and professional level too. Practitioners described finding the process of ending hard
and challenging for a number of reasons. Wider systemic factors meant that practitioners were
experiencing immense levels of pressure which then impacted their ability to end. Practitioners
reported feelings of anxiety, which acted as both a barrier to timely and appropriate ending.
“And we know that when teams are really under pressure that they make less good
decisions and you’re less likely to be able to discharge in the end with somebody who
isn’t making any progress. When you’re, you know, fighting to survive your working life
because you’re under so much pressure. You haven’t got time…It’s just easier to keep
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going. It’s easier to offer another appointment because I haven’t got time to do all the
paper work and to have all those conversations and I just want to offer another
appointment because I haven’t got time to think about it.”
(Consultant Child and Adolescent Psychiatrist, Female)
Practitioners also found it personally challenging to end treatment with a young person,
particularly if they had become attached to them.
“I think sometimes you end up working with kids and think oh God I’ve been working
with them for ages and actually they probably should be at YPAS, but you know you get
overly attached to somebody, or you know they’re the ones you look forward to, all the
others are really hard, and there’s lots of things that get in the way of a discharge, yeah.”
(Senior Mental Health Practitioner (CAMHS), Female)
3.3. Complex cases
Often it was the more complex clinical cases and presentations that were particularly
hard for practitioners, including young people with high levels of risk, attachment problems, or
other vulnerabilities (e.g. family problems, chronic ill health, and learning disability).
Practitioners also spoke of having to manage multiple, often conflicting, perspectives in relation
to a young person’s care, which was particularly challenging for them.
“I think, for me, the hardest people to end with the ones who are really vulnerable, really
fragile, they’re attachment relationships are really poor, they haven’t – they're not
coming with solid adults behind them coming in to a service.”
(Clinical Psychologist (CAMHS), Female)
“I think the hardest thing, two of the hardest things really, and they’re linked, is um
different perspectives within a family about ending. Um so I suppose, so something I
was dealing with today – a young person who really doesn’t want to come anymore but
a parent who keeps asking for anther appointment but then they don’t come. Um so
managing when you’ve got different views within a family about carrying on versus
stopping and how much is enough.”
(Consultant Child and Adolescent Psychiatrist (CAMHS), Female)
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It was raised that in some of the complex cases perhaps mental health treatment should
be the priority and that other basic safety needs should be met first, before thinking about
reducing symptoms.
“You’re working with a family where there are so many issues. Well, can I identify this
child who really, really needs therapy and the fact that they’re going home to a violent
experience or they’re, you know, the traumas are ongoing, or this family are living in the
car, you know? It’s not, you know, that’s not the priority here. But speaking to that, and
speaking to a family who are living with that level of, deprivation, poverty, violence,
intergenerational poor mental health, any of those things, you know, I think, adds to that,
you know, challenge for me certainly as a clinician.”
(Clinical Psychologist, Female)
3.4. Attachment, dependence and reliance
Connected to complexity, are issues relating to attachment and dependence. Some
young people were described has having complex attachment relationships and services
represent a strong attachment relationship in their life. Practitioners said that it was particularly
hard to end with young people if they have poor or complex attachment relationships, without
the support of adults around them.
“It makes me think a lot about attachment – these things about endings. How hard it is
because people get very attached to services, don’t they? As well as to the professionals
and to the service and to CAMHS. Some people have been in CAMHS for a really long
time and then they come to the end and that’s very - It’s heart-breaking - it’s really
difficult and if you haven’t then got something else and it feels like they’re going into the
abyss then that’s often very difficult.”
(Clinical Psychologist and Manager (CAMHS), Female, London)
Theme 4. Key features of good practice
The fourth and final theme relates to features of good practice in relation to managing
treatment expectations, poor treatment outcomes and treatment endings. The subthemes stem
from practice suggestions and examples of practice already happening and map on to the
challenges discussed in Themes 1, 2 and 3 (see Figure 6.1).
4.1. Supervision and reflective practice
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It was suggested that strong supervision and reflective practice are integral in mitigating
against some of the challenges faced in practice. Both individual and team-based supervision
were found to be helpful in dealing with the emotional aspect of ending in addition to assisting
with re-formulation and planning. Related to supervision, was service culture and robust
management and leadership, which were also deemed important.
“…it does seem to me that the reflective practice groups are absolutely essential. Clinical
supervision, managerial supervision but also the value of the multi-disciplinary team. Which,
if working correctly, challenges you in right places and helps you think in a different way.
That’s heavy on resources but I think is essential.”
(Mental health practitioner (CAMHS), Male)
“Yeah, I mean within our organisation…I can say what helps us. Is really good supervision.
Really good solid, robust management leadership. Which is not interested in, in having a
blame culture which is…we make joint decisions. Coproduction, it’s all about talking to the
young person, the family. Sharing information about risks. Um, sharing it with our partners.
Um and being realistic about risk management. Um but its gets, it becomes a real focus of
people’s attention when we’re looking at endings.”
(Head of service (third sector), Female)
4.2. Service models
In terms of service models, it was suggested that services would benefit from a ‘safety net’,
including booster sessions, drop-ins, top-ups, phone line duty workers, which would allow
young people to be discharged yet have the option of support if needed without being referred.
It was also suggested that CAMHS could have involvement by providing ongoing consultation
and risk support to other services. There was some concern that ‘safety nets’ would mean duty
workers were inundated with calls, however, other practitioners said the services they worked at
already offered this and it was not often used but served to reassure young people and families
that help was there if needed.
“Because I do it on an odd occasion if I think somebody really doesn’t need to stay in the
service but, you know, is quite reticent, with some people I will say okay I’ll keep it open for
four weeks and if you contact me you do, if not I will close it. And the amount of times that
someone’s taken me up on it is negligible.”
(Team Leader Early Intervention Well-being Service (NHS), Female)
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“That’s why we created the drop-in service as well, so when we’ve finished a piece of work there’s
a few exit strategies that we’ll offer our young people, so they’re not just left high and dry as
such. Come back, if you want to chat to somebody come back, do you want to do group work?
[Sometimes all they need isn’t it] put your name down for group work you know, so quite often
we’ll say ‘if you need another little top up with your counsellor, give us a ring!’ You know.”
(CBT Therapist (third sector), Female)
4.3. Multi-agency working and informal supports
Recommendations were made in relation to utilising existing networks, developing strong
cross-agency working and learning, and ensuring high quality communication across services. .
It was also suggested that knowing that there is somewhere to signpost people to when
considering an ending, which is appropriate and that there’s a likelihood of engagement with, is
important. Information can then be shared with a well-timed telephone call, with a handover of
information between services, while also keeping the young person in up to date. It was
acknowledged that although drawing on other more informal or non-specialist support services
can be an extremely useful tool, there are limitations to this. As mentioned previously, third
sector organisations are subject to many of the same cuts to funding and resource pressures as
CAMHS.
“We have good relationships with the schools we work with. Because we decided upon the
model where if we’re going to into the schools to run the groups then we need the backing
of schools to support us and to let the young people out of lessons and hep with rooms and
help us set up and times. So yeah, we have a good relationship with our schools…and that
seems to be going quite well. So we’re all positive!”
(Team Leader Early Intervention Well-Being Service (NHS), Female)

4.4 Clear and thoughtful formulation
The importance of clear and thoughtful formation, with a clear and defined treatment plan,
was also discussed as being key to managing outcomes, particularly for the more complex
cases. Having time to reflect and think about cases was seen as crucial, however, as discussed,
time pressures often prevent this from happening.
“If you allow more time people, people can be more thoughtful and be more effective and it
feels like at every junction people aren’t committed to having thoughtful, considered
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formulations, consultations with the people to allow that space for thinking and, you know,
your example where someone was too busy to close a case is – speaks volumes!”
(Psychologist (CAMHS), Female)
“But every six month – if you still had somebody on your books you had to go to the whole
team and explain what you were doing and why you wouldn’t be discharging them. You had
to make the argument. You had to formulate positively what you were doing or it was the team
you were answerable to. So it was very good training in that way to sort of set my mind in
that way that unless I can tell you what I’m doing maybe I should stop.”
(Clinical Psychologist, Female)
4.5. Shared decision making: honesty and hope
A collaborative approach, which encompasses communicating honestly about the likely
outcomes of treatment, while also providing hope to the young person was seen as being a key
feature of good clinical practice. This should develop a shared understanding around what is
hoped for from the work. Participants reflected that balancing hope with honesty and transparency
about outcomes was complex and there is no simple way of achieving this balance. Routine
outcome measures (ROM) were seen as one way of managing these conversations and monitoring
progress.
“I think the ‘hope’ thing is, because, I think you want to, as a practitioner, instil some hope
in that young person that things could change and things could get better, and absolutely I
think there’s that kind of fine line where actually what if it doesn’t? Plus you can’t always
change their contextual world of that young person can you so, it’s about being able to give
some hope, but actually what if this is part of your life, and it’s about managing it isn’t it you
know, so I think we can begin to instil management skills, rather than hope of things that
change for them, so..”
(Clinical Psychologist, Female)
Practitioners were wary of being too pessimistic about outcomes as they did not want to
give young people bad news or put them off treatment at the beginning.
“That kind of balancing the realistic, you know, how much can we do and I suppose you meet
someone for the first time you want to be optimistic that things are going to change and
talking about endings and saying ‘we might not be able to change anything’ sounds like bad
news in those early days.”
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(Community Psychiatric Nurse (Tier 3 CAMHS) and CBT Practitioner, Female)
4.6. Preparation and transition
Preparation was seen as key to a well-managed treatment ending. Central to this was
ensuring that expectations have been set from the beginning, including being upfront about
the likely duration of the intervention and the ways in which the intervention might be
helpful. It was widely agreed among practitioners that endings should happen from the
beginning and should be well prepared for over a period of transition, with some favouring
a tapering approach.
“You’ve got to make sure it’s planned, that the person feels in control of it…I sometimes
space mine out you know so we’ll go for maybe 2 weeks and then…whatever it is I can
do to help that anxiety…Because in my head I do the endings from the beginning almost.
It’s recognised that an ending is going to take place. So I think when I’m, when I’m kind
of confident about an ending and we can both see that those goals are there – the ending
seems quite easy and it can be easy to attain that ending without anxiety really.”
(CBT Therapist (third sector), Female)
4.7. Self-management and coping
As discussed in Theme 2, many practitioners worked in services with treatment model
that aimed to ‘cure’ and they felt that there was an expectation from other service from
young people that anything other than this was a failure. Self-management and coping were
discussed as an alternative ongoing treatment and the ‘expert solution’. Fostering
independence, autonomy and responsibly were also deemed key attributes of the process.
One practitioner spoke of framing the ending as proving a young person with the skills to go
and lead their life.
“Actually it’s not an end it’s a beginning. So we’re giving them the tools to go out and
work and that they probably won’t achieve their goals but what they then have out of it
are some coping strategies to help them to go out and achieve their goals”
(Team Leader Early Intervention Well-Being Service (NHS), Female)
4.8. Practitioner skills
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The role of practitioner skill and therapeutic style was also deliberated during the
roundtable discussion. While there are many systematic factors at play which are beyond the
immediate control of the practitioner, therapist-specific factors were also deemed to be
important in management.
“I definitely see different styles, so some people manage endings a lot better, for some it
almost comes across as like, they’ve disconnected from the family, but I think it’s just a
survival technique really. At the minute in our service, we have to kind of be quite erm,
upfront and business-like, like ‘you’ve had your bit of service, and now we need to let
somebody else have their’.”
(Children’s Work Manager, Female)
There was also a general consensus that formal guidance on managing endings was
largely omitted from core profession training and must learning happens on the job, often
through a process of trial and error.
“I trained a long time ago and we never talked about endings in my training…There’s
loads of things I didn’t do. Lots of useful stuff but - I didn’t do that - I’ve learnt that on
the job. There’s my first confession!”
(Psychologist (looked after children team), Female)
4.9. Managing treatment expectations
Finally, setting realistic expectations at an early stage of treatment is important while
also recognising the importance of maintaining hope that things can get better, but also that this
is not necessarily tied to length of treatment. Periodic conversations about the ending
throughout the duration of therapy, and regular reviews of expectations, was also suggested as
best practice. Practitioners emphasised the value of communicating about realistic expectations
with professionals in other services involved in supporting the young person and family.
Transparency from the start about the possible duration or outcomes of the work can lay better
foundations for appropriate collaboration and support from them as treatment comes to a close
“So when a child or young person comes to access our services the expectation is ‘we
will help you help yourself’. So I suppose it sometimes removes some of that need for a
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relationship to carry on and if that responsibility because we can’t fix – we’re not there
to.”
(Psychological Services Manager, Female)
“So people can actually know, you know, where your boundaries are as far as what it is
they can expect from you. And usually…starting the end right at the beginning. I think
that’s hugely important. Um, that this is a time-limited piece of work. Um and thinking
along the way about what changes we’re all noticing or not, as the case may be.”
(Consultant Lead for psychology and psychological therapies CAMHS, Male)
Discussion
Summary of findings
Informed by preliminary Patient and Public Involvement (PPI) work, this study aimed
to better understand child and adolescent mental health practitioners’ views, feelings and
experiences in relation to managing treatment when outcomes have not improved. Practice
challenges and features of good practice were mapped according to the theoretically derived
dimensions of the COM-B framework (capability (C); opportunity (O); and motivation (M))
(Figure 6.1). This study provides a novel insight into the views and experiences of practitioners
and highlights the highly complex nature of managing poor outcomes, expectations and endings
within a child and adolescent mental health context.
There are several key findings from this study. Foremost, practitioners described facing
a multitude of challenges in relation to managing treatment when outcomes have not improved,
which broadly related to wider systemic factors, the function and constraints of available
treatments and clinical complexity in practice.
Practitioners described being faced with profound service-level resource constraints and
financial pressures, both within CAMHS, and across health and social care services. This
pressure has been exacerbated with increasing levels of need, culminating and long waiting lists,
high caseloads and services which are not able to meet demand. Long waiting times to re-access
mental health services contributed to a reluctance by practitioners to end treatment. Not only
was it felt that long waiting times can lead to raised expectations of mental health services
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among families and young people, but that it can add to their anxiety about ending and about
having to repeat the process of accessing support should a young person’s mental health
deteriorate in future. The ethical implications of continuing with treatment while other young
people waited on waiting lists were also acknowledged.
In additional to statutory service resource pressures, practitioners described the
detrimental impact of funding cuts on non-statutory services and the reduction in other forms of
more informal or non-socialist supports. Although the forms of available support differed across
the regions where roundtable sessions took place, many practitioners raised concerns about
depleted resources in the voluntary sector. This was described as putting further compounding
pressure on CAMHS and caused practitioners to hold on to cases, even if they weren’t
improving, so that they would not be left without any support at all and avoid lengthy re-referral
processes. In some cases practitioners’ role in these circumstances can develop into a supporting
role, providing treatment based on a formulation.
Ending treatment with a child or young person when risk was ongoing was a significant
theme across roundtable discussions and contributed to anxieties around endings. This related to
concerns about the safety and wellbeing of the young person, but there were also concerns about
personal and organisational liability. Practitioners spoke about a cultural shift towards personal
responsibility, liability, blame, and fear of reprimand if something bad were to occur. These
anxieties impeded practitioners’ ability or willingness to end treatment with a young person.
Practitioners also spoke about function and constraints of available treatments and that
managing treatment expectations and treatment endings within a context where treatments are
often ineffective, yet viewed as being effective by the public, was challenging. Participants
spoke about how they were working within a treatment model which aimed to ‘cure’ and there
was an expectation that they should do so. It was discussed that CAMHS is perceived by other
agencies, families and the wider public as being the ‘expert solution’ to youth mental health
problems and that there were unrealistically high expectations about the impact of their input on
outcomes. These expectations resulted in feeling pressure to stay involved despite a lack of
improvement.
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In addition to feelings of pressure, practitioners also reported that they found managing
poor outcomes and ending hard on a number of other levels. Practitioners reported feelings of
anxiety, which acted as a barrier to timely and appropriate ending. Often it was the more
complex clinical cases and presentations that were particularly hard for practitioners, including
young people with high levels of risk, attachment problems, or other vulnerabilities.
Practitioners said that it was particularly hard to end with young people if they have poor or
complex attachment relationships, without the support of adults around them. These situations
gave rise to feelings of helplessness or guilt, which resulted in a desire to offer more, and to
hold on to a young person beyond what the formulation or treatment plan might dictate.
In addition to the challenges faced, the results from this study also provided a range of
examples of helpful practice and practical ways of working which map on to the capability,
opportunity and motivation domains of the COM-B Model. Nine key features of good practice
were discussed as promoting the management of expectations, poor outcomes and treatment
endings. These were:
1. Supervision and reflective practice. Strong supervision and reflective practice were
found to be helpful in dealing with the emotional aspect of ending in addition to
assisting with re-formulation and planning when outcomes were not improving.
2. Flexible service models. It was suggested that service models would benefit from a
‘safety net’, including booster sessions and drop-ins. It was also suggested that services
could have involvement by providing ongoing consultation and risk support.
3. Multi-agency working and informal supports. Given the likely persistence of some
difficulties following treatment, recommendations were made in relation to utilising
existing networks and developing strong cross-agency working.
4. Clear and thoughtful formulation. The importance of clear and thoughtful formation,
with a defined treatment plan, was discussed as being key to managing outcomes,
particularly for the more complex cases.
5. Shared decision making: honesty and hope. A collaborative approach, which
encompasses communicating honestly about the likely outcomes of treatment, while
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also providing hope to the young person was seen as being a key feature of good
clinical practice.
6. Preparation and transition. Preparation was seen as key to a well-managed treatment
ending and it was widely agreed among practitioners that endings should happen from
the beginning and should be well prepared for.
7. Self-management and coping. Self-management and coping were discussed as an
alternative ongoing treatment and the ‘expert solution’.
8. Practitioner skills. The role of practitioner skill was deemed as being important,
however, there was a general consensus that formal guidance on managing endings was
largely omitted from core profession training. Training and guidance may help
practitioners with challenging clinical situations around ending.
9. Managing treatment expectations. Setting realistic expectations early on about the
possible outcomes of any given treatment is important in successfully engaging around
the treatment ending
Implications for research and practice
Anxiety and depression are among the most prevalent and widely diagnosed psychiatric
conditions in childhood and adolescence (Bor, et al., 2014; Polanczyk, et al., 2015), yet findings
from the systematic review and meta-analysis (Study 1) suggest that many young people with
anxiety and depression receive treatment without feeling substantially better. Results from the
current study highlight that it is common for practitioners to feel anxious and face challenges
when ending treatment with the high proportion of young people who do not improve. There are
several reasons for this, including fears over ongoing risk and safety concerns.
The issue of ongoing risk has been discussed by others previously, primarily from the
perspective of the THRIVE model for child and adolescent mental health services (Wolpert,
Harris, et al., 2015; Wolpert et al., 2019). The THRIVE framework conceptualises need in five
categories; Thriving, Getting Advice and Signposting, Getting Help, Getting More Help and
Getting Risk Support. It has been suggested by the authors THRIVE that young people should
be offered risk support in collaboration with other agencies and explicitly not offered ongoing
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therapeutic interventions. The practice recommendations of the current study, in relation to
flexible service models and multi-agency working, are supportive of this framework and the
THRIVE model represents a way in which to operationalise the results of this study. Such an
approach will allow services to help practitioners to address and manage challenging endings.
In terms of treatment outcome expectations, results from Study 4 suggest that less than
half of young people with anxiety and depression had accurate outcome expectations when
predicting recovery rates from treatment. This finding is supported by the results of the current
study, which highlighted that, from the perspective of practitioners, there are unrealistically high
expectations about the impact of treatment on outcomes. Practitioners stressed the value of
communicating about realistic expectations with professionals in other services involved in
supporting a child or family as well as with the young person. Unrealistic expectations about the
outcomes of treatment make the end of treatment feel even more challenging for young people
and families when they do not see the outcomes they had imagined. Evidence based on adult
populations shows that the greater the discrepancy between an individual’s expectations about
treatment and the reality, the less effective treatment will be and the more likely the client will
be to disengage from the process of therapy and less likely to seek help in the future (Noble, et
al., 2001; Webb & Lamb, 1975; Westra, et al., 2010). It is suggested that setting realistic
expectations early on about the possible outcomes of any given treatment is important in
successfully engaging around the treatment ending.
It has previously been recommended by others that best practice should involve
refraining from promising an unrealistic degree or speed of change, yet being hopeful about
prospective outcomes, and that clinicians should avoid threatening a patient's belief system or
sense of self (Constantino, et al., 2011). These recommendations also include addressing
expectations explicitly prior to commencing treatment, particularly regarding what to expect in
terms of response patterns, provide patients up front with an approximate length of treatment,
and regularly checking on patients' outcome expectations and responding accordingly
(Constantino, et al., 2012; Constantino, et al., 2011). The results from the current study
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highlight the need to establish, among all parties, realistic and shared expectations about how
much the treatment being offered will help.
From the roundtable discussions it was acknowledged that while honesty and openness
about likely outcomes are important, optimism and hope are also important to consider and may
represent ‘common factors’ in treatment effectiveness (Snyder et al., 2000). Common factors
are the core ingredients inherent in successful treatment across various types of treatment, such
as therapeutic alliance, trust and outcome expectations (Constantino, et al., 2011; Imel &
Wampold, 2008). It has been argued that discussing the limitations of treatments at the outset
may be counter-therapeutic and that hope and positive expectation are powerful moderators of
change (Frank & Frank, 1993; Kirsch, 1985). However, others have argued that being honest
about the limits of interventions may be therapeutically beneficial (Wolpert, 2016).
Research from the physical health literature has provided evidence that doctors worry
providing prognostic information will cause distress and reduce hope in patients and thus only
selectively convey prognostic information (Baile, et al., 2002). However, research suggests that
the majority of patients prefer doctors to be honest and realistic about their future likely
outcomes (Umezawa, et al., 2015). Contrary to the belief that providing prognostic will
diminish hope, evidence from the physical health literature, within a paediatric oncology setting,
suggests that disclosure of prognosis by the doctor can support hope, even when the prognosis is
poor (Mack, et al., 2007). However, there is no research investigating this relationship in child
and adolescent mental health contexts. Results from Study 2 of this thesis demonstrated that
there was a mixed consensus regarding the degree of to which young people thought clinicians
should share information about likely outcomes at the start of treatment. Within this context, it
is vital that practitioners manage expectations from the beginning in a way that not only
nurtures hope and trust, but also communicates clearly the young person the nature of the
support being offered and how it may help them.
In the hope of shaping positive future directions, it is suggested that the behaviour
components outlined above are mapped onto the intervention functions outlined the COM-B
Model in order to inform behaviour change strategies and implementation strategies (Michie, et
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al., 2011). These include creating a culture within services that is supportive of staff, rather than
one which fosters blame and fear. Robust management and leadership are important in setting
the example for this culture of working. A supportive environment can be achieved by
embedding reflective practice and supervision into the ways of working to support practitioners
when making difficult decisions about ending treatment. Circulating an email listing dormant
cases to clinicians, prompting staff to consider whether these cases should remain open in their
next supervision may also be helpful.
It is also suggested that services put in place ways of working that allow practitioners
flexibility in responding to more challenging endings. For example, the ability to offer staggered
sessions, follow-ups, re-engagement with the service, or drop-in services. Flexible adaptations
to service models may allow practitioners to feel less anxious and fear about young people who
have ongoing risk. THRIVE represents an existing framework on which to build on to manage
such cases in practice.
Theoretical implications
As has been discussed, the Theoretical Domains Framework (TDF) provides a
comprehensive, theory-informed approach to identifying determinants of behaviour (Lou
Atkins, et al., 2017). The current research used both the TDF and the COM-B Model to develop
the qualitative interview schedule, which was based broadly around the three components of
capability, opportunity and motivation, to identify CAMHS professionals’ perspectives and
experiences in relation to managing poor treatment outcomes and endings when improvement
has not been achieved (Lou Atkins, et al., 2017; Michie, et al., 2011).
The benefits of using the COM-B Model and associated Behaviour Change Wheel as
the theoretical basis for this study have been well-described in the preceding section of this
discussion. Using this approach, behavioural targets can be identified as a basis for behaviour
change interventions for implementing new practices or changes to current practice. As reported
in other contexts, applying this meta-model enables the development of a comprehensive
account of inﬂuences on practice (Barker, Atkins, & de Lusignan, 2016). The inclusion of
opportunity factors are particularly beneficial for enabling consideration of applicability of
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interventions in other settings and for the development of policy and interventions to optimise
the process and outcomes of care (Avery & Patterson, 2018; Michie, et al., 2011).
Although a key strength of the study is the use of a theoretical model to explain
observed practice in terms of capability, motivation and opportunity, and despite the benefits of
this approach, there are also limitations to using the COM-B Model and Behaviour Change
Wheel in this way, in that they potentially constrain the thematic analysis, as well as the
interpretation of the emergent themes. Although the model is broad, inclusive and encompasses
many potential behavioural drivers, it is argued that the model is also somewhat constrictive in
how it categorises behaviours and experience and the stages of intervention design. In doing so,
this approach may fail to capture the nuance and complexity of behaviour and experience
(Abraham, 2016; Ogden, 2016b). It also remains unclear whether the model effectively predicts
behaviour or behaviour change and it has been argued that the model is hard to operationalise
(Ogden, 2016a). Others have suggested that in systematising behaviour and theory, there is little
flexibility and variability is restricted and constrained: “psychologists become simple ‘puzzle
solvers’ not ‘problem solvers’, that the science becomes ‘normal’ not novel, ideas become
‘black boxed’”(Ogden, 2016, p. 247).
Adopting an over-systematised approach to behaviour, theory and behaviour change
may mean that individual variability is neglected, however, in the current study steps were taken
to capture this variability and nuance in experience and behaviour. This was achieved through
the initial PPI work, in which a wholly inductive approach was undertaken to data analysis and
to understanding experience and participant views. As illustrated by this study, it is hoped that
the field can adopt behaviour change science systematically while continuing to capture the
variability of individual experience at the same time.
Limitations
The results of this study should be considered in light of limitations. Foremost, the
sample was recruited using a self-selected, opportunity sample of practitioners. Those who
participated only represented a sub-sample of practitioners, and the views expressed may not be
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representative of the views of all practitioners. It is likely that those who participated are
particularly engaged in relation to the challenges posed by treatment endings.
As discussed, Study 4 of this research established young people’s prognostic estimates of
recovery based on treatment and no treatment conditions. This information is not available from
the practitioners’ perspectives but would be useful for the purposes of comparing the
expectations of young people to that of practitioners. Future research should endeavour to apply
the SRM to measure the illness belief models of clinicians in relation to the anxiety and
depression of the young people that they treat. Existing research highlights that the illness
beliefs of individuals who have the illness differ from the general population (Holliday, et al.,
2005; Vollmann, et al., 2010). There is also evidence to suggest that beliefs differ between
professionals and the public (Caldwell & Jorm, 2001). It was beyond the scope of this study to
explore the illness perceptions of practitioners, however, future research should look to fill this
gap given the potential implications of unmatched perceptions and expectations. Conclusions
This study used the seven stages outlined in the Theoretical Domains Framework to
explore the challenges faced by practitioners in practice. The COM-B Model was used as a
meta-model for identifying specific determinants of behaviour. The COM-B Model was
developed as part of a larger system of behaviour called the behaviour change wheel (BCW)
(Michie, et al., 2011; Michie, West, Campbell, Brown, & Gainforth, 2014) which was designed
facilitate intervention development using behavioural analysis of the problem of interest. As
reported in other contexts, applying this meta-model provides a broad and comprehensive
account of determinants of behaviour and inﬂuences on practice (Avery & Patterson, 2018;
Barker, et al., 2016). Indeed, this qualitative research with practitioners provided a unique
insight into the operational and motivational challenges faced in practice, as well as highlighting
a range of helpful and practical ways of working that can support mental health services to
manage expectations and address treatment endings in circumstances.
This study has provided a theoretically informed understanding of the current
challenges and features of best practice in relation to managing treatment expectations, poor
treatment outcomes and treatment endings in practice. Results highlight that practitioners face
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several key challenges in practice, including pervasive resource and funding constraints, an
obligation to manage ongoing risk and unrealistic expectations that they are the ‘expert solution’
to cure mental health problems. The findings of this study provide a foundation for research and
the development of interventions and implementation strategies to enable services and
practitioners to contribute to improving outcomes for young people.
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General discussion
The overarching aim of the general discussion is to provide a summary of the aims and
results of the six studies conducted as part of this PhD. Following the summary of aims and
primary findings, novel contributions to the literature will be discussed, set within the wider
perspective of the contextual overview provided at the start of this thesis. This will be followed
by implications for research and practice. Strengths and limitations of the research will then be
reviewed, followed by suggestions for future research and overall conclusions.
Summary of aims and key findings
This thesis consists of three parts relating to the treatment outcomes achieved in
practice (Part I), young people’s treatment outcome expectations and personal belief models
(Part II) and how both treatment outcomes and treatment outcome expectations are managed in
clinical practice by clinicians (Part III).
The primary aims of this thesis were to investigate the outcomes achieved by youth with
anxiety and depression following treatment by specialist child and adolescent mental health
services, the treatment outcome expectancies and illness belief models of young people, and
explore how clinicians are currently managing outcome measurement, treatment outcome
expectancies and treatment endings in practice. These aims were achieved through a series of
six empirical studies. The key findings across these studies are summarised below.
Part I of this thesis explored treatment outcomes achieved in practice. The aim of the
systematic review and meta-analysis was to determine group-level and individual-level
outcomes following treatment as usual (TAU) by specialist mental health services among
children and young people with depression and/ or anxiety. In terms of individual-level
symptom change, 33% clinically improved, 38% reliably improved, 6% reliably deteriorated,
44% showed no reliable change and 40% reliably recovered. Sub-group analysis demonstrated
that outcome informant moderated outcomes, with clinician-reports generally documenting
greater improvements than self-or parent-reports. There was also a small yet significant
moderating effect of treatment dosage on outcomes. Finally, problem type moderated outcomes,
with better outcomes for those studies focussed on depression than those for anxiety. No other
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moderators were identified as being associated with differential outcomes. In terms of
standardised effect size (ES), longitudinal analysis showed an initial large reduction in
symptoms within the first three months, followed by a gradual deceleration in the rate of change
thereafter. By six months, there was very little additional change in symptoms.
Part II of this thesis relates to treatment outcome expectations and illness beliefs of
youth with anxiety and depression. Using both qualitative and quantitative approaches, Study 2,
Study 3 and Study 4 applied the Self-Regulatory Model (SRM) (Leventhal, et al., 1980) to
understand treatment expectations and illness perceptions and to develop reliable and valid
measures of illness perceptions for anxiety and depression in youth. Approximately 48% of 257
young people with anxiety and depression accurately estimated recovery rates of 50% or less,
which were established from the systematic review and meta-analysis. Young people had
extremely diverse beliefs and expectations about treatments and their effectiveness. Many
young people had experienced unsatisfactory and challenging treatment endings within the
context of ongoing, unimproved mental health problems. This was often associated with a
number of adverse emotional effects, such as feeling abandoned, let down by services, and
disengaging with future treatment. It is suggested that this may have occurred as a result of
unmet or violated treatment outcome expectations.
From the qualitative interviews with young people, it was evident that likely outcomes
from treatment were almost never discussed at the outset of or throughout treatment. Although
there was a mixed consensus regarding the degree of honesty and transparency clinicians should
display about treatment outcomes, and the degree to which clinicians should be managing
expectations from the outset, many of young people felt that having a picture of likely outcomes
before treatment would help manage their expectations and reduce feelings of self-blame if the
treatment did not work for them.
In terms of illness perceptions, qualitative interviews were conducted with an initial
sample of twenty-six young people, followed by a further thirteen young people. Inductive and
deductive thematic analysis ensured a coherent and comprehensive picture of young people’s
illness belief models was achieved based on the SRM as the theoretical framework, while
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allowing for the identification of addition themes and data-driven patterns. Young people
presented with strong illness identities, describing a range of varied and diverse symptoms,
which were enmeshed in their sense of self and experience of daily life. It was notable that each
young person’s experience of anxiety and depression was distinct and unique to them, and most
participants were able to distinguish between their anxiety- and depression-specific symptoms.
Young people had multi-dimensional explanations for the perceive causes for their anxiety and
depression, including adverse child experiences, that they had ‘always been that way’, their
personality, the illness or death of a close friend or family member, family problems and family
history of mental health problems and genetics. Most young people believed that their anxiety
and depression followed a relapse-remitting but life-long, chronic course. Of note, beyond
treatment, coping was described as a key strategy for managing ongoing symptoms and distress,
and participants had varied perceptions about how much personal control they felt they had over
this. Finally, qualitative interviews revealed that young people experienced a catalogue of
profound and wide-ranging negative impacts on various aspects of their life. The most common
impacts described were the negative impact on relationships with others, being unable to work
and/or attend school, and being unable to socialise with friends and family. Despite
experiencing a number of negative impacts, many young people were also able to describe a
‘silver-lining’ and spoke about a comforting or hopeful aspect that had come out of challenging
circumstances and which offset some of the negative aspects. For instance, in addition to being
able to cope and manage better, some young people expressed that they were now more openminded, resilient, empathetic, introspective and self-aware. Experiential benefits were also
mentioned, including exposure to meeting new people and shaping career choices.
Taken together, results demonstrated that young people have multifactorial and
strongly held beliefs about anxiety and depression, which are highly idiosyncratic, yet can be
organised according to the underlying dimensions of Leventhal’s Self-Regulatory Model.
Despite co-occurring, young people with a history of anxiety and depression have distinct belief
models in relation to the two conditions. The combined results of these three studies suggest
that the newly developed IPQ-Anxiety, IPQ-Depression, Brief-IPQ-Anxiety and Brief-IPQ-
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Depression are valid and reliable tools for measuring illness perceptions in young people with
anxiety and depression.
The final version of the IPQ-A consisted of forty-five items, across eight subscales and
the final version of the IPQ-D consisted of forty-five items, across nine subscales. The IPQ-A
and IPQ-D largely conformed to the underlying construct structure of Leventhal's SRM
(Leventhal et al., 1980), both measures showed acceptable model fit, with high factor loadings,
and good to excellent internal consistency and test–retest reliability across subscales. Construct
validity was assessed through inspection of theinter-correlations between IPQ-A and IPQ-D
subscales. For both the IPQ-A, and the IPQ-D, the direction of the correlations was consistent
theory and with previous research (Hagger & Orbell, 2003; Moon, et al., 2017; Taylor, et al.,
2018). For both anxiety and depression, identity was correlated with chronic timeline, negative
consequences, cyclical timeline and emotional response. As expected, chronic timeline was
positively correlated with negative consequences, cyclical timeline and emotional response and
negatively correlated with personal control, treatment control and coherence.
To further asses the construct validity of the IPQ-A and IPQ-D subscales, correlations
were inspected with severity of anxiety and depression, as measured by the GAD-7 and PHQ-9,
psychological wellbeing as measures by the WEMWBS, and treatment outcome expectations, as
measured by the OES. These correlations were consistent with hypothesised relationships and
supported the construct validity of the IPQ-R dimensions. Finally, concurrent validity was
assessed by correlating the IPQ-A and IPQ-D with the Brief Illness Perceptions Questionnaire
(B-IPQ) across the equivalent dimensions. Using the newly developed measures, cross-sectional
data suggested that greater treatment control beliefs and greater religious and spirituality beliefs
predicted more positive treatment outcome expectations in youth with history of both anxiety
and depression. For both anxiety and depression, illness perceptions differed according to
whether young people reported that they were currently experiencing difficulties or had
experienced difficulties in the past but had now recovered.
Part III of this thesis focused on practitioner perspectives and current practice in relation
to measuring and managing treatment outcomes, drawing on the COM-B (Michie, et al., 2011).
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The aim of Study 5 was to gain a better understanding of current practices and challenges
surrounding the use of routine outcome measures in practice and the barriers to implementation
in CAMHS. A key finding was that 53% of respondents frequently used routine outcome
measurement in practice, either all the time (18%) or nearly all of the time (35%).
Encouragingly, only 1% of practitioners reported that they never used outcome measures,
meaning nearly all of respondents were using some form of outcome measurement in practice.
Compared to infrequent users, practitioners who used outcome measures frequently had
higher levels of knowledge and skill, reporting that they were more confident about how to use
measures as part their work. Of interest, receiving external training appeared to be particularly
important in increasing outcome measure use, whereas internal training did not. Factors such as
practitioners’ perceived usefulness of outcome measures, including perceiving that outcome
measures help in planning treatment and support and in deciding when a different approach is
needed, all play a significant role in influencing whether a practitioner is frequently using
outcome measures or not. Results also provide important insights into the importance of
organisational culture and processes in the frequency of staff outcome measure usage. Finally,
In line with theorised factor structure of the COM-B Model, confirmatory factor analysis
showed that the survey had reasonable model fit with the original structure of the psychological
capability, physical opportunity, social opportunity and motivation components and had sound
psychometric properties. Results demonstrate that this measure is a reliable and valid tool for
measuring the determinants of ROM usage among CAMHS practitioners in practice.
Study 6 aimed to better understand CAMHS practitioners’ views, feelings and
experiences in relation to managing treatment when outcomes have not improved. Results
highlight that practitioners face several key challenges in practice, including pervasive resource
and funding constraints, an obligation to manage ongoing risk, and being faced with unrealistic
expectations from others that they are the ‘expert solution’ to cure youth mental health
problems. In addition to the challenges faced, the results from this study provided nine key
features of good practice which were deemed to promote the management of expectations and
improve the experience of ending treatment. These include: strong supervision and reflective
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practice; developing flexible service models; fostering strong multi-agency working and
drawing on informal, specialist supports; and collaborate decision making, which incorporates
honesty about outcomes, yet gives room for hope. This study has provided a novel insight into
the views and experiences of practitioners and highlights the highly complex nature of
managing poor outcomes, expectations and endings within a child and adolescent mental health
context.
Contributions to the literature
Treatment outcomes
Anxiety and depression are among the most prevalent and widely diagnosed psychiatric
conditions in childhood and adolescence (Bor, et al., 2014; Polanczyk, et al., 2015) and often
persist into adulthood, exhibiting a high degree of chronicity and probability of recurrence
(Beesdo‐Baum, et al., 2012; Bruce, et al., 2005; Dunn & Goodyer, 2006; Ormel, et al., 2015).
Anxiety and depression are associated with comorbidity (Cummings, et al., 2014), substantial
functional impairment (Judd et al., 2000; Olatunji, Cisler, & Tolin, 2007) and increased risk of
suicide (Bentley et al., 2016; Devenish, Berk, & Lewis, 2016). Research also indicates that
these mental health problems in young people are increasing, which is reflected in a concurrent
and increasing demand for mental health services (Crenna-Jennings & Hutchinson, 2018;
Deighton, et al., 2019; Mojtabai, et al., 2016; Pitchforth, et al., 2019). Clearly, effective
treatments are needed to meet this demand.
Within the context of increasing need for effective treatments, there has been a strong
and justifiable focus on increasing access to psychological therapies and social care services in
order to reduce the treatment gap and increasing service provision for those young people who
require them (Fonagy, Pugh, & O'Herlihy, 2017; NHS England, 2019). Over a number of years,
a large body of evidence has accumulated supporting the efficacy (i.e. impact under ideal trial
conditions) of a variety of treatments for anxiety and depression in youth. Several existing metaanalyses have synthesised this information, indicating improved outcomes when compared to
control groups (Chorpita & Daleiden, 2009; David-Ferdon & Kaslow, 2008; Eckshtain, et al.,
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2019; Goodyer et al., 2017; Silverman & Hinshaw, 2008; Weisz, et al., 2017; Zhou, et al.,
2015).
Although several systematic reviews have been conducted into treatment effects, these
have focussed specifically on treatment RCTs and very little is known about the outcomes to be
expected following routine treatment provided by specialist child and adolescent mental health
services (CAMHS). There remains considerable doubt about the effectiveness of interventions
provided in everyday practice. Much of the available data relating to treatment outcomes in
practice is observational in nature and the studies reporting outcomes from this data are
excluded from meta-analytic syntheses of youth treatment RCTs.
The extant literature reporting on data generated from routinely collected datasets
suggests that a high proportion of young people do not show measurable improvement in
symptoms despite receiving treatment from services (Edbrooke-Childs, et al., 2018; Smith &
Jensen-Doss, 2017; Warren, et al., 2010). However, no systematic review of the literature had
yet been undertaken to synthesise this information. The systematic review and meta-analysis
conducted as part of this PhD (Study 1) (Bear, et al., 2019) addressed this gap by synthesising
the existing literature relating to treatment outcomes of routine specialist child and adolescent
mental health services, including observational studies and pragmatic trials, which have
typically been excluded from data syntheses.
As discussed, results from the meta-analysis indicated that, depending on the metric of
change used, between 33% and 40% of young people showed improvement. These results are in
line with earlier individual study findings and highlight that a high proportion of those seen by
specialist mental health services do not show measurable improvement on any indicator of
individual-level change (Murphy et al., 2015; Smith & Jensen-Doss, 2017). However, it should
also be noted that these results are somewhat lower than those achieved for early interventions
for depression and anxiety in working-age adults, where rates of reliable recovery are around
50% in the UK (Clark et al., 2018). This may reflect the greater challenge of treating young
people or the greater complexity of problems of young people accessing youth services.
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This systematic review and meta-analysis advanced what was previously known about
treatment outcomes from specialist mental health services. As discussed in Part I of this thesis,
the majority of available data to date has reported the average mean difference at a group level,
with minimal consideration given to meaningful variations in treatment response at an
individual level (Howard, et al., 1996; Ogles, et al., 2001). It is argued that the use of effect
sizes as the key pre-post measure is potentially misleading and there is an increasing call for a
focus on individual-level outcomes (Edbrooke-Childs, et al., 2018; Howard, et al., 1996; Jensen
& Corralejo, 2017; Ogles, et al., 2001; Wolpert, 2017; Wolpert, Görzig, et al., 2015). Often,
results of meta-analyses are reported in terms of statistical significance only, which has limited
utility in terms of clinical decision making (Cortese, 2018). This is the first review of evidence
to use individual-level metrics of change, providing the only existing estimate of likely
measurable improvement rates from specialist mental health services. These findings suggest
that there is need to review how to effectively meet the needs of young people with anxiety and
depression, particularly those who do not measurably improve with treatment.
Illness perceptions and treatment outcome expectations
Results from this systematic review led on to several parallel strands of research which
were addressed by Part II and Part III of this thesis. Primarily, it was deemed necessary to
review how to effectively communicate to young people and the wider public that not
everybody will get better by the end of treatment, as well as managing the expectations of those
at the outset of treatment. In order to achieve this, a series of multi-phase, mixed methods
studies were taken to gain a better understanding of young people’s existent expectations of
mental health treatment outcomes, along with their conceptualisations and beliefs about their
mental illness.
It is notable that in comparison to the physical health literature, understanding of young
people’s beliefs and conceptualisation of anxiety and depression is limited and research in this
area is in its infancy. The literature review in Part II of this thesis revealed that existing studies
conducted to investigate beliefs about mental health difficulties have adopted diverse
methodological approaches, often adopting vignette methodologies in so-called ‘healthy’ young
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people. A common theoretical framework that underpins the personal illness belief models in
child and adolescent mental health was assessed to be lacking. The literature review covered a
disparate literature, which lacked shared a language, from which it was difficult to draw firm
conclusions about the beliefs of young people in relation to their anxiety and depression.
It has been previously highlighted by others that the field of clinical psychology has
largely overlooked the role of illness belief models, focussing primarily on an individual’s
interpretations of internal and external experiences and how these interpretations contribute to
the development and maintenance of symptoms (Fortune, et al., 2004; Kinderman & Bentall,
1996). As a field there has been comparatively little attention to patients’ own models of their
mental health problems and the role these models play in engagement and expectations of
treatment and treatment outcomes. None of the existing models, which rely on cognitive
representations as a central component, account for the role of an individual’s existing
understanding and perceptions of their difficulties or illness. As such, the field is lacking a clear
and complete picture of youth illness belief models including, representations of perceived
curability and course, personal control and causational attribution in relation to anxiety and
depression.
Given that a theoretical model of illness beliefs is lacking in the field of child and
adolescent mental health, the current research adopted the Self-Regulatory Model (SRM), which
has typically been applied in physical health contexts, to provide further insight into children
and young people’s conceptualisations of anxiety and depression. To date, the SRM has been
used as the conceptual framework in studies with adults with mental health conditions such as
schizophrenia (Güner, 2014; Lobban et al., 2005; Watson et al., 2006) and depression (Fortune
et al., 2004; Glattacker, Heyduck, & Meffert, 2013b; Kelly, Sereika, Battista, & Brown, 2007;
Lynch, Moore, Moss-Morris, & Kendrick, 2015), however, the opportunity to use the existing
work as a basis for better understanding the illness perception of young people with anxiety and
depression is restricted due to the methodological shortcomings of previous work. This is the
first research to apply the model within a context of child and adolescent anxiety and
depression.
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Mixed methods were selected in order to achieve a more in-depth understanding of
illness cognitions than would have been achieved by using qualitative or qualitative methods in
isolation (French & Weinman, 2008). This approach addressed many of the limitations of
previous work, which have tended to use singular approaches, rather than drawing on both
qualitative and quantitative methodologies. Previous attempts to adapt the IPQ-R have been
almost entirely limited to word substitution to reflect the condition rather than using the generic
word ‘illness’ (Law et al., 2014). This approach has been criticised as not provide a high enough
degree of specificity or insight about the unique and idiosyncratic beliefs held by different
populations (French & Weinman, 2008). More recently, researchers have followed a series of
steps in modifying and validating the IPQ-R for specific populations, consisting of a qualitative
phase to elicit population-specific illness perceptions, a questionnaire modification phase, a
think-aloud phase, a further modification phase, and a quantitative validation phase. This has
been carried out successfully with a small number of populations, including breast cancer
survivors treated with tamoxifen (IPQ-BCS) (Moon et al., 2017), pain in young people (PPQYP) (Ghio et al., 2018) and patients with atrial fibrillation (AF IPQ-R) (Taylor et al., 2018).

In the current research, qualitative methods provided an integral first step in exploring
illness perceptions and treatment outcome expectations in young people with anxiety and
depression. Semi-structured interviews provided a unique opportunity to provide an in-depth
insight into the unique experiences, expectations and beliefs of young people with anxiety and
treatment, beyond what could have been achieved using the generic measure of illness
perceptions. This research has contributed new understanding by providing the first account of
illness belief models in youth with anxiety and depression, giving the field an insight into how
these conditions are conceived and experienced.
Prior to the current research, the degree to which illness perceptions differ between
individuals with the objectively same condition was not yet known. While highly idiosyncratic
and variable, this research also provides evidence that there are certain trends in how young
people cognitively represent their condition. For example, young people viewed their anxiety
and depression as being long-lasting, with serious and far reaching impacts on life. Anxiety and
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depression were observed as being extremely enmeshed in a young person’s sense of self and
seen as being part of who they are, with impacts on numerous aspects of life. This finding was
supported by the results from the quantitative phase of the research, in which young people held
stronger illness beliefs than young people with sickle cell disease, attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder and adults with both type 2 diabetes and early-stage breast cancer (Badawy, et al.,
2017; Corter, et al., 2013; Kosse, et al., 2017; Martinez, et al., 2018). This is the first time the
field has had an insight into how young people conceive their difficulties and highlights the
extent to which these conditions impact a young person’s life. This has important implications
for how anxiety and depression are managed in clinical practice in the future.

The qualitative interviews were also used in the development of two modified versions
of the IPQ-R, for anxiety (IPQ-A) and for depression (IPQ-D), which were then cross-validated
with the B-IPQ-A and B-IPQ-D. It is clear from the findings if this research that the SRM,
originally applied within physical health contexts, can also be applied to mental health contexts
and the modified IPQ-R successfully measures underlying, latent cognitive representations in
youth. This research has provided the field of child and adolescent mental health with four
reliable and valid tools for measuring these illness beliefs in young people, paving the way for
future tool development for other mental health problems in youth.

In terms of outcome expectations, results from the cross-sectional study revealed that of
the 257 young people with a history of both anxiety and depression, 48% estimated that, with
treatment rates of recovery from anxiety and depression would be less than 50%. Rates of
recovery of less than 50% are of approximate concordance with the rates of individual-level
change provided by the systematic review and meta-analysis (Study 1) (Bear, et al., 2019), in
which reliably recovery for anxiety and depression was 40%. This is the first study to provide a
clear picture of prognostic estimates of treatment outcomes from the perspective of young
people. Furthermore, no studies had yet been conducted which examined the role of young
people’s personal illness belief models and understanding of their mental health difficulties in
contributing to their expectations about engaging with treatment. Given that outcome
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expectancies are cognitively mediated, when exploring treatment outcome expectations, it is
important to consider the role of personal illness belief models.
Using mixed methods, three studies were undertaken as part of this PhD research to
gain a better understanding of young people’s expectations of treatment outcomes and
conceptualisations and beliefs about their anxiety and depression, beyond the very limited
understanding that existed previously. Applying and adapting a social cognition model,
originally developed for chronic physical health conditions, has progressed the field of child and
adolescent mental health, and indeed the field of clinical psychology more broadly, by
providing a new lens by which to examine and understand young people’s experiences of their
mental health problems, beyond that of the traditional cognitive behaviour models currently in
use. The tools developed as part of this PhD have the potential to have far-reaching uses in
identifying illness representations which are specific to young people with anxiety and
depression and may go some way towards improving understanding of the moderating role of
illness beliefs in mental health-related outcomes. It turn, these moderating beliefs may be used
in the future development of targeted interventions. This is the first study to provide support for
the application of the SRM to understand the ways in which young people cognitively appraise
their anxiety and depression. The wider implications of this for research and practice will be
discussed in the proceeding section of this discussion.
Management of treatment outcomes in practice
Given that approximately half of young people do not measurably improve following
treatment, it is important that individual outcomes are monitored using routine measurement so
that clinicians can identify those who are not improving and, in turn, consider how best to
address the needs of those who are not measurably improved at the end of treatment. The
collection and evaluation of routinely collected data continues to be underutilised and there is
considerable variation in how data is collected and recorded (Turchik, et al., 2007). There are a
number of extant barriers to implementation, spanning individual and systems levels, which are
reflected in low practitioner engagement (Hamilton & Bickman, 2008). Prior to the current
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research, understanding of the barriers to ROM use was limited and research lacked a
theoretical basis for exploring intervention strategies to promote usage.
From the interviews with young people, it was clear that many young people
experienced a treatment ending despite not feeling better and a number of young people said
they actually felt worse. These treatment endings were described as being particularly
challenging and a high proportion of those interviewed reported being unhappy about how their
treatment ending was managed and feeling let down by services, especially in terms of how the
process was communicated and managed. Probable outcomes from treatment were almost never
explicitly discussed at the outset or throughout treatment and, from young people’s
perspectives, there was a largely mixed consensus regarding the degree of openness and
transparency they wanted from professionals about the expected outcomes of treatment and to
what extent they should be managing expectations from the outset. There is a very limited
amount of research which investigates the issues relating to managing expectations and poor
outcomes from the perspective of clinicians. As discussed, the literature that does exist
primarily originates from the psychodynamic orientation, manifesting as theoretical, conceptual
and anecdotal reports from the perspective of the psychotherapist about the challenges of
‘termination’.
Results from both the systematic review and the qualitative interviews suggest that there
is a is a need to review how to effectively communicate to young people, their families and the
wider public that not everybody will get better by the end of treatment and explore best practice
in terms of managing expectations and treatment endings. Beyond the perspectives of young
people, it was deemed important to gain insight into the perspectives of professionals and better
understand these issues within the wider context of the healthcare systemic in which they
practice. To address the limitations in existing research, both a quantitative and qualitative study
were conducted with practitioners, using behaviour change theory (COM-B Model) to
investigate CAMHS professionals’ perspectives and experiences in relation to measuring
outcomes using ROM, managing poor treatment outcomes and ending mental health treatment
when improvement has not been achieved. To date, these are the first studies to use the COM-B
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model as the framework to understand the determinants and behaviour and as the basis for
practice recommendations in to address these issues within a child and adolescent mental health
context.
Results from the quantitative study provide the first insight into the psychological,
organisational and practical factors which influence routine outcome monitoring use in practice,
and can inform future implementation efforts and behaviour change interventions. For example,
practitioners’ perceived usefulness of outcome measures, such as believing that there is a strong
evidence base for outcome measures, play an important and significant role in influencing
whether a practitioner is frequently using outcome measures or not. Furthermore, confirmatory
factor analysis confirmed that the survey had reasonable model fit with the original structure of
the psychological capability, physical opportunity, social opportunity and motivation
components of the COM-B framework and had sound psychometric properties. This finding
supports the use of the COM-B model within this context and the assertion that this tool may be
used in future research and training and in practice settings to establish and monitor barriers and
drivers in different CAMHS contexts.
Roundtable discussion sessions with practitioners provided a different perspective in
relation to treatment outcomes and management than that gained from the qualitative interviews
with young people. Practitioners described facing a multitude of challenges in relation to
managing treatment when outcomes had not improved, which broadly related to wider systemic
factors, the function and constraints of available treatments, and clinical complexity in practice.
Foremost, they described being faced with profound service-level resource constraints and
financial pressures, both within CAMHS and across health and social care services. It was noted
that this pressure has been exacerbated with increasing levels of need, culminating and long
waiting lists, high caseloads and services which are not able to meet demand. This insight was
important as it provided an alternative and broader perspective than that provided by young
people, from which systematic factors and issues faced by CAMHS were rarely mentioned or
considered.
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The value of having both perspectives is also evident in relation to the theme of balancing
honesty and hope, which straddled both practitioner and young people studies. Both groups
deemed that this was a delicate and challenging aspect of treatment but agreed that a
collaborative approach, which encompasses communicating honestly about the likely outcomes
of treatment, while also providing hope to the young person a key feature of good clinical
practice. Both young people and practitioners reflected that balancing hope with honesty and
transparency about outcomes was complex, and agreed that there is no simple way of achieving
this balance. While practitioners were wary of being too pessimistic about outcomes as they did
not want to give young people bad news or put them off treatment at the beginning, many young
people wanted to hear this information. From the practitioner perspective, routine outcome
monitoring was seen as one way of managing these conversations and monitoring progress.
Having the perspectives of both young people and clinicians was crucial in providing a broad,
yet detailed, picture of experiences and preferences in relation to how treatments should be
managed in practice when outcomes are not improving. While practitioners were able to offer
their insights in terms of the issues they faced in providing treatment, young people were able to
provide insight into their preferences in how endings should be managed and the aspects of
practice that they perceive as benefiting from change.
Summary
The current research has contributed to the existing literature by adopting two existing
models as the theoretical framework for understanding the experiences of young people and
practitioners in relation to the expectations and reality of child and adolescent mental health.
These models have not been previously widely used within the context of child and adolescent
mental health. The COM-B Model (Michie, et al., 2011) was used to investigate the
determinants of behaviour to better understand practitioner perspectives and current practice in
relation to measuring and managing treatment outcomes. The SRM was used to investigate the
social cognitions of young people to better understand treatment outcome expectations and
illness beliefs of youth with anxiety and depression.
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This PhD research has provided the field of child and adolescent mental health with the first
picture of objective treatment outcomes for youth anxiety and depression in ‘real-world’
specialist mental health services. In parallel to this, the field now has a picture of young
people’s own beliefs and expectations of treatment outcomes. Results indicate that there may be
an overestimation of treatment outcomes by youth, however, given the cross-sectional nature of
this research it was not possible to match illness perceptions to treatment outcomes on an
individual level. Taken together with the literature, the results of the systematic review study
show that, anxiety and depression are prevalent and often chronic, with serious implications on
life, yet when treated by specialist services, symptoms often persist (Bear, et al., 2019; Beesdo‐
Baum, et al., 2012; Bruce, et al., 2005; Ormel, et al., 2015). On the whole, young people’s
perceptions were consistent with this picture, perceiving their anxiety and depression as being
chronic and with high consequences. Although this thesis provides an overview of both
treatment outcomes, treatment outcome expectations and personal representations of illness for
the first time, it is not possible to determine if these are congruent or not for the participants
included in the study. Future research should aim to address this by investigating the association
between illness perceptions and treatment outcomes on an individual basis.
In terms of how treatment outcomes are managed in practice, this research has provided the
first insights into the current challenges and features of best practice in relation to managing
treatment expectations, poor treatment outcomes and treatment endings in practice. Young
people experienced tough and challenging endings, which impacted their mental health and
likelihood of engaging in future treatment. However, discussions with practitioners informed
understanding by highlighting that practitioners face several key challenges in practice,
including pervasive resource and funding constraints, an obligation to manage ongoing risk and
unrealistic expectations that they are the ‘expert solution’ to cure mental health problems.
Implications and recommendations will be discussed in detail in the proceeding section of this
discussion.
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Implications for research and practice
The preceding section of this discussion has outlined the contributions of the current
research to the literature, set within the wider context provided at the start of this thesis. The
research and practice implications for each study have been described in detail within the
respective discussions of each study. In this section, the overarching implications of this PhD
research are discussed in relation to two broad themes, which are: ‘improving treatment
outcomes’ and ‘addressing the needs of young people’.
Improving treatment outcomes
The first broad implication of this PhD research is the need to review how treatment
outcomes can be improved in practice. A possible interpretation of the results of the systematic
review and meta-analysis is that the treatments being provided are not functioning optimally. It
may be that either the treatments themselves are not fit for purpose, and new treatments should
be developed, or the way in which current treatments are being implemented is suboptimal or
unsatisfactory. Indeed, the rates of improvement are somewhat lower than those observed in
adult samples, where the treatment of mental health conditions, such as depression and anxiety,
has improvements rates of approximately 50% (Clark, 2018).
In order to improve treatment outcomes, researchers must have access to good quantity
and quality data so that moderators of change can be explored. The systematic review (Study 1)
was restricted due to a number of limitations in the available data. In particular, there was a lack
of detail provided by studies regarding the TAU interventions and what they involved, including
who the provider was and their level of training, the delivery method, and intervention fidelity.
There was considerable heterogeneity in outcome metrics, time points of outcomes, and the
informant reporting on the outcomes. There was also a vast array of measurement tools used,
with multiple tools used per study. Not only were the interventions poorly described but those
that were described varied considerably across providers and settings and, as noted above,
multiple outcome metrics and time points made comparisons difficult. Poor data quality meant
that it was not possible to analyse patterns of individual-level change according to moderating
factors such as problem type, treatment type, age or gender.
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One of the key ways in which researchers can approach improving treatment outcomes
is to look at the moderators of outcomes. From the systematic review, it was not certain is which
intervention components produced better outcomes, under what specific circumstances
improved outcomes were achieved and for whom, and if similar outcomes would be archived
with no treatment. Improved reporting of individual-level metrics, greater attention to who
reports and which outcomes are prioritised, greater focus on adverse events, and greater detail as
to what constitutes TAU is warranted to enable the field to move forward in understanding, and
in time, improving outcomes from routine care for depression and anxiety in children and young
people.
Although it is argued that there is scope for improvement, it is interesting to note that
publication year did not have a significant moderating effect on improvement in outcomes over
time. This finding is consistent with a number of other reports that treatment outcomes are not
moderated by study year (Cristea, et al., 2017; Eckshtain, et al., 2019; Johnsen & Friborg, 2015;
Weisz, et al., 2017). This finding may suggest that the outcomes achieved from treatment are in
fact stable and will continue to remain stable despite efforts to alter specific aspects or
components of interventions. Despite sustained efforts to improve the effectiveness of
treatments for children and adolescents, which have spanned several decades, evidence suggests
that the effectiveness is not improving (Jones, Mair, Kuppens, & Weisz, 2019). It has been
noted by others that expending additional effort to improve the quality of treatments may offer
little additional benefit in terms of improved outcomes (Jones, et al., 2019).
Although the research literature reporting on the development and testing of evidence
based treatments is extensive, with some attempts to implement in practice, such endeavours do
not always come to fruition and gaps exists between recommendation and implementation. It is
proposed that one of the key ways in which treatment outcomes may be improved is through
increasing the quality and quantity practice-based evidence, from which we can learn from. This
approach relies on evaluating existing interventions, using data generated from routinely
collected datasets. Indeed, research conducted using routinely collected outcome data released
by National Health Service Digital and Public Health England, highlighted that way in which
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services are implemented is equally as important in improving outcomes as the development of
new (Clark, et al., 2018). It is argued that routinely collected data from clinical practice can
directly contribute to the knowledge base, in turn, this information can then be used to improve
outcomes.
As discussed in Part III, both statutory and non-statutory services are increasingly
required to evidence the effectiveness and value of their service provision to commissioners and
funders. As of September 2019, it is mandatory for NHS funded care providers, including
independent sector providers, to submit data to the Mental Health Services Data Set (MHSDS).
As discussed previously, this approach has not been without challenges and there remains
significant organisational-level, post-implementation challenges in applying this agenda to
practice and in solidifying a standardised national routine outcome monitoring system (MellorClark, et al., 2016). For example, challenges have arisen with the Mental Health Services Data
Set (MHSDS) in terms of submission rates. The data submission update for November 2019
showed that data were received for 248 service providers out of 378 expected (65%) to submit
data (NHS Digital, 2019).
If of adequate quality, routinely collected datasets such as the MHSDS, have the
capability to contribute to the growing field of personalised medicine for anxiety and
depression, which aims to optimise an individual’s response to treatment on the basis of their
unique characteristics and underlying mechanisms. Factors that predict treatment outcomes,
particularly theorised processes, are crucial to the development, refinement and improvement of
current treatments. Future research would benefit from investigating the role of illness
perceptions across the course of treatment and the relationship illness perceptions have with
treatment outcomes. This has the potential to enhance clinical effectiveness by understanding
the relative importance of modifying unhelpful illness perceptions during treatment. In order to
develop an evidence base on moderators of individual-level outcomes in practice, larger
longitudinal studies using individual patient data is needed (Luedtke, Sadikova, & Kessler,
2019).
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As discussed, there is a dearth of research examining the moderators of treatment
outcomes, and efforts to determine the key predicting factors of treatment outcomes following
routine practice have provided an inconsistent picture (Kovacs, et al., 2016). The current
research was unable to move the field forwards in terms of identifying moderators of individuallevel change as very few studies have been conducted which report trajectories of change in
youth samples (Napoleone, et al., 2019). Datasets generated from routinely collected data are
vitally important for research and service improvement. Using profiling methods, a small
amount of research has been conducted using routinely collected patient data from adults to
predict different patterns of individual-level change, including reliable recovery, reliable
improvement and deterioration from psychological treatments (Saunders, et al., 2020; Saunders,
et al., 2016). Researchers have identified profiles of adult patients that differ based on
characteristics such as age, gender, ethnicity and symptom severity and those within each
profile share a set of common characteristics. Each latent profile was associated with varying
degrees of improvement, recovery, deterioration and drop-out following routine psychological
treatment (Saunders, et al., 2016). Latent profile analysis provides the field with a novel and
valuable approach to predict a number of important outcomes from treatment using routinely
collected data, however, had yet to be used for predicting outcomes in youth samples.
Until now, the extant literature has not provided a clear picture of the illness perceptions
of young people with anxiety and depression and an appropriate age and illness-specific tool has
been lacking. The development of these measures represents an important step in the field of
child and adolescent mental health by providing the opportunity for systematic assessment of
young people’s conceptualisations and cognitive representations of their anxiety and depression.
The tools developed as part of this research provides researchers and clinicians with a means to
track changes in both cognitive and emotional representations, which can be targets for
psychological interventions designed to improve outcomes.
Applying the SRM within child and adolescent mental health research and clinical
practice has the potential to open up a range of intervention possibilities as it prioritises the
individual’s understanding and emotional response to their illness above other factors such as
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the clinicians understanding and the supposed objective illness severity and trajectory. The
findings Study 4 highlighted that illness perceptions differ according to whether someone is
currently experiencing the anxiety and depression or whether they experienced the conditions in
the past but have now recovered. This has important implications for research and practice. It is
possible that illness perceptions moderate recovery, whereby alterations in illness perceptions
can result in a reduction in symptoms.
The SRM has provided an important insight into the association between patients’
illness beliefs and a range of important psychosocial and health-related outcomes including
coping, self-management, treatment adherence and clinical outcomes across various patient
populations and conditions (Broadbent, et al., 2008; Frostholm, et al., 2007; Harvey & Lawson,
2009; Kim & Evangelista, 2010; Petrie, et al., 2007). Prospective research with adults has
determined that associations exist between an individual’s illness representations and outcomes,
such as short and middle term outcome in depression (Glattacker et al., 2013b); and functioning,
pain intensity, and coping with pain after rehabilitation in a population with longstanding
chronic back pain (Glattacker et al., 2013a).

Depending on the results of future prospective research with young people with anxiety
and depression, it may be that illness perceptions represent a useful target for interventions
strategies which aim to improve mental health. For example, CBT could be adapted to modify
cognitive representations to improve outcomes. It is also recognised that models are
unavoidably limited and cannot replace individual formulations developed by clinicians, which
provide a far more complex and useful guide to a young person’s understanding of their anxiety
and depression and the meaning it has for them (Lobban, et al., 2005). Clinical psychology
currently works to a formulation based model, whereby practitioners formulate a treatment plan
based on a young person’s precipitating, presenting and perpetuating factors. It is argued that
this formulation should be inclusive of the young person’s perceptions of these elements. It is
suggested that therapy should be working to a shared understanding of illness beliefs and notice
should be taken if there is incongruence. It is argued that increased congruence between the
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belief models of young people, families, clinicians and the reality of outcomes will improve
treatment outcomes.
In summary, identifying clinical profiles of young people, including their cognitive
representations, who are particularly susceptible to deteriorating or benefiting from treatment
may prove decisive in enabling clinicians provide a more personalised approach to treatment
selection and to be prescriptive in their choice of treatment based on the likely outcome on an
individual basis (Saunders, et al., 2016). To achieve this in future research, it is imperative that
future studies include more detailed descriptions of potential moderating factors, such as the key
elements of TAU interventions. This may be facilitated by the utilisation of the Template for
Intervention Description and Replication or TIDieR framework (Hoffmann et al., 2014). Studies
should also endeavour to provide some consistency in in outcome metrics, time points of
outcomes, informant reporting on the outcomes and quality of routinely collected data, which
currently limits its use.
Addressing the needs of young people
Several implications for research and practice have been discussed in relation to
improving treatment outcomes, including the role of cognitive representations as mechanisms
for improved mental health outcomes and improved implementation of routine outcome
monitoring in the generation of ‘real world’ practice-based evidence. While it is crucial to
continue to work to improve treatment outcomes through several strands of future research, it is
also important to consider how to best address the needs of young people who are currently
accessing treatments, particularly for those young people who are not improving.
A key implication woven throughout the studies of this thesis is the importance of
considering how best to address the needs of those who access specialist mental health services
and are not measurably improved by the end of treatment, as well as managing the expectations
of young people at the outset of treatment and the potential negative impacts on young people if
this is not achieved.
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It has been argued throughout this thesis that ROM can serve as a useful clinical tool to
monitor outcomes and manage expectations, providing both the practitioner and the young
person with some degree of objective feedback about the degree of change. ROM is particularly
advantageous within this context for identifying young people at risk of poor response and for
monitoring individuals who are not improving with treatment (Carlier, et al., 2012; Delgadillo,
et al., 2018; Finch, et al., 2001; Lambert & Shimokawa, 2011). Having access to this
information during sessions has the potential to help practitioners steer treatment by using the
data as a feedback tool to help signal when thigs are not improving and manage expectations
throughout the course of treatment (Gondek, et al., 2016).
Research has previously highlighted that clinicians have difficulty in accurately
predicting client deterioration or noticing current symptom worsening (Hannan, et al., 2005;
Hatfield, et al., 2010; Meyer & Schulte, 2002). In addition, they appear to endorse overly
optimistic attitudes regarding estimates of their clients’ outcomes (Walfish, et al., 2012). It is
therefore suggested that routine outcome measures can be used as an objective tool for guiding
such conversations and for signalling when outcomes are not improving to help prevent unmet
or violated expectations. As discussed, ROM can be used to determine the key factors which
predict better outcomes (Saunders, et al., 2016), however, further research using routine datasets
from CAMHS is needed.
Results from Study 5 suggests that there are a number of factors that are likely drivers
of frequent outcome measure use and should thus be addressed as the key targets of behaviour
change interventions. In the hope of shaping positive future directions, Study 5 mapped
behaviour components onto the intervention functions outlined the COM-B Model in order to
inform behaviour change strategies (Michie, et al., 2011). For example, it is recommended that
practitioner education should aim to increase knowledge and understanding by providing
information about the evidence base and usefulness of routine outcome monitoring in clinical
practice and as a tool for tracking progress. Furtherer, modelling by managers and clinical leads
may provide an added benefit by providing an example of best practice. Services should ensure
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that practitioners have increased means to and reduce barriers by enabling straightforward
access to measures and access to results with ease.
Negative effects

In considering how to best address the needs of young people, it important to consider
the potential harm of treatments to young people who are not improving. As discussed in the
contextual overview, a common misconception is that ‘more is better’, particularly in relation to
psychological therapies. This is not supported by the evidence, which indicates an initial rapid
improvement in symptoms, followed by a decelerating curve over the course of treatment, with
additional sessions leading to progressively less change (Bear, et al., 2019; Cannon, et al., 2010;
Falkenström, et al., 2016; Jackson, et al., 2017; Napoleone, et al., 2019; Saunders, et al., 2019;
Warren, et al., 2010). However, it is challenging to determine the adverse effects of treatments,
as outcome research often fails to monitor or report adverse outcomes or events (Duggan, et al.,
2014; Jonsson, et al., 2014). To date, very little is known about the negative effects of mental
health treatment and most of the existing research has been conducted with adults rather than
children or young people (Rozental et al., 2018).
It is of particular significance that only 9% of the thirty-eight studies within the
systematic review recorded or reported on any harmful effects or ‘adverse outcomes’ of the
interventions provided. It should be noted that deterioration rates were not reported as a measure
of harm, but rather reported as the inverse of symptom improvement, which is the primary focus
of treatment outcome studies. While symptomatic deterioration is one method of measuring
harm, there are many other ways in which ineffective or prolonged treatment can cause varying
degrees of harm (Parry, Crawford, & Duggan, 2016).
Other impacts include missed school, reliance, dependence, feeling let down, unmet and
violated expectations, abandonment, self-esteem issues from failed interventions. In the
roundtable discussions several practitioners spoke about how the notion that ‘more is better’
often supersedes the reality that ‘more’ can actually cause harm. The misconceptions about
remaining involved being preferable to ending represented a barrier to good practice and can
cause unintentional harm across multiple domains, including creating co-dependency. However,
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it is acknowledged that it is not straightforward to monitor the less easily measurable impacts.
While there is an emerging literature looking at harm and adult populations, limited research has
been conducted with children and young people and topic of harm and deterioration is in its
infancy.
Future research which aims to evaluate treatment effectiveness should endeavour to
measure and report adverse outcomes and events and it would be beneficial to standardise the
way in which outcomes are measured and reported using both group-and individual-level
metrics. In terms of clinical practice implications, deterioration and harm should be monitored
closely practitioners using ROM and it is suggested that steps should be taken to ensure that
deterioration and harm are considered and monitored at a service level.
Managing expectations
Although several implications have been suggested in relation to improving treatment
outcomes through research and practice-based evidence, and as a field we will continue to work
towards better treatments and improvements in outcomes, it is also important to acknowledge
the reality of current treatment outcomes. Moving forward, it is crucial that health professionals
can determine whether, in better understanding the illness representations of young people with
mental health problems, they might be able to manage treatment outcome expectations as well
as predicting and improving certain outcomes.
It was noted in Part I of this thesis that disease control rates for paediatric diabetes is
24% (RCPCH, 2015). Within this physical health context, the outcomes achieved by services
are not deemed as being entirely suboptimal or unsatisfactory and services are not deemed as
the ‘expert solution’ to controlling all children and adolescent’s diabetes. It is generally
accepted that those figures reflect the current reality of what treatment is able to achieve
currently. That is not to say that outcomes cannot improve in the future with more research. It is
argued that it is important to be communicating the current states of treatment response at the
start so that informed choice can be made at the outset of treatment before an individual starts
treatment. Such steps would hopefully relieve some of the negative impacts felt by both young
people and practitioners when treatment ends without improvements in mental health.
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This PhD research has demonstrated that young people perceived their anxiety and
depression to be long-lasting and the evidence supports this notion. Practitioners are of the
opinion that services are not adequately set up to treat mental problems as long lasting with
periods of relapse and remission, but rather are functioning to treat the presenting symptoms
with the aim of curing the condition. A key implication of the current research is that
expectations should be monitored and managed in practice, accounting for a young person’s
illness belief models and expectations, while also drawing on the existing evidence provided by
routinely collected data. It is hoped that future research using profile methods will help support
this endeavour. Understanding how young people view their anxiety and depression and the
associated treatment is crucial when considering management and support.
This thesis has provided several recommendations of best practice management in terms
of how to best address the needs of young people who are currently accessing treatments,
particularly for those young people who are not improving. In addition to using ROM to signal
deterioration and prevent unnecessary harm, services should endeavour promote high quality
supervision and reflective practice, which support dealing with the emotional aspect of ending
in addition to assisting with re-formulation and planning when outcomes were not improving.
Setting realistic expectations early on about the possible outcomes of any given
treatment is important in successfully engaging around the treatment ending. Research has
demonstrated negative effects of inaccurate expectations on affective reactions to treatment
regardless of the type of treatment received (Seligman, et al., 2009). Although the evidence
suggests that while more positive outcome expectancy may be associated with better outcomes,
discrepancy between expectancy and outcome can lead to negative effects (Noble, et al., 2001;
Westra, et al., 2010). It is argued that clearer information is required at the outset of treatment if
informed choice is to be exercised and if young people are to be given the opportunity to
participate in decision making regarding their own healthcare (Appleby, et al., 2003; Coyne &
Gallagher, 2011). This should be done in a collaborative way, which encompasses
communicating honestly about the likely outcomes of treatment, while also providing hope to
the young person.
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Findings from this thesis also suggest the importance of multi-agency working and nonspecialist, informal supports. Considering the evidence that a high proportion of young people
do not benefit from specialist mental health treatments, there is a need to review what
alternative, non-specialist approaches might be useful in helping to address the needs of these
young people. It is recommended that utilising existing networks by means of social prescribing
and developing strong cross-agency working, as well as promoting self-management and coping
as an alternative to ongoing treatment and the ‘expert solution’ of CAMHS.
Social prescribing programmes are being widely promoted by the UK NHS as a way of
linking patients in primary care with sources of support within the community (Bickerdike,
Booth, Wilson, Farley, & Wright, 2017). Social prescriving is being widely promoted and
adopted as means of dealing with some of the pressures on general practice, through bridging
the gap between primary health care and the voluntary sector (Bickerdike, et al., 2017; South,
Higgins, Woodall, & White, 2008). However, within the context of child and adolescent mental
health, the effectiveness and acceptability of social prescribing is in its infancy and research is
sparse (Wolpert, et al., 2018). It is also noted that while social prescribing is a laudable aim, it is
constrained by resource and funding needs.
To some extent, the recommendations outlined in this thesis are reflected in CAMHS
competence framework, which outlines competencies for clinicians working in CAMHS and the
clinical knowledge and skills underpinning various clinical activities (Roth, Calder, & Pilling,
2011). Among several core competencies described in the document, is ‘working within and
across agencies’, which includes skills in information sharing and communication, as well as
contributing to the co-ordination of casework and manage challenges of inter-agency working.
Of the generic therapeutic competencies, is understanding the ‘world view of members of the
system’, which is described as the ability to apprehend the ways in which the child or young
person understand themselves and the world around them. Managing endings and transitions is
also outlined in the document, as well as the ability to select and use measures (Roth, et al.,
2011). It suggested that any future recommendations and guidelines that are developed to help
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promote the effective management of treatment outcomes in practice draw upon the existing
recommendations provided in the CAMHS competence framework (Roth, et al., 2011).
In summary, managing expectations and providing alternative solutions to treatment are
not at odds with also trying to improve outcomes. Failing to manage expectations and address
the needs of those who are not improving with treatment may result in poorer outcomes, such as
harmful effects and deterioration in mental health.
Theoretical implications
To address limitations of previous research in the field of child and adolescent mental
health, this thesis has drawn on two models developed within the field of health psychology, the
Self-Regulatory Model and the COM-B model as frameworks for investigating the cognitive
representations of young people and the behaviour and experience of clinicians, respectively.
The results from these studies have important theoretical implications for the SRM and the
COM-B Model. Results suggest that both models provide good explanation of treatment
outcome expectations and illness beliefs in young people and behaviour in clinicians treating
young people in practice.
Models in health psychology
Within the field of health psychology, there are a wide range of theoretical models,
constructs and frameworks that seek to operationalise how psychological factors such as beliefs,
values, thoughts, feelings and attitudes impact on health, illness and health-related behaviours.
These models have been developed over several decades and have the common aim of
understanding, predicting and potentially changing health-related behaviours. Models include
the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991, 2011), the Health Belief Model (HBM) (Janz &
Becker, 1984), the Self-Regulatory Model (SRM) (Leventhal, et al., 1980) and the Capability,
Opportunity, and Motivation Model of Behaviour (COM-B) (Michie, et al., 2011). Although
elements of these models overlap, they differ in terms of their scope; ranging from the focused
and specific (e.g. HBM) to the broad and inclusive (e.g. COM-B) (Ogden, 2016b).
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Although each model has its merits and applications, there are several limitations to
each. The Health Belief Model (HBM) is a cognition model, in that it emphasises individuals’
cognitions and beliefs about behaviours and the associated illness, such as benefits and costs of
enacting behaviours, without particular reference to a social context. The HBM has several
weaknesses, including that it fails to recognise the role of emotional factors, such as fear, and
behaviour intentions, and is static rather than dynamic, implying that beliefs do not change over
time. Much like the SRM, the Theory of Planned Behaviour is a social cognition model, in that
it considers the individual within the context of their social environment. TPB emphasises the
role of intentions in behaviour, as well as internal and external factors and assumes the person
has the resources and opportunities, regardless of the intentions. The model has been criticised
as it does not have a bidirectional or feedback loop component.
The SRM
The SRM addresses many of the limitations of other models by describing a parallel and
dynamic response to illness, in which individuals actively build a cognitive representation of the
health threat based their own knowledge and experience, the discourses of those close to them,
and the current and historical social and cultural context. The SRM delineates the active parallel
processing of how people regulate their emotional and cognitive responses. A key component
of the SRM, which sets it apart from other social cognition models, is that the importance of
emotional representations as well as cognitive representations are emphasised. Given that
anxiety and depression have a large emotional component in their presentation and
maintenance, the reciprocal relationship between cognitive and emotional representations is
particularly important within this context. The relationship between cognitive representations
about illness and emotional and behavioural responses is acknowledged in both mental and
physical health fields, however, the way in which these two disciplines have approached this in
theory and practice has differed.
As previously discussed, within the field of mental health, attention has been weighted
towards people’s interpretations of internal and external experiences and how these
interpretations contribute to the development and maintenance of symptoms. There has been
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comparatively little focus on individuals’ own models of their mental health problems and the
role these models play in patients’ engagement and expectations of treatment.
By adopting a social cognition model, rather than a cognitive model or cognitive
behavioural model, this research has provided in-depth insight into children and young people’s
conceptualisations of anxiety and depression, coping behaviour and treatment beyond what was
previously known or understood. This doctoral work has identified that illness representations
exist as latent constructs in youth with anxiety and depression and can be reliably measured by
the IPQ-A, IPQ-D, B-IPQ-A and B-IPQ-D. Therefore, young people’s beliefs about and anxiety
and depression are multifactorial and highly idiosyncratic, yet can be organised according to the
underlying dimensions of Leventhal’s Self-Regulatory Model, which allow them to be reliably
measured and classified as latent constructs.
The COM-B Model
As outlined above, the field of health psychology has developed, tested and applied a
range of theories and models. One of the central criticisms of social cognition models and
behaviour change models is that as although they help to understand or predict behaviours, they
often fall short of initiating behaviour change and developing effective behaviour change
interventions (Brug, Oenema, & Ferreira, 2005; Kok, Schaalma, Ruiter, Van Empelen, & Brug,
2004). It has been argued that many of these models are overlapping and researchers have called
for theory integration (Gibbons, Houlihan, & Gerrard, 2009; Hagger, 2009; Lippke &
Plotnikoff, 2009).
The COM-B Model, and the associated Behaviour Change Wheel (BCW), provides
solution to the call for theory integration (Michie, et al., 2011; Michie, et al., 2014). The COMB Model was developed from analysis of 83 theories and 1,659 constructs by a crossdisciplinary team of researchers and has since has been proposed as a new integrated framework
for behaviour change to reduce theory variability and identify an integrated systematised
approach.. Given the increasing emphasis on the need for more rigorous, theory-driven
investigation of barriers and facilitators of behaviour change to inform intervention design
(Eccles, Grimshaw, Walker, Johnston, & Pitts, 2005), the COM-B Model represents a useful
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framework for mapping both operational and attitude-related factors and how they serve as
barriers and facilitators to engagement with ROM and treatment endings. The model proposes
that interactions between an individual’s capability (C), opportunity (O) and motivation (M) are
the antecedents of their behaviour. Each of these three components can influence behaviour
directly and capability and opportunity can influence behaviour indirectly through motivation.
The relationship between the components and behaviour is bi-directional; meaning that
engaging in the behaving can influence future capability, motivation and opportunity, which in
turn can influence behaviour.
However, the COM-B Model has not gone without criticism. It has been argued that
while theory integration removes overlap and redundancy, constructs are broad and allencompassing and the model is constrictive and prescriptive and it yet remains unclear whether
the model effectively predicts behaviour or behaviour change (Ogden, 2016a). Researcher Jane
Ogden has argued that in systematising behaviour and theory, there is little flexibility and
variability is restricted and constrained “psychologists become simple ‘puzzle solvers’ not
‘problem solvers’, that the science becomes ‘normal’ not novel, ideas become ‘black
boxed’”(Ogden, 2016a, p. 247). While the COM-B Model and BCW represent useful
frameworks, contentions remain within the field regarding striking the balance between
specificity and inclusivity of different models and the degree to which behaviour should be
systematised. This PhD research supported original structure of the psychological capability,
physical opportunity, social opportunity and motivation components of the COM-B framework
and had sound psychometric properties. This finding supports the use of the COM-B model
within this context and the assertion that this tool may be used in future research and training
and in practice settings to establish and monitor barriers and drivers in different CAMHS
contexts. However, it remains unclear whether the model effectively predicts behaviour or
behaviour change within the context of ROM within CAMHS. Although others argue that
adopting an over-systematised approach to behaviour, theory and behaviour change may mean
that individual variability is neglected, in the current study steps were taken to capture this
variability and nuance in experience and behaviour. This was achieved through the initial PPI
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work, in which a wholly inductive approach was undertaken to data analysis and to
understanding experience and participant views. As illustrated by thesis, it is hoped that the
field can adopt behaviour change science systematically while continuing to capture the
variability of individual experience at the same time.
Strengths and limitations
The research and practice implications of this research must be considered in light of
the strengths and limitations. The study-specific limitations are discussed in the relevant
sections. Strengths and limitations relating more broadly to the body of work as a whole are
discussed below.
A major strength of this research is the mixed methods approach that was adopted to
develop reliable and valid versions of the IPQ-R, for use with young people with a history of
anxiety and depression. This multi-phase, mixed methods approach to tool validation, consisted
of a series of systematic and thorough phases. The modification process was iterative in nature
and drew upon multiple sources. Items were cross-referenced with existing items from the
Beliefs about Depression Questionnaire (BDQ) (Lynch, et al., 2011) to triangulate between the
original IPQ-R, the BDQ and the perceptions elicited via qualitative interviews with young
people. This step served to incorporate existing validation work which has been carried out with
an adult sample and ensured the process was comprehensive. Think-aloud interviews served as
an invaluable step in testing the face-validity and acceptability of the IPQ-A/D. The additional
step of cross-validating the IPQ-A and IPQ-D with the B-IPQ-A and B-IPQ-D, means the brief
versions are now available to provide simple and rapid assessment of illness perceptions, which
may be particularly useful in clinical settings. It should be noted that the as the tools were
validated with adolescents and young adults, if these tools are to be used with younger children,
further validation work will need to be undertaken.
In terms of limitations, the samples of young people for both the qualitative and the
quantitative studies were recruited using a self-selected, opportunity sample of young people. It
is likely that those who participated only represent a sub-sample of anxious and depressed
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youth, and the views expressed may not be representative of the views of all young people. In
particular, of the young people interviewed in Study 2, most had received treatment, or multiple
types of treatment, at the time of interview. Therefore, it was not possible to compare the preand post-treatment expectations of young people. Re-sampling based on this characteristic was
beyond the scope of this study, however, future research may wish to address this. Young
people in the current study had formed treatment expectations based on their experience of
treatment, however, it remains unclear what the expectations of those with or without mental
health problems is prior to accessing treatment. Expectations about likely outcomes are set from
the point of referral which impact the prognostic beliefs about how the trajectory of treatment
will go. It is unfortunate that it was not possible to explore this feature of treatment expectations
within the current PhD research. Similarly, this research is limited in its ability to generalise to
other mental health conditions given that it focussed on youth with anxiety and depression
specifically.
One of the main criticisms of the models of illness literature has been largely crosssectional, with limited prospective research carried out to test the proposed causal links between
beliefs and outcomes (Lobban, et al., 2005). As with all cross-sectional research, there is a need
for prospective longitudinal studies to determine if and how illness perceptions change over
time and how illness perceptions are related to health-related outcomes such as coping and
treatment outcomes. It is also of interest to consider illness perceptions as moderators of change
in the treatment process, while also considering treatment type and experience of treatment.
One of the strengths of this body of research as a whole is that steps were taken to elicit
the perspectives and experiences both young people and practitioners in relation to management
of treatment expectations and outcomes in practice. As stated, having the perspectives of both
young people and practitioners was crucial in providing a broad, yet detailed, picture of
experiences and preferences in relation to how treatments should be managed in practice when
outcomes are not improving.
However, it was beyond the scope of the PhD to explore practitioners’ cognitive
representations of anxiety and depression and treatment outcome expectations for the young
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people they treat. As previously specified, Study 4 of this research established young people’s
prognostic estimates of recovery based on treatment and no treatment conditions. This
information is not available from the practitioners’ perspectives but would be useful for the
purposes of comparing the expectations of young people to that of practitioners. Future research
should endeavour to apply the SRM to measure the illness belief models of clinicians in relation
to the anxiety and depression of the young people that they treat. Existing research highlights
that the illness beliefs of individuals who have the illness differ from the general population
(Holliday, et al., 2005; Vollmann, et al., 2010). There is also evidence to suggest that beliefs
differ between professionals and the public (Caldwell & Jorm, 2001). Given that illness
perceptions are influenced by prior experience, it is possible that practitioners’ own experiences
of mental health impact the way in which they cognitively represent mental health of the young
people they treat. It was beyond the scope of this study to explore the illness perceptions of
practitioners, however, future research should look to fill this gap given the potential
implications of unmatched perceptions and expectations.
Future directions
Several potential future directions have been discussed throughout this thesis, which
broadly map on to ways in which treatment outcomes could be improved through research, and
the steps that can be taken in practice to meet the needs of young people who currently have
access to treatment, but who are not improving.
One of the most important avenues for future research involves implementing
prospective research designs to investigate the moderating role of illness perceptions on
treatment outcomes, including mental health and coping, within routine specialist mental health
care contexts. The tools developed as part of this research provide researchers and clinicians
with a means to track changes in both cognitive and emotional representations, which may
represent targets for future psychological interventions to modify or enhance illness perceptions,
with the aim of improving outcomes. This has the potential to enhance clinical effectiveness
through increasing understanding of the relative importance of illness perceptions during
treatment. The results of this research also highlight that religious and spiritual beliefs are
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associated with outcome expectations. Although it is yet unclear whether such beliefs are
associated with objective mental health outcomes in this population, future prospective research
should explore this further as a consideration when evaluating treatment outcomes and the
moderating role of religious beliefs illness perceptions. In order to develop an evidence base on
moderators of individual-level outcomes in practice, larger longitudinal studies using individual
patient data are needed (Luedtke, et al., 2019).

It has been noted above that future research should endeavour to apply the SRM to
measure the illness belief models of clinicians in relation to the anxiety and depression of the
young people that they treat. This research has provided the field of child and adolescent mental
health with four reliable and valid tools for measuring these illness beliefs in young people. It is
suggested that this paves the way for future tool development for other mental health problems
in youth.

As noted, there is a dearth of research examining the moderators of treatment outcomes,
and efforts to determine the key predictors of treatment outcomes following routine practice
have provided an inconsistent picture (Kovacs, et al., 2016). In part, this can be accounted for
by limited data quality. As of September 2019, it is mandatory for NHS funded care providers,
including independent sector providers, to submit data to the Mental Health Services Data Set
(MHSDS), however, there are significant implementation challenges in collecting ROM from
services. This limits researchers’ efforts to extrapolate findings from clinical practice into
evidence about what works and for whom. Outcome moderation using routinely collected data
within child and adolescent contexts warrants further investigation and is crucial for delineating
the factors which may enhance or reduce clinical effectiveness in routine practice. Identifying
clinical profiles of young people who are particularly susceptible to deteriorating or benefiting
from treatment is important if researchers are to work towards improving treatment outcomes in
clinical practice. Access to this information may prove decisive in enabling clinicians provide a
more personalised approach to treatment selection and to be prescriptive in their choice of
treatment based on the likely outcome on an individual basis (Saunders, et al., 2016). To
achieve this in future research, it is imperative that researchers have access to complete
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routinely collected datasets and include more detailed descriptions of potential moderating
factors, such as the key elements of interventions, in their research.
In terms of future directions for managing the needs of young people who currently
have access to treatment, it is suggested that evidence-based recommendations for practice are
developed based on the findings of this PhD research. Any guidance should be accompanied by
training for practitioners and accessible summaries for young people, families and other
agencies, such as referring General Practitioners. Recommendations should focus on the fact
that not everyone will improve following treatment, the steps that should be taken in such
circumstances to support young people and colleagues, and examples of good practice in the
management of expectations, poor outcomes and treatment endings. Such recommendations
should be informed by the evidence collected as part of this PhD, from both the perspective of
young people and practitioners, and existing practice recommendations (Constantino, et al.,
2011; Roth, et al., 2011). It is argued that understanding how young people view their anxiety
and depression and the associated treatments is crucial when considering management and
support and the importance of illness perceptions and treatment outcome expectations should be
a key feature of any evidence-based recommendations. Practice recommendations should also
include evidence relating to the importance of ROM as a clinical tool for managing expectations
and signalling deterioration. The tool developed as part of this research (Study 5) can be made
available to services that wish to promote ROM usage among staff by using behaviour change
interventions to achieve this aim. It is hoped that practice recommendations and training will
help ease some of the burden felt by practitioners in relation to managing these issues in practice
and reduce the negative impacts felt by young people.
Overall conclusions
Anxiety and depression are common mental health problems in youth, yet prior to this
research, very little was known about the outcomes of routine treatment provided by specialist
child and adolescent mental health services (CAMHS) nor how to discuss the prospects of
recovery with young people at the outset of treatment. Results from this research demonstrate
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that a high proportion of young people with anxiety and depression receive treatment without
experiencing improvement.
Given that approximately half of young people will not measurable improve following
treatment, is it important that individual outcomes are monitored using routine measurement so
that clinicians can identify those who are not improving and, in turn, to consider how best to
address the needs of those who access specialist services and are not measurably improved at
the end of treatment. It is also important to continue to work towards understanding young
people’s existent expectations of mental health treatment outcomes, along with their
conceptualisations and beliefs about their mental illness. The tools developed as part of this PhD
have the potential to have far-reaching uses in identifying illness representations which are
specific to young people with anxiety and depression and may go some way towards improving
understanding of the moderating role of illness beliefs in mental health-related outcomes. In
turn, these moderating beliefs may be used in the future development of targeted interventions.
This is the first study to provide support for the application of the SRM to understand the ways
in which young people cognitively appraise their anxiety and depression.
In investigating the expectations and reality of child and adolescent mental health, it is
concluded that outcome expectancy and illness belief models do not always match the outcomes
achieved in practice and must be key considerations in effectively addressing the needs of
young people accessing specialist mental health care. Given that violated or unmet expectations
can lead to poorer outcomes, clinicians play an integral role in management.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Supplementary materials for Study 1
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Modified Downs and Black Checklist
1. Is the hypothesis/aim(s)/objective(s) of the study clearly described? (Yes = 1, No = 0)
2. Are the main outcomes to be measured clearly described in the Introduction or Methods
section? (Yes = 1, No = 0)
3. Are the characteristics of the patients/ samples included in the study clearly described? (Yes =
1, No = 0)
4. Are the interventions of interest clearly described? (Yes = 1, No = 0)
5. Are the distributions of principal confounders in each group of subjects to be compared clearly
described? (Yes = 2, Partially = 1, No = 0)
6. Are the main findings of the study clearly described? (Yes = 1, No = 0)
7. Does the study provide estimates of the random variability in the data for the main outcomes?
(Yes = 1, No = 0)
8. Have all important adverse events that may be a consequence of the intervention been reported?
(Yes = 1, No = 0)
9. Have the characteristics of patients lost to follow-up been described? (Yes = 1, No = 0)
10. Have actual probability values been reported (e.g., 0.035 rather than <0.05) for the main
outcomes except where the probability value is less than 0.001? (Yes = 1, No = 0)
11. Were the subjects asked to participate in the study representative of the entire population from
which they were recruited? (Yes = 1, No = 0, Unable to determine = 0)
12. Were those subjects who were prepared to participate representative of the entire population
from which they were recruited? (Yes = 1, No = 0, Unable to determine = 0)
13. Were the staff, places, and facilities where the patients were treated, representative of the
treatment the majority of patients receive? (Yes = 1, No = 0, Unable to determine = 0)
15. Was an attempt made to blind those measuring the main outcomes of the intervention? (Yes
= 1, No = 0, Unable to determine = 0)
16. If any of the results of the study were based on ‘data dredging’ was this made clear? (Yes =
1, No = 0, Unable to determine = 0)
17. In trials and cohort studies, do the analyses adjust for different lengths of follow-up of patients,
or in case-control studies, is the time between the intervention and outcome the same for cases
and controls? (Yes = 1, No = 0, Unable to determine = 0)
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18. Were the statistical tests used to assess the main outcomes appropriate? (Yes = 1, No = 0,
Unable to determine = 0)
19. Was compliance with the intervention/s reliable? (Yes = 1, No = 0, Unable to determine = 0)
20. Were the main outcome measures used accurate (valid and reliable)? (Yes = 1, No = 0, Unable
to determine = 0)
25. Was there adequate adjustment for confounding in the analyses from which the main findings
were drawn? (Yes = 1, No = 0, Unable to determine = 0)
26. Were losses of patients to follow-up taken into account? (Yes = 1, No = 0, Unable to determine
= 0)
27. Did the study have sufficient power to detect a clinically important effect where the
probability value for a difference being due to chance is less than 5%? (Yes = 1, No =0, Unable
to determine = 0)
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Other

Design

Outcome

Intervention

Participants

Study Exclusion Justification

Exclusion justification

Publications (n)

Presenting problem not anxiety and/ or depression

45

Participants > 21 years old

7

Not looking at children (clinician/ carer/ parent)

5

Enhanced ‘usual care’

9

Pilot, feasibility or acceptability study

14

One specific modality or modality comparison

30

No ‘usual care’ intervention exposure

17

Included inpatient treatment

15

Preventive intervention

4

School-based intervention

2

Pre-test, post-test clinical outcomes not reported

34

Anxiety/ depression groups not analysed independently of
wider sample

47

Not original research (e.g. systematic review, narrative
review, commentary)
Qualitative research paper

29

Data not obtainable (e.g. presentation abstract, conference
abstract, study protocol)
Doctoral dissertation

38

Multiple publications reporting on same study sample

12

Cannot access paper (access rights/ restrictions)

7

Duplicate publication/ new version available

2

2

38

Total = 357
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Figure. Standardised Change (Hedges’ g) in the Primary Outcome (Symptoms) by
Experimental Design.

In order to determine if ‘study design’ moderated the treatment effect on the primary
outcome variable (clinical symptoms), the standardised effect size was compared between
experimental designs. All observations were coded as either ‘experimental’ (which included both
randomised and non-randomised trials and quasi-experimental designs) or ‘observational’. As
displayed in the above figure, there was no significant difference (p = 0.083) in the standardised
ES between studies which employed an experimental design (k = 19; Hedges’ g = -0.63, (95%
CI -0.81,-0.44) and those which employed an observational design (k = 19; Hedges’ g = -0.98,
95% CI -0.95,-0.69).
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Figure. Standardised Change (Hedges’ g) in the Primary Outcome (Symptoms) by Age Group.

In order to determine if participant age moderated the treatment effect on the primary
outcome variable (clinical symptoms), the standardised effect size was compared across three
age groups. According to the mean age of the sample provided by the primary studies, all
observations across studies were coded as <11 years, 11-16 years and >16 years. As displayed in
the above figure, there was no significant difference in the standardised ES between studies
whose participants were younger than 11 years old (Hedges’ g = -0.57, 95% CI -0.82,-0.32),
between 11 and 16 years old (Hedges’ g = -0.79, 95% CI -0.94,-0.65) and older than 16 years
old (Hedges’ g = -0.75, 95% CI -1.10,-0.41).
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Figure. Standardised Change (Hedges’ g) in the Primary Outcome (Symptoms) by Proportion of
the Study Sample Taking Medication (%).

In order to determine if medication usage moderated the treatment effect on the primary
outcome variable (clinical symptoms) a mixed-effects meta-regression was conducted. Across
studies, the proportion of each sample currently taking psychotropic medication ranged from 0%
to 100%. A total of 15 studies did not report medication use and were therefore excluded form
analysis. As displayed in the above figure, there was no significant moderating effect (p = 0.73)
of medication usage on clinical symptoms.
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Figure. Standardised Change (Hedges’ g) in the Primary Outcome (Symptoms) by ‘Single’
Therapeutic Modality, ‘Mixed’ Modality or ‘Not Reported’.

In order to determine if interventions that were aligned to a single therapeutic modality
(e.g. CBT), or mixed therapeutic modalities, moderated the treatment effect on the primary
outcome variable (clinical symptoms) the standardised effect size was compared between
groups. Observations across studies were coded as either ‘single’ or ‘mixed’. As displayed in the
above figure, there was no significant difference (p = 0.64) in the standardised ES between
studies reporting on interventions which were aligned to one therapeutic modality (k = 12;
Hedges’ g = -0.80, 95% CI -1.05,-0.55) and studies reporting on mixed therapeutic modalities (k
= 24; Hedges’ g = -0.73, 95% CI -0.87,-0.6).
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Figure. Funnel Plot for Primary Outcome (Clinical Symptoms) with Standard Error (x-axis)
Plotted against the Standardised ES.
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Themes, subthemes and illustrative quotations identified in the roundtable discussions
Theme

Subtheme(s)

Theme 1.The systemic
challenge

1.1. The current climate in CAMHS

Illustrative quote
“That’s been a change, I think, over the past few years. From a time when you
didn’t have any waiting lists. So it was easier to end because you could say “oh
well, you know, if you feel you need to come back, you can just contact your GP
and come back and we’ll see you again”. Now the reality is there is a six month
wait.”
(Consultant Child and Adolescent Psychiatrist (CAMHS), Female)
“Knowing about the waiting lists, if someone is discharged it will be a long time
before they can access a service again”
(Mental Health Nurse (CAMHS), Female)

1.2. Lack of other services available

“The sheer stress and lack of resource that we were coming up against in our
service is unprecedented.”
(Clinical Psychologist (charity), Female)
“I think in these days, where resources and services are so depleted, that it’s
harder than ever in terms of, and I think, that, impacts on the capacity to close
because other services don’t necessarily want to get involved, they’ve got very
different thresholds than they used to.”
(Clinical Psychologist, Female)
“When I say “Ok, due to the funding cuts, we’re in a position where some of our
services we cannot, we cannot do it, we just can’t deliver”. So we have to make
adjustments to what we can offer, and they’re saying “so what you’re saying is
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you can’t help me either? Cause nobody else can.” And that puts a lot of pressure
on us now because we feel, well, we could help you six months ago.”
(Director of third-sector organisation, Female)

1.3. Service models and risk

“Trying to help the parents engage in some parenting support, and thinking
positively around her behaviour, managing her behaviour in the community. But
there was risk there and I did discharge her, but it was tricky to. But I’m not sure,
I wasn’t really adding anything, in fact I was probably being unhelpful because I
was allowing the family to continue to work in that way, which I think was, had a
massive contributing factor to her struggles really.”
(Senior Mental Health Practitioner (CAMHS), Female)

1.3.1. Organisational structures
“Yes and I, I just want to come back to your point about positive risk taking. Um,
because I do think that really uh gets to the heart of a lot of challenges around
ending and just work generally. Uh I really have seen the picture shift in the
last…certainly 5 years, definitely 10 years in um the anxiety levels around risk and
risk management…Because workers, what I hear from workers all the time, is
anxiety and panic around…you’ve been working with a young person who is really
risky, they’re over 18, so this is our upper age range now…Um, however, what I
see that does is it creates a culture of of a fear of um a sort of you have to work
against it becoming very blame orientated…”
(Head of Service (third sector), non-clinical background, Female)
“I think our expectation around our appreciation of risk and how you manage it
isn’t necessarily rooted in, isn’t necessarily very realistic in terms of risks that
exists in people’s lives, and how we live with risk on a daily basis, so, I think that’s
perhaps one of the downfalls of sort of being in a service that prefaces its’ name as
specialist, like specialist CAMHS. I think there’s, there is a lot about the way that
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you set up your service and you present it, and you, and for me there’s a link to
that with the expert model”
(Clinical Psychologist, Female)
Theme 2. Function and
constraints of available
treatments

2.1. Treating symptoms to cure

“But also I suppose it’s about how you might identity fixed as well. Because, a lot
of people that we might work with, lots of them don’t get better, you know. You
know, as much as I don’t want to, but I suppose I have to admit to that. Some of the
cases that see me don’t get better. There you go, I’ve said it… for some of them you
just stop it, or you just slow it. So they’re on this trajectory that’s a really bad
trajectory…And actually you’re not going to make them, they’re still going to have
mental health difficulties, they’re still going to have significant family difficulties.
Um, and you’re not going to fix all of that but you might just make a little bit of
difference so that they’re not, things aren’t as difficult as they were. And it’s
reconciling that that’s worthy. That’s kind of a good enough intervention, isn’t it
you know? That’s, you know, you know especially with the complex cases.”
(Support Worker, Male)
“I think we get into these open-ended pieces of work and you know, you lose, we
were talking about therapeutic drift, they’re just coming and you’re not really sure
what you’re doing, you’re not really sure why they’re coming and they’re not really
sure why they’re coming. Um, but if you try to end suddenly there’s another crisis
and I think that we have to be really watchful of creating this kind of dependency
where they can’t imagine a life where they don’t come to see somebody in your
service. I’ve had young people say to me ‘well if I stop coming, who will I talk to?’.
You think ‘well, who do other people talk to who don’t come to my service?!’”
(Clinical Psychologist (CAMHS), Female)
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2.2. Unrealistic treatment expectations

“Something about that we’re not always going to fix and cure because I think that
is a problem with expectations that CAMHS has that magic secret that once you’re
in the door we’ll share. Something about being realistic then, isn’t it?”
(Community psychiatric nurse (Tier 3 CAMHS) and CBT practitioner, Female)

“It’s the magic wand of mental health. You see that in adult services as well that
we’re some kind of miracle… but that’s from my experience.”
(Psychologist (looked after children service), Female)
“That risk of remaining involved, both with that sense of, oh those people are
involved so hopefully they’re managing to make some headway, but also the risk
to families of this kind of sense that can potentially I think become, well if only you
adhered closely enough to this plan, or if only you, you know, understood or
accepted this formulation enough, or, if only then you’ve got, but as it is, we’re not
making any difference.”
(Clinical Psychologist, Female)
2.3. Engagement and active participation

“Well something about there being some hard work required. I’m quite interested
in. This idea that you will be done to and that all will be well so I don’t know – the
investment that’s required by yeah people engaging in therapy.”
(Child and Adolescent Psychotherapist and Service Manager (charity), Female)
“I’ve never really thought about it really in terms of when I talk about endings with
them because I don’t. Because your comment about being the longest standing
person in that child’s life sometimes becomes a reality. Whether you want it or not
and then that adds a totally different dimension so I don’t talk about endings at all
even though it’s in my thinking but I don’t.”(Psychologist, looked after children
service, Female)
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Theme 3. Clinical
complexity in practice

3.1. Negative impacts on young person

“I have had experience where it hasn’t, hadn’t worked with one um young person
and we worked right up until the very last session and on the very last session she
all of a sudden developed symptoms of psychosis…and I think it was just about her
anxiety about ending so I carried on.”
(Mental Health Practitioner (CAMHS), Female)

3.2. Pressure on practitioners

“I’m feeling really concerned about that and I think that if we can do something to
advocate on behalf of staff and workers and can make links to your point, you know,
if there’s compassion for the people providing the service then they feel safe enough
to be able to, you know, work in the way that they’ve been trained. Which is, of
course, to manage endings. We’ve all been trained in different ways to work with
endings. But not if we’re terrified and our backs are against the wall and we’re,
you know, being asked, being told to see another twelve people.” (Child and
Adolescent Psychotherapist and Service Manager, Female)
“And there’s huge pressure on clinicians to manage the risk and make it a safe
case before closure but that’s not always possible.” (Child Psychotherapist,
Male)

3.3. Clinical complexity

“Our job isn’t always to agree with families and that’s a really difficult position.
While our service users' views are really important but actually we’re not going to
diagnose if it doesn’t fulfil criteria, you know, that that when you get into that levels
of things.” (Clinical Psychologist (CAMHS), Female)

3.4. Attachment, dependence and reliance

“I think, for me, the hardest people to end with the ones who are really
vulnerable, really fragile, they’re attachment relationships are really poor, they
haven’t – they're not coming with solid adults behind them coming in to a
service.” (Clinical Psychologist (CAMHS), Female)
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Theme 4. Key features of
good practice

4.1.Supervision and reflective practice

“Well we, we do our clinical supervision in 2 ways. So people can have 1:1
supervision or we do it as a group and sometimes what’s useful is other
practitioners will appropriately challenge someone and say ‘ok, you want to give
that young person 3 more sessions. What do you think you’ll achieve in those 3
sessions that you haven’t to date? Recovery?”
(Manager Psychological Services, Female)
“The other thing that’s really perhaps linked importantly linked to this is, you
know, the clinicians feelings, own feelings about ending and letting go. You know,
that sort of thing and obviously that should be the focus of supervision. One of the
things that isn’t down here, which I think is something that I’m very keen on and
I’ve developed in my service is, you know, reflective practice groups for teams and
the focus being to look at how the clinical work actually shapes and misshapes
clinical practice. Um, and again, that really hinges on trust and the ability to create
a context in which people can share their areas of incompetence with each other.”
(Consultant Lead for Psychology and Psychological Therapies (CAMHS), Male)

4.2. Service models

“So it’s kind of well we’ve always got someone on duty ask for me either or my
duty then to call me or have a conversation and then we can either do just a quick
meeting or a quick catch up to see if you need to come back in or not. But same
experience - people don’t call but I think it’s counter intuitive, isn’t it? We panic
about doing that, but actually you give a security. So…”
(Clinical Psychologist, Female)

4.3. Multi-agency working and informal
supports

“And actually I think a lot of what we’ve been talking about is the need to not work
mental health in isolation from all these other important networks who in many
ways are having great impact on emotional and mental wellbeing because they’re
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working around relationships and all kinds of levels of support.” (Child and
Adolescent Psychotherapist, Female)
“Well, it’s sort of something I sort of, the idea of something less formal. I guess it’s
a bit like what young people may have access to when they’re in school. They may
have access to more informal drop-in services, where they can, If they’re having a
bad day they can drop in and see somebody and can have a bit of a char and feel
as if they’ve been a bit supported. But if you’re not in school or in a school that
doesn’t provide that then – we know how much schools are being squeezed “
(Consultant Child and Adolescent Psychiatrist (CAMHS), Female)
“I also think it’s very important to know what other resources are out there so that
you know if there’s an ending coming up it’s ‘what else is there?’ and could there
be communication between yourself and whoever else may be able to help us at
that point.” (Schools Project Manager for Youth Counselling Service, Female)

4.4. Clear and thoughtful formulation
4.5. Shared decision making:
communicating uncertainty, honesty, hope

“I would say that you won’t necessarily of achieved all the goals by the end and
the ROMs are a way of us seeing if this treatment is going to be something that is
helpful to you and that will be under review and we will decide together how we
will review that but actually what, we’re unlikely to have achieved all of your goals.
What we’re looking for is some progress and to review whether this treatment is
helping you.”
(Clinical Psychologist and Clinical Lead CYP-IAPT, Female)

4.6. Preparation, transition, independence
4.7. Self-management and coping
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4..8. Practitioner skills

“I was just going to make the observation – we don’t do anything around training
or learning around endings. It’s more just an observation that when someone’s
leaving the service – they’re going on maternity or they’re retiring or moving to
another job then people seem very good at discharging them. They seem very good
around endings. Um because people don’t want to leave their colleagues with cases
and pass them off. So what is it about shifting thinking that when we’re leaving the
service that makes us discharge and find endings pretty efficiently that we don’t do
when we’re not leaving the service or moving somewhere else. As a practitioner,
is there something about us holding on to cases that we don’t feel when we’re
leaving because we’re quite happy?”
(Service Lead and Specialist Practitioner, Female)
“I think one of the things that we’ve needed to do is get better at is guess clocking
and measuring those outcomes for young people so they can see…I think if we can
better translate what the benefits of the support have been thus far then that’s
something for them to really absorb into their support and recovery and take with
them. Um, I think we’ve got better at that and conveying it in a language which
they understand.”
(Head of Service (3rd sector), Female)

4.9. Managing treatment expectations

“I think, I think, probably what I’d like, the world to know – is that, we can’t help
everybody. You know, if they don’t give us the money, and it’s not just about making
my service bigger and your service bigger and your service bigger. But it’s about
paying people on income support more money, providing better social living
situations, providing more support, there’s more people that can do more to help,
you know, people to go into homes and clean them for people…You know, you
know, helping people costs money and helping people saves money as well”
(Senior Mental Health Practitioner (CAMHS), Female)
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“I liked who ever said it the language around making progress. Something about
that we’re not always going to fix and cure because I think that is a problem with
expectations that CAMHS has that magic secret that once you’re in the door we’ll
share. Something about being realistic then, isn’t it?”
(Clinical Psychologist, Female)
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